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Torch Triple X Bringing Unix
software to the ordinary micro user

- page 54.

ALL-TIME CP/M MICROCOMPUTER
SYSTEM BARGAIN!
Fantastic bulk purchase of a major European
manufacturer's entire stock of this top-quality
machine enables us to retail it at far below its
manufacturing cost. ALL FEATURES LISTED
are INCLUDED as STANDARD:
COMPLETE with EITHER single or double
(as illustrated) TEAC half -height 51/4"
double -sided, double -density floppy disc

k "XX
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drives. Formatted capacity: 320Kb per
drive.

4 MHz Z80A CPU
64Kb RAM (in 4164 chips)
28Kb EPROM containing monitor & MICROSOFT

Centronics parallel interface
RS232N24 serial interface selectable 300-9600
Baud

BASIC

RGB, composite video output and TV modulator

CP/M Version 2.2
80 x 24 display with colour block -mode graphics
Exceptionally high quality styled keyboard with
numeric keypad & 6 function keys
PRICES

Monitor £69.00 + VAT With

DUAL

ROM port. (A Word -Processor ROM is available at

f69+VAT)
6 month full guarantee

floppy £199 (£228.135 incl. VAT) With SINGLE floppy £135.00 (£155.25 incl. VAT)

MICARRIAGE: f9.50 (incl. VAT)

Visa & Access accepted

wCZZIFF3

Available ONLY from:
COMPUTER APPRECIATION, 111 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent. (0227) 470512
MATMOS Ltd., 1 Church Street, Cuckfield, W. Sussex RH17 5JZ. (0444) 414484/454377 or (0444) 73830
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Jhe efufierlative
EPROM PROGRAMMER, BLOPROM-RS
* For micros with an RS 232 port.
Either polarity RTS/CTS.
Short Basic listing for micro supplied.
* Fully intelligent uP based unit.
* Baud rates: 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600.
to

* EPROM types: 2516-32-64, 2716-32-64-128-256-512, 513, 2732A -64A -128A

* Functions: CHECK, READ, BLOW, VERIFY, CRC (RAM/EPROM)
* Programming modes: SMART, FAST and EXTRA FAST
a_

MULTEPROM

Special Features:

0

* Reverse device protection
* System activity indicator LED
* Safe break Panic Button
* 110V/60Hz option
And now the SURPRISE!
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Price
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MULTEPROM an 8 gang copier for 2716 thru' 27128. Requires a ZX81 but no power pack or
RAM pack.
£199.95
All prices in £.

o.
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cc

U.K. 15% VAT extra, P&P free.

Overseas P&P + 10%, no VAT.

18.95, DHOBI-2 22.95 MULTEPROM 199.95 ROM -SP 29.95 PROMER-SP 29.95 PROMER-81S 24.95 BLOPROM-SP 89.95
CRAMIC-SP 89.95 PRINT -SP 31.25 POLYPRINT 44.95 PIO-SP 18.50 NIKE SP/AT 81 17.35 NIKE -Q Phone DREAM -81 59.95
MEMIC-81 29.95 ROM -81 14.95 PROMER-81 24.95 P10-81 14.95
Cambridge Microelectronics Ltd. - One Milton Rd., CAMBRIDGE CB4 lUY.

BLOPROM-SP

CRAMIC-SP

CML is a MAPCON Approved Consultancy.
4

Europe P&P 5%.

BB -PROM 29.95 Q -PROM 69.95 Q -CART 5.95 Q -CENT 26.04 BB -CENT CABLE 8.65 PROM -64 34.75 64 -CART 5.95 DHOBI-1

POLYPRINT

TLX: 81574 CML

Tel. (0223) 314 814.
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We convert your ideas into products, ON SCHEDULE, ON BUDGET, ON TIME.
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OSBORN EMANIA
"

predict that if I come back a year from now
there will not be a single mass -merchandise
package selling in the U.K. for more than £100,

and that includes Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony." So
Adam Osborne told Practical Computing last Septoz°

ember. As this month's issue shows, recent events on

both the hardware and software fronts could well
prove him right.
Although Osborne has been conspicuous by his
absence from the hardware scene following the
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£35 per published page. Submissions
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should include a tape or disc of any
program.
Every effort is made to check articles and

listings but PC cannot guarantee that
programs will run and can accept no
responsibility for any errors.

traumas of his transportable computer, his influence
lives on. Phil Clarke, one of the founders of Centaur,
is a close associate; his IBMulator is reviewed in this

issue. Both Clarke and his company share the
Osborne philosophy that the margins on personal

which is simple enough that it needs no training and

no support."
Publishers like Paperback Software and Mosaic
have shown the fatuity of the idea of "perceived
value pricing" which has sustained these kind of
figures. According to this, a package is priced on the
nominal savings that will accrue from using it, rather
than on its real production costs. The refusal of the
leading software houses to countenance even a sem-

blance of sanity in their pricing is a further sad
reflection of the industry's immaturity.
The appearance of software clones could
potentially have the same impact that IBMulators are
having on the hardware scene, if the big software
houses and the courts let them. Digital Research's

settlement with Apple over DR's

computers should be the same as those on any other
merchandise: profitable but not profiteering. Nor is

out -of -court

Centaur alone. Computopro, Walters and Tandon
have all launched PC clones for around the £1,000

in the wind. There are increasing signs that large
American computer companies are preparing for

mark, in what looks like the beginning of the end of
PC pricing as we knew it.

bloody legal battles in some hitherto obscure areas of

This is not a case of desperation in a fading

almost certain to be hardest hit by any new outburst
of litigation. They are by definition working closely

market. Sales of the IBM PC/ AT have barely got

alleged infringement of copyright was the first straw

copyright protection. The new clonemakers, are

going, yet Tandon has also launched a complete AT -

to an original, and are often small entrepreneurs

alike for around £3,000, and Tandy has just given

with limited finances.
Nobody is denying software authors the right to

credibility to this superficially impossible pricing by
doing precisely the same thing.
There can be no doubt that a fundamental shift is
taking place in the pricing of hardware. No longer
can manufacturers and dealers slap a huge mark-up
on scarce machines and sit back and enjoy the easy
money. They are beginning to have to work for it.

The case of software is even more interesting.
Osborne referred explicity to Lotus 1-2-3, and in this
issue we review his own Paperback Software's VP Planner, a Lotus look -alike for less than £100. Once

again, this is no one-off quixotic gesture of a man
driven crazy by the inequities of the micro manufacturing world: we also look at Twin, another
1-2-3 clone for around the same price, and there are

more to come. There are dBase doubles and
WordStar stand-ins; quite simply, a software revolution is under way.
That it is happening is hardly surprising; it is only
strange that it has taken so long. Look at the facts of
software publishing. According to a recent Infocorp

report, a typical $495 package costs only $60 to
research, develop and manufacture. Another $90
goes on sales, marketing and general administrative
costs. This leaves a total profit of $345, which is split
three ways: $75 to the publishing house, $30 to the

distributor, and a massive $240 for the dealer. Of
course, dealers will claim that much of this goes on
training and support. But to quote Osborne again:
"The truth is, if you get rid of the complexities that
most people never use you come up with a product
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enjoy the fruits of their labours and to protection
from outright pirating. But the lawsuits now under
preparation go beyond punishing infringements and
verge on vindictive extermination. Such stifling of
innovation and creative borrowing is contrary to the

spirit of the micro industry. For the sake of that
industry and of the users who support it, let us hope
that Adam Osborne and his apostles are still around
in September 1986.

YEARS AGO...
Apple Computers and ITT had seemed to be set for
legal action over the copyright of several products
Apple was supposed to have licensed to ITT - but
they have reached an agreement without disclosing
its terms.
Apple had alleged that ITT infringed its copyright
for the Apple Disc II system, DOS 3.1 software and
"circuit diagrams and circuit lay -out diagrams
relating to the Apple Disc II system".
Observers had expected a protracted legal battle
when the High Court in London resumed its sittings in
October last, but in the event both parties agreed to
settle and to keep the terms of that settlement
confidential.
In a statement read to the High Court, ITT said it
was "happy to undertake that, except as provided in
the agreement, it will not manufacture or sell any

article infringing the copyright of Apple".
PC Volume 4
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The only Olivetti M24

MULTI-USER
SYSTEM

Offering exceptional value -for -money,* the multiuser M24R has been specifically designed for growing
businesses wanting the flexibility of computer power
throughout the office.
The powerful multi-user version of the Olivetti M24
has been specifically developed by Raindrop to handle

20, 40 or 85 MB of Winchester disk
storage internally (the basic M24 has
only 10 MB). Security back-up is provided

by an integral 45 MB Tape Streamer or,

if you prefer, by exchangeable 5 MB
Winchester disk cartridge - for total
reliability.

Under the powerful BOS multi-user
operating system the M24R provides a
totally expandable system with full file
and record locking, multi -level password
security, printer sharing, print spooling,

The Raindrop approach gives you the computer
power for a number of users (up to 48 on the largest
system) to run several different computer -based jobs
simultaneously. So your word-processing can keep
going together with your spreadsheet without interrupting your accounts or database.
Applications packages range from
Word-processing, Spreadsheet and Integrated Accounts to fully-fledged Production Control. From Job Costing to retail
Point -of -Sale systems. From Electronic
Mail and Telex to Film Production and
Studio Accounting.
So if you're looking for a multi-user

business solution to boost your efficiency, the M24R from Raindrop provides
the answer.
Fill

full concurrency and complete micro mainframe communications utilities.

And the only place
to bug it.

in the coupon or call us, and

we'll put you in touch with your nearest
Raindrop Service Centre.

*A typical M24R 4 -user system with 20 MB
Winchester and 640 KB RAM including
workstations and high-speed printer would
cost around £6,850 (Ex vA-n

8 GOLDEN SQUARE, LONDON W1
I would like more information on how to
computerise my business cost-effectively with
the M24R.
MD10/85
NAME
POSITION

COMPANY
ADDRESS

POSTCODE

BUSINESS SYSTEMS

SUPPORT

01-7341091
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Workstations required: 1-4 I

TEL
I

5-12 El 13-48 ri

Post to: MONIQUE NOOY, RAINDROP COMPUTERS LTD.
8 GOLDEN SQUARE, LONDON W1R 3AF

Bad habits
I DO appreciate that the Open File
section in Practical Computing is
very much what we readers make
of it but two programs in the
December issue lead me to
question whether your monitors
are earning their keep. Poor programming practices should either
be corrected or, at least, highlighted as a contribution to our
mutual learning process.
Line 310 of the Fractal
Generator on page 114 has a
Goto jump out of a For -Next
loop. Although this works on the
BBC Micro it is not permitted by
BBC Basic and is, in any case, an
unsound practice.
The WordStar Uploader on
page 125 ignores good Pascal
style by declaring items which are
clearly constants as variables and

then initialising them.
Agreed, many of these points
are a matter of taste, but
discussion of programming
techniques and style are a

valuable part of your journal.
PETER AMEY,
(via Telecom Gold).

Free IBM PC

software

IN THE article on IBM Freeware in

December's Practical Computing,
I was surprised to find no
mention of IBM PC User Group's
Software Library.
The group, which now has
nearly 4,000 members, pioneered
the introduction into this country
of Public Domain and User
Supported software for the IBM
PC and compatibles. Our first 15
discs of software were issued in
November 1983. Since that time
IBM PC User Group has built up
a library of over 2,500 programs
on some 130 discs, the contents
of which are listed in two 72 -page
catalogues. Many of these
programs were contributed by our
own members.
IAN FRASER,
IBM PC User Group,
PO Box 593,
London SW1V 2PG.

Scots

about 19,000 names it was fairly

tedious, and I thought that the

EEDB

Our Feedback columns offer readers the opportunity of
bringing their computing experience and problems to the
attention of others, as well as to seek our advice or to make
suggestions, which we are always happy to receive. Make
sure you use Feedback - it is your chance to keep in touch.
Write to
Feedback, Practical Computing,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant,
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS

I USUALLY read computer magazine editorials to find them jawing
away at some relatively obscure observation which I feel is designed

as a sop to minorities among their readers, but not so in your
December 1985 issue.
At last someone else has seen the truth! The vast majority of
micros are sold with a database of some sort which is then adapted to
do something which should be useful to the buyer. It's like a buying
a car in a few big bits and putting them together later. If an expert
puts them together all the cars look alike and perform alike. If the
user puts them together he hasn't got the expertise to get the best
results. Just like cars, every micro shop's machines and programs are
the best and are always better than the Ford/Vauxhall/Austin/
Volvo down the road. At least that is until the salesman changes his
pitch and then he suddenly sees the error of his past ways.
The whole purpose of a computer is for it to do something that the
potential user wants to do. But very, very often the potential user has
absolutely no idea of what a computer can do. So what's the answer?
Well, it's pretty simple, you just have to find people who have been
involved in computers for some years and who also have many, many
years of practical, day-to-day, business applications. They should be
over 40 and be of at least middle -management experience.
This sort of person will be able to recognise situations which are
crying out for a computer. They should be able to pinpoint the jobs
which can be satisfied by a spreadsheet and also be able to offer
specialised software for the rest at a sensible price.
Sadly, there are not a lot of computer salespeople who fall into
this category at present and I reckon we have eight to 10 years to wait
before they start arriving. When they do arrive we shall still have the
paradox of the car salesperson - that is, the whizzcar is the best
because it pays my wages.
So what we really need are computer companies who don't need to
do it to make a living and whose executives are over 40 with proven
records. I wonder if such animals exist.
Finally, wasn't Compec interesting. You could have pushed a
wheelchair around without difficulty and the Software Section could
have been used for a pedal -car derby without upsetting anyone. If
you think about it, you will find it absolutely confirms your
Editorial.
ROD BUTTERWORTH,
Microplan Business Systems,
Leek,

Staffordshire.

I HAVE been doing some work on

the approximate representation of
surnames by a method quite
different from the one described
by Mike Lewis in your December
issue, using as my source the
Highlands and Islands Telephone
Directory. Some of his comments
need modification for this area.
In particular his figures for the
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Ross -shire.

ESD

again

I READ the letter in Feedback from

DATABASE
REALITIES

surnames

information might well exist
already. I therefore wrote to
British Telecom to ask whether it
has a figure for the total of
unique surnames held in its
directories, and a list of such
surnames for this area. After a
lapse of six weeks I got the
answers No and No.
H J GAWLIK,
Muir of Ord,

Brian Hamer in your October
issue on electrostatic discharge
(ESD). We cannot provide
solutions but we can provide a
definable discharge problem for
our customers to solve. Schaffner
has been in the business of ESD
simulation for many years, so
there has been an awareness of
the potential problems for some
time.
As micro -electronics become
mote commonplace in our lives
we must protect sensitive
components susceptible to ESD
both during assembly or in use.
ESD can be generated from many
sources but perhaps the most
common source is in the office
environment being generated
from synthetic materials used in
clothing, footwear and carpets.
How many of you have walked
across your office to a filing
cabinet and received a shock as
you discharge your potential
difference through the cabinet to
earth? The shock you receive may
be mildly unpleasant, yet can
lead to catastrophic failure in
sensitive electronic circuits.
In order to help the circuit
designer and manufacturers of
components and equipment,
Schaffner has developed test
equipment to simulate these
environmental shocks.
TOM LEAHY,
Schaffner EMC Ltd,
One Ashville Way,
Molly Millar's Lane,
Wokingham,
Berkshire RG11 2PL.
MAY I clarify a point made by Mr

Maguire in Feedback, December.
Mr Maguire very rightly identifies
the low level of static charge
which can damage integrated

circuits during handling - either
lengths of British surnames are
too low here because of the high
incidence of names beginning
with Mac. Unless, of course, he
implies that Scots should be
classed as another nationality, a
notion which would command

plenty of support up here.

For this work it would be very
useful to have a count of the total
of unique surnames in which
Smith counts only once for all the
Smiths, and so on. As a worst
case I worked through the Macs
in the directory and got a count.
Since this meant going through

during manufacture or the service
of equipment. However, the
voltage levels in our experience
which affect micros during
normal use will tend to be higher
since some level of protection is
provided by the outer case of the
(continued on next page)
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FEEDBACK
(continued from previous page)

computer and the operator's
physical distance from the PCB.
The main objective of static
control computer protection is to
keep the operator's voltage down
to below 500V, low enough to
exclude malfunctions such as lost
data, spurious signals, complete
crash, etc.
T J BURTON,
3M U.K. plc,
Bracknell,
Berkshire.

BBC B+

problem
THE ARRIVAL of the Acorn BBC

model B micro did much to
encourage interest in the
potential of the computer as an
educational resource. Despite its
limitations, it caught the
imagination of teacher and pupil
alike, and much good -quality
software has been written for it.
Many teachers, in secondary
and, notably, primary schools,
have spent much time and effort
on attending training courses
where they have learned about
computers and how they may be
used to broaden the curriculum.
Much scarce funding has been
used to purchase peripherals and
software for use with the
machines.
There must be mixed feelings
then, that Acorn should quietly
axe production of the trusty B,
and replace it by the uprated and
much more expensive B + . While
one welcomes certain features of
the new machine, disturbing
questions are raised about the
development of educational
computing in the short to
medium term. Where a school
wishes to acquire an additional
machine to utilise its existing
software more fully, it will now
be supplied with a machine
which, it seems, will simply not
run much of the software base including it would appear some
of Acornsoft's own products. This
can only be a blow to plans for

BASIC BENCHMARKS
Atari 520ST - 68000

Sinclair QL - 68008
IBM PC - 8088

BMI

BM2

BM3

BM4

BM5

BM6

BM7

BM8

Av.

0.9
1.9
1.3

2.8
5.4
4.8

5.8
9.3
11.8

6.5

7.2
11.8
13.4

13.7
24.0
23.6

20.4
42.4
37.6

9.2
20.7
36.6

8.1

further integration across the
school, and to the confidence of
those teacher -leaders whose
attempts to persuade often
unwilling colleagues are suddenly
undermined.
At this college, we are
attempting to compile lists of
existing software where the Acorn
B + seems incompatible with its
predecessor in order to deal with
many enquiries from schools
whose staff find that their newly
acquired possession simply
appears not to work. We should
be grateful to any of your readers
who would send details of their
experiences in this matter.
G J FORSEY & D COUSINS,
Gwent College
of Higher Education,
Allt-yr-yn Avenue,
Newport,
Gwent.

520ST

Benchmarks
I RECEIVED the Atari 520ST Basic

on disc at the end of November,
and ran the standard Benchmarks
- see table above. The average
speed of 8.1 seconds is quite
respectable for a £7 5 0 system,
especially considering the 520ST
holds several windows on -screen

while running the routines, and
has to switch from the command
window to the output window.
This is a bigger overhead than
using a line editor on a character mapped screen as on, say, the
IBM PC.

When both the operating
system and Basic are finally
committed to ROM, further
optimisation should mean the
final Benchmarks are slightly
quicker.
Incidentally, the Basic disc also
includes, free, the ST Writer

HI, SHIRLEY- HOW ARE. You

DOING WITH THE IBM PC?

A LITTLE BEAUT, EH?

9.1

12.2

word processor and manual. This
is a 16 -bit version of the excellent
Atariwriter program familiar from
the eight -bit range. Extra features
allow toggling between black on
white text and reversed out, and
between screens of 78 characters
by 25 lines and by 40 lines. In
the latter, 37 lines are very
legible, editable text.
JACK SCHOFIELD,
Sutton,
Surrey.

Hicups
THE HITACHI MBE -16002 PC is no

longer supported by Hitachi with
software. Any request for such
support will be referred to a
software company. Couple this
with the fact that many of those
that bought the Hitachi
computer did so on the understanding that it was compatible
with the IBM PC, which is not
entirely true, and you will begin
to see why it is that some of us
users of the Hitachi PC feel that
we have not been treated too
well.

Hitachi seems to have washed
its hands of its machine. Meaning
no more development, confining
all users to a limbo. One such
user is currently endeavouring to
return his machine to the
supplier because it is not what
they said it was. Another even
wrote to Japan for information of
a MPE-3700 light -pen as he got
nowhere with the U.K. head
office. He has had no response
with that attempt either. I
understand now that there is no
light -pen.

The pity is that the machine
itself is pretty good. What is
needed is some support. Not a
lot will happen if the users of this
machine do not come together to
make it happen. So there is

I PONT' RECKON
YOU CAN BEAT IT
FOR COMPATIBILITY..

FITS A BIT

Too

COMPATIBLE,
IF YOU ASK
ME ...

15.6
17.7

Hicups. For want of a better
expression, it is a user group for
the Hitachi MBE -16002 PC.
Hicups is not a software
company. We are a group of
people trying to realise the
potential of our systems. This
ideal can be achieved by all users
sharing experiences and helping
one another.
Another way to get more from
our computer, being a 16 -bit MSDOS machine, is to plunder the
treasures of the PDL. Even here is
a problem. Much of this rich
source will not run on the Hitachi
PC. But for a small covering
charge, we can now make
available programs from our
library of some 30 discs.
BRUCE AINGE,
Hicups,
Foxberry House,
16 Foxberry Road,
London SE4 2SP.

New BBS
WE HAVE just started the PD

Software Library Fido system, a
24 hour free system, running at

300/300 baud. Situated in East
Grinstead, Sussex, the number to
call is (0342) 315636. The Sysop
is Rod Smith.
The board is mainly intended
for CP/M, MS-DOS and IBM PC
users but also has an area for BBC
and Amstrad, Several megabytes
of public -domain software are
available for download. As well as
the normal message facilities, a
special help wanted and help
offered message area is provided
for beginners and people with
technical problems. Other baud
rates may later be supported if

demand is great enough.
ROD SMITH,
Public Domain Software Library,
East Grinstead,

Sussex. na

... ITS JUST ASKEP
ME WHAT I'M DOING
AFTER WORK
)1
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This is the
size of
paper taker
by
Epson's new
P-80
printer.

Which Computer Show
stand 435.
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MICRO -RENT

RENT ONE!
APRICOT

SIRIUS

IBM PC

f44

f42

PER WEEK*

PER WEEK*

DSO

Renting a microcomputer from Micro -Rent, you save time, save
money - and save being overtaken by new developments.
It's a sad fact that most people who buy a micro become
dissatisfied with it within six months, and most micro's are
obsolete within a year. So renting is the obvious way to save your
money, and keep up-to-date.
Micro -Rent offers you the best terms, the fastest service, and the
best advice - plus printers, monitors, hard disks - even some
software - and training if you need it.
Rentals for any period from one day to two years, and leasing for
longer periods with complete flexibility and minimal commitment.
Ex -rental machines often available for purchase at reduced prices.

11111111111111111

EMI

'Prices quoted are based on 3 -month rental, excluding VAT

CALL TODAY 1\4111.)))
01-833 2531
127 Cloudesley Road,
London N1 OEN.

IVIIM\
MICRO -RENT

NEW MIDLANDS OFFICE - 0908 642 614
APPLE APRICOT IBM PC, AT XT
SIRIUS
MACINTOSH OLIVETTI COMPAQ OSBORNE
High -quality laser printing from your disks- phone for details

RENT FROM MICRO -RENT

Circle No. 144
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I.S.C.

offers the COMPLETE
package on PEGASUS Software
CALL IMMEDIATELY

Ft

ORUK PRICES.

*Hot Line Phone Support
For as long as you operate the system
Licence ensures you are automatically informed of upgrades/enhancements
*Comprehensive Training
At your premises by experienced personnel

- On Site support contracts available

*Free Delivery
By Courier to your door GUARANTEED within 72 hours or Installation by our systems experts
*Lowest Hardware prices GUARANTEED
To ensure that you purchase the correct system for your business we advise independantly on hardware.
Examples:
APRICOT X110
IBM XT 10MB
OLIVETTI M24 10MB
COMMODORE PC20 10MB

£1995
£2850
£2650
£2100

(Fully IBM compatible)
(Fully IBM compatible)

*Dealer Enquiries Welcome
- We will supply dealers and offer support and training to the dealer or their customer.
Call us today - you won't find a better deal in the U.K. ISC are a premier authorised dealer for
Pegasus software.

ISC LIMITED
Graphic House, 88 Waveney Road, St Ives, Cambridgeshire. Telephone: 0480 300533
(Prices are exclusive of VAT)
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This is the
size
of the P-80.

Which Computer Show
stand 435.
Your eyes do not deceive you. (And no, we haven't cheated
with the picture.)
The P-80 really is that compact.
You can pop it in your briefcase and use it anywhere you like.
(At only just over 1 kg, it certainly isn't a pain in the arm to carry.)
Yet the P-80 and its sister the P -80X boast all the important
functions of much larger printers.
The print quality is actually superior to that of most dot matrix
printers, with the P -80X in particular producing very clean, sharp
print for reports and letters.
What's more, they are both far quieter than most other
printers, since they gently apply the print by thermal transfer.
Of course, the big question is: how much are they? Fortunately,
the answer is not so big. The P-80 costs £160 and the P -80X £250
(both excluding VAT).
Interested? Then here's a little space for you to fill.

Please send me the small print on these small printers (P-80 and P -80X).

Circle No. 131

Name

Company
Address

Tel No

To: Epson (UK) Ltd., Dorland House, 388 High Road,
Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6UH. Tel: 01-902 8892.

BPC 2
1

ACTION
STATIONS
THE SPRITE FAMILY OF MICROCOMPUTERS, FROM JAROGATE

SPRITE POWERSTATION

* Concurrent CP/M and

* PC -DOS and Concurrent
CP/M
* Expandable memory
* Full expansion options
* IBM* compatibility

* Microsoft XENIX operating
system

PC mode

* Expandable memory
* Full expansion options
* High speed networking
* Mainframe communications

* Expandable memory
* Full expansion options
* Full Ethernet capability on
software release

* IBM PC -AT* bit compatible

Our computers aren't meant to compromise or
cut corners; they're meant to work. The technology
built into these machines makes them immensely
capable, and our designs exploit that potential to
the limit.

Unlike some.

have added all the networking and expansion facilities

that anyone-in the foreseeable future-is likely
to need.

We have constructed a family of microcomputers
to serve the entire range of market needs, from a super high specification desktop 'workstation' to the unlimited

As a result, we believe our SPRITE microcomputers to be the best there are, in terms not only of

horizons of an integrated Xenix system: prices start
from 0,995, and these machines can be configured

performance but also price. Each of our machines runs
an 8MHz 80286 chip in an environment which really

to suit your needs exactly We've also given the back-up

puts it through its paces; the added feature of an
intelligent disc cache makes each member of the

support our dealer network extensively

SPRITE FAMILY incredibly fast.

And that's only the start. To some of the most
sophisticated internal architecture ever devised, we

of a one-year on site warranty to each product and
And all with one aim: to give the end -user the
product they want, and not just the product we want
to sell them. No compromises, just quality

To find out more about the SPRITE FAMILY of advanced microcomputers, send a letterhead or business card to:

Jarogate Ltd., Unit 2, HQ3, Hook Rise South, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 7LD.
Tel. 01-391 4433 Telex 8950511 ONEONE-G ref. 13114001
Where possible, please indicate your system size and requirements. This will help us to give you more precise
information about how SPRITE can help you.
* IBM and IBM PC -AT are trademarks of International Business Machines.
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HARDWARE NEWS

Low-cost
comms for

HARDWARE
SHORTS

the home
HOME MICRO

Flexibuf-fer is a high capacity printer buffer for
Epson FX and LX series
printers and 80 -column IBM
matrix printers. It fits inside

users are in luck, as a

wave of very low-cost modems,
complete with the necessary
communications software, has just
hit the market.
Pace is selling a complete
hardware /software comms package for the Amstrad 464, 664 and
6128 machines. For £150 you get a

serial interface and ROM board,
Nightingale multi -rate
and communications
software based on the BBC Comm star package.
a

Pace

modem,

With this setup you should be
able to access both 300 baud ASCII
text services such as Telecom Gold,
and 1,200/75 baud viewdata

services such as Prestel. Contact
Pace Micro Technology, Juniper
View, Allerton Road, Bradford
BD15 7AG. Telephone: (0274)
488211.

A similar all-inclusive hardware/software combination is also
available for BBC users from
Datastar. This time you get a
multi -speed Magic modem and
Commpanion software for £99,95
including VAT. This combination
is again capable of both viewdata
and ASCII comms, and the ROM based software includes a CET telesoftware downloader. Contact
Datastar Systems, Unicom House,
182 Royal College Street, London

NW1 9NN. Telephone: 01-482
1711.

HALF -HEIGHT
BERNOULLI
APSTOR'S

new 20Mbyte disc -drive

unit for the Apricot, IBM and
other MS-DOS micros uses Bernoulli technology. The £3,450 unit
has two half -height 10Mbyte drive
units stacked either horizontally or
vertically. Unlike a conventional
hard disc, the Bernoulli data cartridges are removable, so that you
can keep several backups.
Bernoulli technology offers an
alternative to the ubiquitous
Winchester hard disc, with comparable capacity and speed. Data is

stored on

recording
surface inside a hard plastic
cartridge. But a Bernoulli cartridge
a flexible

is not the same as an ordinary
floppy disc since the recording
medium floats on a cushion of air
as it spins inside the cartridge. This
reputedly endows Bernoulli drives
with considerable shock resistance.

Details available from Apstor
Ltd, Unit 5, Victoria Road Trading
Estate, Portslade, Brighton, Sussex
BN4 1XQ. Telephone: (0273)
422512.

Laser sheet feed
ONE DRAWBACK most of the
popular laser printers is their

slightly limited paper handling.
Despite a top speed of eight pages

a minute, most come with just a
single 100 -sheet input tray. Laser
Feeder is a fix for the problem.
For £1,190 it gives you two

input trays and a
50 -envelope magazine. Another
model has six input trays.
For further details contact
Mekom Computer Products Ltd,
Enfield Hall, Enfield Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15
1QA. Telephone: 021-454 2288.
200 -sheet

the printer in place of the
Epson serial board.
Flexibuffer comes in several
different sizes offering
between 8K and 265K of
buffer space, with prices
ranging from £79.50 to £203.
Contact Gram Business
Systems Ltd on (0622)

679595.
BBC users who have overextended their systems might
be interested in an additional
power -supply unit from Pace.
The £39 unit plugs
independently into the mains
and gives you four more
BBC -type output sockets.

contact Pace Micro
Technology on (0274)
488211.

Cheap

Unix for

education
TORCH

is dropping the price on its

Unicorn Unix system for BBC
educational users. The Unicorn is
an add-on box for the BBC
computer. Inside is one floppy

drive and a 20Mbyte hard disc,
together with 1Mbyte of RAM and
a 68000 processor.

Commodore users are not left

For £3,995 you now get the

out. Miracle's 64 Multimodem
works with the 128 as well as the

Unicorn box itself plus Unix
System 3 software. The price also
includes terminal software on
ROM for five BBC work stations, as

64, and connects to the cartridge
port. Again, it comes complete
with software for both viewdata
and ASCII text, while the modem
is

a multi -rate one with auto -

dialling.

The price

is

£98.50.

Contact Miracle Technology
(U.K.) Ltd, St. Peters Street,
Ipswich IP1 1XB. Telephone:
(0473) 216141.

Printer scheduler
THE FIRSTQUAD

printer scheduler

lets you share one, two or three
printers between up to 16 users.
Firstquad costs £1,300 and works
with IBMs, Apricots, BBCs and
most other common micros. It is
designed to let you mix different
brands of computer without
difficulty. The unit has 16 serial

ports to connect your computers,
plus three serial and one parallel

most users will probably want to

port, for the printers or plotters

use the system with either the

you want to share.
Contact Director Computer
Products Ltd, 39 Clarence Square,
Cheltenham Spa, Gloucestershire
GL50 4JP. Telephone: (0242)

Econet or Torchnet local area
network.

520297.

Details from Torch Computers
Ltd, Abberley House, Great Shelford , Cambridge CB2 5LQ.
Telephone: (0223) 841000. nal

Epson PX-4 portable
is a battery -powered

quicker 3.7MHz processor. The

CP /M machine similar in spec-

space freed to the right of the

ification to Epson's popular PX-8.

narrower display can be filled with

Although it has been on sale for

a variety of options: 40 -column

some time through specialised

printer, digital multimeter, micro -

dealers, is only now being made
available more widely. Prices for

cassette deck, built-in modem or
an extra 64K of RAM or ROM.
This flexibility makes the PX-4

THE EPSON PX-4

the A4 -sized machine with 64K of
memory start at £575, not
including software.

Compared to its better-known
PX-8 sibling, the PX-4 has a
smaller display, of eight lines by 40
columns. But it does have a

PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1986

ideal for specialised applications.
Contact Immediate Business
Systems, 3 Clarendon Drive,
Wymbush, Milton Keynes, Buck-

inghamshire MK8 8DA. Telephone: (0908) 568192.

ak
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Speed, Power, Price.
The Turbo Pascal Family.
The industry standard. With more than 400,000 users worldwide, Turbo Pascal is the industry's de facto standard. Turbo Pascal is praised by more
engineers, hobbyists, students and professional programmers than any other development environment in the history of microcomputing. And yet, Turbo Pascal
is simple and fun to use!
Jeff Duntemann, PC Magazine: "Language deal of the century... Turbo Pascal: It introduces a new programming environment and runs like magic."

Dave Garland, Popular Computing: "Most Pascal compilers barely fit on a disk, but Turbo Pascal packs an editor, compiler, linker, and run-time library into just
29K bytes of random-access memory."
Jeremy Pournelle, BYTE: "What I think the computer industry is headed for: well documented standard, plenty of good features, and a reasonable price."

Portability. Turbo Pascal is available today for most computers running PC DOS, MS DOS, CP/M 80 or CP/M 86. A XENIX version of Turbo Pascalwill soon be
announced, and before the end of the year, Turbo Pascal will be running on most 68000 based microcomputers.

Searching and sorting made simple
The perfect complement to Turbo Pascal. It contains. Turbo -Access, a powerful implementation of the state-of-the-art B+tree ISAM technique:
Turbo -Sort, a super efficient implementation of the fastest data sorting algorithm, "Quicksort on disk". And much more.

Jerry Pournelle, BYTE: The tools include a B+tree search and sorting system. I've seen stuff like this, but not as well thought out, sell for hundreds of
dollars".

Get started right away: free database! Included on every Toolbox disk is the source code to a working data base which demonstrates how powerful
and easy to use the Turbo -Access system really is, Modify it to suit your individual needs or just compile it and run.

Remember, no royalties!

High Resolution monochrome graphics for the IBM PC and the Zenith 100 computers
Dazzling graphics and painless windows. The Turbo Graphix Toolbox will give even a beginning programmer the expert's edge. It's a complete
library of Pascal procedures that include:

- Full graphics window management.
-Tools that will allow you to draw and hatch pie charts, bar charts, circles, rectangles and a full range of geometric shapes.
- Procedures that will save and restore graphic images to and from disk.
- Functions that will allow you to precisely plot curves.
-Tools that will allow you to create animation or solve those difficult curve fitting problems. And much, much more....

No sweat and no royalties. You may incorporate part, or all of these tools in your programs, and yet, we won't charge you any royalties. Best of all, these
functions and procedures come complete with commented source code on disk ready to compile!

All you need to build your own word processor
Full -featured word processor included. It looks and acts like Word StarTM - buts it's free! And because complete source code is included,
you can modify it yourself into your ideal.
Windows in your programs. The Editor Toolbox lets you see several documents - or parts of the same document at once. You can incorporate the same
capabilities in your programs.

Detailed manual You get a 200 -page manual that tells you how to integrate the editor procedures and functions into your programs.

Turbo Pascal

From Start to Finish in 300 pages.
Turbo Tutor is for everyone, from novice to
expert. Even if you've never programmed
before, Turbo Tutor will get you started right
away. If you already have some experience
with Pascal or another programming
language, Turbo Tutor will take you step by
step through topics like data structures and
pointers. If you're an expert you'll love the
sections detailing subjects such as "how to
use assembly language routines with your

FAMILY

Carefully Describe your
Computer System!

Please send me:

Mine is: _ 8 bit _ 16 bit
I use:

Quantity

PC -DOS _ MS-DOS

CP/M 80 _ CP/M 86
My computers' name/model is:

Pascal 3.0

£49

Pascal/8087

£79

The disk size 1 use is:

Pascal/BCD

£79

0 3" El 31/2" 11151/4" 0 8"

Pasca1/8087 & BCD

£89

Graphix Toolbox

£39

Name:

Database Toolbox

£39

Shipping Address:

The games you can play and
replay, revise and rewrite - but
cannot resist. Chess. The ancient

Editor Toolbox

£49

Tutor

£25

City:

Japanese board game of Go-Moku. Bridge.

Gameworks

£49

Postal Code:

Turbo Pascal programs."

A must You'll find the source code for all
the

examples

in

the

book

on

the

accompanying disk ready to compile. Turbo
Tutor might be the only reference on Pascal
and programming you'll ever need.

And a manual to take you step by step

through each, so that you can study
programming techniques and analyse
game, strategies land even rig the games,
you cunning devil!). Irresistible.

Bristol Micro Traders distribute the complete range of Borland
products, including Sidekick at £39 (£59 for not -copy- protected and
Macintosh versions), Reflex; The Analyst at £69, and Turbo Lightening at
£69.

We also supply other programmers tools, especially those for the

language C. Write or call 102721 279499 for more information.
Dealers, volume buyers: please call.
Turbo Pascal is a registered trademark of Borland International. Inc.
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NOT COPY -PROTECTED

Telephone:
Turbo Editor Toolbox and Turbo
Gameworks are available for the IBM PC and true compatibles using Turbo Pascal 3.0 ONLY.
NOTE:

Total enclosed (UK add 15% VAT)

Amstrad prices are £5 higher

Official orders accepted from PLC's,
government and education authorities only.

These prices include shipping within the UK, but

payable in pounds sterling.

Europe, £5 per item.

Outside UK: make payment by bank draft

not VAT and local taxes.

Elsewhere in Europe, add £1 per item. Outside

Send chequelP.O. to Bristol Micro Traders, Borland Sales Group, Maggs House, 78 Queens Road,
Clifton, Bristol BS8 1QX
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SOFTWARE NEWS

LOW-COST PERSONAL
PUBLISHING PROGRAMS
FLEET STREET EDITOR does for low-

cost machines like the BBC Micro

what Aldus Page Maker does for
the Mac. It lets you create newspaper -style pages from your

columns or boxes, and then flow
the text into them. You can add

existing word -processor files. The

headings and graphics, and change
type styles on the page.
Fleet Street Editor comes with a
built-in library of 600 pre -drawn

program costs £39.95 including

graphic images, but you can also

VAT for the BBC. Versions for all

draw new ones or incorporate them
from other popular BBC packages.

the Amstrad machines and the
Commodore 128 are also being
developed.

The BBC version lets you type
new text straight in or use existing
View or Wordwise files. You
divide your page, which can be up

to A4 in

into a series of

size,

You output finished pages to an
ordinary dot-matrix printer; most
of the common ones are supported
by the program.
While Fleet Street Editor is not
yet up to the standard of the more
expensive existing Mac or IBM PC

packages, the BBC version will

probably appeal to many people
who want to product things like
posters, newsletters and presentation aids.
Clearly Mirrorsoft thinks there is

a future in this type of personal publishing package. It is already
working on more ambitious
software for the Apricot, IBM PC,
Atari ST and Commodore Amiga.

The packages for the MS-DOS
machines are scheduled for completion this spring, and those for
the 68000 -based machines in the
summer.
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WordStar
pirates
MICROPRO is offering an amnesty to
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all end -users who possess illegal
copies of WordStar. For £40 a disc
it will swap dodgy copies for the
real thing with no questions asked.

BBC printer utility
FONTWISE gives high -quality print

programs and with straight ASCII

Paradoxically the move

and 10 extra print styles to BBC
users with Epson -compatible

text. For further details contact

reflects

increasing confidence that unauthorised users can now be success-

fully prosecuted under the new
Copyright (Computer Software)

printers. The print utility costs just
£12 and works with the Wordwise

and View word-processing

Clares Micro Supplies, 98 Middlewich Road, Rudheath, Northwich,

Cheshire CW9 7DA. Telephone:
(0606) 48511.

Amendment Act.
According

to

Robin

Oliver,

Managing Director of the
American -based Micropro's U.K.

operation, much of the

illicit

copying has been taking place in
medium and large companies. He

says that many users have not
realised that what they are doing is

illegal: "We do not wish to get
involved

in

prosecuting

such

people, and would like to offer
them a chance to 'make it legal' ".
This offer applies to all versions

SPI dis-integrates
Open Access quartet
SPI is about to launch a new version
of Open Access, this time as a set of

handle large amounts of data

four separate modules. The announcement represents yet another
sign of the shift away from giant
do -everything packages. The
original, integrated six -in -one
product will still be available, but

bound.

of WordStar, irrespective of the
system. Once users have a legitimate copy they can then get all

Software Products International

the benefits of properly registered
users, including the right to apply
for software updates.
In a related move, Micropro has
announced a network -licensing

products as they need them,
perhaps integrating them later.

.

scheme for WordStar 2000, its top of -the -range IBM word processor.
Users will be able to buy additional
copies of the £465 program for use
on local area networks at less than
half the price.

Contact Micropro International
Ltd, Haygarth House, 28-31 High
Street, London SW19 5BY.
Telephone: 01-879 1122.
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recognises that many users now
prefer to buy simpler stand-alone

The new modular family

is

without becoming memory Contact Software Products
International, 13 Horseshoe Park
Estate, Pangbourne, Berkshire
RG8

7JN.

Telephone:

(0735)

Logo on

the Mac
LOGO is now on the Mac.

of spreadsheet, database, word processor and network -manager
modules, the last of which is des-

Microsoft's Mac version of the
popular education language was
developed by Logo Computer

igned to allow several users to

Systems Inc., and so has the

access the system on a PC network.

approval of Logo guru Seymour

originally launched in 1983, was

one of the first of the big inte-

Papert. The price is about £200, or
£145 to educational users.
Contact Microsoft Ltd, Excel

grated packages, and has proved

House, 49 De Montfort Road,

one of the most successful. Among

Reading Berkshire RG1
Telephone: (0734) 500741.

When Open Access was

its strong points is the ability to

These packages will be more up-

market than the sort of software
Mirrorsoft concentrates on at the
moment. According to the
company the personal -publishing
packages will probably interface to
proper phototypsetting equipment in addition to laser printers
and standard matrix printers.
Contact Mirrorsoft Ltd, Freepost
BS4382, Paulton, Bristol BS18
5BR. Telephone: 01-377 4644.

AMSTRAD
SHORTS
Compsoft Delta is available
to Amstrad PCW-8256 users
for £99 including VAT. Delta
is a powerful relational
database which allows you to
have up to eight files open at
a time. Contact Newstar
Software Ltd on (0277)
213218.
Poly Print gives the printer
which comes with the
Amstrad PCW-8256 another
10 typefaces. It does not
work with documents created
with the current version of
Locoscript, the WP which is
bundled with the Amstrad,
but comes with its own built-in
text editor and will work on
all normal ASCII files. Poly
Print costs £29.90 including
VAT from Newstar Software.

The Cracker is the first
spreadsheet with integrated
graphics for the Amstrad
PCW-8256. If you have data
in DIF or dBase format it can
read it too. The program
costs £49 including VAT from
Newstar Software. An IBM
PC version is available for
£98.

74081.

consists

called Access Four. It

Fleet Street Editor includes 600
ready-made images.

8LP.

Digital Research is
supporting both the Amstrad
PCW-8256 and 6128
machines with low-cost
versions of CBasic, Pascal, DR
Draw and DR Graph. The
Pascal is Pascal MT+, a full
version of the structured
business and educational
language. DR Graph is a
business -orientated chart making package. All four
products cost £49.95 each,
including VAT. Telephone:

(0635) 35304.
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PC COMPATIBLES.
WE GIVE YOU MORE

THAN A LOW PRICE
At £995, our full feature COMPRO 88 is probably
the best value PC compatible on the market.
But we all know that successful computer
buying is more than looking for the lowest price.
You want support. We'll give you 24 hour
nationwide response, on -site maintenance.
You want memory. We'll give you 640K as
standard (without using valuable slots).
You want capacity. We'll give you a choice of
hard -disks, up to 70Mbytes with tape back-up to match.
You want reliability. We'll give you superb engineering
- built by us in Britain.
Yes, We'll give you more, all down the line.
PCM1 (illustrated) 640KB. 8 slots. Dual, half height 360KB floppy disks. Keyboard.
Mono graphics/printer card. Mono monitor. £995.

Range of twelve machines also includes ... 10MB at £1395 20MB
system with 20MB tape back-up at £2315. And colour option with colour monitor,
colour graphics cardiparallel port at £160 extra. Prices excl. VAT, correct at time of
publishing.

Computoprocessing Limited
195/197 Wardour Street London W1V 3FA
Telephone: 01-439 1819

COMPRO

Circle No. 135

Prices per box of 10
feud VAT)

Unbranded, full specification disks

SS/DD 48 tpi
DS/DD
DS/QD

' Well known manufacturers

48 tpi
96 tpi

ThrighV

79p

51/4" disks
1-4

5-9

10-24

25-49

7.90
9.90
13.90

7.40
9.20
13.10

7.20
8.90
12.80

7.05
8.60
12.60

Hub rings
' Envelopes, labels, w/p tabs

Add 0.95 for Economy 50 Storage Case

Full no -quibble guarantee

Cross Compilers to produce

ss £2.20

31/2" disks
Prices per box of 10

DS £2.99
1-4

5-9

10-24

BBC, IBM, Commodore, Apple etc
Double Density,

25-49

suitable for single density use

texcl VAT)

Single sided 135 tpi 22.90
Double sided 135 tpi 29.90

Recommended for

21.50
27.90

20.80
26.80

19.90
25.80

Free Delivery

3,1

Econ 30 Stg case
60dsk Stg Case, lock

svir

Seem

L,Prary case

Exec 50 Stge case. lock
Exec 100 Sipe case, lock

1

2
3

£2.99

disks

3W Seel° Library case

2.30
5.95
15.95

2.30
15.95
2195

Prices per box of 10
lexcl VAT)

1-4

5-9

10-24

25-49

29.90 28.90 27.90 26.90
Single disks £3.50 each 5 off f3.20 each
CF2

All prices tnclude 2nd Class delwxkly IU K mainland) but exclude VAT For urgent deliveries please telephone
for deliver), charges overseas add E5 per 100 disks or pan thereof for air f reighi
Telephone orders can be accepted from Government bodies. schools, etc. or wah a VISA card
Send cheque made payable to "IDS Computer Supplies", with order to the address below. Don't forget the

CELEME
VISA

VAT

IDS Computer Supplies
Dept SO 15 Darin Court Crownhill Milton Keynes MK8 OAD
16

99xxx, LSI-1 1.

FORTH 83 HS/FORTH
1 megabyte programs, graphics,
floating point, assembler,
strings
£230

Add £1.99 per box if See10 Library Case is required

Storage

ROM code
Core (buy only once)
£250
Targets (each)
£175
6502, 651 10, 6800, 6801/3, 6809,
68000, 280, 8080, 8086, 1802, 28,

MPE-FORTH/09 for FLEX or

0S9
Editor, assembler, full system
integration, cross compilers
available.

We are the Forth specialists, we also
stock a large range of books, listings,
and implementations for machines
ranging from Amstrad to Atari ST,
IBM PC to PDP11.

Telephone 10908) 569655

Circle No. 136

Circle No. 137

WorkFORTH

Complete with:

SCREEN MICR
MACRO -ASSEMBLER
APPLICATION GENERATOR
COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL

Out now for:
IBM PC, APRICOT, MSDOS
CPM 86, CPM 80,
AMSTRAD

Extensions:
Floating point
VIEW -TRACE

debugger
Cross -compilers

Micro Processor
Engineering Ltd

-fic""`H

21 Hanley Road, Shirley
Southampton SO1 5AP
Tel: 0703 780084
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IBM NEWS

MULTI-USER dBASE III
ASHTON-TATE has shown a multi-

minimum stand-alone configu-

user version of dBase III at the

ration of one 256K floppy -based

Comdex exhibition in Las Vegas.

IBM PC. To use it with a Novell or
IBM PC local area network you also
need to get the new dBase II LAN
Pack. This costs £795 and allows up

Called dBase III Plus, the new
version of the top -selling database
package will allow several users to
access the same data simultaneously.
dBase III Plus is scheduled to go
on sale in the U.K. early this year.
The £595 program will replace the
existing dBase III product for both
single and multiple users. AshtonTate believes that stand-alone

IBM

Existing dBase III users will be
able to upgrade to the Plus version
for £99; dBase II and Friday users
can upgrade for £220.

This new product announcement follows on from Ashton-

to three additional PCs to access
the same data.
As well as multi-user capacity,

Tate's recent acquisition of Multi mate. The U.S.-based company is

dBase III Plus offers several major

micro

enhancements over the existing

Lotus. Its product line-up for the
IBM PC now consists of dBase II,

package. These include pull -down
menus to assist new dBase users,
quicker sorts and better debugging

software

dBase III Plus,

company after

Framework II,

Friday and various versions of

facilities. Some 50 new comands

Multimate.

their dBase-written applications to
a network, and dBase III Plus will
allow them to do this.

have been added to the dBase
language, and there is a new

Details from Ashton-Tate
Bath
(U.K.) Ltd, Oaklands,

query -by -example front end for
browsing through data.

Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6
4UH. Telephone: (0628) 33123

1

DOS books

SiriusIIBM
machine

THREE GUIDES to DOS have been

published, and two are British.

FULL IBM compatibility and the

ability to run Sirius software is
offered by the Victor VI. This is
more of an achievement than it
sounds because the 5.25in. floppy

discs on a Sirius or Victor 9000
series machine rotate at varying
speeds depending on which track it
is reading, whereas on the IBM PC

a symbol library, and works
with most printers and
plotters. The price is £218
from P&P. Telephone: (0706)
217744.

should be more. The ISBN is 0 201
14529 4. Telephone: (0734)
794000.

Multimate word processor
supports the HP Laserjet
printer and has a quicker
built-in spelling checker. It
costs £450. The Multimate
On -File add-on gives
Multimate improved mailing
and recording -keeping
abilities. It costs £110 and
works with version 3.30 and
above. Contact First Software
on (0256) 463344.
Release 2.1 of Supercalc 3
gives the well-known
integrated spreadsheet the
ability to handle more
memory and make full use of
the IBM Enhanced Graphics
Adaptor card. Colour printers
are now supported, allowing
you to produce presentation
graphics with the £360
package. Details from
Sorcim/IUS. Telephone;
(0753) 77733.
Microsoft has released
Pascal, Fortran and Cobol
compilers for its Xenix 286
operating system. Microsoft
already offers Basic and C for
the Unix -like operating
system designed for Intel

MS-DOS - An Introduction is

by Mark Adams, published by
Century Communications at

put a disc in and leave it up to

£9.95. The ISBN is 0 7126 05541.
Telephone: 01-240 3411.
The American book is PC -DOS:
Introduction to High -Performance

it.

In other respects the Victor VI is

The twin -floppy Victor VI.

a fairly conventional 8088 -based
PC clone. In twin -floppy configuration it costs £2,795, while
10Mbyte, 20Mbyte and 30Mbyte

More details from Victor Technologies (U.K.) Ltd, Unit 1, Valley
Centre, Gordon Road, High

Computing by Peter Norton of
Norton Utilities fame. It is also
suitable for beginners. It is pub-

Wycombe, Buckinghamshire

lished

hard -disc versions are also available

HP13 6EQ. Telephone: (0494)

by Prentice -Hall International at £16.95, ISBN 0 89303

with prices starting at £3,995.

450661.

752 4.

A M Stearns returns to PC roots
A M STEARNS' Great Communicator

is a fast AT clone built around the
Intel 80286. It is constructed in an

unusual way for an IBM compatible: instead of adopting the
usual motherboard/card-slot
method, all the circuitry is on
cards, including the CPU. This will

sound familiar to devotees of the
old S-100 bus systems.
A M Stearns claims this return to

the backplane approach makes it

easier for the user to keep the

cards.

The Great Communicator adopts the backplane approach.

floppy, 512K of RAM and amber

backing a rental scheme under
which the same configuration
would typically work out at around

monitor costs £4,550, which is
slightly cheaper than the equivalent AT. A M Stearns is also

£189 a month. Among the more
unusual options available are an
A4 -size monochrome monitor

A Great Communicator system

with a 20Mbyte hard disc, one

PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1986

Version 3.31 of the popular

80286 -based machines.
Details from Microsoft on

hardware up to date. Five slots on

the system are free to take conventional IBM A- or XT -format

Sign -Master is an easy -to use presentation -graphics
package designed specifically
for producing text signs,
slides and overhead projection film. It has seven
built-in character founts and

Introduction to PC -DOS by Bob
Eager is one of the IBM Personal
Computer Series from AddisonWesley, and it costs £11.95. Five
British PC books are scheduled or
published already, and there

the speed is constant. The Victor
VI drives can do either; you just
machine to work out how to read

SB-Writer adds wordprocessing and mail -merging
functions to Lotus 1-2-3. SBWriter costs £72.50 from
Systembuild of Cambridge.
Telephone: (0778) 344388.

now probably the second-largest

users may later want to transfer

The new version runs on a

SHORTS

which shows a full 66 lines of text.

Contact A M Stearns Ltd, AM
International, Maylands Avenue,
Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire
HP2 7ET. Tel: (0442) 42251.
(More news on page 19)

(0734) 500741.
Opus Supplies is selling a
Qume daisywheel printer
complete with twin -bin sheet
feeder for £995. The 40cps
printer comes already fitted
with an IBM interface. Details
from Opus Supplies Ltd on
(0737) 65080.
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Which Boat Are You In?
Personal Computer

Networking
7

ti

IIIIII

r4)

#

I I I II

I

...Super -Micro

HYPER -

MICRO

oa

Full Power for Each
A simple and fair analogy to the choice of multi -station computers,

wouldn't you say?
Take a PC as equivalent to a single rowing boat. Just as a PC has
one processor and one user, a single rowing boat has one
passenger and one rowing power.
Then a network of PCs is a collection of such boats tied
together trying to make a common journey; think of their speed in
terms of a single boat, their co-ordination is an afterthought, cost
per extra passenger is always the same - expensive.
The so-called Super -micro is just a longer boat with,
typically four or so passengers, but essentially with
still only one paddle to row with. Think of the speed
again!
In the Hyper -micro, however, you can have as much
'processing power' as number of users. It is based on the

'one-to-one' relationship between the number of users and
processors and on perfect co-ordination amongst the users; just as
in our 'Special 16' boat. In addition and unique to the BROMCOM
Hyper -micro; each user has four virtual screens running
independently or related MS-DOS and CP/M programs
simultaneously.
With this superiority, it was only fair to call it the Hyper -micro.

Don't you agree?

Sales and Marketing, Bromcom Ltd
Southbank Technopark, 90 London Road,
London SE1 6LN Tel: 01-928 2900 Telex: 926012

Circle No. 138
ES

ADVERTISEMENT

IS YOUR
COMPUTER
AS CLEVER
AS THE
HYPERMICRO?
Introducing the Hyper micro - the first system to
offer multi -processor based

IBM NEWS

IBM adopts Novell LAN in U.S.
each

NOVELL has stolen a march on its

LAN's file server, while

network rivals by getting IBM to

station runs a small Novell shell

market its LAN software. The deal

multi -tasking network operating

program on top of MS-DOS.
The advantage Novell claims for
netware over the own -brand IBM
software is improved performance
and compatibility with more third party application packages.

system which actually replaces the
software IBM provides for its PC
network and cluster systems. You
run Netware software on the

Theoretically you can connect
up to 50 PC stations to each LAN
file server, though in practice the
hardware cannot handle more than

applies only to the U.S. at the
moment, but it gives a big boost to
the Novell product's credibility.
Novell Netware is a multi-user,

Concurrent DOS 4.1 with

four of five with reasonable performance. Another advantage of
Novell Netware is that it lets you
use several file servers on the same
network, so providing a way
around this hardware limitation.

Netware costs £2,100 per file
server. For further details contact
Novell Data Systems, 78-82 St.

John's Road, Tunbridge Wells,

Kent TN4 9PH. Telephone:
(0892) 47833.

Omnis 3
for IBM

DR -Net. The power of more

than sixteen 16 -bit PCs in
one with Concurrency for
each user.

OMNIS

The limitations of the

widely known and no networking can disguise the

MI

shortcomings of such

1111111111111111

systems to meet multi-user
computing requirements.

Compared to other IBM data-

'

I

I

1

Today's successful busi-

You define report and record

ness requires a fully inte-

layouts and end up with a tailored
menu -driven application.
Omnis 3 comes complete with
a set of example applications,
including a sales ledger and time

grated multi-user computer

The Hyper -micro offers
multi -processor based Concurrent DOS 4.1, operating
through DR -Net, to up to 16
simultaneous users from

probably the most

bases of the application -generator
type, Omnis 3 is fairly easy to use,
but it is quite expensive at £445.

4iffIldt
f t 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,

the needs grow.

is

application generator
for the Macintosh, and one of the
few British software packages to
make it into the U.S. sales charts.
It is now available in a new version
for the IBM PC and clones.

stand-alone PC are now

with easy expansibility as

3

successful

Bigger Winchesters
of the

disc

THE PROFESSIONAL 15 a high -volume

280Mbyte version

140Mbyte hard -disc subsystem for

system is also available, and an
even higher -capacity model offering three-quarters of a gigabyte is
promised for the end of 1986.
Contact Micro Technology

the IBM PC. It costs £6,995 and
comes fitted with a built-in tape
cartridge for making backups.
Discs of this capacity make most

The Pantiles,

and cost recording. It can accept
data from Lotus 1-2-3, Multiplan
and other packages which uses the
DIF format.

For more information contact
Blyth Software Ltd, Mitford
House, Benhall, Saxmundham,
Suffolk IP17 1JS. Telephone:
(0728) 3011.

sense connected to a network,

Group,

processing means allocating
the equivalent power of one

and the Professional claims to support all the leading brands. A

Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2 5TE.
Telephone: (0892) 45433.

PC to each user so that no
CPU degradation is ex-

Better APL

Low-cost telex with a PC

one central system. Multi-

perienced as more users added onto the system. This is a

contrast to the "shared processor" principle most commonly used. Not only can all
16 users share the same data
and communicate with each

other but at the same time
each user has, at his or her
command, four virtual
screens allowing up to four
tasks to be conducted concurrently at each workstation.

of the APL*Plus PC
version of the popular APL
RELEASE

5

power of 16 PCs we think
you will agree

that the

Hyper -micro adds a new
dimension to multi-user
computing.
How clever is your computer?
For more details see the opposite page.

TELEX 2000 gives an ordinary IBM

PC or clone the full functions of a

expensive. Telex 2000 is designed
to work with the Telexbox 3 unit

- at £1,450 it is quite cheap as

numbers -orientated language has
full IBM graphics and improved
editing and performance. Full
high -resolution graphics are now
available from within APL.
Pre -written APL graphics functions are provided for drawing
things like pie, bar and line charts,
and the new release supports the
IBM Enhanced Graphics Adaptor.
The new full -screen program
editor offers a spreadsheet -like
facility for numeric arrays which

proper telex machine. What is
more, you can have Telex 2000

fit between the telex line and your
IBM PC; these are more complex

Copelands, New Ash Green,
Dartford, Kent DA3 8LG.

can also be incorporated in your

than phone modems, and more

Telephone: (0474) 872558.

own applications. A set of fast

Thus with such functionality and with more than the

51

assembler -written utilities for
things like string search and
replace and text justification is also

running in the background,
waiting for incoming messages,
while you continue to use your
spreadsheet or word processor.

This all assumes you generate

enough telex traffic to make it
worth your while leasing your own

telex line from British Telecom.
You then need a telex modem to

LATEST in Tandy's line of very good
is

value IBM compatibles

execution.

the Tandy 3000,

Cocking & Drury Ltd, 16 Berkeley

Street, London W1X 5AE. Telephone: 01-493 6172.
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works out below what you would
pay for a dedicated telex machine,
and you still have the normal PC
functions available.

Contact Telex 2000,

34

Tandy AT- emulator

provided to speed up program
APL*Plus PC costs £695 from

telex modems go. Telex 2000 itself
is the software part of the system; it
costs £125.
You also need a graphics card in
the PC and a printer. The total cost

a full Intel
80286 -based AT -clone system for
just under £3,000. With a
20Mbyte hard disc, one 1.2Mbyte
floppy, 512K of RAM and mono-

chrome screen the price comes to
£2,974. The 3000 is reviewed on
page 92 of this issue.
Contact Tandy Corporation,
Tameway Tower, Bridge Street,
Walsall, West Midlands WS1 1LA.

Telephone: (0922) 648181. 0
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OLIVETTI, ERICSSON
AND EVERYTHING FOR IBM PC/XT, 'AT' AND COMPATIBLES
OLIVETTI M24/M21

IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS
All MICRONIX PC's are fully IBM Compatible and offer best value ever compare our specifications and prices before you buy elsewhere. Four layer 8
slot motherboard with switch selectable 7.5MHz turbo mode improves system
throughput by 40%! All systems have 640K RAM. Full 12 month ON -SITE WARRANTY BY NATIONAL ADVANCED SYSTEMS ON ALL MICRONIX PC
SYSTEMS!

M24 with 640K RAM, Single Floppy, 10MB Hard Disk, Keyboard Screen
and DOS
As above but with 20MB Hard Disk

M21 with 640K RAM, Single floppy, 10MB Hard Disk
As above but with 20MB Hard Disk

ALL ERICSSON PC's have built-in serial, parallel ports and hi-res
graphics

BY

128K

NATIONAL
ADVANCED SYSTEMS

£999
serial port, clock Er battery and monitor.
PC2: As PC1 but one floppy and 10MB/20MB Hard Disk ....£1,499/1,799
£2,499
PC3: Same as PC2 but additionally with internal 20MB Streamer.

MICRONIX WORDPROCESSING PACKAGE
You get all this for only £1,399!
1) MICRONIX IBM PC/XT Compatible PC1 enhanced Colour System
featuring: Fast 8MHz 8088, 8 slots, 640K RAM, Clock/Calendar,
Battery, Serial Et Parallel Ports, twin 360K Floppy, professional 108
key Keyboard with separate Cursor Pad and extended Function Keys
plus Colour Monitor.
2) Daisy Wheel Printer, 20 CPS.
3) Best selling wordprocessing Software "EASY WORDSTAR"
10MB HARD DISK, SINGLE FLOPPY PACKAGE ONLY ... £1,999

IBM "AT" COMPATIBLE SYSTEM
12 month ON -SITE WARRANTY by NATIONAL

ADVANCED SYSTEMS
AT1: System with 80286 6MHz/8MHz CPU, IMB RAM, 6 x 16 bit slots,
x 1.2MB floppy,
x 360K floppy, 2 serial, parallel
2 x 8 bit slots,
port, Keyboard, Hi-res type mono graphics and Monitor
£2,099
1

1

Subject to signing
2nd years
maintenance

FULL

RAM,
MONO
TWO
DRIVE
SYSTEM
ONLY
f1299

24

MONTH
ON -SITE

WARRANTY
BY
ERICSSON

Hi-res Amber Hi-res Colour

*VAT

PC1: 8088 CPU 7.5/4.77 MHz (selectable), twin drive, 8 slots, 640K
RAM, keyboard, Hi-res type Monographics Card, parallel port,

1

£1,899
£1,999
£1,899
£1,999

THE ERICSSON PC - INCREDIBLE VALUE

12 MONTH
ON -SITE WARRANTY

Incredible prices!

oft
micronix
mg computers Ltd

Screen

Screen

£

£

1. 640K RAM, Clock/Calendar with bat- 1,499
tery, 2 x 360K floppy, KB, DOS, GWBA-

1,799

SI C

2. Above but with 1 x 360K floppy, 10MB 1,799

2,099

hard disk
3. As in 2 above but 20MB Hard Disk
4. As in 2 above but 40MB Hard Disk

2,299
2,999

1,999
2,699

ERICSSON PORTABLE with plasma screen, 512K RAM, ERGODISK,
SINGLE FLOPPY and built-in PRINTER - Our price £2,999 (Normal price
£4,100!). Under 8kg - Briefcase size, 6 month Warranty.
ASK ABOUT SUPER DISCOUNT FOR EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION! (discount based on Ericsson list prices)

HARD DISK/STREAMERS
MICRONIX will upgrade your PC/XT, AT, OLIVETTI, ERICSSON to
20MB HD/STREAMER at our premises at no extra charge
10MB Hard Disk + Controller + Cables
20MB Hard Disk + Controller + Cables (internal)
40 MB hard disk + Controller + Cables (internal)
20MB Streamer + Cables + Software (internal or external)
40MB Hard Disk + Controller + Cables (internal)
20MB half height hard disk for "AT"

£499
£650
£1399

£750/f850
£1399
£450

20MB Hard Disk + 20MB Cassette Streamer + Controller + Cables
AT2: Same as above but with 20MB Hard Disk

£2,999

+ Software - External Subsystem

£1,499

KEYBOARDS

12 MONTH
ON -SITE WARRANTY

83 key for PC/ XT
108 key UK KB - PC/ XT, separate cursor pad

Keyboard for "AT"

BY

NATIONAL
ADVANCED SYSTEMS

MONITORS
Zenith Amber Monitor
KAGA Amber Monitor - IBM Compatible
EAGLE 13" Colour - IBM Compatible 640 x 200
MITSU BISH I 14" Colour IBM compatible

PC/XT COMPATIBLE: 8088 7.5/4.77 MHz, up to 640K RAM, 8 slots,
£299/f399
AT COMPATIBLE: 80286 8MHz/6MHz, 6 x 16 bit slots, 2 x 8 bit
slots, built-in floppy Controller, built-in 2 serial, parallel
4 layer PCB with 128K/640K RAM

1

port and clock/calendar, 1MB RAM

£1,099

RAM UPGRADES
64KRAM 15ONS: Set of 9 chips (64K)/set of 36 chips (256K) / set of
54 chips (384K)
f20/f75/f100
£43
128K RAM 15ONS: Piggyback for "AT": Set of 9 chips
256K RAM 15ONS: Set of 9 chips (256K)/ Set of 18 chips ( b12K) e50/E90
512K RAM Board with Clock/Calendar and battery with 512K RAM

£299

MONO/COLOUR GRAPHICS

MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS
For PC/XT and Compatibles:

MF-640: Up to 640K RAM, 2 Serial (2nd port optional), Parallel,
Clock/Calendar with battery, games port, - with 256K/
384K/512K RAM f230/£260/£290
For "AT" and Compatibles:
MF-3000 up to 3MB RAM! Serial Et parallel ports with 512K RAM
1

POWER SUPPLY
155W replacement PSU for PC/ XT, DC Fan
200W replacement PSU for "AT", DC Fan

£140
£190

SYSTEM BOX
Metal Case, flip -top -cover, 8 slots suitable for MICRONIX PC/XT Com£100
patible Motherboard, PSU and Floppy/HD/Streamers
Metal Case for "AT" Compatible Motherboard, PSU, Floppy/ HD f175

PRINTERS
FUJITSU DC1200 136 column, 180 CPS/36 CPS NLQ IBM TYPE
FUJITSU S P320 48 CPS daisywheel, Centronics
FUJITSU DPL 24 288CPS/96CPS letter quality
QU EN DATA 20 CPS Daisy Wheel

f399
£899
£999
£199

Ordering Information:

Prices are exclusive of Carriage & VAT. Please add 15% to Total
Cost. Carriage: Systems Et Subsystems £20, Drives Er
Keyboards £8, Boards £5, RAM Chips £1. Monitor/Printer £15.
' Visit our brand new Showroom - off-street parking, nearest tube Kilburn
(Jubilee Linel OPEN MON-FRI: 9.30am - 5.3Oom

micronix

computers

£350

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
360K half height drive for PC/XT
360K drive for "AT" - exactly same drive and colour as IBM "AT"

1.2MB drive for "AT" - exactly same drive and colour
as IBM "AT"

£125
£159
£225
£249

VISA, ACCESS WELCOME
£140
£160

Colour graphics adaptor 320 x 200 Colour, 640 x 200 mono
Hi-res monographic Card (720 x 348), printer port

MAC -400: External drive for MACINTOSH

£99
£160
£190

£130
£199
£299
£249

Ltd

1 Grangeway,
Kilburn,
London NW6 2BW
Tel: 01-625 0295/9 (5 lines)
Telex: 295173 MICROX G

Circle No. 132
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NEWS

DATA LAW LOOMS
WITH the 11 May 1986 deadline for

the Data Protection Act getting
panic should soon be
setting in as computer users begin
closer,

to worry about whether they are
meant to register. After 11 May
many unregistered organisations
will be breaking the law if they

hold the sort of personal data
covered by the Act.

In fact, if you hold any information on other living people for
business or professional reasons

recreational purposes or the management of purely personal household affairs you probably can get
away with ignoring the Act.
In the Practical Computing
editorial office we are not going to
register, because the data we hold
is on products and companies, not
people. But our subscription and
marketing departments probably
will regiser as they hold data on
identifiable living people - poss-

explanatory booklet and the
necessary forms. Registration itself

ibly you.
A fuller guide to who is affected

copy of the Act itself, ADM's guide

costs £22. The Data Protection
Registrar is at Springfield House,
Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire
SK9 5AX. Tel: (0625) 535777.

If you need more help, the
training organisation ADM has
produced a rather steeply priced
kit, aimed mainly at small to
medium-sized businesses. For £65

you get the Registrar's forms, a

probably are required to
register. And, although some users
have not realised it, the educational sector is not exempt. On

by the Act appeared in the September 1985 issue of Practical
Computing. The Data Protection

the other hand, if your people -

Registrar will send you free of

stone Road, Harrow, Middlesex

related data is held for genuinely

charge a registration pack with an

HAI 1PL. Tel: 01-863 0621.

Women's
training
pack

Mailpost delivers
email to the door

you

OLD paper -and -envelope letters

have many advantages, not the

THE Women's Computer Course is

a free 80 -page source book designed for women who teach about
computing. Arising from a series
of evening classes run by the
authors, it contains original and
cuttings,
pictures

and cartoons.

Topics

least of which is that you can send
them to people who are not equipped to receive electronic mail.
Mailpost is a brand-new facility on

the Telecom Gold mail system
which lets you exploit a combination of old and new technology in a useful way.

covered include women's jobs,

With Mailpost you email the

health and history in computing,

text of your letter and the address
of its intended recipient to Mail post's mailbox on Gold. The
Mailpost staff then type the letter
out on real paper, stick it in a real

word processing,

and a

long

section on Basic programming.
The book pulls apart easily, so
sections can be photocopied.

Produced with help from the

envelope and post it off. A few

Equal Opportunities Commission,
the teaching pack is free, but you
have to send an A4 SAE and 90p
postage. Contact Robyn Smits and
Mary Jennings, 157 Maryland
Road, London N22 5AS.

or weeks later it will,
hopefully, arrive.
The service makes most sense if
you are travelling around abroad or
away from your office with a portable computer. A typical letter
days

to the act and a set of forms designed to help you decide whether
you need to register. Details from
ADM Ltd, ADM House, 5-9 Head-

Zenith
winner
WE HAD nearly 800 entries for our
competition in the September

issue to win a Zenith ZF-158-42
IBM-compatible computer. The
main task we set was to list seven
features of the system in order of
importance. The tie -breaker asked
you to come up with an improve-

ment on the rather dull name.
Only one entrant came up with
exactly the same sequence as the

sent to someone in the U.K. works
out at around £1 with Mailpost. To
this you must add a once -off reg-

istration fee of £135, which also
gets you a Telecom Gold mailbox

if you do not already have one.
Mailpost is run by New Technology Systems, which operates its
own Telecom Gold user group.

New Technology Systems also
offers a complementary service so
that your email -less recipient can
reply to you. Your correspondent
rings up a Mailbox number on the
ordinary voice telephone and dictates a message to Mailbox staff
who then forward it electronically
to your Telecom Gold mailbox.
Details from New Technology
Systems, Pembroke House, The
Crescent, Leatherhead, Surrey
KT22 8HW. Telephone: (0372)

Practical Computing judges. R
Gibson of Winchester agreed with

us on CDGBAFE: the ability to
run colour packages even with a
monochrome monitor; speed
switchable between 4.77MHz and

8MHz; full one-year guarantee;
five free expansion slots; 768K

maximum on -board RAM
no motherboard for
greater reliability; and uses largescale gate array technology.
capacity;

He therefore wins the competition, and all your suggestions

for a better name for the Zenith
system were not needed. This was
just as well as the majority of them
were pretty feeble. But R Gibson,
who won anyway, did not do badly

with his suggested name,
"Apex". Many thanks to Zenith
Data Systems for providing the
attractive prize.

379873.

Database publishing on CD-ROM
THE PROMISE of having the world's

ROM is a development of the fam-

for the IBM PC /XT and PC/AT

knowledge, or at least large chunks

iliar 12cm. CD audio disc, and
shows great promise as a cheap

computers and compatibles. In the

of it, at your fingertips has been
with us ever since the first on-line

database publishing service saw
the light of day.
But a promise is what this
facility remains for most people.
The complexities of accessing databases and of formulating effective

search strategies are a barrier to
general use of on-line databases,
but an even greater barrier is the
cost of mounting
searches.

even simple

Now compact -disc read only
memory (CD-ROM) is poised to
remedy some of the deficiencies of

on-line database publishing. CD-
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and robust high -capacity storage
medium.

Philips has introduced a unit

U.S.

a company called Micro

Trends has developed a CD-ROM
interface card for the Apple II.
So far, the number of CD-ROM

called the CM -100, which can store

products is small, and what

600Mbyte on a single -sided disc.
This is the equivalent of 230,000
pages of A4 double-spaced text or
more than 1,000 images.
The CM -100 adheres to the
standard developed by Philips and
Sony, which allows total interchangeability between discs and

potentially

drives for compact audio discs.
Progress is being made to extend
this standard to include CD-ROM,
and it will soon be implemented

is

publishing
market is caught up in a familiar
bind: products are not developed
a

large

until the customer base is sufficiently large, and the customer
base grows slowly if only a limited
number of products are available.
On the software front, Grolier is
publishing its Academic American
Encyclopaedia on CD-ROM for the

IBM PC and Atari 520ST, and
Sydney Library Products can now

provide the entire Library of Congress Marc database of bibliographic records on CD-ROM.
Sydney also provides the CD-ROM
software and equipment, including the interface board for the
user's PC, as part of a package deal
for the Marc database.
In the U.K. a system developed

at AERE Harwell combines the
Status information -retrieval software with compact -disc tech-

nology. Users of the system can
access information on CD-ROM,
using either standard Status commands or tailored menus. They can
then use the information from the
CD-ROM, to create their own
personal databases.
PC
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Floppy disk incompatibility - an unpleasant fact of
computer life. GEMINI M -F -B 2 SYSTEM -a pleasant
computer solution.
When we introduced the original Gemini M -F -B system,

we provided a lot of answers to the growing problem of
disk size and format incompatibility. And now with the
M -F -B 2, we can provide even more answers.

10MB or 20MB storage
on Half -height Winchester

5.25" 96 TPI 800K or 1.2MB
Dual speed

5.25"48 TPI 400K
Half -height

3.5" 135 TPI 800K

Microfloppy

The new system continues to provide the ability to
format and transfer data between any of the
microcomputer formats currently available within its
library of over 400 machine type and format
combinations, but now goes even further.
The changes in hardware manifest themselves in a
system that now provides either 10MB or 20MB of
Winchester based storage and the adoption of half height devices have allowed the inclusion of a 3.5"
floppy drive as standard.
The software changes now provide the M -F -B 2
system with the capacity to not only hold up to 700
format combinations, but to also supply an MS-DOS
suite of software enabling support of the entire IBM
PC (PC, XT and AT) family, and IBM 'lookalikes'.
The Gemini M -F -B 2 now comes with a 12 month free
format update service.
The 8" drive shown may be omitted from the system.
A 0.5MB RAM Disk is an additional option for the system.

91 Gemini
Computer Systems Limited
Springfield Road, Chesham, Bucks HP5 1PU

Telephone: (0494) 791010. Telex: 837788
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ESOFTWARE
of you were to conduct a survey
into what people use their
spreadsheet packages for, you
would probably find that the vast
majority stick to the same few
applications, with budgets, cash -

flow forecasts and sales analysis
probably topping the list. This is
fair enough; after all, these are
presumably the very jobs for which
the original purchase of the
spreadsheet was made.

omers, weighted by the number of

ional Grid. In this system, the

deliveries.
To find the distance for each trip
you could use a mileage chart from
one of the motoring organisations.
You would then go through,
multiplying each one by the

country is divided into 50 squares,
each side of which is 100km. Each

number of drops, and obtain a
total for each of the possible sites.
But with 10 sites and, say, 500

0

square has a unique two -letter
identifier. Locations within the

0

squares can be referenced by their
co-ordinates along an east -to -west
and north -to -south axis respectively, relative

-13

to the south-

customers, you would be faced

west corner of the square.
You can find grid references by

with the daunting prospect of

looking at an Ordnance Survey

5,000 look -ups. Also, most published mileage charts are for main
towns only, while customers are
likely to be here, there and every-

map, or from the index of the Ordnance Survey Atlas of Great
Britain. Before you enter them

because people do not realise the
help their spreadsheet could give
them? There must be hundreds of

where.

YOUR

everyday business problems which
are eminently suitable for spreadsheet treatment, given only a little
planning and imagination.

customers

convert the two -letter labels of the
big squares to a numeric form. Unfortunately, there is no formula for
this, so you will have to resort to a
look -up table, an extract of which

appears below. For example, the

It is not only financial
problems that lend
themselves to solution
on a spreadsheet.

Yet how many more problems
go

unsolved,

and how many

decisions are made on the basis
of inadequate information, just

DISTANCES
One such group of applications

are those that could loosely be
termed geographical: problems
involving places and distances
rather than pounds and pence. For

example, suppose your company
has recently attracted new
customers in a distant part of the
country, and you have to decide
the best site for a new warehouse to
serve them. You have a short list of

A better approach would be to
find the distances between
and warehouses

by

applying some elementary principles of Cartesian geometry, with
a little help from Pythagoras.
These tell us that if two points have
co-ordinates of (xl ,y1) and (x2, y2)
respectively, the straight-line
distance between them is
/((x -x2)^2 + (y1 -y2)"2)
If all the customer and warehouse
locations are given co-ordinates
relative to a common origin, you

DATA ENTRY

spreadsheet and let the software do
the calculating.
Fortunately, all the locations in

You can now set up the spreadsheet, entering customer locations
in the rows and warehouses in the
columns. Enter each half of a grid
reference in a separate cell, since
this is a separate term in the Cartesian formula mentioned earlier.
After you enter and replicate the

question already have such coordinates, as

which has the lowest costs.
You do not need a computer to

village, large building and duck

add up the fixed costs like rent
and rates, but when it comes to
variable costs such as those that
depend on the number of del-

marvellous invention, the Nat -

travelled,

things are much trickier. Suppose
that each customer has a known
number of deliveries per period,

and that the transport costs,

in

pounds per vehicle -kilometre, are
also known. For simplicity, you can

assume that each delivery

swing bridge across the harbour at
Whitby has a full grid reference of
NZ 899 115. The less precise reference for the entire town is NZ 89
11. Since the south-west corner of
square NZ has co-ordinates 4,5 in
units of 100km, the typed -in value
for Whitby becomes 489 511.

could build this formula into a

10, and now you must work out

iveries and distances

into the spreadsheet, you must

has

town,

every

pond in Britain, thanks to that

formula, the software will place
the straight-line distances in the

GRID SQUARE
CONVERSION
An extract from the table used to
convert the two -letter identifiers
of the 100km. squares to numeric
x,y co-ordinates.

single vehicle load. The problem
then boils down to identifying the
warehouse site which involves the
lowest total distance to all cust-

KEEP

DISTANCE

straight-line distances. I then used
the least -squares method to find
the line of best fit. The result was
the following formula
r = 1.18s - 0.72
where r is the road distance and s is
the straight-line distance. It is sur-

prisingly accurate for most points
in mainland Britain. In practice

the constant term, 0.72, can be
omitted because it lies within the
margin of error of the six -character
grid references.

Further columns may now be

body of the sheet.
By now you have probably seen
what appears to be a major
objection to all this: lorries seldom

added to the

travel in straight lines. Is there a
predictable relationship between
the distances travelled along the

spreadsheet for

holding the road distances. You
can then multiply each of these by

the number of drops for each

SD

3

4

SE

4

4

TA

5

4

3

5

villages, and plotted the actual

customer, giving the total number
of vehicle -kilometres for each
potential site. Of course, this
example contains many assumptions that might make it inappropriate for your own use. But it does
at least show that there is far more
to spreadsheets than budgets and

4

5

mileages between them against the

cash -flow forecasts.

Square

is a

BY MIKE LEWIS

NY
NZ

road and the straight-line distances
obtained by the formula?
To answer this question, I took a
large sample of British towns and

na

WAREHOUSE -SITING SPREADSHEET
An extract from the warehouse -siting spreadsheet, showing three possible sites and 11 destinations.
Grid ref
No. of
Stockton
Catterick
444 519

drops

Straight
Goole
Ilkley
Leyburn
Malton

Northallerton
Pately Bridge
Ripon
Selby

Settle
Skipton
Thirsk

474 423
411 447
411 490
478 471
437 493
415 465
431 471
461 432
382 463
398 451
442 482

Total vehicle -kilometres
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5

7

12
5
2

15

8
1

4
9
4

100.6
79.2
43.9
58.8
26.9
61.3
49.7
88.6
83.5
82.1
37.1

Road
118.0
92.7
51.1
68.7
31.1
71.6
58.0
103.9

97.9
96.2
43.0

Dalton
443 476

423 497
Total
589.8
649.2
613.4
343.4
62.1
1074.1
463.7
103.9
391.5
865.4
172.0
5329

Straight
89.9
51.4

Road
105.3

13.9
60.8
14.6
33.0
27.2
75.3
53.3
52.4
24.2

15.7
71.1
16.5
38.2
31.4
88.1
62.1
61.1
27.8

60.0

Total
526.6
419.7
188.1
355.3
32.9
573.0
251.0
88.1
248.5
549.5
111.4
3344

Straight
61.4
43.2
34.9
35.4
18.0
30.1
13.0

47.5
62.4
51.5
6.1

Road
71.7
50.2
40.5
41.0
20.6
34.8
14.6
55.4
72.9
60.0
6.5

Total
358.7
351.7
485.9
205.0
41.1
521.7
117.0
55.4
291.5
540.2
25.8
2994
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Oasis Instruments

PRECISE ANALOGUE DATA ACQUISITION
Now available
for the
Sinclair QL
and RM Nimbus

Hardware and soft
systems for
microcompute
QL BBC IBM
Home, laboratory and industrial applications
Full software support supplied:

Precision MADC12 module interfaces featuring:
- 12 bit readings in 30 uS to 0.02% accuracy.
-6 precision ranges, + /- 10V down to 1V unipolar.
- 16 high impedance inputs with S.E. or differential modes.
- All functions software controlled, 1 Mbyte per sec data

- General purpose acquisition package with easy user
interface and interactive scan control and data file
generation.

transfer.

- Comprehensive product description to allow the
hardware to be driven from your own software, either
using the routines supplied or from your own low level
routines to operate the analogue to digital process

Price - systems for: QL - £499/1BMs - £749/Apple II £449/BBC - £399 (+ VAT).
Includes calibrated MADC12, interface H/W, manuals and software.
Modules from stock - reliably solve your digitising or logging

directly.

problem NOW.

- Data file generation for export to existing spreadsheet
or other post -processing software.

Enhanced versions for maximum flexibility provide:
- High speed for 12 bit readings in 15uS, 8bit in 10uS (option S15- £95).
- Full accuracy and speed with input isolation to 500V RMS (option 105 - £240).
- 32 channel systems (option C32 - £250) and versatile, wide range, multiplexers.

Custom hardware, software and systems solutions on a
consultancy basis.

Also available: low cost Apple II analogue interfaces, supporting boards and
industrial computers. Order directly or contact us for further information.

I

he Slrect. Old ( ostcsw. Non%

RS 51)1

I el: 116113

Peter Nelson
Design Consultancy

747887
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MEGABUFFER

CIVCO ACRE COMPUTER
CONSUMABLES

SPECIALISTS IN 3M DISKS
LIFE GUARANTEE
LOW PRICES
MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED
Disc Prices per Box of Ten 1-3

UNIVERSAL
DATA BUFFER - Free your computer while plotting or printing. Let MEGABUFFER do the waiting!
O 64/128/256/512/1024K RAM for Large PRINTOUTS
O COMPATIBLE WITH MOST COMPUTERS, PRINTERS
AND PLOTTERS, IBM, APPLE, HP, SIRIUS, TANDY,
APRICOT, DEC, SHARP, EPSON, OKI, BENSON, ETC.

O SERIAL AND PARALLEL INTERFACES IN ONE
UNIT : PAR -PAR, PAR- SER, SER-PAR, SER- SER
O MULTIPLE COPY AND PAGE REPRINT FACILITIES
O HANDLES Text and Graphics 0 ASCII -Hex Conversion
O INTERNAL POWER SUPPLY 0 SELF -TEST MODE
O HIGH QUALITY CONSTRUCTION, BUILT TO LAST
O BRITISH DESIGNEWAND MANUFACTURED
WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS?
64K.£140 128K £216 256K £278 512K £448 1024K £556

CABLES £15 (send full details of Computer and Printer)
Dealer Enquiries Welcome
INGDA LE PERIPHERALS
Telephone (0903) 213131
R

+ VAT UK Post Free
11 Decoy Road, Worthing,
West Sussex, BN14 8ND
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5,k" Mini -Discs
1. 744D S/S D/D 48 TPI
2. 745D D/S D/D 48 TPI
3. 746D S/S Q/D 96 TPI
4. 747D D/S Q/D 96 TPI
5. 31" S/S D/D 13 STPI

Please specify
sectored versions in
column supplied.
P&P FOC on orders

4+

QTY

4-9

SECT

COST

14.70
18.90
22.50
26.00
39.00

TOTAL EX VAT
15% VAT
Postage & Packing
(50p per box)

TOTAL PAYABLE

Please contact
Marketing Manager for
orders 10+
Name

To: Civco Acre Computer
Consumables,
DEPT (PC1)

Address

58 Great Cullings,
Rush Green,
Romford,
Post code

Tel:

15.70
19.00
23.50
27.00
39.50

RM7 OYL

Tel: 01-593 9868

I enclose cheque/P.O payable to
CIVCO ACRE COMPUTER CONSUMABLES
"Quotes for 8" 3M Datalife Disks, Listing Paper, Printer
Ribbons supplied on request.
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In computers
the biggest thing about
big names
is usually the price.
Tandon is the exception.
Tandon suggest you decide simply on performance. And price.

1111111111111111

L.__

(
THE TANDON PC.

P(X, THE TANDON XT.

P(A, THE TANDON AT.

Intel 8088 processor,
two floppy disk drives
each with 360 KByte,
256 KByte main storage
memory, expandable
to 640 KByte,
high resolution
14" monitor.

Intel 8088 processor,
floppy disk drive
with 360 KByte,
256 KByte main storage
memory, expandable
to 640 KByte, 10 MByte
fixed disk drive, high
resolution 14" monitor.

Intel 80286 processor,
floppy disk drive with
1.2 MByte, 20 MByte
fixed disk drive, main
storage memory with
512 KByte, expandable
to 16 MByte, high
resolution 14" monitor.

THE PC COSTS £1,295 + VAT.

THE PCX COSTS £1,595 + VAT.

THE PCA COSTS £2,195 + VAT.

In case you didn't know, Tandon is the world's largest manufacturer of disk drives.
We got there, by simply doing everything in our power to make these highly sensitive
and costly parts

not only better but

less expensively.

an on

Now we're doing the same for whole microcomputers. Computer (UK) Ltd.

Please send me details of Tandon microcomputers.
Name
Company
AddressTandon Computer (UK) Ltd., 5, Su ttons Industrial Park, LondpEonPTRoPCad1,
Reading, Berkshire RG6 1AZ, Telephone: 07 34/66 46 76, Fax 07 34/66 54 10
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BEST DISKS

C

IBEST DISKS

BEST DEALS

'..

BEST DEALS

BEST SERVICE

BEST SERVICE

DISKING FREEPOST, LIPHOOK, HAMPSHIRE GU30 7BR, UNITED KINGDOM
How to contact us:

General Enquiries & Sales (0428) 722563; Trade/Government (0428) 722840; Telex - 858623 Telbur G

Coloured

Buy 2 &
get FREE

-.-1V110REX

On ALL Storage

Diskettes
514 0151(5 Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs
PRICES EXC VAT
1D SIS 48 tpi
2D DIS 48 tpi

1

2-4

5-9

10-19

20+
15.90
18.90
18.90
23.90

18.90 17.90
16.90
23.90 21.90 20.90
19.90
100 SIS 96 tpi
23.90 21.90 20.90
19.90
200 DIS 96 tpi
28.90 26.90 25.90
24.90
To order, precede number with the letter Oiled, 101range
(Ylellow, (Skeen, IBIlue or (W)hite, e.g. for Red DIsided 48 tpi disks,
20.90

order R2D. Or "RAINBOW" for multicoloured pack.

00
514- 0151<5 Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs
PRICES EXC VAT

2-4

5-9
15.90
18.90

10.19
14.90

20.90
21.90

19.90

16.90
18.90

20.90

19.90

Prices and quantities relate to Ten -Packs
PRICES EXC VAT
24
5660 DIS 1.6MByte
41.90 39.90

59

1019

38.90

37.90

20+
36.90

18.90

21.90
23.90
24.90

13.90

3
M10
M25
M50
M40

IBM PC AT (HIGH DENSITY)
1

DISKING

17.90

Flip'n' File Range
Storage

20+

16.90
19.90
21.90
22.90

1

5210 SIS 48 tpi
5220 DIS 48 tpi
5410 SIS 96 tpi
5420 DIS 96 tpi

MICROBOX 10' For 10 Microdisks
STANDARD MICRO 25 For 25 Microdisks
STANDARD MICRO 50 For 50 Microdisks
LATCHING MICRO 40' For 40 Microdisks

Professional Minidisks
Lifetime Warranty

31st 0151<5 Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs
PRICES EXC VAT
3450 S Sided 0.5Mb
3460 D Sided 1.0Mb

1

2.4

5.9

10.19

29.90
39.90

27.90
37.90

26.90
36.90

25.90
35.90

Flip 'n' File 10' For 10 Diskettes
5 FF10's RedlOrangelYellowiGreen1Blue
Flip 'n' File 15' For 15 Diskettes
STANDARD MINI 50 For 50 Diskettes
STANDARD MINI 100 For 100 Diskettes
KEYBOX MINI 25'' For 25 Diskettes

FFS10
FF15

20+
24.90
34.90

MINI 50
MINI 100
KM25
KM50
KEYBOX MINI 50" For 50 Diskettes
'With flip 'n' file action, displays vertically stores horizontally
"These have locking or latching mechanism flip 'n' file action

5140151<S Prices & Qtys relate to ten packs
PRICES EXC VAT

1

010 SIS 48 tpi
02D DIS 48 tpi
010 SIS 96 tpi
020 DIS 96 tpi

15.90
17.90

17.90

22.90

24
13.90
15.90
15.90
20.90

5.9
13.40
15.40

1019

20

12.90

15.40

14.90

12.40
14.40
14.40

19.90

19.40

18.90

14.90

Dysan

1

2-4

5-9

10-19

20

24.90
31.90

22.90
29.90

22.40
29.40

21.90
28.90

21.40
28.40

PRICES EXC VAT
104110 SIS 48 tpi
104120 DIS 48 tpi

22.90
29.90

204I1D SIS 96 tpi
204120 DIS 96 tpi

29.90
34.90

Datalife

2-4

5,9

10-19

20.

20.90
27.90
27.90
32.90

19.90

18.90

17.90

26.90

25.90
25.90
30.90

24.90

1

26.90
31.90

24.90
29.90

UK Shipping Rates exc VAT
5

Disks or microdisks

Diskette Storage
M10, FF10, FF15, SEE 10,
SEE 10,3, SEE 10.8

3.5 packs each pack @ 75p

The World's No:

6.9 packs each pack @ 60p
10+ packs POST FREE

1-4 off @ 40p each
5-9 off @ 30p each
10+ off @ 20p each

All Cleaning Kits

M25, MINI 50, BUDGET 50
off f 1.00

1

Diskette

1

51" DISKS Prices & Otys relate to ten packs

1

PRICES EXC VAT

2-4

1

525-01 SIS 48 tpi
20.90
550-01 DIS 48 tpi
23.90
577-01 SiS 96 tpi
23.90
557-01 OIS 96 tpi
26.90
IBM PC AT (HIGH DENSITY)
MDHD DIS 1.6 MByte
34.90

5-9

2 packs each pack @ 95p

off 60p each

20.

27 oft 40p each

19.90
19.90

15.90
18.90
18.90

6* off POST FREE

50 -pack E1.00

10-19
16.90

18.90
21.90
21.90
24.90

17.90
20.90
20.90

23.90

22.90

21.90

32.90

31.90

30.90

29.90

SEE 10
SEE 10-3

For 10 Diskettes
For 10 Microdisks

SEE 10-8
B50
JUMBO
EM50

For 10+8" Disks
Budget 50 For 50 Diskettes
Lockable storage for 100 Diskettes

Lockable storage for 50 .3.5" or 15 .3"

SDD

Sapona Single Sided 3.5" drive head cleaning kit

MDD
MKEY
MTV

Memorex 5.25" disk drive head cleaning kit
Memorex case & keyboard cleaning kit
Memorex VDUITV screen cleaning kit

Disking Supermailers
100,pack f3.00

8.90
8.90
4.90
4_90

Diskette Mailing
DSM

24.90

5.25" disk mailer for up to 4 disks Iper 1001

1

2-7 off 70p each
8* off POST FREE

co

M50, M40, MINI 100, KM25
Disking Diskwriters

2.50
2.50
3.50
8.90
18.90
19.90

Computer Care

HOW TO ORDER

Datalife by Verbatim

3.90
19.50
5.90
16.90
32.90
25.90
36.90

Disking's Storage

For the Discerning
584 0151<5 Prices & Otys relate to ten -packs

3'; 0151(5 Prices & Qtys relate to ten -packs
PRICES EXC VAT
DMID SISided 0.5Mb
DM2D D/Sided 1.0Mb

Dysart

4.90
10.90
19.90
31.90

5-,1" Storage
FF10

DISKING

PRICES exc VAT

co

C

FFS1O, KM50, JUMBO
off (2.00 each
2-7 off f 1.30 each
8+ ofi POST FREE
1

a

Credit Card Orders 10428) 722563 (24 hours)
-- Prices & Otys relate to ten -packs
31" DISKS
PRICES EXC VAT
MF350 SISided 0.5Mh
MF360 DISided 1.0Mb

1

29.90

3920

2.4

5.9

1019

20.

27.90
37.90

26.90
36.90

25.90
35.90

24.90
34.90

ACCESS & VISA welcome, call anytime but please don't
whisper. Just leave the following details:
1
Day -time 'phone number;
2 Cardholder name and address;
3 Your Credit Card Number;

CC

0
0

4 What you want and how many;
5 Normal or first class post.
Leave the REST to US!

8" DISKS
Please Call

Urgent Orders

Verex

Cfj.

1-

If you are posting your order, leaye out the word FREEPOST from
our address, and use our normal post code GU30 7EJ and do not
forget to stamp it First Class. If you are telephoning your order,

Z

<e
I 2-

please make it clear that you wish to pay for your goods to be
sent to you by First Class Post.

Verex by Verbatim
Verbatim Promise plus Value

150-01SIS ISO 48 tpi
200-01 SIS DID 48 tpi
250-01 WS DID 48 tpi

1

14.90
15.90
17.90

First Ten -Pack

Second and subsequent Ten -Pack

2.4

5-9

10.19

20*

12.90
13.90
15.90

12.40
13.40

11.90
12.90

11.40

15.40

14.90

12.40
14.40

'NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW *NEW *NEW NEW NEW 'NEW'
257-01 WS 010 96 tpi

8" DISKS
Please call

19.90

17.90

0

Minidisks & Microdisks:-

5" DISKS Prices & Otys relate to ten -packs
PRICES EXC VAT

0 c)

First Class Rates

17.40

16.90

16.40

0_

1J

2.00
1.50

to

Very Urgent Orders
If ordering by telephone, and by 3.00pm you may request
Datapost which delivers the next morning at 9.00am. Minimum

La

cost is El 0 for the first 5kg - please call.

Lu

cc
LL

Official Government Orders Welcome
We supply all Government bodies including schools, Universities,
Colleges, Hospitals, the Utilities, Research Establishments,
Armed Forces, the Ministries and Local Auth rities world-wide. It
ordering in quantities of fifty diskettes or more, please ask for our
wholesale price list.
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CHIP -CHAT
t is always tempting to wonder

ignored the need for software com-

whether the introduction of
the latest microprocessor

patibility and have suffered badly
as a result.
Although the market has
decided that upwards compatibility is very high on its list of
priorities, this attractive feature
has only been available at a price.
To retain compatibility Intel has
had to pass many of the less than

0design will represent the ultimate

limit of performance beyond
which it will be unnecessary to go.
Some people once predicted

that passengers on trains would
suffocate at speeds of 30 miles per
hour or more, and that high-speed

transportation would remain for
ever the preserve of a privileged
minority. Likewise there are contemporary prophets who predict
that the market for 32 -bit microprocessors is so small that the cost
of developing such devices cannot
easily be recouped.
It is true that today's market for
32 -bit computers is very small in
comparison to the market for
eight- and 16 -bit systems. But
cheap and available technology has

a habit of creating its own market

where none existed previously.
Judging from the activities of the
chip manufacturers, this is likely to
be the case for 32 -bit microprocessors.

RECESSION
Despite the worst recession in
semiconductor sales for more than

a decade, all the major microprocessor manufacturers are

8060 and NSC-800, failed to notch
up sufficient sales to enable them

Z-80 and the 6502.

Motorola and National,
decided that although software
compatibility was a good thing,
ularly

they need not go back as far as the

eight -bit generation. In a bold
attempt to oust Intel from the
number one slot they designed
32 -bit processor architectures
before they could actually build a
32 -bit processor, and then intro-

duced a downwards compatible
16 -bit variant as their first family
product.
This strategy achieved moderate
success,

with sales of both the

68000 and the 32016 being
adequate to ensure continuation of
the species. But Intel has remained

limits. Will the Motorola and

computers and other systems based
on this very powerful technology.

National families, which are still
waiting in the wings with a steadily

Although there is not much to increasing software base, now be
be gained from porting most of able to eject Intel from the number
today's software packages on to a one position? Perhaps they may
32 -bit machine, the new software even be able to woo the mighty
which will soon become available
will be able to perform all the old
tasks with increased user -friendliness and reliability. It will also
make some tasks possible for the
very first time.

billion. However, despite its size
National has had a string of
problems. Its early microprocessors, such as the eight -bit

to become true classics like the

will be a mass market for micro-

32 -bit programs. They are con-

to the 31 May 1985 of $1.79

desirable features of its earlier

fident in the belief that there really

with extensive

countries and with sales in the year

processors on to their successors.
Consequently it has been severely
constrained in the architectural
design of all its new devices.
Other manufacturers, partic-

firmly in first place. The question
now is whether the need for 32 -bit
processing power will stretch the
Intel architecture beyond sensible

pushing ahead

of the world's largest chip producers with 29 plants in nine

IBM away from its staunch position
of using Intel only.

National's earlier microprocessor efforts were halfhearted, but with its relatively new
32000 family it has spent vast sums
on product development and
marketing. The results have been
impressive. Already available is a
comprehensive family which
shares an identical internal 32 -bit
architecture and comprises the
32008 with an eight -bit data bus,
the 32016 with a 16 -bit data bus,
and both the 32032 and the 32332
which share a full 32 -bit data bus.

SUPPORT CHIPS
Within the 32000 family,
software migration is guaranteed
because internally all family
members are virtually identical. A
comprehensive array of peripheral
circuits is available too. Also, it is
difficult to fault the National
family in performance terms, with
the 32032 notching up 0.8 million
instructions per second (mips) and

indeed any one does? Until now

high degree of compatibility with
all its earlier progenitors. But will

Intel has had an unbroken string of

it be good enough to retain the

added to the demand -paged
virtual memory, Unix System V
operating system, and C, Fortran

successes. They started with its
popular eight -bit 8080A, which

loyalties of big customers such as
IBM in the face of intense com-

was only ever eclipsed by the com-

patible Z-80 from Zilog, and pro-

petition from the architecturally
more advanced offerings from

gressed to the 8088 and 8086 of
the IBM PC and its compatible
cousins, and most recently the

Motorola and National?
I do not know the answer, and I
am making no predictions as I got

80286 of the IBM PC/ AT.

it wrong the first time around. I
thought that the Motorola 68000

One of the major reasons for
Intel's success has been the compatibility of its processors. This has

provided a software upgrade path
from one generation to the next,

allowing users to preserve their
software investment. Other chip
manufacturers - notably Zilog,

would have ousted the Intel 8086
and its cousins long before now.
This time there are two main contenders for the 32 -bit crown: the
Motorola 68020 and the new
National 32332, an improved

whose 16 -bit Z-8000 failed to catch
on for microcomputer applications

version of the 32032 which was the
first conventional 32 -bit microprocessor to become available.

despite the huge Z-80 following -

National Semiconductor is one
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BATTLE
As the chip
manufacturers slug it
out for the 32 -bit
crown, it remains an
even bet whether

compatibility or
performance will win
out.
design. National cites a long list of

With the 80386 chip there are
lots of rules to remember about

data move operations. All this,

formance is which chip family will
emerge as the industry standard, if

32 -BIT

nearly 6mips. Also to become
available this year is a floatingpoint arithmetic chip set which
will crunch four million floatingpoint operations per second.
The 32332 contender offers a

management unit, and offers a

cerning this giant leap in per-

THE

deficiencies in the 80386 design

The Intel 32 -bit offering is the
new 80386. On the face of it, it is a
very powerful device which
includes an on -chip memory -

One intriguing question con-

SQUARING
UP FOR

the new 32332 about 2.5mips.
Promised for the future is the
32C532 which should manage

4Gbyte address rage, dynamic bus
sizing from eight to 32 bits to suit
the application, and a burst mode
memory -addressing capability
which gives 60 percent time
savings on the execution of certain

LOYALTY

BY RAY COLES

Pascal and Ada language compilers, makes the National chip a
potent competitor.
But sheer peformance may not
carry the day. The ugly duckling
80386 is a fairly simple upgrade for
existing 80286 -based systems such

as the IBM PC/ AT, and there is a
lot of inertia in the personal computer business.
To help us make up our minds,
National has produced a detailed
comparison between its 32 -bit
family and the Intel 80386. It concludes that the jump to 32 bits is
stretching the creaky old Intel
architecture beyond sensible
limits, and that it is now time for it
to make way for a more advanced

which are not, of course, shared by
its own device.
which registers, data types, address

modes and instructions can be
used together. Newer families like
those from Motorola and National
provide greater programming simplicity. They keep things general-

purpose and untrammelled by
historical precedents which date

right back to the 8080A of the
early seventies.

The uniform architecture of the
68000 and 32000 families provides
upwards and downwards software
compatibility so that software
developed for the 32008 can easily
be converted for use on the 32332

and vice versa. While it is fairly
easy to adapt 80286 software to run

on the 80386, it is less easy to go
the other way unless many of the
new features of the 80386 are not
used.

Finally, the traditional
segmented -memory approach
used by Intel is less flexible than
the linear 4Gbyte space afforded
by

its

competitors.

Also

the

virtual -memory support in the

Intel family is much less sophisticated. In performance terms the
choice seems simple, but I will not
be placing any bets on the
outcome.
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*
FULL WORKSHOP
FACILITIES
CALL US FOR
PRINT SAMPLES
07357 4466

Micro General the Specialists for Printer Selection
"At last someone who knows what they're talking about..."
Our P.C. Products are carefully selected for QUALITY & PERFORMANCE.
With many years of experience in the Computer Industry our Personal Service
and FREE ADVICE on choosing the correct peripheral products to match is
invaluable! Remember - SALES & SERVICE - We'll support you.

New from

MICROLINE

FUJITSU

.£1295
+ VAT
-

MODELS FROM
New Slimline design thou quieter, faster and superbly reliable.
IBM PC Version available
M182 par/serial/IBM 120 cps from £259 + VAT
M192 par/serial/IBM NLQ from £399 + VAT
M193 spec as 192 132 col from £549 + VAT

NEW 84XS Host of options: Bar coding, 30K buffer, Multi Lingual,
Scientific fonts, Qume/Diablo, Arabic.
3 print modes: Draft. Memo 8 Correspondence from £1295 + VAT

.e,

'"'".

maintenance in the UK.
For all business printers!

The unique Brother Twinriter 5.
Now with a flick of the switch you can have quick Internal draft
reports or letter quality documents
Fully IBM compatible
Longer than average working life thanks to nylon and multi -strike
ribbons.

,.1001011005.

Fast Band
Printers
at competitive
prices.

FREE on site

ze''/".'
,9"

k.q4,41

1

Dot Matrix and Daisy Wheel,
together in one
machine!

BROTHER

pe,°1-AlHipsApy-

Specially selected

for their excellent
print quality, reliability
and durability.
Exceptionally quiet 60 dBA at 1600
Self -test on power up.
Models can be supplied for ALL

FULL RANGE OF BROTHER PRINTERS AVAILABLE.

MICRO COMPUTER INTERFACES

*Micro General are a recognised Brother Master Dealer

including IBM 3270 and TWINAX.

LPM

1110

HEWLETT

CAP] PACKARD

Check out our latest additions!

Laser Jet Printer

UPGRADE TO
WINCHESTER DISK

HALF -HEIGHT

20MB Mountain DriveCard

WINCHESTER DISK

Self-contained 31/2" hard disk drive
with controller on a single plug-in card

that fits neatly inside your PC.

REMOVABLE
Replace a FLOPPY DISK DRIVE with a

Removable Hard

Disk Winchester

£2664
+ VAT

expansion slot.

with
complete
drive.
Supplied
Controller Card and cables.

A quiet, eight page
per minute table -top printer
that provides true letter -quality
text with multiple fonts and

20MB £995+VAT.

5MB £950+VAT. 10MB £1250+VAT.

Graphic capabilities.

Simply plug the DriveCard into an

Reliable Perfection from a
Laser
No scheduled preventative main
required.

DEALER & OEM ENQUIRIES WELCOME

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
LEASE YOUR BUSINESS

FREE ON -SITE

MAINTENANCE
F

rDISCOUNT MAIL ORDER BARGAINS,

SYSTEM

Epson LX -80

For example £18+VAT per week
on 5 year Lease.
Single and Multi -User COLT
Accounting Systems.
Fully integrated
accounting with multi company and multi currency facility.
Stock Control
with parts
explosion
inventory
control.

100 cps NLQ
Epson FX-80+ 160 cps

£199+VAT
£309+VAT

Epson FX-100+ 160 cps

£429+ VAT

Brother HR -15 Daisywheel Centronics
Brother M1509180 cps Matrix
Brother CE -60 Typewriter/Ptr (1 only)

£315+VAT
£399+VAT
£325+VAT

OKIMATE-20 Colour Printer IBM, BBC

£225+ VAT

Microline 182 120 cps
IBM 80 Col
Microline 192 160 cps NLQ IBM 80 Col
Microline 193 160 cps NLQ IBM 136 Col

£219+VAT
£33s+VAT
£450+VAT

Canon PW 1080A 160 cps 80 Col NLQ
Canon PW 1156A 160 cps 136 Col NLQ

£239+VAT
£329+VAT

1-

Interface Cables - State micro type
Carriage C9+VAT

£15+VAT

DEALER/OEM ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Always call for the best possible price.

GENERAL
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Access/Visa

( PC 2 )
Unit 25, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Reading, RG8 7JW Tel: 07357 4466
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WELCOME TO THE OFFICIAL AIRLINE GUIDE
(0AG), COPYRIGHT 1985, OFFICIAL AIRLINE
GUIDES, INC., OAK BROOK, ILLINOIS 60521
HOTEL/MOTEL INFORMATION NOW
AVAILABLE THROUGH THE
OAG ELECTRONIC
EDITION

:

:

.

.

:

SEE SUBSCRIBER BULLETIN FOR DETAILS

:

:

:

PRESS RETURN FOR SUBSCRIBER BULLETIN
OR ENTER /F, /S, /H, /I, /U
ENTER /M FOR A LIST OF OAG EE COMMANDS

licomms
fi

Z...71

ENTER DEPARTURE DATE
OR PRESS RETURN TO USE 01 DEC
OAG,20 JAN
FARE MENU

FARES FOR
DIRECT FLIGHTS
AND CONNECTIONS

FARES FOR
DIRECT FLIGHTS
ONLY
----1
COACH AND BUSINESS CLASS FARES
6
FIRST CLASS AND EQUIVALENT FARES
7
3
COACH, BUSINESS AND FIRST CLASS
8
4
ADVANCE-PURCH AND EXCURSION FARES 9
S
ALL OF THE ABOVE FARES
10

BY BEN KNOX

PLEASE ENTER A NUMBER
OAG>3

OAG:,/M

*if

COMMND

**

ENTER:/I FOROAG INFORMATAIONMENU
AND ASSISTANCE
/F FOR FARES DISPLAYS

FARES IN U. K. POUNDS
SELECTED FOR LHR-OAK

MON-20 JAN

/S FOR SCHELE
/H FOR HOTEL/DUMOTELDISPLAYS
DISPLAYS
/M TO RETURN TO THIS MENU
/U FOR USER COMMENTS AND
SUGGESTIONS BOX
/0 TO EXIT FROM THE OAG EE

ENTER THE COMMAND OF YOUR CHOICE
OAG:/F
ENTER DEPARTURE CITY NAME OR CODE
OAG>LONDON
YOUR DEPARTURE CITY IS NOT UNIQUE.
USE LINE NUMBER TO SELECT CITY NAME
OR AIRPORT NAME FROM THE LIST BELOW.
LONDON,ONT,CANADA
2 LONDON,ENGLAND
3 LONDON,ENGLAND/GATWICK
4 LONDON,ENGLAND/HEATHROW
5 LONDON,ENGLAND/LUTON
6 LONDON,ENGLAND/STANSTED
7 LONDON,KY,USA
8 LONDON,OH,USA
9 LONDONDERRY,N.IRELAND,U.K.
1

ENTER f, -,LINE NUMBER OR CITY NAME.
OAG>4

ENTER DESTINATION CITY NAME OR CODE
OAG>SAN FRANSISCO
CANNOT IDENTIFY YOUR DESTINATION CITY.
IF YOUR CITY NAME IS NOT LISTED BELOW,
SCHEDULED FLIGHTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE.
SAN FRANCISCO,CA,USA/CHINA BASIN
2 SAN FRANCISCO;OAkLAND,CA,USA/OAK
3 SAN FRANCISCO,CA,USA/OAKLAND CONV
4 SAN FRANCISCO DEL ORO,MEXICO
5 SAN FRATELLO,SICILY IS,ITALY
6 SAN GABRIEL,CA,USA
7 SAN GAVINO MONREALE,SARDINIA IS
8 SANGENJO,SPAIN
9 SAN GENNARO VESUVIANO,ITALY
1

ONE-WAY RND-TRP ARLN/CLASS FARECODE
NO LOWER FARES IN CATEGORY
308.00
WO/Y
YLX2
2* 308.00
TW/M
MLX14
3* 308.00
PA/Y
YLX281
4* 308.00
BA/M
YLX2
5* 308.00
BA/M
YLX2
6* 308.00
NW/V
YLX11
7* 323.00
TW/M
MLW14
8* 323.00
BA/M
YLW2
* ENTER LE TO VIEW LIMITATIONS
ENTER ,,LE,XE,SE,M,RF
(E.LINE NUMBER)
£

1*

Here I guessed that RF stands for Return Fare.
Help menus are not obviously available.
OAG,RF

ENTER RETURN DATE
OAG-70 JAN
FARES IN U. S. DOLLARS
THU-30 JAN
SELECTED FOR OAk-LHR
(TAX NOT INCLUDED)
£
ONE-WAY RND-TRP ARLN/CLASS FARECODE
NO LOWER FARES IN CATEGORY
1*
WO/Y
YLW2
2* 495.00
WO/Y
YOW2
3*
495.00
WO/Y
YOX2
4*
495.00
WO/Y
YLX2
5*
566.00
TW/M
MLX14
6*
566.00
PA/Y
YLX281
7*
566.00
BA/M
YLX2
8*
566.00
BA/M
YLX2
* ENTER LE TO VIEW LIMITATIONS
ENTER +,LE,XE,SE,M,RF
(E=LINE NUMBER)
OAG>

HIGIFIM

FLYING
DATA
There is now an all electronic edition o
the Official Airline
Guide.
f you are one of those people

lucky enough to work for a
company that believes in doing
business face to face, which means

you are flying around the world

from time to time you will be
interested in a service which has
just become available on Telecom

495.00Airline

Gold. It is called the Official

Guide Electronic Edition

(OAG EE).
It claims to be a fare -based,
unbiased airline flight-infor-

mation system available 24 hours
per day which contains the direct
and connecting schedules of over
750 airlines worldwide. The data base holds details of 350,000

OAG>1parisons,
ENTER

+,-,LINE

NUMBER OR CITY NAME.

THERE IS NO AIR SERVICE
FOR -SAN FRANCISCO,CA,USA/CHINA BASIN
THE OAG EE CAN NOT ASSIST YOU IN
OFFERING ALTERNATE AIR SERVICE.

YOU MAY WISH TO REFER TO AN ATLAS FOR
ANOTHER LOCATION WHICH MAY HAVE AIR
SERVICE.

ENTER ANOTHER CITY NAME OR CODE OR
ANY SLASHED COMMAND.

At this point I had to go back to the first menu
and work my way back to entering the
destination name.
OAG>SAN FRANSISCO
CANNOT IDENTIFY YOUR DESTINATION CITY.
IF YOUR CITY NAME IS NOT LISTED BELOW,
SCHEDULED FLIGHTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE.
1 SAN FRANCISCO,CA,USA/CHINA BASIN
2 SAN FRANCISCO:OAILAND,CA,USA/OAK
3 SAN FRANCISCO,CA,USA/OAKLAND CONV
4 SAN FRANCISCO DEL ORO,MEXICO
5 SAN FRATELLO,SICILY IS,ITALY
6 SAN GABRIEL,CA,USA
7 SAN GAVINO MONREALE,SARDINIA IS
8 SANGENJO,SPAIN
9 SAN GENNARO VESUVIANO,ITALY
ENTER ,,-,LINE NUMBER OR CITY NAME,
OAG.,-2

I had now found the information I required
and so tried to get off the system.
OAG,QUIT

SORRY, CANNOT UNDERSTAND YOUR ENTRY;
PLEASE CHECK YOUR ENTRY AND TRY AGAIN.
OAG,OFF
SORRY, CANNOT UNDERSTAND YOUR ENTRY;
PLEASE CHECK YOUR ENTRY AND TRY AGAIN,
OAG,/OFF
SORRY, CANNOT UNDERSTAND YOUR ENTRY;
PLEASE CHECK YOUR ENTRY AND TRY AGAIN.
OAG,HELP

SORRY, NOT SURE WHY YOU NEED HELP AT
THIS POINT.
SUGGEST YOU RETURN TO THE
OAG COMMAND MENU AND BEGIN AGAIN,
OR REVIEW THE HOW TO USE DISPLAYS.
ENTER IM FOR OAG COMMAND MENU OR
/I FOR INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE.
OAG /M

** OAG COMMAND MENU **
ENTER: /I FOR INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE
/F FOR FARES DISPLAYS
/S FOR SCHEDULE DISPLAYS
/H FOR HOTEL/MOTEL DISPLAYS
/M TO RETURN TO THIS MENU
/U FOR USER COMMENTS AND
SUGGESTIONS BOX
/0 TO EXIT FROM THE OAG EE
ENTER THE COMMAND OF YOUR CHOICE
OAG,/0
END OF OAG SESSION

Your session with OAG has now
been closed. Thank you for using
the Telecom Gold Gateway Service.

North American fares updated
daily, 60,000 international fares
updated weekly, fare price comdeparture and arrival
times, airline and flight number,
aircraft type, meal service, number

of stops, and the actual journey
time.

Whether the actual journey
time given will have that much
relevance to the time on the day of
travel, considering the number of
aircraft delayed or cancelled due to
bad weather, industrial action and

so on is debatable. But given the
limitations, the OAG EE does
contain a great deal of information. Getting at it requires
some patience: there are a distinct
lack of menus, until you work out
how to call them up.

Apart from the difficulty of
using the system, my other
criticism of the OAG EE is its cost:

56.5 pence per minute at peak
time, and 38 pence per minute off peak.
If you want to use the OAG, you
need to be on Telecom Gold. Use

the command OAG at the >
prompt.
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More than acv
for less than
KEYBOARD, SCREEN AND PRINTER

Don't look at the price of the Amstrad PCW 8256 or you won't believe
what is to follow.

refer to "pull down" menus as you work, so you don't
have to memorise complicated codes. This simply

Because the PCW 8256 is a complete wordprocessing system and a
complete personal computer at a completely unbelievable price.

means it's easy to use.

It's a powerful wordprocessor.
The PCW 8256 is totally equipped for wordprocessing. It has a high
resolution screen with 90 columns and 32 lines of text. That's 40% more
usable display area than most PC's.

There's a high speed RAM disc that allows you to
store and retrieve information instantaneously, as you're
creating a document.
The 82 key keyboard is specifically designed for
wordprocessing. Its special function keys allow you to

And the PCW 8256 has an integrated printer, with
compatible software that gives you a choice of letter quality
and high speed drafting capabilities.
Finally there's an automatic paper load system, as well as tractor feed for
continuous stationery. All for the price of an electric typewriter.

It's a powerful computer.
The PCW 8256 is more than a wordprocessor. It's also a purpose
built computer with an enormous 256k memory.
By employing the CP/M* Plus computer operating system with 61k TPA,

it opens the door to over 8,000 commercial software packages. If that's
FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION VISIT YOUR LOCAL DIXON
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xdprocessor,
a typewriter.

MPUTER WORDPROCESSOR
not enough, for the real computer buff, a combination of the powerful
Mallard basic, Dr Logo and GSX Graphics system extentions will mean you

:an write your own programs. There's also an optional combined serial
and parallel interface, that gives you access to modem, additional printers
and other peripherals. And you can even add an extra 1 M byte drive.

I-Please send me some more information about the PCW 8256

Home user 0-I
Office user 0
( Please tick )

Name
Address

So even if you started off just wanting a wordprocessor

it won't be long before you'll be hooked on the compelling possibilities of micro -computing.
Now you can look at the price. The Amstrad PCW 8256
costs just £399 + VAT It's a lot less than you'd expect to pay
or a lot more than a wordprocessor.

DEMONSTRATION AT DIXONS

Company

co

Amstrad PCW 8256
[_Amstrad, P.O. Box 462, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EE. Tel: (0277) 228888.1
'CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Inc.

IRE OR GOOD COMPUTER OR OFFICE EQUIPMENT DEALER.

Circle No. 148
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ASK PC
Word processors are being
used increasingly by
students for writing up
dissertations and projects, because
they allow you to change what you
have written repeatedly, and right
up to the last moment. While I
like the right -justified edge they
can produce, I do not like the large
number of blank spaces that get
left on a line. Is there any way
WordStar can be made to reduce
the amount of blank space
produced?
A DUNCAN

Q

A

Most word processors that
justify text to give a

straight right-hand
margin produce a lot of empty
spaces on a line of text. This is
because each line must be padded
out with extra spaces to make it
finish in the right place. We too
prefer text to be fairly dense on a
line, and using a printer capable of
proportional spacing this is how we
do it.
If you are using a 10 -pitch
daisywheel the default spacing is
.CW12, which gives a character
spacing of 120/ 12 or 10 characters
per inch. Extra spaces added by
WordStar to adjust the right
margin are divided into the
appropriate number of
microspaces, each 1/ 120in. , and
extra microspaces are added first
between words, and then between
letters. Thus unless a line contains
exactly the right number of letters
to fill it, the actual spacing
between letters is increased, so that
though you intended to print 10
characters per inch, you will almost
certainly print less than this.
When we are using a 10 -pitch
daisywheel we issue a .CW11
command, giving a spacing of
120/11 or 10.9 characters per inch.
If a line is filled with exactly the
right number of letters, it will
print 10.9 characters per inch, but
if WordStar adds any extra spaces
to justify the right margin the
number of characters per inch is

reduced - hopefully to about 10.
We find that this works well in
practice. Similarly, if you are using
a daisywheel designed to give 12
characters per inch, you could
issued a .CW9, which gives 120 / 9
or 13.3 characters per inch.
A different solution for
WordStar users is to alter the
microjustify algorithm so that it
puts more emphasis on adding
microspaces to the gaps between
words, rather than inserting
microspaces between the letters in
a word. This can be achieved by
running the patcher subroutine in
the Install or Wlnstall program
and changing the hexadecimal
value at location DMJWB from 00
to FF.
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The type of CPU chip used.

POWER
SUPPLIES
Please can you explain the difference between a normal power
supply for a computer, and a switching power supply. Why is the
switching power supply considered best?
M HUGHES

Q

The first power supplies for computers comprised a transformer
to step the 240V a.c. mains down to a low voltage - say 5V for the computer boards, disc drives, etc. , and a rectifier to
convert the low -voltage alternating current to direct current. There are
two problems with this arrangement.
First, if you draw a lot of current the voltage is likely to drop; adding
extra boards or extra disc drives may cause this. If the voltage falls, the
chips behave erratically and the computer may crash or give wrong
answers. The probem can be overcome by having a very large transformer
with a lot of soft iron in the core, and thick wires for the windings, so that
it can deliver much more current than you are likely to need. But big
transformers are both expensive and heavy.
A second problem is that the voltage provided by the mains itself may
vary. If the mains voltage varies by 10 percent the output voltage will also
vary by the same margin, and instead of getting 5V d.c. you would only
get 4.5V. A remedy for this is to produce, say, 8V d.c. from the power
supply, and use a voltage stabiliser to drop it to the required 5V. The
snags are that this adds extra components and so increases the cost, and
that in dropping the voltage the voltage stabiliser produces heat - and

A

chips do not like too much heat.
This is where the switching power supply comes in. At its simplest, it
converts the a.c. mains into d.c. , which is fed through the primary coil of
a transformer to produce the required low voltage in the secondary coil.
Since transformers do not work with d.c., an electronic switch that goes on
and off repeatedly is placed in the primary circuit, giving intermittent
d.c. that will work a transformer.
The voltage induced in the secondary coil depends on two factors: the
ratio of the number of turns of wire in the primary and secondary coils of
the transformer, and the frequency with which the switch in the primary
circuit goes on and off. A suitable electronic circuit can vary the switching
frequency to compensate for variations in the mains voltage, and in this
way the voltage from the secondary coil of the transformer can be kept
constant. Of course, the secondary voltage is still a.c. and requires a
rectifier to provide d.c. to drive the chips.
All modern microcomputers have switching power supplies. The
advantages are that they can use smaller, lighter and cheaper
transformers, and give a stable voltage without producing a lot of

unwanted heat.

? .

!

.?.

!

.?.

I

.?.

I am considering buying a
micro for use in solving
mathematical problems,
so I am interested in how to judge
the speed with which it will
perform arithmetical operations. Is
there any significant difference
between the available micros in
this respect, and if so which has the
greatest calculation speed?
T LOCK

Q

Practically all micros are
sold with some version of
Basic interpreter, either
built in as a PROM inside the

A

computer, or loaded into memory
from a disc. You are therefore
probably concerned with the
relative speed of doing arithmetic
calculations in Basic on different
machines.
When magazines such as

!

.?.

!

.?.

!

.?.

!

Practical Computing review new
computers, they include a series of
Benchmark timings. These are the
times taken by a standard series of
Basic programs to perform various
arithmetic tasks. The programs are
listed on page 104 of the January
1984 edition of Practical
Computing. The average of these
eight tests gives a measure of the
computer's speed. This varies
depending on several features:

The clock speed of the CPU 2MHz , 4MHz , 4.77MHz , 8MHz
and so on. The faster the clock

speed, the faster it can do
calculations.
Whether the memory chips can
run fast enough to keep up with
the CPU, or whether wait states
must be introduced to slow the
CPU down so that the memory can
keep up.

Z-80, 8088 and 6502 processors
handle eight bits at a time,
whereas 8088, 8086, 80186 and
80286 chips handle 16 bits at a
time. The 16 -bit processors should
do arithmetic faster than eight -bit
processors running at the same
clock speed. The 68000 processors
are potentially the best around,
but the 68008 used in the Sinclair
QL only accesses eight bits of data,
and so is slow.
The particular version of Basic
used. Some are much less

efficiently coded than others.
The number of figures accuracy
used in calculations; the more
figures carried, the slower the
calculations.
If your arithmetic calculations
involve reading data from files, or
writing it to files, then these may
involve a significant amount of
time, and the speed of these
operations depends on how well
the operating system has been
written, and on the speed of the
devices used to store files. Cassettes
are very slow, floppy discs are a lot
better, and hard discs are pretty
fast.
If you are really concerned with
speed, using a Basic compiler
rather than an interpreter makes
an enormous difference in running
speed. We recently speeded up a
program by between 15 and 20
times using a compiler. Similarly,
other languages such as Fortran or
Pascal run much faster than Basic
interpreters.
The IBM PC and its many clones
have the facility to add an 8087
arithmetic co -processor chip,
which speeds arithmetic by three
to 10 times, provided your
software can use the chip.
Interpreters certainly cannot, and
not all compilers can either.
If you are concerned with
getting accurate answers, beware!
Most computers carry six or seven
decimal figures, and this is not
enough. For accurate scientific
work we use Micro Mike's Bazic on
an eight -bit CP/ M computer, and
Xitan's XBasic on a 16 -bit MSDOS computer. Both allow you to
choose how many figures accuracy
you wish to use.
The fastest micro is probably the
TDI Pinnacle or the Tadpole. Both
use a 68000 CPU, and both are
excellent machines but are outside
the price range of most small users.
We had one of the first Sinclair

QLs and found it slow -a sevenyear -old Z-80 CP/ M machine ran

faster - and Microdrives are not
my choice, but there are a lot of
satisfied Sinclair users. If you can
go up-market a bit, you should
look at the Ferranti PC, which has
impressed us as good value, or the
RM Nimbus.
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ASK PC
I have been told that there
is no limit on the size of
file handled by WordStar
other than the maximum size of
file you can store on a disc. The
large document capability of
WordStar is supposed to come
from its ability to read the
appropriate part of a file horn disc
into memory, storing parts of the
document in temporary disc files if
necessary, and putting the whole
lot back together at the end
without the user ever being aware
of this. I was therefore surprised
that every time I tried to handle a
file of 260K my WordStar program
crashed, and the crash is
reproducable.
Is there a bug in WordStar, or is
my copy corrupt? Have you any
suggestions how I can get round
the problem?

Q

M STOKES

It used to be true that the
maximum size of
document that WordStar
can handle is the maximum size of
file that you can store on a disc.
But discs have been getting bigger.
With versions of WordStar up to
and including version 2.6 the
maximum document size was
restricted to 250K, but this was
increased to 500K at version 3.0,
and this limit will be raised to
8Mbyte in later releases.
If your copy of WordStar is
working properly on more normal,
smaller files it is not likely to be
corrupt. First check that you have
disc space for this 260K file, a
backup and some temporary file
space; if you have not, lack of space
on the disc could be the cause of
the crash. Otherwise, we suspect
that your problem is that you are
using WordStar version 2.6 or
earlier.
If you are using an early version
of WordStar, the best remedy is to
ask your dealer to upgrade your
master copy to the latest version.
Provided you have the master copy
of the disc, good dealers will
usually do this for no more than
a nominal sum.
As regular users and enthusiastic
supporters of WordStar, we would
like to query your reasons for
handling such large files. It will
make reading, writing and editing
of files slow, and will greatly
increase the risk of running out of
file space. We write books, but
store each chapter as a separate
file, and either print the chapters
separately, or use Mailmerge to
print several files together as one
document. Subdividing a large
document into several smaller files

A

makes it much quicker to find a
given place to make a correction.
Working with smaller files also
makes it quicker to write the
updated version on to disc at the
end of the edit. Reading and
writing disc files is slow on systems

with floppy discs.
The optimum size of a file is one
just small enough to reside in
memory, since this saves the time
taken to write and read temporary
files. Remember, too, that you
need disc space for both the new
version and the backup version of
the file. Usually these will be on
the same disc, but you can arrange
to have one file on one disc drive
and the other file on another disc
drive. These comments are less
valid if you use a hard disc, or if
you use a large silicon disc but we
still prefer several small files to one
very large one.
I was disappointed to
learn that the Advance
86B is unable to run
Concurrent CP / M or use the 8087
mathematical co -processor chip.
Will an upgrade be available from
Ferranti and, if not, will the lack of
vectored interrupts on the
Advance prevent the use of the
future multi -tasking Microsoft
Windows? Do you know whether
Supercalc release 3.2 and Turbo
Pascal release 3 will work with the
256K Advance 86B with an Epson
FX-80 printer?
TROND MYKLEBUST

Q

The original design of the
Advance 86 has a flaw,
and vectored interrupts 21
and 22 are not handled correctly.
We believe it was something to do
with buffers for these interrupts.
Though Advance designed the
machine, it was actually made by
Ferranti, which spent a lot of time
improving the Advance, correcting
the vectored -interrupt problem,
and providing better heat
dissipation, new versions of ULAs
and new ROM sets. These
improvements are carried forward
into the Ferranti 860 PC and XT
models.
The failure of the vectored
interrupts to work properly has no
effect on most applications, but
with two important exceptions: if
you want to run Concurrent
CP/ M, and if you want to use an
8087 arithmetic co -processor.
Towards the end of the production
run of the Advance, Ferranti
designed a small piggyback board
to cure the problem. The board
plugs into the socket on the
motherboard which normally

A

holds the 8088 CPU chip, and the
8088 plugs into the extra board.
This board costs about £160, but
both Concurrent CP/ M and the
8087 chip work with it. Unless you
bought the machine last summer,
and you specially asked for it, I
doubt if you will have the
modification. If it is there, it will
be quite obvious if you look at the
motherboard.
If you want to add the board to
upgrade your machine, we suggest
you contact a Ferranti dealer. Two
we have found very helpful are:
Consort Data Ltd, 126 New Walk,
Leicester LE1 7JA ; and Advanced

Microcomputer Applications, 8
Glebe Street, Beeston,
Nottingham NG9 1BZ.
Remember that an 8087 chip
can improve the speed of
arithmetic calculations by an
average of three times, sometimes
even more. However, the software
must be able to use the chip, or it
will have no effect. Basic
interpreters do not use an 8087,
nor do any of the word processors.
Compilers may use the chip, but
before you buy one you should
check that it can.
We have no personal experience
of multi -tasking using Microsoft
Windows, Supercalc version 3.2 or
Turbo Pascal release 3, but the
only program we know that will
run on an IBM but will definitely
not run on a Ferranti - or an
Advance with the interrupt
modification - is Anagram. The
Epson printer may require a special
ROM set to use the IBM graphics
characters: you should check with a
dealer.

I own a Sharp MZ-80K
computer with a Sharp
MX-80FD twin disc drive
and a MZ-80 I/O interface. I also
have a Sharp MZ-80P3 dot-matrix
printer, plus a Brother EMI
typewriter. I wish to purchase a
new 128K or 256K computer,
and want one if possible which
will work with my present
peripherals, to save me buying
new ones. I particularly wish to
continue using the twin discs and
the Brother typewriter, which are
very expensive. Is there a
computer on the market which
would allow this?
J R MOORE

Q

Before trying to answer
your question it is worth
posing another one. Why
do you want a new computer? Is
your present one too slow, does it
have too little memory to run
programs you really want to use,

A

are the discs too slow, or do they
not store enough data? If you
change machines, you will have
considerable expense both on the
machine and on software, and
you will spend a lot of time
learning about the new machine.
You must be sure that it is a
necessity, not just a fad.
Unless you possess considerable
expertise and patience as an
electrical engineer and machine code programmer, I can see little
chance of you using your existing
floppy -disc unit with a new
16 -bit machine. Almost all the
16 -bit machines are sold with at
least one, and usually two disc
drives already built-in.
I do not have any technical
information on the Sharp
MZ-80P3 dot-matrix printer. If it
is connected through a serial
port, there is a very good chance
that it will work with another
computer; if it is connected
through a parallel port you will
almost certainly need a new
ribbon cable with different plugs
on it, or get the old one changed.
Even then it may or may not
work. Printers need not be all
that expensive. We have recently
seen several good, cheap printers
which will work with the IBM PC
and look-alikes.
The Brother typewriter has an
and this
should be easy to connect to a
new machine. However, you
must make sure that the new
computer has a serial port, since
some only have parallel as
standard. The 16 -bit machines
have their own keyboard, so you
do not require the typewriter as
an input device; if you do any
amount of printing you will find
a proper printer faster and much
more robust.
As to which machine to
choose, it depends what you want
it for and how much you can
afford. Remember that you only
get what you pay for. The Sanyo
is one of the cheapest 16 -bit
machines around, and includes a
lot of software. The Ferranti
PC -860 is British and extremely
good value: it has a lot of
bundled software, and a better
performance than the cheaper
Sanyo or the much more
expensive IBM PC. The Research
Machines Nimbus is also British,
has an advanced specification and
is very attractive; Research
Machines has built up an
excellent reputation with schools
and other educational
establishments through the 380Z
and 480Z machines.

In "Ask PC" John and Timothy Lee answer questions on any area of microcomputing. If you have a nagging problem, write to us, marking ASK PC clearly on
the top left-hand corner of the envelope. Letters should contain one question only. We cannot guarantee a personal reply, but to be considered your letter must include
your name and address, together with a stamped addressed envelope. The most representative questions of general interest will be answered and published.
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P C SOFTWARE: OVER

5 01 DISCOUNT!
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Me VS

WHY PAY MORE?
WORDSTAR 2000 2 27 RRP 465 -51%!

High Resolution High Performance

-50%!
1 80 RRP 360 -50%!
3 05 RRP 550 -44%!
3 09 RRP 550 -43%!
2 80 RRP 495 -43%!
XCHANGE
WORDSTAR PRO 2 29 RRP 399 -42%!
FRAMEWORK
3 22 RRP 550 -41%!
2 37 RRP 395 -40%!
DBASE II
3 70 RRP 595 -37%!
SYCERO

Colour Graphics or
Frame Grabbing

MULTIMATE
SUPERCALC 3.2
DBASE III
OPEN ACCESS

2 25 RRP 450

PROJECT

MANAGER
WORD PERFECT

2 42 RRP 375

-35%!

2 80 RRP 425 -34%!

HERCULES

MONO
QED+

299 RRP 449 -33%!
200 RRP 295 -32%!

WORD

272 RRP 400 -32%!
375 RRP 550 -31%!
450 RRP 650 -30%!
275 RRP 395 -30%!

SYMPHONY
DB COMPILER

LOTUS 1-2-3

CAPTAIN BOARD 225 RRP 319 -29%!
CBASIC
280 RRP 395 -29%!
COMPILER
MBASIC
285 RRP 385 -25%!
COMPILER
CLIPPER

498 RRP 650 -23%!

DATAMASTER POA NOW AVAILABLE!
899 RRP 1158 -22%!
IRMA BOARD
MILESTONE

175 RRP 225

DGRAPH III

160 RRP 200

-22%!
-20%!

HERCULES

COLOUR
QUICKCODE III

-20%!
160 RRP 200 -20%!
102 RRP 120 -15%!
156 RRP

195

CLIP FAST
Most popular business micros supported!
Fast delivery!
Quantity discounts!
Credit accounts available!
Government & overseas orders welcomed!
Customised software & consultancy service!

Digisolve manufacture a range of high
performance graphics displays that are used in the
Video, CAD/CAM, Process Control, educational and
Imageing fields, with resolutions from 512 x 512 to

1376 x 1024 in 64, 256, 4l', 64N and 16M
colours at pixel draw rates of 1M pixels per second.
Our family of products are supported on many
computers with a broad range of software, contact
our Sales Office for more details or a demonstration.

(IBM-PC prices shown exclude VAT and are
correct at time of going to press)

Call us NOW on 0480 53044 for further details!

Digisolve Ltd.

Call us NOW on 0480 413122 and save money!

Aire & Calder Works, Cinder Lane
Castleford, W Yorks WF10
Tel: 0977 513141. Telex: 557661 AGRAM

Elite Computer Systems
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The'Classic'

Menu Generator.
Eliminate all user contact
User Ltd. Selection Menu
with operating system
commands. Use MENUGEN
1
ASPECT
2
Wordstar
from M icroft Technology to
3
Lotus 123
create menus to access all
4
Disk formatting menu
5
Exit to operating system
your regularly used programs.
MENUGEN is a utility
Please type in selection number
which will create menus for
any activity. A menu selection
will run a program, call another menu, return to a
previous menu, run a basic program, execute operating
system commands, or exit to the operating system.

SPECIAL SECTION

WORD
PROCESSING
Now that word-processing software has been
around for a few years, general-purpose packages
are giving way to programs designed for users with
more specialised needs. In this feature we look at
some of the vertical markets that are beginning to
emerge, such as scientific word processing,
intelligent real-time spelling checkers and the
exciting field of thought processors.

FACILITIES INCLUDE
UP TO 20 MENU OPTIONS PER MENU SCREEN
UP TO 15 LEVELS OF NESTED MENU
ANY NUMBER OF LINES OF HEADINGS AND FOOTNOTES
USE OF COLOUR FULLY USER DEFINABLE
'ARE YOU SURE?' MESSAGE OPTION AFTER ANY SELECTION
PROMPTING FOR UP TO 16 PARAMETERS AFTER ANY SELECTION
OPTIONAL PASSWORD PROTECTION ON MENU SELECTIONS
OPTIONAL LOGGING OF ALL SELECTIONS TAKEN

MENUGEN is available formost CP/M, MS DOS
or PC DOS micros including IBM PC/XT/ATand
compatibles, Sirius, Apricot, HP150, DEC Rainbow,
and manyZ80 machines. MENUGEN costs £48 + VAT
(£55.20) fora single userlicence, or£720 + VAT(£138)
fora network licence, and is available from Micro ft
Technology Limited, The Old Powerhouse, Kew Gardens
Station, Kew, Surrey 7W93PS. To order, or for further

information, telephone 07-9488255.

MENUGEN

HARDWARE
Panasonic has returned to the fray with a range of
transportables: we try out one of them. After One
Per Desk and the Acorn Communicator we look at
the latest in office work stations, this one from
Tandata.

SOFTWARE
Practibase, the first of the cheap dBase doubles, will
be on the test bench. We also investigate Sperry's
best-selling Mapper, a mainframe package that has
arrived on the micro, and we look at the world of
fourth -generation languages.

MENUGEN is a Trade Mark of Microh Technology Ltd and is a British product.
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PRINTER REPAIRS &
SERVICING
DOT MATRIX & DAISYWHEEL
COLLECTION/DELIVERY SERVICE

TOP 10 SURVEY

TRANSPORTABLES
Way back in the mists of micro time the
transportable began the shift away from desk tops.
Things have moved a long way since then, and we
present our top 10 models.

PRINTWHEELS RIBBONS FOR ALL MODELS
ACOUSTIC HOODS SHEETFEEDERS TRACTORS
EXTENSIVE RANGE OF PRINTERS IN STOCK

IBM EXPANSION CARDS
COMMUNICATIONS S/W MODEMS
MONITORS PLOTTERS TERMINALS
OVER 500 APPLE & IBM ITEMS IN STOCK

SUPER UTILITY IBM PC/XT
DATA RECOVERY UTILITY FOR IBM
RESTORES DAMAGED OR DELETED FILES
WORKS WITH BOTH HARD & FLOPPY DISKS

ONLY £99 + VAT

Tel: 061 428 2014
A+G COMPUTERWARE
PO BOX 34, CHEADLE,
CHESHIRE SK8 4PT

Don't miss the March issue of

'PRACTICAL
COMPUTING
On sale at W H Smith and all good newsagents after 12 February.
Contents may vary due to circumstances beyond our control and are subject to
change without notice
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*** CUT PRICE MICROS ***
OUR SALES

PHILOSOPHY

* CUT PRICES SYSTEMS
* PROMPT SERVICE
* LEASING FINANCE
* TRAINING
* LARGE SATISFIED USER BASE
* OWN MAINTENANCE CONTRACT

WE WON'T SELLYOUA
COMPUTER WE'LL OFFERYOU
A BUSINESS SOLUTION WHICH
MAY INCLUDEACOMPUTER,
SOFTWARE RIGHT FORYOUR
BUSINESSANDA PRINTER
APPROPRIATE TO YOUR
NEEDS.

PEGASUS
BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

1,1,4,1,1,111

T'tbat
OLIVETTI M24 + 256KRAM +

I X360 floppy disc drive +
10 megabyte hard disc drive +

keyboard + monitor + OKI nearletter
quality printer + box of 10 discs + box
of paper + any four modules of
pegasus accounting software

£3496.00

APRICOT 2X720K + 256K RAM +

APRICOT XI lOS + 512K RAM +

IX720K drive + 12 monitor +

12" monitor + Epson DX100 daisy

OKI near letterquality printer + data
cable for printer + box of 10 discs +
box of paper + any fourmodules of
pegasusaccounting software

£3596.00

wheel printer + data cable forprinter
+ box of 10 discs + box of fanfold

paper + any fourmodules of pegasus
accounting software

£2596.00

ABOUT US

PRICES

The systems you see are only
examples of the deals which we can put
together for you we can quote on any
configuration and supply from stock.

If you are interested in buying a box with
little or no support, then again -We can

* WE ARE APPROVED DISTRIBUTORS
FOR ALL THE PRODUCTS WHICH WE

help-Of course having purchased the
system you may then subscribe to our
help service.
PEGASUS SOFTWARE

POA

OLIVETTI RANGE

POA

APRICOT RANGE

POA

SELL.

* WE CAN SUPPORT ANY SYSTEM
WHICH WE SELL

* FREE TELEPHONE SUPPORT

* TRAINING * PROMPT DELIVERY

KiCg ( H EA D OFFICE)
78-82 KIRKTON ROAD
LONDON N15 5EY

3(0

* COMPETING PRICES
* EFFICIENT SERVICE

01-800 8182
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FORTH

promotes the writing of

well -structured programs but it is
friendlier to the computer than it
is to the programmer. Since,
loosely speaking, Forth is a
compiled language, Forth programs can be as fast and efficient as
machine code. But compared with

a language such as Basic, Forth is
more difficult to learn. However,
unlike Basic the language itself can

Martin Eccles examines the wide range of
books available on how to learn and improve
your knowledge of this versatile programming
language.

GOINGFORfil

easily be extended to suit your
applications, which makes it a lot
more versatile.

BOOK
REVIEWS

Availability is one of Forth's
strongest points. It is public -

domain software and language
documentation for Fig -Forth
(Forth Interest Group Forth) is

does this by concentrating more on
intricacies of the languages rather
than on constructing programs.

readily available. There is also an
excellent version of Forth -83
available free to CP / M user group

A section on simple graphics
and animation is included. It is
more of a reference book than
Learning Forth and better for

members. There is at least one
commercial version of Forth for
most microcomputers. The four
main systems in use are Poly -

readers with experience in another
language. The list of words at the

back of the book has no ex-

Forth, Forth -79, Fig -Forth and
MMSForth; Forth -79 is often

planations and is less useful than
the list obtained by a command in

referred to as standard Forth and
Forth -83 is an updated version of

the language itself. No further

Forth -79.

Paul Kail's An Introduction to
Forth is a lively little introduction
written with Spectrum and Jupiter

reading list is provided.

Forth was designed for con -

Ace users in mind. The many

elan to

diagrams help you understand the

ORM

write programs is combined reas-

language, and teaching how to
onably well with descriptions of
how the language works.

MRODUCTION
TO FORTH
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real-time control

applications. As such, Forth is used

Its other advantages are that it is
interactive, largely processor independent and uses virtual
memory. On the other hand, Forth

lacks a file structure, it uses unfamiliar notation and it has poor
data structures, which is why it is
less suitable

for writing dataprocessing software.
California University research

assistant Margaret Armstrong in
her self -teaching guide Learning
Forth demonstrates that learning

Forth need not be boring. Her
question and answer method and
clearly written text will not suit
everyone's mentality but Learning
Forth is certainly

a book that
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short programming examples in
the text, there are seven slightly
longer light-hearted programs at
the end of the book. The book's
Forth word glossary is quite good,
but use of the book for reference is
index.
The only introductory

book

written for a specific version of

by many engineers, but it can be
used to write any type of program;
most of Forth is written in Forth.

generation, and tape and disc
interfacing. Apart from many

impaired by the lack of a good

trolling telescopes and its forte
remains in

This is the most concise of the
introductory -type books. Despite
the book's small size, it has brief
sections discussing graphics, sound

Forth is Introduction to Forth for

anyone interested in computers
postfix notation is discussed as an
aspect of Forth's stacking mech-

of the various Forth interpretations
are discussed briefly.
Of the introductory books,
Learning Forth contains the most
useful Forth glossary. A list of

anism rather than

a math-

Forth words with brief explan-

ematical hurdle. This makes a surprising psychological different.
Had the Jupiter Ace been
accompanied by this work, it
would probably have survived a lot
longer.

ations is an invaluable programming aid. Such a list is usually

can

understand. For example,

number manipulation using
as

Most of the book concentrates
on number manipulation and data
processing, and there is very little
on graphics. But the book contains
plenty of software examples,

including a simple payroll program, and origins and differences

TRS-80 users running MMS-Forth,
which is also available for the IBM

PC. It consists of useful detailed
descriptions of Forth words and
how they work together, which
makes it a good reference book for

programmers. However, specific
information on how the language
works is not included, and in this
found in the language manual respect the book is not a complete
but it might not be as useful as this introduction, rather more an
one. Sadly though, Learning Forth excellent supplement to the
is very exensive.
language manual.
Exploring Forth is densely
Fundamental Forth begins by
packed and, in the words of the talking about computers, then
author, is "not a book for armchair programming, then Forth, which
reading." This is a practical intro- is a good start. Each chapter after
duction to Forth programming that is well defined and clearly
which takes you far enough to be written, providing a good
able to continue on your own. It
(continued on next page)

the Forth system, extended
number manipulation, and fixed
record -length disc files. This is the
only book reviewed with a chapter

BOOK
REVIEWS

(continued from previous page)

grounding on how Forth works
within the computer and how to
write programs. What is more,
Fundamental Forth is one of the
cheapest of the books reviewed

A chapter of problems with
suggested solutions and an
excellent bibliography are
provided.

on hardware control -a task that

A building-block approach

Forth is particularly suited to. Pro-

used in the American offering

gram examples are to Forth -79

Forth Programming, aided by over

specifications but sufficient in-

50 program examples. Impatient

formation is given to allow them

people love this approach. It allows
them to start putting big programs
together in a short time. But if you

to be modified for other versions of
Forth.
Forth Techniques is intended to
follow on from Fundamental Forth

and together, these two books
cost

about the same

as

Forth

Programming for twice the
number of pages. They are both
practical and well written.

is

want to be able to write programs

without the aid of the book, you
will still have to study how all the
building blocks work and how to
break them down. For that reason
it is probably best to consider it as a
programmer's reference.

Each of the book's 13 chapters
explains an aspect of the language
such as arithmetic, stack manipulation, adding words, Do

teaching the inner workings of the
language, but do books for

students have to make learning
appear so difficult? In fairness
though, the book works through
the language systematically.

The main intention of The
Students' Forth is to show the
reader how to use the language.

here.
Glossaries are included for Fig -

loops, string processing and disc
operations. The text is clear, as is

Forth, Forth -79 and Forth -83 to
help the reader to adapt program
examples, and there is a chapter
on disc use. This book is

typical of American books, the
structure is logical and the
examples are useful. The only
drawback is its price. It includes a

read it

recommended to anyone inter-

Forth glossary but there

ested in Forth.

bibliography.

anyone thinking of implementing
Forth. Forth -83 is used for
examples, with references to
Forth -79, MMS-Forth and Poly -

already know Basic. The authors of

Forth for Micros, The Student's
Forth and The Complete Forth
disagree, suggesting that familiarity with Basic will help you
follow their works. It would have
been more practical to assume that
the reader had read a good
introductory book on Forth.
With Forth Techniques the
authors claim you can "learn how
to handle advanced arithmetic
operations, explore the realms of

turtle graphics and even create
your own compiler." The compiler
is for turtle graphics and is

included to illustrate how Forth
can be moulded to suit the user's
application.

no

The author of The Complete

I would argue that Forth's
requirement for rigidly structured

program writing makes it more
difficult to learn properly if you

is

Forth for Micros is intended to
teach programming in Forth and
demonstrate its use and power.
Described as useful for micro

enthusiasts and students of computer science, it is not as practical
as Forth Techniques but it goes
deeper into the intricacies of
program structures.

Written for people who can
already program in Basic or Pascal,

Forth for Micros is intended as a
conversion course. It teaches Forth
by example and comparison, and
includes useful subroutines for
manipulating strings, provision of
character literals and imple-

Forth has written a Forth compiler
and his understanding of how the
language functions is reflected in
the text. It is divided into aspects

of the language but the explanations go deep, with frequent descriptions of what is happening in

the computer memory. The first

half of the book uses frequent
comparisons with Basic and the
latter half describes the more
unusual features of Forth, many of
which have no equivalent in other
languages.
Man Winfield

not
profess to turn you into an expert
programmer but it succeeds in its
goal of taking its readers to a point
where they can produce their own
practical solutions to everyday
problems. It does this with the aid
of numerous working examples.

Chapters deal with extending
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GOING FOR
FORTH

Learning Forth by Margaret A
Armstrong. Published by Wiley
Press, 223 pages, £17.80. ISBN 0
471 88245 3

Exploring Forth by Owen

Bishop. Published by Granada,
176 pages, £6.95. ISBN 0 246
12188 2

An Introduction to Forth by
Paul A C Kail. Published by Micro
Books, 120 pages, £8.95. ISBN 0
946705 01
Introduction to Forth by Ken
Knecht. Published by Howard W
Sams, 142 pages, £8.95. ISBN 0

mentation of multi -dimensional

672 21842 9
by Richard
Olney and Micheal Benson.
Published by Pan, 239 pages,

Fundamental Forth

Forth -79 and supplementary
information is given where needed
to allow the examples to be mod-

£6.95. ISBN 0 330 28960 8

ified. However, Forth 83 is not

£6.95. ISBN 0 330 28961 6

Forth Techniques by Richard
Olney and Michael Benson.
Published by Pan, 253 pages,

Forth for Micros by Steve

The Complete Forth is written
for standard Forth -79 but common

departures are detailed as footnotes. It is densely packed and

Oakey. Published by Newnes
Technical Books, 148 pages, £6.50.
ISBN 0 408 01366 4
Forth by W P Salmon, 0
Tisserand and B Toulout. Published
by Macmillan, 159 pages, £7.95.
ISBN 0 333 36798 7
Forth Programming by Leo J
Scanlon. Published by Howard W
Sams, 246 pages, £13.55. ISBN 0
672 22007 5

efficient, economical programs.
It concentrates mainly on serious

often a little too busy, but it gives a
full description of how the
language works, using many
examples and diagrams. The Forth
glossary is on a pull-out reference

programming and how the

card and a brief bibliography is

language works, providing a brief
introduction and history followed

included.
In The Students' Forth the first

The Complete Forth by Alan

algebraic expressions. Admittedly

Scientific Publications, 101 pages,
£6.50. ISBN 0 632 01436 9 ga

encouraging the reader to write
does

Forth.

arrays. There are one or two exercises at the end of each chapter.

mentioned.
Forth is written by engineers in
general terms for standard Forth
and will appeal most to engineers,
students, scientists and anyone
needing a deep understanding of
the language. Emphasis is on
Techniques

they should be able to

implement their own version of
Forth. This book is essential for

1

Again, this book is written for

Forth

But the author also claims that by
the time intelligent readers have

by details of how the interpreter
works, mechanics of the language,

recursion and multi -tasking.
Special properties of the language
are discussed later on in the book.

Winfield. Published by Sigma
Technical

Press, 131 pages, £6.95.
thing that readers are told is that ISBN 0 905104
22 6
they will not be able to use nor- The Student's Forth by Glyn
mal conventions when writing Emery. Published by Blackwell

this

is

a textbook for formally
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We'd like to say how much
we've improved the WS2000
manual -dial modem.
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(But as it's already the best,
we've brought the price
down.)
Modem WS2000 from Miracle Technology. The best manual -dial modem you can

buy. Runs at 1200/75, 75/1200, 300/300 plus 600 and 1200 half duplex. Gives
access to Prestel*, Micronet*, Microlink*, Telecom Gold*, telex, viewdata
services, Email, databases, bulletin boards, user -user communications. So
versatile, any computer with an RS232 port or interface and the right comms
software can use it - from a ZX81 to an IBM. mainframe. (Necessary leads and
software for most computers available.) Such high quality it was a 1985 British
Microcomputing Awards Finalist and is Micronet recommended. Comes with BT
telephone lead, mains power supply, comprehensive manual, free introductory
subscriptions to Micronet and Microlink and the full backing of our Customer
Service and Technical Support departments.
reg'd trade marks of the companies concerned
'APPROVED

"
ir

for use with
telecommunications
systems run by British
Telecommunications
in accordance with
the conditions in the
instructions
for use

It's down to only £108.70
(£130.75 inc VAT & UK delivery).

To get the best for less, phone your Access or Visa order, or send your
cheque/official order today.

MIRACLE TECHNOLOGY
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PRESTEL MAILBOX 919992265
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It Reads, Writes and
It Paints in 3-D, Keeps
and Talks to
It's called "OPEN ACCESS," and it's the

result of 60 man-years of effort to
create a truly do -it -all, super-programone that can perform virtually every
task you're ever likely to encounter.
The beauty of it is, all that capability
resides on a single program. You don't
have to re-enter data. Or spend time
trying to get unmatched programs to
work together.

SN
sei1Ik1 MEM

Sn

OPEN ACCESS takes its name from

the source of its power-a relational
data -base manager that gives you access
to more data in more ways than any
comparable software.
OPEN ACCESS includes an electronic

Y.&

spreadsheet, 3-D graphics, word
processor, appointment scheduler and
telecommunications module-all
revolving around the powerful
information manager.
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT-THE
MASTERMIND. This advanced data -base
manager stores and retrieves multiple files
quickly, easily and reliably. What's more, it
shares all information with the other programs,
so you never have to re-enter the same data
twice.

ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET-NUMBER
CRUNCHING AND GOAL SEEKING. It helps
you produce forecasts, cost estimates and

3-D GRAPHICS-NOT JUST PRETTY
PICTURES. These graphics distill raw data
into trends that can be instantly visualized,

"break-even" points-in seconds, instead of
hours or days. Best of all, it allows "goal
seeking." Ask, for example, "What sales must I
have the rest of the year to net $1 million?,"
and OPEN ACCESS will figure it out!

helping you discern the important facts from
a wealth of information.

does Arithmetic.
Your Appointments
the World.
There's just one conclusion:
Because they do not have a dedicated
OPEN
ACCESS can do more for you than
relational data -base manager that can
quickly direct massive amounts of data, any other comparable business program
on the market. Bar none. But the only
other programs simply can't do what
way for you to be convinced is for you
OPEN ACCESS can. Some don't have a
to see OPEN ACCESS work its magic on
communications program, others no
your work load. So call your local
dedicated word processor. None have a
software dealer today, or call us at SPI,
time management program.
Tiwte
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SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL

13 Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne
Berkshire RG8 7JN
Tel. (07357) 4081
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WORD PROCESSING-EDITOR
EXTRAORDINAIRE! Superior word processors
make it easy to correct typos, change words,
shuffle paragraphs and format documents.
This is one of that breed. Use it to write
efficient memos, letters, proposals and
reports.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS-YOUR LINK WITH
THE WORLD. This program gives you access
to virtually any other computer system in the
world. Not only can you transmit and receive
reports from your colleagues, you can also
subscribe to special data banks that know
everything from GM's stock price to the
relative humidity in Genoa. Now that's power!

TIME MANAGEMENT-CONSERVING YOUR
MOST PRECIOUS RESOURCE. This module
helps you keep track of all your appointments,
hour by hour, day in and day out. It alerts you
to standing obligations, automatically
coordinates meeting times with other busy
professionals, and lists all your associates on

a ReiodexTm-like file.

Circle No. 108

The new Epson SQ2000.

You'll make more noise

cutting the coupon.

Unlike squealing dot-matrix and daisy -wheel printers which whack the
characters onto the paper, the new SQ2000 quietly shoots on astonishingly
accurate microdots of ink.
So you can use it in your office and you won't notice it's there.
What you will notice is its speed (at 105 c.p.s. in letter -quality mode
and 176 c.p.s. in draft, it's far quicker than a daisy -wheel), its
near -photographic standard of graphic reproduction and its print quality
(as high as that of an impact matrix printer).
As you'd expect of an Epson printer, the SQ2000 is extremely reliable.
It's also very flexible, taking a range of paper widths and offering an
enormous variety of print styles and paper feed options.
The price? £1825 + VAT. It may be more than current printers cost,
but for a near -silent one, it's a snip.
Which brings us to you -know -what.

rarlerwi

Which Computer Show
stand 435.

Please send me more information on the SQ2000.
Name
Position

Company
Address

Tel. No.

SPC

To: Epson (UK) Limited, Dorland House, 388 High Road, Wembley,
Middlesex HA9 6UH. Tel: 01-902 8892.
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CEITTRETIME LIMITED
proudly announce
the NEW RELEASE OF
H

L
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SOFTWARE
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By:
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CENTRETIME LIMITED

P.O. BOX 201, KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES
TEL: 01-541 1424
SURREY, KT1 1SN

SOFTVA,RE

TLX: 265871 MONFREF G. QUOTE: 72:20030
DEALER ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
11,11+, //e, //c, Sinclair,
NOW AVAILABLE FOR: Apple
BBC+, Amstrad, Atari, IBM PC
MS-DOS & CP/M Systems.
HILDERBAY PAYROLL Ver. 5.00
£119.00 plus V.A.T.

The ideal and versatile PAYROLL for
small and large business users

HILDERBAY BOOK-KEEPER

£119.00 plus V.A.T.

A flexible Journal which may be used
as Purchase, Sales, General or Cash Ledger

£119.00 plus V.A.T.

HILDERBAY INVOICER
Makes the tedious task of typing Invoices
just that little bit easier.

HILDERBAY SSP STATUTORY SICK PAY

£119.00 plus V.A.T.

PAYROLL UPDATE FOR EXISTING USERS: £46.00 incl V.A.T.
ALSO: 5.25" SSDD floppy disks £7.50 * * *
* * * PER BOX OF 10 DISKS

(MINIMUM ORDER 4 BOXES) * * * PLUS V.A.T.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER: RECEIVE 10% DISCOUNT BY ORDERING

NOW

14 Day Money -Back Guarantee

PLEASE ALLOW 21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

ORDER FORM. To CENTRETIME LIMITED, P.O. Box 201, KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES KT1 1SN
BOOK KEEPER.
INVOICE
SSP,
PAYROLL,
nd me
DEALER INFORMATION & RATES
INCLUDING V.A.T. is enclosed
QUE/POSTAL ORDER FOR £
nd that I have a 14 day Money -Back Guarantee, and allow 21 days for the processing of my order.
Address
Tel:

ATARI

POWER WITHOUT THE PRICE
THE NEW ATARI 520ST

v Fle
v 520ST
'ATARI
520ST SPECIFICATIONS 7MACINTOSH
'Imagine a Fat Mac - the 512K Apple Macintosh
but with a bigger screen, a far
MEMORY
512K RAM (524.288 bytes)
16K ROM expandable to 320K
Port for addnI 128K plug-in ROM cartridges
200K TOS operating system

Display - Low Resolution - 40 columns
Arleddegb Res - 40/80 plus cola

GRAPHICS

COMMUNICATIONSc

Indtvidually addressable 32K 00 -mapped
screen with 3 screen graphics modes
320x2110 pixels in 16 colours (low resolution)
6400200 pixels in 4 colours (med resolution)
5405400 pixels in monochrome (high res)
16 shades of grey in low res mode
512 colours available in low/medium res
8 levels of each in red, green and blue

ARCHITECTURE
4 custom designed chips:

GLUE Chip WU Memory Mngmnt Unil
DMA Controller - Graphics Processing Unit
16/32 bit Motdrola 68000ProortSeer
eight 32 bit data registers
eight 32 bit address registers
16 Oa data bus/24 bit address bus
avels of interrupts/56 instructions
+4 addressing modes/5 data types

8Mblz

Medium res 058 (fiedrGreernBlue) output
High resolution monochrome (Nana & White)

High speed hard disk interface
Direct memory access 1.33 Mbytes per second
CO (Compact Disc) interface
Built in cartridge access
Dedicate, floPPY rnsb c08818.

5000 (unformatted) s/sided 31; floppy 0/drive
349K (formatted) storage capacity

SOUND AND MUSIC
Sound Generator
Frequency control from 30Hz to above audible
3 voices (channels) in wave shaping sound in
addition to a noise generator
Separate frequency and volume controls
Dynamic envelope controls
AMR (Attack. Decay. Sustain. Release)
Noise generator
MIDI intertace for external music synthesizers

KEYBOARD
Separate keyboard microprocessor
Standard OWERTY typewriter styling
Ergonomic angle and height
95 keys including 10 function keys
Numeric keypad - 18 keys including ENTER
One touch cursor control keypad

GEM WIMP ENVIRONMENT

WIMP tWindow. Icon. Mouse ,,)
Real-time Clock

WIMP - Window Icon Mouse Pop -down menus
Two button moose controller

Icons/Pull down menus/Windows
GEM 001- Virtual Douce interface
GEM AES - Application Environment Services
GEM BST - Bit Block Transfer
Real time clock & calendar
GEM environment
with user Meng* Macintosh style operation

705 Tramiel Operating System
AtenS own system based on GP.'M 68K with

hierarchical directory 8 file structure plus a
host of MS DOS 8 UNIX command structures
to run any standard BOS business programs
GEM desktop
with GEM PAINT graphics trign, sYsteM
arid GEM WRITE word ProceSeet
Personal BASIC and DR logo
originally written by Digital Research IDR)
Vett, much like those on Other machines
except for the ertensive use of pull dawn
menus, mouse control and wintlOws

VARIOUS
Dimensions 47Ornmr240mmx8Orrrn
Replacesble external power suoptes

Expansion Surt floppy disk drives 500,1.000K
(two drives can be connected)
3i/r' 15Mb hard disk
CD (compact laser disco
Dot matrix & drwheel pint's IlutaC
Thermal dot matrix (colour)
0513 8. monochrome monitors

LANGUAGES
BASIC & LOGO supplied
Many others win soon be available Including:
Assembler. BOPS, C, Cobol. Compiled Basic
Lisp, Moduter-2 and Pascal

MONITOR

screen - high res monochrome monitor
540x400 monochrome resolution
`Note'. Some of the above specifications are pre-release and may thenatOm be sub,. to Chenge.A
1

rs "mweiteTrIilikely it"alrrr:r'thent ofto71=1Oreww=
TrerZei established the maxim that 'Business is wee"
August 21st 1984 FINANCIAL TIMES

"This la the only personal computer i know of that comes with
a Midi interlace as Standard."
Peter Bright March 1985 PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD
"The (GEM) wrsion running on the Atari 88000 machines wilt

have the additional advantage of leaving the PC version
standing."

Apnl 6th 1985 PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS

"it would seem that GEM offers the ideal operating system.'
March lth 1985 POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY.

(GEM) extremely easy to use and was very
Ltimpressed with the way in which it diaguises th unfrtendly
"I

APPLE APRICOT
RIMES If SUM SYSTEM
Price Includes B/W Monitor
Keyboard size mm (Lx 0 x H)
Keyboard size ins (Ls Dx H)
3,/,'' D/Drive (Unformatted)
316" D/Drive (Formatted)

BOS - ...mess Operating System

DISK DRIVE

First the Atari seems faster. Second the Atari system is about one eh rd of the price."
June 1985 - Jack Schofield - PRACTICAL COMPUTING

ntronics parallel interlace for
Bidirectionai
punters, or modems capable of inputroutput
RS232C serial modem/printer interface
VT52 Terminal Emulation Software
Maximum Baud Rate up to 19,200
High speed hard disk interface
Floppy disk controller (Western Oigitall
2 joystick ports (one for 2 button mouse)
MIDI interlace for external music synthesizers

SOFTWARE

DATA STORAGE

bigger keyboard with numeric keypad, cursor and unction keys, and colour. That
vies you some idea of what the Atari 520ST is like, asap. for two important things.

found it

ardware and operating systems lurid g under th urface."
Peter Bright Feb 1965 PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD

FIR

YES

NO - extra £200

12IST
YES

330x147x50

050x167x28

470a240010

13x53/4x2
5000
3996

171/2x64xx1

18Yri9,51121/2

5006
315K

Apple

ACT - Activity

5000
345K
GEM

YES
YES

YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
92

YES
95

YES (16 Keys)

YES (1S keys)

Polyphonic Sound Generator
RS232 Serial Port
Centronics Parallel Printer Port
Dedicated Floppy Disk Controller
Hard Disk DMA Interlace
Full stroke keyboard
Number of keys on keyboard
Numeric Keypad
Cursor Control Keypad
Function keys
16 -bit processor
Processor running peed

YES

NO
NO
NO
YES
59

NO
NO
NO
68000

8MHz
512K

RAM size
Number of graphics modes

YES

10

Intel E086
4 77MHz
256K

58000

USER FRIENDLY GEM OPERATING SYSTEM

The power of the ST is harnessed and made user friendly by the new operating
system 'GEM' from Digital Research. GEM stands for Graphics Environment Manager
and allows a user friendly colour or B/W graphics interface which closely resembles

that of the Macintosh. This similarity extends to the use of moveable resizeable

windows, icons to represent objects such as disks and disk drives, and the use of pull
down menus and a mouse. The advantage of all this is that the computer becomes
extremely easy to use. GEM has now been implemented for the Acorn, ACT, Atari,
IBM, ICL, and Olivetti. Software written for GEM on one computer should also run
under GEM on another computer. This will enable the market to quickly produce a
large library of standard interchangeable software.

FREE SOFTWARE AND FUTURE EXPANSION

The Atari 5205T comes supplied with seven free software packages as listed below:
1) TOS -Tramiel Operating System based on CPU 680. 2) GEM Graphics Environment
Manager by Digital Research (DR) giving a WIMP (Window, Icon, Mouse, Pull down
menu) environment. 3) DR GEM Paint for creating graphics masterpieces. 4) DR GEM
Write for word processing. 5) Logo learning language to enable you to write your own
programs easily using turtle graphics. 6) DR Personal Basic a powerful user friendly
version of the Basic programming language. 7) BOS operating system giving you
access to dozens of business applications packages already available on the market..

SMHC

5120

Monochrome

16

512

512 x 342

640 x 256

540 400
Two Button

Single Button NO -extra E95
NO
NO
NO
NO
9"
NO

NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES

Designed with future expansion in mind, the ST also features a host of different
interfaces to the outside world and en impressive list of accessories is planned. Atari
will soon be releasing a 10000 (1MB) 31/, inch disk drive, and a 15MB hard disk
storage system as well as a mass storage compact disk (CD) player capable of storing
an entire 20 volume encyclopedia on one disk. A full range of inexpensive printers are

YES (Iwo)

9"- extra £200

YES
12"

YES

YES

planned including dot matrix, daisywheel and thermal colour printers. With its
unbeatable graphics, speed and software at a price which is far below that of any

System Cost Mtn: Mouse - Monochrome Monitor - 512K RAM - 5000 Disk Drive
Price of basic system (exc VAT1
E2595,VAT
i595, -VAT
5552i -VAT
Mouse
Included
E950VAT
Included
n Monochrome Monitor
Included
E200+VAT
Included
0 Expansion to 512K RAM
Included
E295 rVAT
Included
Price of complete system (exc VAT) f2595xVAT
El 185VAT
052+11AT

PRICE intnuddVgdown

PRESS COMMENT

"The electronics in the machine area work of art The heart
of the 5205T is a Motorola 88000, one of the most powerful
16 -bit processors around and in many respects it is close to
being a 32 -bit chip
when the machine appears In the shops.
I'll be at the front end of the queue to buy one."
Peter Bright June 1985 PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD
"This machine is significantly more powerful than an IBM PC
If Ifs possible to design a sure-fire winning machine, this is
May 11th 1985 PERSONAL COMPUTER NEWS
the use of GEM makes the new range of Atari computers

so similar to the Macintosh (with the added attraction of
colour), that they ems already being called 'Jacluntoshes' "
May 2nd 1955
COMPUTING

business/personal computers with a machine which leaves the competition standing.
Tramiel's slogan 'Power Without the Price' has been implemented in the manufacture
of the new 512K Atari 520ST colour computer which offers the user amazingly high
performance at an incredibly low price. Launched as a work -station, this new system
incorporates seven software packages as well as the 520ST computer with 512K RAM,
mouse controller, high resolution monochrome monitor (6400400), 95 key keyboard
(with 18 key numeric keypad). MIDI interface, GEM and a 500K 3,/, inch disk drive, all
for the package price of only £651.30 (+VAT = £749). Dubbed the 'Mac beater' and the
'Jackintosh' (after Atari's Chief, Jack Tramiel). Atari's new machine has been directly
compared with the Apple Macintosh RRP £2595 (+VAT = £2985) which offers similar
features and capabilities but ate much higher price. Favourably reviewed by the UK's
highly critical specialist computer press, the 520ST Is likely to make a great impact in
MACINTOSH. Unlike its overpriced competitors, the Atari 520ST can be linked up to a
colour monitor to unleash a choice of up to 512 colours. The addition of colour brings
out the full potential of graphics packages such as GEM.

YES

10

Business Machines), Atari Corporation hive marked their entry into the world of

this country as a sophisticated alternative to an IBM PC, APRICOT or APPLE

4

1

Number of colours
Max Screen Resolution (pixels)
Mouse Included
Replaceable External Power Pack
Cartridge Socket
Joystick Ports
MIDI Synthesiser Interface
Monitor Size
ROB Video Output

ATARI

SWIM

Under the new leadership of Jack Tramiel (former boss and founder of Commodore

comparable personal computer currently on the market, the ST is all set to do battle
with the competition. To receive further details of the ST from Silica Shop, just fill in
the coupon below with your name and address details and post it to us.

Silica Shop Price: £851.30

*B/W MONITOR
*500K 3.5" DISK DRIVE

* GEM

* KEYBOARD (95 KEYS)

*MOUSE

£2.994 £1,362 £749

E97 70 VAT = £749.00 This price includes:

* 512K RAM

"The new Atari ST computers truly represent to the consume:1
what Jack Tramiel is saying - easy -to -use computing power
without the price"
March 1985 ANALOG COMPUTING

Ot (the

ST)

the most modern technology that

uses

is

affordable, in a package that gives a profeemonal impression'.
May 23rd 1985 POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY

7/19

"The Atari ST is one of the most elegant designs I have seen

Atari has used an original and elegant method of memory
management which should make the ST fester than any other
PC on the market - In any prMe bracket The 60K dollar
question is would go out and spend money for one? To
which the only answer is 'Try and stop me!"'
John Lambed July 1995 ELECTRONICS a COMPUTING
I

"The 520ST is technically excellent ... The 520ST hardware is
the new standard by which others will be judged."
July 1985 YOUR COMPUTER

SILICA SHOP LTD, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
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ATARI WE ARE THE UK'S I101 ATARI SPECIALISTS ATARI

At Silica we have been successfully dedicated to Atari ever since their products first appeared on the UK
market. We can attribute our success largely to the Atari specialisation which we practice and to the user
back-up we provide. Rest assured that when you buy a piece of Atari hardware at Silica you will be fully
supported. Our mailings giving news of software releases and developments will keep you up to date with
the Atari market and our technical support team and sales stall are at the end of the telephone line to
deal with your problems and supply your every need. With our specialist bias, we aim to keep stocks of
all the available Atari hardware, software, peripherals and accessories. We also stock a wide range of
Atari dedicated books and through us, the owners on our list can subscribe to several American Atari
dedicated magazines. We can provide a full service to all Atari owners and are now firmly established as
the UK's NUMBER ONE Atari specialists. Here are just some of the things we can offer to our customers.

SEND FOR FREE ATARI ST LITERATURE
mi

Immo

.11 Imo*

im

To: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept PC 02 86 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

PLEASE MEwillIEFLIITERERATURE
Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

* FREE POST & PACKING ON MAIL ORDERS it you would like to be registered on our mailing
list as an Atari computer owner, or as a person
* FREE NEXT DAY SECURICOR DELIVERY
interested in buying an Atari machine, let us
* INFORMATION MAILING SERVICE
know. We will be pleased to keep you up to date
* TECHNICAL SUPPORT TEAM
with new Atari developments free of charge. So,
* HIGHLY COMPETITIVE PRICES
return the coupon today and begin experiencing
* AFTER SALES SUPPORT SERVICE
a specialist Mad service that Is second to none.
* REPAIR SERVICE ON ATARI PRODUCTS
Postcode:

Circle No. 112

01-309 1111

IDo you already own a computer
II so, which one do you own?

im mit
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ATARI

THE 520S
AVON BRISTOL
Computer Exchange.
AVON BRISTOL

CHESHIRE CHESTER

ESSEX HARLOW
Achter Instruments Ltd.
ESSEX HARLOW

GT. MANCHESTER STOCKPORT KENT SIDCUP

CHESHIRE CREWE

Laskys.

Woottona TV

Laskys.

AVON BRISTOL
Redford Hi Fi.
BEDS BEDFORD
Bedford Computers.
BEDS LUTON
Hobbyte Ltd.
BEDS LUTON

CHESHIRE WARRINGTON
Warrington All Computers.
CHESHIRE WILMSLOW
Fairhurst Instruments Ltd.

ESSEX ROMFORD
Laskys.

Lewis's Ltd (Sound & Vision).
GWENT EBBW VALE
Computability.

ESSEX SOUTHEND

HANTS PORTSMOUTH

Laskys.

Microchoice.

CLWYD WREXHAM
Micro Computer World.
CLWYD WREXHAM
Micro Computer Centre.

ESSEX SOUTHEND
Estuary Computers.
ESSEX WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA
Sterling Resources.
FIFE GLENROTHES
Computer Services (Scotland) Ltd.
GLOUS CHELTENHAM

HANTS SOUTHAMPTON'
AMS Systems Limited.
HANTS SOUTHAMPTON

Laskys.

BELFAST
CEM Micro -Computer Services Ltd

BELFAST
Computer All Ltd.
BELFAST
Education Company Ltd.
BELFAST
Ideal Radio.

BELFAST
N.P0.
BERKS READING

Laskys.

CO.DERRY
Donaghy Brothers.
CO. DOWN WARREN POINT
Visions Video.

CO. DURHAM
DARLINGTON
Darlington Computer Shop.
DERBYSHIRE
CHESTERFIELD
F.A.W. Electronics.

DEVON EXETER

HMV Micro Shop.

Laskys.

BERKS. READING

DEVON PLYMOUTH

Laskys.

Laskys.

BERKS SLOUGH

DEVON PLYMOUTH
Syntax Ltd.
DORSET BOURNEMOUTH
Lansdowne Computer Centres.

Laskys.

BERKS SLOUGH
Silicon Chip.

CAMBS CAMBRIDGE
Cambridge Computer Store.
CAMBS CAMBRIDGE

CENTRAL FALKIRK

DORSET POOLE
Lansdowne Computer Centres.
ESSEX COLCHESTER
Colchester Computer Centre.
ESSEX COLCHESTER
Capricorn Computers.
ESSEX COLCHESTER

Microplus.

Laskys.

Laskys.

CAMBS PETERBOROUGH
Laskys.

4(0

New Mills Micro Centre.

Silica Shop.

MERSEYSIDE LIVERPOOL

KENT WELLING
K.E.C.M. Computers.
LANCS ACCRINGTON

Laskys.

HERTS ST ALBANS
Hobbyte Ltd.
HERTS WATFORD

Laskys.

Laskys.

GLOUS GLOUCESTER

HIGHLAND INVERNESS

Laskys.

Nova Computers.

GRAMPIAN ABERDEEN

HUMBERSIDE HULL
Golding Computer Services.
HUMBERSIDE HULL

Laskys

GRAMPIAN ABERDEEN
Microshack.

Tommorrows World.

GT. MANCHESTER BOLTON
Computer Annex.
GT. MANCHESTER

KENT BECKENHAM
Transform Ltd.
KENT BEXLEY HEATH

FAILWOODFIELD
Mighty Micros.

KENT BROMLEY

Laskys.

PV Micros.

LANCS BLACKPOOL
Lewis's Ltd (Sound & Vision).
LANCS BOLTON
Computer World.
LANCS BURNLEY
Bytes And Pieces.
LANCS DARWEN
Grahams Micro Shop.
LANCS LANCASTER
Castle Computers.
LANCS LANCASTER
Online Computer Services.
LANCS OLDHAM
Home & Business Computers.

LANCS PRESTON
Laskys.
LEICS HINCKLEY
Leigh Computer Systems.
LEICS LEICESTER
Dimension Computers.
LEICS LEICESTER

GT. MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER M4

Lasky.
KENT MAIDSTONE

Laskys.

Kent Microcomputers.

GT. MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER MI

KENT MAIDSTONE
Laskys.

LEICS LEICESTER

Laskys.

Laskys.

Lewis's Ltd (Sound & Vision).

KENT ORPINGTON
Lever Computers.
KENT SEVENOAKS
Chalk Hill Computers &

LEICS LEICESTER
Data Nest.
LINCS GRANTHAM

GT. MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
NSC Cornputershops.

Office Supplies.
KENT SWANLEY
Swanley Electronics.

OakLeaf.
LONDON BROCKLEY
Homeview Video.

GT. MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER

May's Hi Fi Ltd.

LEICS LEICESTER
Lewide Ltd (Sound & Vision).

LONDON NW4 Laskys.
LONDON NW5 Zoomsoft.
LONDON SW13 LEWISHAM
Laskys.

LONDON W6 EALING
Laskys.

LONDON W9 MAIDA VALE
Micro Monde Ltd.
LONDON WI Cornpuface Ltd.
LONDON WI Laskys.
LONDON WI Laskys.
LONDON WI Micro Anvika.
LONDON WI Silica Shop.
LONDON WI Selfridges.
LONDON WI
Computers of Wigrnore St.
LOTHIAN EDINBURGH
Laskys.

LOTHIAN EDINBURGH
Silicon Centre.

LOTHIAN EDINBURGH
The Games Master Ltd.
MERSEYSIDE LIVERPOOL LI
Laskys.

MERSEYSIDE LIVERPOOL.L2
Laskys.

MERSEYSIDE SOUTHPORT
Central Studios.
MERSEYSIDE ST HELENS
Microman Computers.
MIDDLESEX ENFIELD
Jennings Stores Ltd.
MIDDLESEX ENFIELD
Laskys.

MIDDLESEX NORTHWOOD
Screens.

1 TIC ATARI 520ST
Nk Personal Computer
has a list of qualifications as
long as your arm. With a
powerful 16 bit processor an
512k of memory linked to

high resolution graphics and
512 colours its work is fast,

clear and sharp on your
screen, no matter how
demanding the task.
Controlling the 520ST
is easy through its

mouse and unique
operating system
incorporating GEM
desk top manager,
whilst its eleven
peripheral connectors
including MIDI
interface enables it to
mix and communicate

easily with other
computer products.
The ST which presents
itself in smart modem styling
comes with powerful BASIC

IFIED AND UNDERPAID.
MIDDLESEX PINNER
P & H Micro.

MIDDLESEX RUISLIP MANOR
Intech Software Ltd.
NORFOLK GT. YARMOUTH
The Micro Shop.
NORFOLK NORWICH
Tetranite (Spectrum).
N. YORKSHIRE YORKS

PERTHSHIRE BLACKFORD.
Silicon Glen Ltd.
SHETLAND LERWICK

SURREY LEATHERHEAD
Evergreen Ltd.
SUSSEX BRIGHTON
Brighton Computer Exchange.
SUSSEX BRIGHTON
Brighton Computer Centre.
SUSSEX BRIGHTON

W. MIDLANDS COVENTRY

Laskys.

Laskys.

S. GLAMORGAN CARDIFF

SUSSEX CRAWLEY
Laskys.

W. MIDLANDS
WOLVERHAMPTON
Micro Business Centre.

SUSSEX WORTHING
Data Direct.
TAYSIDE DUNDEE

WORCS KIDDERMINSTER
Central Computers.
WORCS REDDITCH

Tomorrows World.

S. GLAMORGAN CARDIFF
Cardiff Micro Computers.

S.GLAMORGAN CARDIFF

Laskys.

South World Computers.

N. YORKSHIRE YORK

S. YORKSHIRE DONCASTER
Danum Computer Systems.
S. YORKSHIRE ROTHERHAM
Rotherham Computer Centre.
S. YORKSHIRE SHEFFIELD

Microbridge.

N. YORKSHIRE YORKS
York Computer Centre.
N. YORKSHIRE RIPON
Arthur Yates Ltd.
NOTTS HUCKNALL
S P Electronics.
NOTTS MANSFIELD
Mansfield Computers.
NOTTS NOTTINGHAM
Intoto.

NOTTS NOTTINGHAM
Laskys.

NORTHANTS NORTHAMPTON
Laskys.

NORTHANTS NORTHAMPTON
Northampton Home Computers.
NOTTS REDDINGTON
GA Computers.

OXON HEADINGTON
Maddison Computers.
OXON OXFORD

Just Micro.

S. YORKSHIRE SHEFFIELD
Laskys.

STAFFS. STOKE-ON-TRENT
Lewis's Ltd (Sound & Vision).

STAFFS. STOKE-ON-TRENT
Town Computers.
STRATHCLYDE GLASGOW
Laskys.
STRATHCLYDE GLASGOW
Lewis's Ltd (Sound & Vision).
STATHCLYDE GLASGOW
Unitsoft.

SUFFOLK SUDBURY
Sudbury Microsystems.
SURREY CROYDON
Laskys.

OXON OXFORD

SURREY FARNHAM
Farnham Computers.
SURREY GUILDFORD

Selfridges.

Laskys.

ORKNEY STROMNESS
Get Taped.

SURREY KINGSTON

Laskys.

Laskys.

Cursor Keya.

TAYSIDE DUNDEE
Micromania.

TAYSIDE PERTH
VICS.

TYNE AND WEAR GATESHEAD
Currie & Maughn.

TYNE AND WEAR
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE

Lasky.
WARWICKS LEAMINGTON SPA
Spa Computer Centre.
WARWICKS NUNEATON
Micro City.

WARWICKS NUNEATON
Warwick Computers.
W. MIDLANDS BIRMINGHAM
Lewis's Ltd (Sound & Vision).
W. MIDLANDS BIRMINGHAM
Software Express.
W. MIDLANDS BIRMINGHAM

Laskys.

W. MIDLANDS DUDLEY
Central Computers.
W. MIDLANDS
WOLVERHAMPTON
Laskys.

Ampower Video and Computers.
W. GLAMORGAN SWANSEA
Blame Ltd.

WEST LOTHIAN
LIVINGSTONE
Computer Centre.
W. YORKSHIRE BRADFORD
CNA Computing.

W. YORKSHIRE HALIFAX
Abacus Computers.
W. YORKSHIRE
HECKMONDWIKE
Thought & Crosses.
W. YORKSHIRE
HUDDERSFIELD

plus Logo programming
languages, a word processor
and drawing programme, yet
costs only £652* including

disc drive and black and
white monitor.

Why? Because at Atari
we bring up our products
to work hard for their living.

Microworld.

ATARI®

W. YORKSHIRE LEEDS 12
Farnells.

W. YORKSHIRE LEEDS 6
Interface Engineering Ltd.
W. YORKSHIRE LEEDS

Laakys

Lewis's Ltd (Sound & Vision).

W.MIDLANDS BIRMINGHAM
Lee Computers.
W. MIDLANDS COVENTRY
Coventry Micro Centre.

W. YORKSHIRE LEEDS

Power Without the PriceTM

Laskys.

W. YORKSHIRE LEEDS
Micropower.

*This price is exclusive of VAT
GEM

is a registered trademark of Digital Research.,{
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Only the

Epson LX -80

also prints

like this.

The print on the left is certainly legible, which is quite good
enough for most purposes.
But it's nothing to write home about. Or with.
That's why Epson have brought out the new LX -80.

The LX -80 is a dot matrix printer that can print in correspondence
quality (like this) as well as in draft. Yet at only £255+VAT it's
no more expensive than any of its less capable rivals.
This alone would make the LX -80 unique. But there's more.
Changing fonts on the LX -80 doesn't involve a complicated
rigmarole as it does on other machines. By simply pressing a
combination of buttons on the front, you can change from one font
to another to ii other .b)anoth.r. As easily as that.

The LX -80 will justify or centre type if you like.
print your own symbols.

It will even

Alternatively, you can use the standard 1K buffer to free your
computer for other tasks more quickly.
The LX -80 takes plain sheets as standard, though a variety of
paper feed options are also available.

It should go without saying that the LX -80 is as reliable as
Epson printers have always been. But there, we've said it anyway.

There's still more to tell, of course. But fill in the coupon in whatever style you like - and we'll fill you in completely.

EPSON

Which Computer Show
stand 435.

Please send me more information on the LX -80.
Name

Address

Tel No

LK 4

To: Epson (UK) Ltd., Dorland House, 388 High Road,
Wembley, Middlesex, HA9 6UH.

Circle No.114
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More muscle.
THE NEW MINSTREL 4
MULTI-USER NETWORKING IN STYLE
The designers of Minstrel 4
were given a simple brief:
produce a world-beating, costeffective and practical multi-user
system.
And do it with style.

often find on timeshare
minicomputers and so-called
supermicros.
Minstrel 4 is more powerful
than most minis, even in its most
basic state. You can start with two
users, but a full blown 16 user

onboard streaming back-up of up
to 60 MBytes. Direct memory
access means you can download 20
MBytes onto tape in less than 4
minutes. Higher capacity drives
can be supplied.

system will give you 9 MBytes
dynamic RAM and 17 CPUs with

80186 instruction sets, running
concurrently at 8 MHz. With that
sort of power, we're confident that
you won't run out of steam.

You can even network stand-alones into the
Minstrel System, using Minstrel ARC net cards.

Minstrel power -80I86 masterand HIS 186
dual processor slaves.

A two user Minstrel 4 system,
complete with tape back-up and
terminals will cost you less than
£7,000. Additional workstations,

They passed the latter test with
flying colours. But looks aren't
everything. Inside this beautifully
engineered chassis, you'll find a
close coupled Turbo DOSI" network
that holds the key to all your multi-

user computer projects.

just over £1,000 per user, a price/
performance package you'll find
Minstrel workstations-come complete with
function keys and business graphics potential.

Minstrel 4 has unprecedented
networking capability. The
machine-every user of the system Winchester controller has built in
gets a DEDICATED CPU and 512 Kb ARCnet. You can network IBM PCs,
RAM. This virtually eliminates the ATs, Apricots, Olivettis and all
lookalikes if required. Gateways to
response time degradation you
IBM and ICL mainframes are
available. Most important, you can
network Minstrel 4s together- 256
of them to be precise.
Minstrel 4 supports CP/M,
MP/M, MS DOS (including version
3.1 with file and record locking) and
has PC DOS emulation, so you can
run nearly all the popular business
packages.
Storage capacity is only
limited by your budget. A single
Minstrel 4 holds up to 160 MBytes
Minstrel design -fast tape back-up for safety and
formatted disk capacity, with
Now, and for the future.
Minstrel 4 is a multiprocessor

convenience.

So

unbeatable.
At last there is a serious
alternative to the minicomputer,
with the sort of costs and flexibility
you'd associate with a micro. It's
called Minstrel 4, and you should
find out more about it. Write or call
us for details.

With Minstrel, expansion is integral, not an
afterthought.

Circle No. 115

MAD
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TM

IBM/PC is a trademark ol International Business Machines Inc.
Apricot is a trademark of Ap
plc
MS DOS is a trademark of Microsoftricot

Registered trademark of Software 2000 Inc.

HM Systems Limited, 220 The Vale, London NWI I 8HZ
Telephone: (01) 209-0911

Telex: 266828 -HMS G

Easyli nk: 19001060

Systems
P,0

'

Look whA.st
Ep se.% o ri'

t

rapid drEd

at the tc
a button.

That's right, it instantly gives you near letter
quality print when you'd expected rough draft only.
As if that's not enough, here's more: it comes
in two economy sizes. The FX85 (£438 + VAT)

prints up to 160 characters a line, while the larger
FX105 (just £131 more, + VAT) is ideal for
spreadsheets: it manages 272 characters a line.
Both FX's print all the IBM graphic characters
too. Just flick a DIP switch and you've selected
either those or the industry standard. Although

52

that's something to shout about, the next feature
isn't: they're three decibels quieter than their
predecessors.

And chew this over: now you can get an aut'
feeder as an optional extra.
To finish off, we've uprated the new FX's
buffer size to a whopping great 8K, meaning yoi_.

computer can move onto other tasks even mor
quickly than before.
For full details of the new FX's, please cut out th

happens
5 new

FX

t printer

tucla of

Which Computer Show
stand 435.

0coupon.

But if you're in a real hurry, press a few

buttons (our phone number's below).

EPSON

Epson (UK) Ltd., Dorland House, 388 High Rd., Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6UH.
Telephone: 01-902 8892.

Your switchboard was jammed. Please send me details of
RPC 2
your new FX85/105 printers.
Name
Position

Company
Ad dress

Tel No

Circle No. 116 ,cS

PREVIEW

TORCH TRIPLE X
WIMPS MEET UNIX
By G yn Moody

Could this be the machine

which at last brings Unix
software within the grasp of
the ordinary micro user?
unix and micros have not been a very
successful mix so far. Partly this is
a result of the juggernaut -like
progress of PC -DOS, but in many respects

Unix has been its own worst enemy. It is a
large, complex system, and though the everincreasing memory and processor power

available on micros has made the size of
Unix less of a problem, its complexity and
blatant lack of user -friendliness remain.
All this may change with the launch of
the Triple X from Cambridge -based Torch
Computers, best known for its BBC Micro
add-ons. The Triple X is a Unix machine,

but with the important difference that it
uses a Macintosh -like Wimp interface to

contact switch on the front of the machine.

controlled from within the
operating system for a controlled self -shutdown process, complete with safe parking of
the hard -disc head. At the back, the Power
It can be

In and Power Out sockets are positioned
underneath an overhanging lip which uses
the weight of the main box to hold the plugs
in place.
Inside there is a tidy layout, with the Win-

chester in the centre and the 720K floppy

drive to the right. The motherboard lies
underneath. A quiet fan is placed at the
back; on the review model it was held in
with rubber bands.

machine throws out

In operation, the
warm air, mostly

through vents at the front.
The keyboard has a reassuringly PC look
about it, even down to the 10 function keys

down the left-hand side. Unfortunately,

moulded plastic. Thought has evidently

comms facilities, and an on -board Ethernet
chip set is incorporated as standard, allowing

a touch -sensitive

total of 256
Keyboard: full QWERTY, numeric
keypad, cursor keys, 10 function keys

Mass storage: 720K floppy and
20Mbyte Winchester as standard;
40Mbyte option
BBC -compatible 1MHz bus, VME bus
Software in price: System V Unix;
Unisoft Uniplus + implementation with

shared libraries; Wimp front end

Hardware options: high -resolution

840238

back.

is

resolution up to 800 by 512 pixels, and
up to 16 different colours selected from a

immediate LAN comms. As well as one

as standard, plugs into the keyboard at the

than a forbidding Unix engine, the Triple -X
has a neat and compact system box in white

The on/off switch

Display: 10in. standard; optional 13in;
normal resolution 720 by 256; high

serial port for use with printers, modems or

more like a conventional desk -top micro

design.

ROM: 16K self -test, diagnostic and startup routines

graphics board, 68028 board,
Winchesters up to 500Mbyte
Dimensions: main system box 450mm.
(17.7in.) x 310mm. (12.2in.) x 130mm.
(5.1in.)
Price: £3,995 for 1Mbyte RAM,
20Mbyte Winchester system; £700 for
10in. colour monitor, £799 for 13in.
colour monitor
Manufacturer: Torch Computers Ltd,
Abberley House, Great Shelford,
Cambridge CB2 5LQ. Telephone: (0223)

what is otherwise a perfectly acceptable pro-

been given to fairly minor elements of the

CPU: 68010 running at 8MHz
RAM: IMbyte standard plus 64K for bit mapped colour graphics; expandable to
7Mbyte internally

Interfaces: three serial ports, Ethernet,

SPONGY SPACE BAR

command sequences. Not
Torch has also come up
with a 1Mbyte RAM 20Mbyte Winchester
machine, with colour, for only £4,700.
As befits a machine which is trying to look
handle the

SPECIFICATION

fessional keyboard is marred by a spongy
space bar which would be a disgrace on a
Sinclair Spectrum Plus, let alone a £4,000
business machine. The mouse, which comes

A major feature of the machine is

its

UNIX
For what has now become the serious operating system par
excellence, Unix's origins were decidedly frivolous. It grew out
of an abortive time-sharing project called Multics, which
involved MIT, Bell Labs and General Electric. When Bell Labs
pulled out, one man there was rather miffed: Ken Thompson
had developed a nice little space -travel game on the system,
and rather than lose his valuable work, he wrote his own
operating system for a DEC PDP-7 mini, and ran it on that.
Recognising that his system was not quite so grand as Multics,
Thompson called it Unix.
Through a combination of benign accidents and some useful
features, Unix grew into the favoured operating system for the
later PDP-11s. Eventually it was rewritten in C, by which time

it had grown to a staggering 300,000 lines of code.
Until recently Unix has been found mainly in educational
establishments. But with the introduction of Microsoft's Xenix,
along with more and more interest in micro -based multi-user
systems, Unix in its various forms has been gaining ground in
the business micro community.
Unfortunately Unix still shows its ad hoc and academic
heritage in many respects. It is a large and powerful system, but
it does not go out of its way to help users. The nearest thing to

a concession in this direction is the Shell. As its name suggests,
the Shell forms the outermost layer of the operating system and
acts as a kind of buffer between the user and the nitty-gritty of
the main code. From it, the main commands like listing
directories and controlling disc allocation are handled.
Although Unix has become something of a bogeyman with
which to frighten micro tyros, a subtle process of infiltration
has begun which could lead to most of us using more Unix
than we ever imagined possible. MS-DOS 2.0 incorporates
various ideas taken directly from Unix: for example, treed
directories and the use of special files. The latter are not files at
all, but allow you to treat things like the keyboard as if they
were. So the command in MS-DOS
copy con: example
will allow a file called Example to be created directly from

keyboard input, called the console here. It seems likely that as
micro operating systems move more in the direction of multiuser configurations, further features will be borrowed from
Unix. It is also significant that Microsoft produces not only the
leading PC operating system in MS-DOS, but also a version of
Xenix. Ultimately, some kind of convergence can be expected,

though in what form is unclear.
(continued on page 56
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PREVIEW

Far left: The neatly packed motherboard.
Left: Triple X's Gem -like display.
Below: The Triple X's deceptively
conventional appearance conceals a
formidable Unix engine.

PRACTICAL COMPUTING Fetyuc
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EREVIEW
(continued from previous page)

additional terminals, there are a further two
fast serial ports. These can handle terminals
or hook directly into X-25 or SNA

applications. The X-25 protocol is used
widely in telecommunications such as
PABXs or even the PSS network. Torch sees
the Triple X as being particularly well suited

to such comms applications.

After you have turned the machine on,
you are greeted with a surprisingly forthright
beep, possibly followed by a request to key

in a password. This is the first but not last
occasion that the Triple X shows its origins.
Unix was designed with a multi-user capability from start, and so is well endowed with
many levels of password protection throughout its operation.

The main opening menu looks

re-

freshingly familiar. Apart from a window
giving the total free memory, the rest of the
screen bears more than a passing resemblance to the Macintosh's. Around the edge
there are a number of icons: some are in the

form of labelled folders, while others are
representations of filing cabinets, floppy
discs and so on. Operation of this desk top is

also closely similar to that followed by
Apple's machine. Placing the cursor over an
icon and holding down the left-hand button
allows you to drag the icon across the screen.
Clicking once selects it, and double clicking
causes the icon to be activated.
Activating a folder calls up the files held
within it. They may be picture icons, other

folders or files. They appear in a newly
opened window which has scroll bars and a
corner pull which allows you to alter its size.
The whole window can also be moved by
dragging the main bar at the top. In the top
left-hand corner there is a Close box. When

With 10 function keys on the left-hand side, the keyboard resembles that of the IBM PC.

dragging out those that you wish to be

business software. There is certainly business

present on start-up. This set is then saved at

software around, and it will run on the

close -down.

Utilities like a calculator and real-time

Triple X without difficulty, but much of it is
unsuitable and the rest is ludicrously over-

clock are represented by icons. There is also
an icon for the Unix Shell, which takes you

priced. For example, two packages which

out of the icon -driven desk top into the
naked Unix environment itself.
This is necessary if you intend using any of

the deeper levels of Unix - for setting up a
multi-user system, for example. Such multiuser operation is one of the key advantages
of running Unix, which incorporates all the

necessary elements from the start. Other
micro multi-user operating systems are all
too often attempts to bolster what are

The tried and tested Unix multi-user

relatively popular already, and those bus-

be used to select operations like disc formatting and file transfers. There is a Format
Floppy Disc icon, and a Palette icon which

based Unix installations. For the latter, the

PC VERDICT

0
V

k

g

4'

4,

Documentation

MENU
.

Value for money

M

g.

Ease of use

filing cabinet corresponds to viewing the top
level or root directory. The window size is 80
by 24, so successive windows overlap. A big
plus is the ease with which concurrent tasks
can be set up by opening further windows.
As well as invoking commands, icons can

inesses which already have substantial, mini -

TRIPLE X

appear across the top command line of the
screen. One of the options allows you to

The process of calling up folders can be
continued for as long as the nesting of files
continues. The picture icons generally
correspond to commands: for example, the

LIMITED APPEAL

environment is a strong selling point of the

essentially single -user products, with often
dubious results.

Performance

PICTURE ICON

prices were, at £1,000 and £1,300 respectively. The micro professional is simply not
used to paying this sort of price, which in
any case flies in the face of industry trends.
With luck, the Triple X may itself help to
bring about the introduction of reasonably
priced Unix software. But until it does, the
appeal of the machine is likely to be limited
to academic establishments, where Unix is

you open up a window, various options
replace icons by listings of the full file names

came with the review machine were Uniplex
word processing and Ultracalc. Neither was
earth -shattering in performance, though the

M
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III

0 The Triple X offers full but user-

friendly Unix at a bargain price.

Triple X. The unmodified system can
support up to three additional terminals
connected via the Triple X's serial ports;
more can be added, though there is then
danger of degradation of response.
Even with one user the Triple X did not
seem blindingly fast. Windows were opened

and files pulled in at a rate which looked

Triple Xis a real bargain. It might also prove
popular for departments who wish to invest-

igate the world of Unix but who have
hitherto been put off by the high entrylevel price and the language's fearsome
reputation.
The Triple X comes with full documentation which ranges from an introductory
handbook to two thick spiral -bound tomes
which dot the i's and cross the t's for every
aspect of Unix.

Future developments include a 19in.
monitor with 1,836- by 1,836 -pixel ressolution for CAD/ CAM work, and boards
with a 68020 and a floating-point processor.
The Triple X seems likely to do very well in
specialist markets where such add-ons are
particularly relevant. Whether it succeeds in
the wider business micro world will depend
on a number of factors quite independent of
the machine's undoubted virtues.

CONCLUSIONS

lets you alter the on -screen colours. The

roughly comparable with the Mac, which is
hardly the fastest machine on earth. But loss

system is designed to allow file transfers to

of speed seems a small price to pay for

be performed by opening both the folder

taming Unix. In practice, speed is only likely

from which the file is to be transferred and

to be a problem with processor -intensive

though it

the destination folder, and then simply

operations. Any loss caused by the overhead

extended trees.

dragging the icon across. However, on the

of handling multiple windows with icons
can easily be wiped out by returning to the

review machine doing this produced an error

The Triple X is a Unix V machine which uses
icons and windows to circumvent user -hostile
aspects of the operating system.

The Wimp techniques work very well,
is

still possible to get lost among

Even for those who prefer the old-fashioned virtues of Shell operations, the Triple X
offers exceptional value for money.

message with the note that the procedure
had not yet been implemented.
The desk -top collection of icons can be
altered by clearing the screen of all but the

Shell. Effectively the Triple X wins on both
fronts.
Even though the unfriendliness of Unix

most essential icons, such as the filing
cabinet and the waste folder, and then

system, there remains a serious obstacle to

flawed keyboard.
III The lack of reasonably priced business
software remains a major problem for Unix

the machine's success: the lack of cheap

users.
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seems to have been overcome with this

Unfortunately the generally high standard
of the system's construction is spoilt by a

aa
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PEGASUS
APRICOT ACCOUNTANT

SAGE ACCOUNTANT

SALES, PURCHASE,
NOMINAL LEDGERS
PROFIT &
TRIAL BALANCE, SHEET
LOSS, BALANCE
FULL AUDIT TRAIL

SALES, PURCHASE,
NOMINAL LEDGERS
PROFIT &
TRIAL BALANCE,SHEET
LOSS, BALANCE
FULL AUDIT TRAIL

REPORT GENERATOR
DATA ANALYSIS

REPORT GENERATOR/

DEPARTMENTAL/SALES/
PURCHASE ANALYSIS
AGED DEBTORS/
ANALYSIS
CREDITORS
STATEMENTS & DEBT
CHASING LETTERS
AUTOMATIC & MANUAL
ALLOCATION
PAYMENTS

DATA ANALYSIS

REPORT GENE

DEPARTMENTAL/SALES/
PURCHASE ANALYSIS
AGED DEBTORS/
ANALYSIS
CREDITORS
STATEMENTS & DEBT
CHASING LETTERS
AUTOMATIC & MANUAL
PAYMENTS ALLOCATION

DATA ANALYSISRATOR

DEPARTMENTAL/SALES/
PURCHASE ANALYSIS
AGED DEBTORS/
CREDITORS ANALYSIS
STATEMENTS & DEBT
CHASING LETTERS
AUTOMATIC & MANUAL
PAYMENTS ALLOCATION

FOR
COLOUR DISPLAYS
EASE OF USE
ET COMPARISON
BUDGET
REPO

0

ONLY ONE
PROGRAM DISK

ONLY ONE
PROGRAM DISK

ONLY ONE
PROGRAM DISK

'LIVE' NOMINAL

LEDGER

'LIVE' NOMINAL

LEDGER

£495

PRICE (excl. VAT)*
WEEKLY/
FULL FEATURE
WITH SSP,
MONTHLY PAYROLL
REPORTS
NI, AND ALL

£595

AUDITOR'S
DIRECT END -USE
SUPPORT
MANUAL WITH
FULL COLOUR
TUTORIAL AND
KEEPING PROCEDURES

(excl. VAT)*
PRICE (excl.

WEEKLY/
FULL FEATURE
WITH SSP,
MONTHLY PAYROLL
REPORTS
NI, AND ALL

WEEKLY/

PRICE WITH

PAYROLL (excl. VAT)*

E975

PRICE (excl. VAT)*

£1 180

FULL FEATURE
WITH SSP,
MONTHLY PAYROLL
REPORTS
NI, AND ALL

LEDGER

AUDITOR'S UTILITY
DIRECT END-USER
SUPPORT
MANUAL WITH
FULL COLOUR BOOKTUTORIAL AND
KEEPING PROCEDURES

UTILITY

AUDITOR'S UTILITY
DIRECT END -USER
SUPPORT
MANUAL WITH
FULL COLOUR BOOKTUTORIAL AND
KEEPING PROCEDURES

FOR

COLOUR DISPLAYS
EASE OF USE
GET COMPARISON
BUDGET
RE
CASH SALES/PURCHASES

CASH SALES/PURCHASES

CASH SALES/PURCHASES

PAYROLL (excl. VAT)*

PRINT SPOOLING
UPGRADEABILITY

UPGRADEABILITY
DISPLAYS FOR
COLOUR
EASE OF USE
BUDGET COMPARISON

UPGRADEABILITY

PRICE WITH

C3

PRINT SPOOLING

PRINT SPOOLING

'LIVE' NOMINAL

SALES, PURCHASE,
NOMINAL LEDGERS
&
PRO
TRIAL BALANCE, SHEET
LOSS, BALANCE
FULL AUDIT TRAIL

£1,475

PRICE WITH

0

£1,300

PAYROLL (excl. VAT)

AS YOU CAN SEE
ITALL COMES DOWN TO
THE BOTTOM LINE
Some naive individuals still believe that a higher
price automatically guarantees higher performance.
These misguided souls are happily shelling out for
accounting programs that give them little or no change from
£1,000, when Sage Accountant would leave them change
from £500. Their mistaken belief is that, at that
price, Sage can't possibly be as good.
Actually, Sage isn't that
good. It's better. Out of the
19 important functions listed
above, Apricot provides a mere
12, while Pegasus does only
slightly better with 13. Sage
Accountant has got the lot.
For roughly half the price.
Whatever your needs, opt
for Sage. The most competitively
priced accounting package on the
market also happens to be the best.
*Comparisons relate to versions for Apricot PC, IBM PC
and compatibles. Sage programs are available for a wide
range of MS-DOS .

Sage Accountant is just one member of the Sage family of
compatible and upgradeable accounting programs.
Choose the one to suit your needs from:
SAGE FINANCIAL CONTROLLER £995+VAT (4th Qtr. '85)
SAGE ACCOUNTANT PLUS £695+VAT

SAGE ACCOUNTANT £495+ VAT
SAGE BOOKKEEPER 2295+ VAT

SAGE SO Pir2
Please send me more details of Sage Accounting
Programs and my nearest dealer.
Name:
Position:
Company:

Address:
Tel:
Sagesoft plc., NEI House, Regent Centre.
Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 3DS.
Tel: 091 284 7077. Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

131-413TTElt SAGE '1'1 IAN S3()I i I IN'

PC2861
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Powerful
single or multi
usersystem.
offers the database builder the facilities to set

ASPECT
up applications quickly and simply using its powerful
English -like command language. It can be run entirely via
menus which provides an excellent way for the new user to
learn the system, or through direct command entry.
ASPECT can read data from and output data to
most other systems including accounting packages,
spreadsheets and word processors. It has a report
generator of such power and flexibility that this alone can
justify purchasing ASPECT.
For the increasing number of organisations that are
recognising the importance of linking their microcomputers
together ASPECT is available in a multi-user version with
the appropriate file and record locking facilities.

AVAILABLE FOR
TORUS TAPESTRY,
10 NET APRICOT

POINt 32 AND
RML NIMBUS
NETWORKS

THE ASPECT SYSTEM FEATURES
MULTI FILE MULTI LEVEL (HIERARCHICAL) FILE STRUCTURE WITH UP TO SEVEN LEVELS

VARIABLE LENGTH RECORDS SYSTEM MENUS USER DESIGNED MENUS DIRECT
COMMAND MODE FULL SET OF CONDITIONAL OPERATORS POWERFUL REPORTING
SYSTEM LABEL PRINTING CONTEXT SENSITIVE AND USER WRITTEN HELP FACILITIES
READING AND WRITING OF FILES FROM OTHER SYSTEMS
REPORTING DIRECTLY FROM OTHER SYSTEMS

ASPECT costs £400 + VAT for a single user version and £950 + VAT for the

network version*. A limited record version is available for £40 + VAT and this amount
will be deducted from the price of the full version if one is purchased later.
ASPECT is available from Microft Technology Limited, The Old Powerhouse,
Kew Gardens Station, Kew, Surrey TW93PS, or from many dealers. For further
information telephone 01-948 8255.
* This allows up to 5 terminals on the network. A further £100 + VAT is payable for each additional terminal.

The database management system.
ASPECT is a Trade Mark of Microft Technology Limited and is a British Product.
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"SOFTWARE REVIEW

METATEXT
PRINT ENHANCER
By Ian Stobie

SPECIFICATION

This RAM -resident utility for
IBM PCs induces an ordinary

insert the disc and type MT80 or MT132,

dot-matrix printer to produce
NLQ output.

memory, and then returns you after a few
seconds to the MS-DOS prompt. You can

depending on the width of your printer.
This sets Metatext running in a small area of

then run existing software packages

as

existing matrix printer for pro-

normal.
Metatext takes up 29K of memory if you
are using an 80 -column printer, or 34K with

ducing quick drafts of documents
for their own use, but would like to produce

132 columns. It ran without any trouble
with all the software we tried, which

better -quality output to send to other
people. They face the choice between

included Multiplan, Lotus 1-2-3 and various

buying a new printer or finding a cheap way
to enhance the old one.
Metatext represents the enhancement
route. It is a £95 software utility which runs
on the IBM PC and close compatibles. With
it you can produce very readable near letter

processors. Memory -resident programs like

Many people are happy with their

0
00

--,,
P

.

also let you switch back to your printer's
normal printing method, so you can still

O Simple to install and very easy to use.
Gives NLQ print of excellent standard.

Value for money

print quickly when quality does not matter.
Metatext comes on disc in a box with a

MI

III
M

M

Metatext also produces very good quality

output. Usually it gets the printer to make
three passes when printing text in quality
mode, as against only one normally or in
draft mode. On each pass Metatext fires a
different set of pins in the print head, so the

kt

compatible machines.
The penalty you pay for this quality is loss
of speed. Metatext produces its NLQ output
by getting the printer to make several passes
over the same piece of text. However, it does

Documentation

characters are built up on a different pattern
to the normal fount. This gives better results
and allows for the use of several alternative
founts.
Metatext comes with six different founts
on disc, but you can only have one going at a

time. Courier is the default fount. If you

manual. There is also a small, flat rectangular piece of plastic called a puck, which
is

for switching between your printer's

normal

printing mode and Metatext's

enhanced -quality printing. The puck has
Draft marked on one side of it, Quality on
the other. Inside is a gravity -sensitive switch.
You turn whichever side you want face -up,

and the Metatext software knows from the
switch position what quality to print.
The first thing you do when setting up
Metatext is connect the puck. It has a thin
cable leading from it which fits between the
printer port on your computer and your ex-

isting printer cable. You plug the puck
adaptor into the port and then piggyback
the printer cable into the back of it.
To install Metatext you boot MS-DOS,

Copy protection: none
Price: £95
Publisher: Image Computer Systems
Ltd, 27 Cobham Road, Ferndown
Industrial Estate, Wimborne, Dorset
BH21 7PE. Telephone: (0202) 876064

k,

Performance
Ease of use

JX and LX series and compatibles, IBM

Available: now

I

(i0

Supported printers: Epson FX, RX,
Runs on: IBM PC and clones

ETATEXT

quality (NLQ) print on the IBM Graphics
Printer and most Epson and Epson -

utility to produce higher -quality print on
standard dot-matrix printer
Founts: offers Courier, Cubic, Elite,
Italic, Orator and Typewriter founts in
addition to normal quality

Graphics Printer and compatibles

1-2-3 clones, Basic, and different word

aVERDICT

Description: memory -resident print

Metatext can run into problems if you try
and use them at the same time as another
memory -resident program, but we tried

want to use Elite, for instance, you have to
go back to the operating -system level and

Metatext with Sidekick and it worked fine.
The advantage of Metatext compared to
many other printing utilities is that once you
have installed it you can forget about it. You
do not have to send special Escape sequences

ameter. Fortunately, the Metatext manual is
excellent: all the information you need to do

or any other commands. In each of the

turn on your machine. Since the Metatext
disc is not copy protected you can simplify
things for yourself by copying the relevant
files on to your boot disc and setting up the
Autoexec.Bat file to install Metatext automatically at power -on. This makes install-

Metatext founts Metatext will print the full
IBM PC character set, so there is no need to

alter any software. You just print from
inside your application package in the
normal way, or use the IBM Print Screen
key, and Metatext prints in quality or draft
mode depending on which way up the puck
is.

retype MT80 with the appropriate parthis is there and it is very well presented.
As with other memory -resident utilities
you need to reinstall Metatext each time you

ation into a once -and -for -all task.

CONCLUSIONS
Metatext is not cheap but it does produce

L

BM

Metatext
Metatext
Metatext
Metatext
Metatext

ds Printer output
draft pr int is the same
printing in Courier fount
printing in Typewriter fount
printing in Italic fount
printing in Orator Fount
CHI

Draft and NLQ type from Metatext.
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very good printed NLQ output from standard
matrix printers. Where it really succeeds is in
ease of use.

An alternative to Metatext for some printers
such as the Epson FX series is to add a
hardware NLQ card inside the printer. This
gives good results but Metatext is slightly
cheaper, and offers a broader choice of fount
as a bonus.

Metatext is best suited for people who do
most of their work at draft speed but want
good quality on special occasions.
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rwi

writers sold
Out of every 100 new typein the UK, over one-third are from
SILVER REED.
Odds of around 11-4 in fact.
Now we're planning on the same impressive rate of
success for our thoroughbred range of daisy wheel
printers -especially our new champion performer -the
EXP 800.

EXP 800 has a revolutionary built-in triple interfacecentronics, RS232C or IEEE -488 and it responds
instantly to a host of sophisticated functions at the
touch of a switch. It has full IBM compatibility and a 3K
buffer which is expandable to 40K.
There's a lot to be said for putting your investment
1 where the smart money goes
-after all when you want to
pick a winner you're always
SILVER SEIKO HOUSE. 1923 EXCHANGE ROAD, WATFORD, HERTFORDSHIRE WD1 7EB
TEL: WATFORD 10923145976 8. 35616. TELEX 923029 (SILVER GI FACSIMILE (0923127693
better off backing the
Company Name
favourite.
Company Address
EXP 800 -another racing
Post Code
certainty from SILVER REED
Name
and all for a target price of
Position
under £800.00.

Of course its not simply the SILVER RE

pedigree that will convince
you -strong though Silver
Reed's reputation is. It's the
sheer performance and style
of the EXP 800 that makes it
a front runner.

It's got speed too -up to 40
characters per second. And
the Silver Reed stable is
favoured for the remarkably
clear impression all its runners

Tel No.

make.
11,111,1,

EXP400

EXP500

EXP550

EXP770
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REVIEW

MIRACLE WS -3000
HAYES COMPATIBLE MODEMS
By Steve Gold

The first BT -approved range
of modems which can use
both the U.S. Bell and
European CCITT transmission
frequencies.

All units feature an on -board Nicadbacked, memory unit that retains up to 63

SPECIFICATION

telephone numbers plus descriptions for

Description: series of three

autodialling. This can be useful where such
facilities were not available via the
computer's software.
The WS -3000 V-2123 version does not use
full -duplex 1,200 baud, but offers host -con-

If you pick up literature or even a manual
for a U.S. -originated personal -computer
communications program, you will see

trolled half -duplex switching. This means

the phrase "Hayes protocol compatible"

any given time. There is no back channel
sent, as is the case with 1,200 / 75 baud

throughout. Hayes is a modem manufacturer whose units - for better or worse
- have had their control codes adopted as
the de facto standard. U.S.-built modems
adhere to them almost as rigidly as business
micros seem to default to IBM PC standards.

that only one 1,200 baud channel with
associated tone generation is in operation at
working. In practice, there are very few host
systems in the U.K. which allow working at

such half -duplex speeds. The only public
option which uses this rate is Prestel, and
even then only for bulk updating by infor-

Because of the plethora of communications software available for personal
computers, it is inevitable that the U.K.'s
fledgling modem industry should bring out
modems compatible with prevailing
software standards. The WS -3000 series of
modems are among the first offerings from a
mainstream U.K. company.

SPEED BUFFERING
to the WS -3000 modem's

Principal

concept is the adoption of the Hayes protocols, which permit control of the modem
via the computer keyboard. Such commands

must adhere to a special format and are
prefixed by the AT or similar command

c.,

-

4,,

6)
C)

o9
<ti

The WS -3000 modems sport the grey,

straightforward process, especially when

linking up to an unfamiliar machine with

want a full -featured modem with
minimal hookup problems.

The modem worked faultlessly with
several micros and comms software packages. Connection is simply a matter of
hooking up a 25 -way RS -232 plug on to the
rear of the sparsely populated back board of
the WS -3000. Booting in a terminal

mation providers to its system. The only
other possible use for such a half -duplex rate
is for transmissions between basic WS -3000
units, which brings to mind software

format. It was obvious that it had been
compiled from the technical notes of the
modem's designer. I found it a little
difficult to have to wade through several
chapters before going on-line. In the end I
gave up reading at the third chapter, and
hooked the modem up to my well -used BBC

configurations, the WS -3000 also has the
distinction of being one of the first modems

Micro. The fact that I got on-line almost

to legally use 300 baud Bell frequency tones

the Hayes protocols, not to the manual's
writers. A revised manual is said to be in

in the U.K. It does this by generating a
special guard -band frequency while the 300
baud Bell tone is in operation. This prevents

the local telephone exchange from interpreting the Bell tones as multi -frequency
spectrum. For this reason, modems which do

not generate the guard -band frequency

software package established direct communication with the modem, and onwards

cannot legally connect to the U.K.'s phone

to the phone line. Ideally, the RS -232
should be set at 300 baud for 300 baud

yet produced in the U.S.
All Hayes commands are prefixed with

operation, or 1,200 baud full -duplex for

AT, which indicates to the modem that a

1,200 baud combinations such as 1,200 / 75,

command is coming. The commands accept-

etc.

able to the modem use a mnemonic which

PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1986.

communications software that was difficult
to understand.
The manual available for review with the

machine was a draft one, without photos
or glossy paper, in a basic photocopied A4

exchange and its inherent overtones of

and Autoanswer Mode.

allows the user to grasp the meaning of the
abbreviations without constantly referring

fi Costly, but worth considering if you

software piracy, etc.
As well as offering CCITT tones in various

Ready, Request to Send, Clear to Send,
Carrier Detect, Send Data, Receive Data,

now

Documentation

now regards as its standard colours. The
indicators for: Power On, On-line, Terminal

Manufacturer: Miracle Technology

Value for money

Ease of use

black and red livery that Miracle Technology

front panel of the V-2123 unit has LED

Prices: V-2123, £295; V-22 £495; V-22
bis £650; data -security option, £98

to the manual. This is a reflection of the
superb simplicity of the Hayes protocols
rather than the modem itself. However, it
made installing and using the modem a

Performance

prefix. They also allow speed buffering of
data, so that a computer whose RS -232 will
only support same -speed full -duplex data
transfer can be connected with a split -speed
service such as Prestel.

Protocols: Bell 103, CCITT V-21, V-23,
V-22 (V-22 and V-22 bis models only),
V-22 bis (V-22 bis model only)

,..

Q. .53. -

--\

Chit -Chat

Availability:

,

PC VERDICT
4

Hardware required: can be used
with any micro equipped with an RS -232
port and running Hayes -compatible
comms software such as Enable, Fido,
Framework, Symphony, Crosstalk,
Smartcom, ASCII Express, Vicom and

(U.K.) Ltd, St. Peters Street, Ipswich IPI
1XB. Telephone: (0473) 216141

MIRACLE WS -3000

0"1-

autodial/auto-answer modems using
Hayes protocol; they handle U.S.-style
Bell and European -style CCITT
transmission frequencies; BT -approved

system, which rules out almost every modem

immediately is a tribute to the originators of
preparation.

CONCLUSIONS
The relatively high price of these units buys
flexibility and ease of use.

A wide range of communications software
is available to drive them, since they accept
Hayes -standard codes.

II For anyone wishing to operate within the
U.S. phone system from the U.K., no other BT -

approved unit is yet available.

The appearance of standard, serviceable
units of this kind is a reflection of the growing
maturity of micro comms in the U.K.
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VP -PLANNER & TWIN
LOTUS CLONES

By Glyn Moody

Lotus 1-2-3, the world's top -selling package for over two
years, is about to be undercut by a flock of programs which
offer all its functions and more - at a fraction of the price.

them to single keys is one of Lotus's most
powerful features, but also one of its most
opaque ones. VP -Planner supports all the

usual Lotus features and uses the same
codes, but adds several of its own which go
some way to alleviating the complexities of
the process.
Foremost among these is the Autokey
macro. Like Microsoft's Excel, reviewed in
the November issue of Practical Computing,

It had to happen. After the IBMulators clones of the top -selling IBM PC, often
for half the price - we now have Lotus
look-alikes which offer the full functionality
of 1-2-3. Two of the first past the mark, in
what is almost certain to develop into a fast
and furious contest, are VP -Planner and

displays commands at the foot of the screen
rather than above the spreadsheet.
Extra features include the ability to hide
portions of the spreadsheet. This is achieved

Twin.
As befits a product from Adam Osborne's
Paperback Software. VP -Planner does

appropriate part of the invisible region. You

command, and then proceed through the

can set up six windows rather than two.

macro step by step. Until this mode is terminated, every keystroke will be recorded and
assigned to a predetermined key. The macro
is than called up in the usual way by pressing
that key simultaneously with the Alt key.
Where VP -Planner goes furthest beyond
1-2-3 is in its provision of a multi-

indeed arrive in the form of a paperback,
albeit a rather thick one. The Osborne philosophy

is

that software should be sold

through traditional outlets such as bookshops, and packaged and priced accordingly. VP -Planner weighs in at a very

by setting the column width to zero: the
data remains and can be displayed in the
status line by moving the cursor into the
Range names which have been defined can
be called up with a simple command, and
there is a relative Goto command; instead of
giving the Goto address directly, you specify

VP -PLANNER

attractive £99.95.

PC

VERDICT

COPY -PROTECTED
As with all Paperback Software, the discs
are held in a reinforced pouch at the back of
the book. The act of unsealing this is held to

oq-

II

commit you to all the usual dubious rig-

Ease of use

M

marole about accepting the terms and con-

Documentation

ditions of the licensing agreement. As a man

Value for money

dedicated to injecting some sanity into the

selling of software Osborne seems to be
backsliding. Another surprise is that the
main system disc is copy -protected, but it is
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] Matches Lotus 1-2-3 as a
spreadsheet, and goes way beyond it
1

as a database.

possible to buy an unprotected disc - for
using with a Winchester, say - for a small
extra charge.
These gripes apart, the package emerges

as little short of extraordinary in terms of
performance and,

especially, value for

money. For all that it is no more than a
paperback, the manual is a paragon of its
kind.
Installation is easy: you just put the disc in

your machine and run it. The opening
screen presents you with seven options,

two cells where the required row and column
are stored.
There are a couple of interesting additions
to the family of @ functions, notably @poly
and @root. The first evaluates a polynomial

whose coefficients are stored in a range of
cells, and the latter solves a similar poly-

dimensional database facility. This is in
addition to the primitive database functions
also available on the spreadsheet, as with the
Lotus product.
Conceptually, the multi -dimensional
database can be seen as an extension of these
database facilities. Data is still entered on a
two-dimensional spreadsheet -like grid, with

column labels providing the fields, but in
addition the row labels act as further fields.
This is a true two-dimensional database.
Higher dimensions are obtained by
adding further spreadsheet grids. For
example, on a database holding information
about a range of product sales, the row labels
might be a breakdown of gross and net sales,
together with profits. The columns could be
months, so the figures on each sheet would
show the variation of the gross and net sales
for each month.
If there were a whole range of products,
each with sales and profit figures, a separate
spreadsheet grid would be needed for each.

This would produce a three-dimensional
database. A fourth dimension would be

complex strings of commands - and assign

(continued on page 64)

Model

Soles

strict

Product
27358691

B

9:11

A Lb 1,1

As you might expect, the spreadsheet

,9eN 39H

looks and handles almost identically to Lotus
1-2-3. The software authors have, however,

been unable to resist the temptation to
either by selecting them with the cursor keys

in. You simply invoke the Autokey Define

The ability to create macros - that is,

nomial using iterative approximations.

including Quit. Two options let you list the
current directory and set up the path name
for files to establish the working directory.
The two main commands let you work with
the spreadsheet or with the multidimensional database.

make improvements. For example, 1-2-3
lets you enter commands from the / menu

VP -Planner will record a macro as you type it

Bar

0=11,

21561,38

23

21726351
01793118
21729111
26968398
27319678

5

38,

0/35261

,7719,11,
,8195789

0183856

2932E1895

28395789

2748,152?

0428195
0181627

3

27719/32

res

rd. rect.,

i

or using their initial letters. VP -Planner
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Lotus Translate Utility Version 2.81
Copyright 1985 Lotus Development Corporation All Rights Reserved

View
Exit
PrintGraph Translate Install
Lotus Worksheet/Craphics/Datahase program

1-2-3 Access System
Lotus Development Corporation
Copyright 1985
All Rights Reserved
Release 2

What do you want to translate FROM?
1-2-3, release 1A
1-2-3, release 2
dllase

o

o

II

dlase Ill
D1F

The Access System lets you choose 1-2-3, Pr inttraph, the Translate utility,
the Install program, and A View of 1-2-3 from the menu at the top of this
If you're using a diskette system, the Access System may prompt
screen.
Follow the instructions below to start a program.
you to change disks.

SYMPHONY, release 1.8
SYMPHONY, release 1.1
V1SICALC

Use [RIGHT] or [LEFT] to move the menu pointer (the highlight bar at
the top of the screen) to the program you want to use.
Press [RETURN] to start the program.
Move the menu pointer to your selection and press [RETURN].
Press [ESCAPE] to leave the Translate Utility.
Press [HELP] for more information.

You can also start a program by typing the first letter of the menu
Press [HELP] for more information.
choice.

Release 2's menus are like those of Lotus Report Writer.

The Translate menu allows you to swap files between programs.

LOTUS 1-2-3 RELEASE 2
It is three years since Lotus launched 1-2-3 on an unsuspecting
world. All the more surprising then, that there are not more
changes in its new release 2 of this top selling product. Partly
this reflects the fact that, like IBM, Lotus is effectively locked
into its own standard. To stray too far from it would be to court
unpopularity and worse from a large and loyal user base - as
Micropro found out to its cost with the radically different
WordStar 2000. Though 1-2-3 was a well -judged product from
the start, there remains plenty of room for improvement,
especially in terms of added facilities, as VP -Planner and Twin
both show. Lotus no doubt avoided this approach for fear of
harming sales of its other major product, Symphony.
The most radical changes have occurred in the packaging
rather than the product. Gone is the dowdy cloth -bound case;
instead we have a gleaming grey laminated case, with the new
clean-cut logo.
Best of all, the manual has been split into three and
completely rewritten. Getting Started and Tutorial both convert
what were mind -numbingly pedantic chapters in the original
version to light prose spiced with plenty of screen dumps and
even a few illustrations. In many respects this new airy image
reflects the distance Lotus 1-2-3 and its users have travelled: the
difference between Getting There and Being There. The
reference manual, perhaps the most important member of the
set, also represents an improvement. The command tree is now
drawn quite explicitly, though the format of the explanation is
still not as clear as that provided by the exemplary VP -Planner.
Changes to the program itself are relatively few and minor.
For example, you can now set up spreadsheets with 8,192 rather
than 2,048 rows; the 8087 and 80287 maths co -processors are
supported; and the upper memory limit has been boosted to
4Mbyte. However, the minimum RAM has also increased from
192K to 256K. You can also copy the system files to hard disc,
but only once; they have to be copied off before reinstalling
them.
Release 2 has the same user-friendly menus found in Lotus
Report Writer, reviewed last month. Installation is controlled
from an approachable front end, called Access. From this initial
momAange top,
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Copy

Move

Pile

Delete. Colo.-Width

Print Graph
Data gull
Titles Gina.
Prase

.1o6a 1.

Insert.

Delete

Move

File

Print

database - into separate cell entries.
There are a number of new functions, still signalled by the
initial @. Several of these beef up the string -handling
capabilities, while others offer more obscure financial functions
like double -declining depreciation.
The Print Graph section has undergone rather more radical
changes in its command structure, the net effect of them being
that more choices are available as far as output hardware is
concerned.
Clearly release 2 is no radical revision of 1-2-3, just a tasteful
face-lift. The biggest gains are for the tyro, who is less likely to
be intimidated by the manual. The old hands will have to
console themselves with the fine-tuning which has been done

here and there.
Lotus 1-2-3 release 2 is free for those who purchased the
earlier version on or after 24 April 1985, though there is a £25
postage, packing and handling charge. For those who bought it
earlier the inclusive cost is £140. Otherwise the full price is
£395. Contact Lotus Development U.K. Ltd, Consort House,
Windsor, Berkshire SL4 1EX. Tel: (0753) 840281.
Graph

Data

From the left:
System

23
54
37
8
9
II

27719432
28395789
291128895

VP -Planner highlights function keys in
inverse video.

904,1

17

23
37

10

27484627
ar Graph
ar Graph

Figures

Pie Chart

Figures
Inn
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1111

12

15

/111

figures

Twin's command menu appears at the
bottom of the screen.

9
11

29403856
27719432
20396709
29028096
27404627

Is

Quit
Page

roduct

27358694
29564730
24726351
21793748
24729114
26968398
27319470
29735264

17

294131156

System it lets you hop back into DOS without losing all your
files. Typing Exit takes you back to where you left off. This
means that you can load another program while running 1-2-3,
given sufficient memory.
The Worksheet -Global -Format -Hidden sequence makes the
contents of a specified range disappear on -screen, even though
they still exist. A new Range command, Transpose, switches a
row into a column and vice versa. Data has two interesting
additions: matrix inversion and matrix multiplication. The matrix
inversion is particularly neat and convenient; it also looked
pretty fast. Data has also acquired some regression capabilities
and a more exotic one called Parse. This allows you to split up a
long entry occupying just one cell - possibly imported from a

Sales

strict

palest

27358694
29564738
24726351
23793748
24729114
26968398
27319478
29735264

enter the path directory as you call up a file for retrieval.
On the main command menu there is a newcomer. Called

Coln., Erase, Titles, Window, Status

9,4,1

Sales

strict

Status

menu you can also invoke the Print Graph program as well as
control the translation of files between different formats - say,
from Jazz to 1-2-3. A welcome improvement is the ability to

Pie (hart

Figures

The original Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet.
Lotus Release 2 shows the date and time
at the bottom left-hand corner of the
screen.
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(continued from previous page)

graphs created from the spreadsheet

added if a different set of stacked sheets were
needed for different sales regions.
Typical manipulations of such data would

even 1-2-3 - into word-processing doc-

SPECIFICATIONS

uments. As a result of its enlarged graphics
facility, Twin requires a minimum of 260K

VP -PLANNER

to run, which is just too big for a 256K

Description: Lotus 1-2-3 clone with

be consolidating - that is, adding together
- all the sales for the different regions for
each product, each month and each category
like net sales. Alternatively the four
dimensions could be reduced down to three

by adding up all the months to give the

machine.
Once again, Twin's manual is rather less

added multi -dimensional database
facilities

grand than the full Lotus set, taking the

IBM PC or
compatible with at least 256K RAM

year's figures for each region, each product
and each category.
If this sounds complicated, it is. Thinking
in four dimensions is not easy, and in fact
VP -Planner can handle five -dimensional
databases. In the example quoted this might

ventional pouch at the back holds the three
discs: two system discs and a library disc.
They are not copy protected.
The installation process simply consists of
copying across the system files from DOS to
the Twin disc so that you can boot straight
up from that. The hardware configuration

correspond to having all the information

can be altered from a very full menu of

already described, but for several countries.
VP -Planner does its best, allowing you to cut
through the multi -dimensional sheets in any
pair of the dimensions, and so input or edit
data from any viewpoint. It also allows you
to set up logical relations between elements.
For example, you can specifiy that the Totals
figure in the time dimension is obtained by

options contained within the program.
The on -screen appearance is very similar

adding up each of the months.

Such

relationships need to be specified, since the
database itself possesses none of the arithmetic abilities of a spreadsheet.
Multi -dimensional databases can be
linked in with spreadsheets, allowing data to

to 1-2-3, except that the command menu
once again appears along the bottom of the

®VERDICT

with the new Lotus Report Writer, reviewed
last month. In fact, the otherwise excellent
manual almost assumes that you are familiar
with 1-2-3 anyway: it deals slightly perfunct-

orily with the basics, partly because VP Planner offers so much more in the way of
advanced features. However, this lack is
compensated for by the full reference
sections, which are clearer than their Lotus
counterparts.
Like VP -Planner, Mosaic Software's Twin

combines added value with a price well
under that of 1-2-3, in this case £145. The
extended graphics facilities it offers are
partly a product of Twin's place in a wider

range of programs called Integrated

7,

published by the same company. One bonus
it offers is the possibility of importing
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Performance

MI

now

Documentation

extended graphics facilities; part of
Integrated 7 family of products

Hardware required: IBM PC or
compatible with at least 260K RAM

Copy protection: none
Publisher: Mosaic Software,

III

0
N

Corporation Ltd, 38 Tanners Drive,
Blakelands North, Milton Keynes MK14
5LL. Telephone: (0908) 615274

Price: £145

Availability:

M

M

Ease of use

El

0
MI

El Gives you everything Lotus does, plus

The ability to set up and manipulate

handling files created by 1-2-3, and works

Price: £99.95

Availability:

Cambridge, Ma 02140, U.S.A.
U.K. distributor: Future Management

TWIN

CLEAR THINKING

buying just for the additional features or as a
backup system. It has no difficulty in

Ltd, 17-21 Castle Street, Cardiff CF1 2BT.
Telephone: (0222) 390714. Computer
Frontier (U.K.), Business and Technology
Centre, Bessemer Drive, Stevenage,
Hertfordshire, SG1 2DX. Telephone:
(0438) 310163

Description: Lotus 1-2-3 clone with

Value for money D

duct, VP -Planner could well be worth

U.K. distribution: Unique Solutions

TWIN

stored back in the database. This feature can
be used to link together the multidimensional database with dBase files. This
is possible since the spreadsheet has a facility
to store and retrieve dBase files, and can act
as an intermediary in the process.

Taken together with the other refine-

California

ground colours of the program display.
Practically all the commands are set out
and work in the same way as in the Lotus
product, and data for 1-2-3 can be handled
without problem. One slight variation,
apparent when you are retrieving a file, is

functions. Once modified, it can then be

ments, the inclusion of this powerful database facility in a package costing less than
one-third the price of 1-2-3 is astonishing.
Even for current owners of the Lotus pro-

Copy protection: yes; unprotected
disc available for around £8
Publisher: Paperback Software,

screen. Twin lets you change the back-

be manipulated using the full range of

multi -dimensional databases is a very powerful feature and a complicated one. Good
use of function keys and on -screen help is
provided, but a clear head is still needed.

Hardware required:

form of a thick spiral -bound booklet. A con-

a wider range of graphics.

,
that the disc directory obscures the display of
the spreadsheet itself. This has the
advantage of clarity and can also cope with
extended directories. Once a file is selected,
the spreadsheet display is reinstated.

Choosing Graph from the main command menu causes the substantial subsidiary graphics program to be pulled in
from the main system disc. This can be
rather slow, particularly if you are jumping
backwards and forwards between the spreadsheet itself and graphs produced from it. As

now

The second page of the sub -menu allows

detailed control of the axes. For example,
you can specify linear or logarithmic scales,

and whether a grid is to be displayed. The
final page handles the details of shading and

the legends to be appended.
The other graphics feature of note is the
ability to create so-called slide files rather
than printed outputs. These can be
imported later into a text document created
with the companion word processor in the
Integrated 7 family.

MANUAL ADEQUATE
The accompanying manual is adequate,
but bears no comparison with that for VP Planner.

If that skimped slightly on the

basics, Twin's ignores them almost completely. Macros in particular suffer from a
lack of detailed explanation. The only area
to

receive

its

due

is

graphics where

well as the normal 1-2-3 options, Twin

the extra facilities are explained at length.
The command list follows Lotus's listings

allows you to produce three-dimensional bar
graphs, which use blocks rather than strips, a

format, which looks very confused compared
to VP -Planner's well thought-out and well -

similar three-dimensional pie chart, and a

presented nested commands. Against the
densely packed eight pages of index of the
Paperback Software package, Twin has a
rather more meagre four. Even more than

pie / bar chart in which one of the pie slices is

further exploded into a bar chart.
Most of the extra features are controlled
from the Options three -page sub -menu. As
in the directory listing, the command menus
spill over a substantial part of the spreadsheet itself. The first page handles the size,

colour and fount of the legends which
appear on the graph. There are eight sizes,
two palettes of three colours, and you can
use three out of 11 possible founts.

VP -Planner, Twin seems to assume that you
either know how to use 1-2-3 or are prepared

to go out and buy a book on the subject.
Twin's main strength is undoubtedly its
extended graphics. For anyone who is considering 1-2-3 but requires particularly
strong graphing facilities, Twin is a sensible
buy. In fact, even current 1-2-3 owners may
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TWIN
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VP

Copyright 1915
Kent Brothers, David Mitchell, James Stephenson
Stephenson Software Inc
All rights reserved

Published by Paperback Software International

WHICH VERSION OF THE PROGRAM DO YOU WISH TO RUN?

0:1=11131311

6

Multidimensional Database with Worksheet
CreateEdit Mullidieensional Database Structure
Path for Multidieensional Files
Directory Listing
Transfer to and from DIF Files

7

Quit

2

3
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Enter selection,

The opening menu presents you with seven options.

Twin's disc directory overwrites the spreadsheet.
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You can set up a four-dimensional database.
Database name - WIDGETSEDIM
NUL Account Category - 0
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The Graph menu over part of the spreadsheet.
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Setting up details within each dimension.
find it worth the price, especially if they find

the possibility of importing graphs into
word-processing documents attractive. The

fact that Twin is part of a complete integrated family may also be a point in its

favour for those who are looking for a
complete system with 1-2-3 compatibility.

When people started copying the PC,
IBM took it surprisingly well, judging
rightly that more clones meant a bigger
market penetration, and so more software
and mote reason to buy IBM. Lotus may not
prove so benevolent. VP -Planner and Twin
may be among the first clones to appear, but
they will certainly not be the last, Another
Lotus look -alike on the horizon is Practicalc,
part of an entire clone family.
Clones of 1-2-3 will add to the effective
installed base of the product, but the
increased production of Lotus add-ons

would be nowhere near so important to
Lotus as more IBM software has been to
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You can label the x and y axes.
IBM. The bottom line is that Lotus stands to
lose out.
End -users can only benefit from this kind

It would be sad if the big boys were allowstifle any suggestion of creative

ed to

borrowing, though obviously they have a

of competition, but American courts may
start coming down hard on anything even
vaguely resembling a product clone. The
Gem settlement between Apple and Digital
Research may not be representative, but
there are other cases which indicate that
visual appearances alone may be enough to

right to protect their investment in a

convince the courts that an infringement has
taken place.

can, and benefit from the coming spate of

successful product. But if they do obtain a
ruling from the courts which maintains their

effective monopolies, to what extent is is
reasonable that they should charge artificially high prices? For the moment end users would do well to get in there while they
high -quality software clones.

CONCLUSIONS
VP -Planner is a Lotus 1-2-3 clone with a
very powerful multi -dimensional database
built in as an extension.
MI Twin is also fully Lotus 1-2-3 compatible,
and has extended graphics facilities.

Both packages are good value.
In The manual of VP -Planner is excellent, both

in terms of content and appearance.

Partly as a result of its power, but also
because of the need to keep within 1-2-3 conventions, VP -Planner's database is rather
difficult to use.

Twin falls down slightly on its somewhat
inadequate manual, which tends to assume,
even more than that for VP -Planner, basic
expertise in 1-2-3.
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BEST U.K. SOFTWARE PRICES?
TRISOFT LTD. 0629 3021

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 0 LOW PRICES 0 HOTLINE SUPPORT 0 FAST SERVICE
Whether you are seeking specialist advice or simply wish to buy your software at a
competitive price we believe that Trisoft Ltd offers a service second to none. Apart from
Regarded by many accountants as the very offering over 350 software packages, covering most machine formats, we are also
best accounting software available. Pega- dealers in ACT Apricot, Olivetti and North Star Dimension (IBM-compatible, multi-user),
computers and a wide range of peripheral equipment.
sus comprises eight modules, most of
which will operate alone or will work
together in a totally integrated system. We
have professional staff, in London and the
PEGASUS ACCOUNTING

TRISOFT SPECIALS

Midlands, fully trained to install and support Pegasus. Prices and details on re-

HERCULES MONO GRAPHICS CARD £299
8087 5 MHZ MATHS CO -PROCESSOR £165
10 BOXES SONY DS DISKS £345

quest. We are authorised Pegasus dealers.

COMPUTER -AIDED DESIGN

As specialist consultants in this field we can
supply either software only or a total
system configuration with full support. We
are suppliers of AUTOCAD, DOODLE and a
number of other CAD packages. The
productivity benefits of CAD are enormous

LOTUS 1-2-3

£275
£299
£299
£145
£375
£399
£269

FRAMEWORK V.2
DBASE III V.1.1
SUPERCALC II
DMS DELTA
SYMPHONY
MS WORD

A system offering top-level functionality at
a very reasonable price. Recent press
reviews have highlighted Multisoft as one
of the most powerful micro -based accounting systems currently available. We concur. Very impressive indeed! Please telephone for further information. We are
officially appointed Multisoft dealers.

U.K.'s highest selling serious business
micros; we supply the full range from the
Fl to xi20s.

range offers the finest IBM-compatible,
single -user hardware available.
£265 NORTHSTAR DIMENSION

MULTIMATE V.3.3.1
DR C COMPLIER
MULTIPLAN
OPEN ACCESS

£225
£145
£325
£245
£275
£399

DBASE II

WORDSTAR 2000
PSION XCHANGE

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL1399-£240

******** * ********** *** *********** ..**********

MULTISOFT ACCOUNTS

APRICOT

M21 and M24. In our opinion the Olivetti

*********************************** ***** *****
*

supply: -

OLIVETTI

- the cost of a system is almost certainly
much less than you would expect. In most
cases our clients have found a system pays
for itself within 3 to 12 months!

HARDWARE SERVICE

Please telephone for prices and details of
our optional installation service. We

The only 100% PC -compatible multi-user
multi -processing system currently available. Will accept up to 12 work stations and
runs all IBM 'off -the -shelf" software.
Tremendously cost effective as compared
to IBM PC networks; up to 60MB central
storage. Entry-level, 2 screen configuration
with 15MB central storage only £6300,
R. R.P.

SUPERCALC III

Here are just some of the features offered
by Supercalc III Release 2 and why this
program is likely to overtake Lotus 1-2-3 in
*All prices are subject to VAT.
total sales.
'Carriage is charged at £5.00 + VAT on software orders.
*All prices quoted are for IBM/Apricot. For other formats, please enquire. * Price includes direct telephone support
from Sorcim/IUS.
Largest useable
spread -sheet (up to 9999 rows and 127
columns) * Advanced memory manager.

DATAMASTER

* 255 fields per record * 255 characters
per field * 8000 characters per record *
65535 records per file * 120 characters
per index * 255 index fields per file * User

*

* PEGASUS SYSTEM *

* 8087 support for speed. * Over 500

APRICOT Xi 10. 10MB HARD DISK, 1 x 720K FLOPPY,
512K RAM, 5 SCREEN, KEYBOARD, MSDOS, 4 x
PEGASUS MODULES, 2 DAYS ON -SITE
INSTALLATION TRAINING BY A QUALIFIED
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT WITH SEVERAL YEARS
MICRO -BASED EXPERIENCE. ONLY £3,495

built-in functions such as rate of return, net

present value, average, random number
generator, trigonometric functions etc. *
Superb graphics including 8 font types, up
to four charts per page and able to print all
plotter colours.
List Price £360. Our Price £199.

password * Customised forms * Menu

SUPERPROJECT

driven * Select

Supports P.E.R.T., Gantt and Critical Path
techniques. Complete functionality with
Scheduling, Assigned Resources, Monitoring, Updating, Reporting, Costing, (fixed &
vary. * Menu & command driven * Nested
subprojects * Resource and Project Calen-

on

multiple fields

*

* GET SMART! *

Produce DIF files * Statistical functions
include Count, Sum, Mean,
Standard Deviation, Standard

Variance,
Error

IN OUR OPINION THE BEST INTEGRATED
PACKAGE AVAILABLE FOR IBM APRICOT

*

Back-ups and restore capability * Extensive on -screen prompting.

Telephone to learn more about what we
regard as the best relational database
MSDOS
available
(most
currently
machines) List price £495. Our Price £395.

* DATABASE * WORDPROCESSOR * SPREADSHEET
* GRAPHICS * TIME MANAGER. TELEPHONE FOR
OUR TECHNICAL ANALYSIS OR TO ARRANGE
SMART II £565
A DEMONSTRATION

dar * Adjustable

task

dates * Data

transfer to Supercalc. IBM & Compatibles
only. Telephone for details.
List Price £395. Our Price £299.

PRICE ON APPLICATION

PLUS 5

Example prices for IBM/Olivetti, Ericsson,
Apricot and Sirius
FIXED PRICE SUBSYSTEMS
RRP £1095 Our Price £935
10MB
RRP £2,395 Our Price £1,995
40M8
FIXED/REMOVABLE SUBSYSTEMS
RRP £2145 Our Price £1825
10 + 5MB
RRP £3245 Our Price £2695
40 + 5MB
RAM BOARDS FOR APRICOT
£130
128K
£149
256K
£265
512K
All prices are exclusive of carriage and VAT

SAGE SUPERDEALS

RAM CHIP SETS

HIGH QUALITY AT
A LOW PRICE

COMMUNICATIONS

FOR

IBM/OLIVETTI ETC
64K (9 chips)
128K (18 chips)
512K (18 chips)

£38
£75
£145

DISKS per Box of 10
SONY 31/2 SSDD
SONY 31/2 DSDD
DYSAN 51/4 DSDD
3M 51/4 DSDD

£29.95
£39.95
£23.45
£19.95

Sage Accounts
Sage Plus
Sage Payroll
Accts/Payroll

List Price

Ow Pnce

375
695

245
485
145
359
199
359
485
110
325
115

195

495

* Bookkeeper
295
495
* Accountant
* Accountant Plus
695
130
A Chit Chat
395
A C/C with Modem
145
A Options
(* MS-DOS only A IBM/Apricot only)
If you require advice please call

All the above prices include full support from our technical
department. We are authorised Sage Superdealers.

DEALER ENQUIRIES A MUST

()wow AUTHORISED ACT AND OLIVETTI DEALER
We offer probably the widest range of software in the UK. Please ask for a copy of our comprehensive price list.
Local authority, government and European enquiries welcomed. Further discounts may be negotiated for large orders.

via
Crown Square, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3AT
Telephone: 0629 3021

)0)

Telex: 8950511 ONEONE G (Ref 129 77001)
Telecom Gold: 83 NTG 344 Prestel: 533544601

Circle No. 120
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MICROSOFT WINDOWS
THE MULTI -TASKING WIMP
By Mike Lewis

Not just another window, icon and mouse program, but a vehicle that will allow existing
MS-DOS applications to be run and displayed simultaneously.
_,F4mNIRAm

fraTogigirm;

8,.9.00
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Create Directory...
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Change Directory...
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CARDFILLEX

Make System Disk...
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Search
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The new program is terrific, but
routine is especially slow, I kno

when I first saw a review copy of
Windows, I jumped to the
conclusion, as many others

seem to have done, that here was another
Macintosh -like Wimp manager, bringing
icons, overlapping windows and multiple
founts to the world of MS-DOS. So I started

preparing this review as a point -by -point
comparison against that other exponent of
the graphical interface, Digital Research's
Gem.

On this somewhat simplistic basis, the
Microsoft product scored badly. Its windows
did not overlap, its use of graphics was very
limited, and only one of its subsidiary
applications could handle the fancy founts.

No fewer than 11 separate programs are
active here, five of them visible on the
screen. We noticed considerable
degradation, but at least the clock still

switch between them, and you can transfer
both text and graphics from one to another.
Best of all, Windows works with existing

kept the correct time.
A definite win for Digital Research, or so I
thought.
But after using Windows regularly for

version of your favourite database or spreadsheet to take advantage of its power.
The whole thing is controlled by a

several weeks, I am now convinced not only

that it is the superior product, but that it
leaves the competition standing. Forget
about Wimps; that is not what Windows is
all about. It is as a vehicle for multi -tasking
that this program really shines.
With Windows, you can run several tasks
at the same time, you can quickly and easily

applications; you do not need a special

command -line substitute called the MSDOS Executive, which is invoked automatically when you start Windows. This
shows, in a window, a list of the files in the

current directory, and also sports a set of
pull -down menus for copying files,
changing directories, and suchlike tasks.
Running a program is simply a matter of

pointing to the appropriate file name with
(continued on next page)
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RAM, so the Alt -Tab technique does not

the mouse and double-clicking the button.
Windows then relegates the Executive to the
grey icon bar at the foot of the screen, and

work with memory -hungry programs. Here

opens a fresh window for the selected
application. This can be moved around and

resized like any other window, and has a
single pull -down menu for such operations
as cut and paste.
The multi -tasking aspects of this process

are not always obvious. The point is that
after you have started the application
running, you can close its window while you

go on to something else. Meanwhile, the
original job

is

still

executing in the

background. The only indication of what is
going on in memory is the icon bar, since
this shows an icon for each program that is
either running or waiting for attention from
the user.
When you want to take a look at any of
the background tasks, you drag its icon from
the grey bar towards the centre of the screen.

This causes the application's window to
reopen. It is possible to split the screen
between several applications by dragging
one icon to the border of another's window.
Of course, the application program is unaware that it is running in a window, and
will happily display its output as if it had the
whole screen to itself. Only a portion of the
screen is visible at any one time, so you have
to use the scroll bars at the window's edge to
pan the window around the virtual screen.
This raises a small problem when the cursor
is

outside the window area, since

you need to quit the application before
returning to Windows. The same is true of
programs that read the keyboard directly
rather than through MS-DOS, since there
would be no way of trapping Alt -Tab.
By now it should be clear that Windows
needs to know a lot about a program before
it can start it running. It needs to know how
the program writes to the screen and reads

PIFS
It gets these parameters from a set of
program information files - Pifs for short.
There is one file for each application.
Windows comes with Pifs pre -installed for
several mass -market packages like Lotus
1-2-3 and WordStar, but for other programs
you need to set them up yourself.

Creating a Pif is easy enough, thanks to
the Pif Editor, which reduces the task to a
form -filling exercise. The trouble is that the
average user has no way of knowing what to

fill in. How many of us know whether our
favourite word processor writes directly to
the screen, or reads the keyboard buffer, or
even how much RAM it needs? But this is
just the sort of information that you must
have if the program is to run in a window,
which is the whole point after all.
The only advice that the Windows

WINDOWS

Microsoft Basic Interpreter

Program Title
Program Parameters:
Initial Directory:

Memory Requirements:
Directly Modifies:

El

KB Required

El

0 Screen

0 COM11;

D

COM2

keyboard

Program Switch:

di/ Preoent(Text

Screen Exchange:

0 Mone

KB Desired

photon,

0 Csaphics/Multiple Text
0 Craphics/Text

di) Text

11111111.111111111

The Program Information Editor is used to
tell Windows how to run an application
program. Filling in the form is easy
enough; knowing what to enter is
sometimes more difficult.

SPECIFICATION
Description: multi -tasking extension to
MS-DOS, providing fast switching
between tasks; includes a word processor
and painting program and a large set of
desk accessories

Hardware required: IBM PC, XT, AT
or close compatible, RM Nimbus,
Apricot; needs at least 256K RAM, twin
floppies or hard disc, MS-DOS 2 or later,
graphics card or equivalent; a hard disc,
mouse and 640K RAM are strongly
recommended

Copy protection: none
Price: £95 for Windows and desk
accessories; Windows Write and
Windows Paint are also included in price
for the initial release
Publisher: Microsoft Corporation of
Bellevue, Washington, U.S.A.
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0
0

House, 49 De Montfort Road, Reading,
Berkshire RG1 8LP. Telephone: (0734)
e_4,

di

500741

Available: early 1986

Performance

REDISPLAYS OUTPUT
Unfortunately, not all programs can run
in a window. The system works by intercepting the program's screen output, and
either redisplaying it in a window or

inhibiting it completely if the program is
running in background. This is fine if the
program uses MS-DOS system calls to
display its output, but many software
packages bypass MS-DOS and write directly
to the video -mapped memory instead.
To make matters worse, Windows cannot
intercept graphics output, so many popular

applications - including Lotus 1-2-3 and
Microsoft Word - are unable to run in a
window. Microsoft has provided special
graphics routines to make such software
Windows -compatible, but so far very few
vendors have taken it up.
Where an application is unable to run in a
window, the system hands the entire screen
over to it. But you can still switch to and fro
between the application and Windows
simply by pressing Alt and Tab at the same
time. However, only one such full -screen
is

switched out, it does not continue
execution, although you can return to it at
exactly the point at which you left it.

Switching out in this way needs lots of
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Program Nor

U.K. distributor: Microsoft Ltd, Excel
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concerting if you are not aware of what is
happening.

task can be active at a time. While it

Pro ran Information Editor

the keyboard, whether or not it outputs
graphics, how much RAM it uses, and also
what other resources it needs.

it is

possible to enter data through the keyboard,
and for the program to accept what you have
typed, without your input being visible. No
data will be lost, but it could be dis-

®

Ease of use

Documentation

Value for money

you really want multi -tasking, this
could be your best bet.

E] If

Microsoft mouse: this caused the system to
crash completely.
All this experimentation was very timeconsuming. Perhaps the day will come when
software publishers automatically include
their products' Pif parameters in the
manuals, or even supply the file itself.

CUT AND PASTE
manual gives on this issue is to experiment,
and that is exactly what I did. I found that

all my Microsoft Basic and Turbo Pascal
programs ran in their own windows, as did

No multi -tasking operating system or
extension is complete nowadays without

some form of cut and paste between

dBase II and III, Rbase, Sagesoft's Chit -Chat
package, the IBM Assistant series and

applications. Windows resembles the
Macintosh in this respect, with its built-in
clipboard. With both window -based

Multiplan. On the other hand, WordStar,

applications and those that take over the

and Microsoft Word all
needed the full screen, and the first two of
these failed to respond to Alt -Tab.

entire display, you can copy whole screens to

Reflex, Supercalc

3

With Basic, I could not use any of the
graphics commands, which seemed reasonable, nor would the Screen statement
work, which was surprising. Windows quite
properly stopped me from using Chit -Chat
while its own terminal -emulator was active,
since both require the communications port.
I was delighted to see that Sidekick worked
normally. The biggest failure occurred when
I tried to run a program that itself uses the

the clipboard by pressing Alt-PrtSc. This
works for graphics just as well as for text.
Alternatively, you can use the mouse to
select any rectangular portion of a window,

then execute the Copy command from a
pull -down menu to transfer this to the
clipboard.
Similarly, there is a paste command which

copies from the clipboard into a window.
With text, the effect is the same as if you had

typed the data at the keyboard. You cannot
paste to full -screen applications, although
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Microsoft Basic Inte

reter

NIB

Note ad - PROGNOTE,TXT

File

(C) Copyright Microsoft 1983,1984
livetti Personal Computer - GO -BASIC

opyright (C) by Olivetti, 1984 - all

Edit

Search

The new program is terrific, but it
routine is especially slow, I know
you could try patching in the Shell
lot, I have adapted it from the oth

0639 Bytes free

the word counting was finished. I put this
poor performance down to the continual
disc accessing that is required by the word
counter.
Even switching between windows can take
several seconds while disc -intensive tasks are

in progress, although at other times it is
instantaneous. Perhaps the worst result I
obtained was on loading dBase II. This

oad "shell"

needed a staggering 33 seconds just to write
its sign -on message, compared to just three

k

seconds taken to do the same task outside

k

ist

Windows.

II

I carried out these tests on an Olivetti
a very speedy machine when
measured against an IBM PC/XT. But the

sort su routine
5010 GAP/:511
e

M-24,

5020 WHILE GANA:

results would be a good deal better on an AT
or one of its look-alikes. I have seen
Windows running on the 80286 -based

FOR J1Z=1 TO KCOUNTZ-GAP/:
FOR Jxqlz TO 1 STEP -

IF KEYMMKE

5030

SWAP K
ELSE

3560 a

inCournommumnamissommi

Apricot Xen, and while I was not able to
carry out detailed timings, I certainly did
not notice the slightest degradation in performance.

DESK ACCESSORIES
You would probably see much better
Note ad - PROGNOTE,TXT
Edit

File

Search

(The new program is terrific, but it really needs speeding up, The sort
routine is especially slow, I know how you hate coding sorts, so I thought
Oucould try patching in the Shell sort routine that we used in last
10, I have adapted it from the other programs, and here it is:

5000 'Shell sort subroutine
5010 GAPZ.511
5020 WHILE GAP/)0:
FOR JZ.J1Z TO 1 STEP -GAN.:

IF KEYS(R))KEY$(Jz+GAN) THEN

Microsoft Basic Inter reter
oa'

s

e

list

buy a programmer's toolkit from Microsoft.
This allows you to construct your own pull down menus, dialogue boxes, mouse
support, application icons, and much more,

all in standard Windows format. It also
supplies the system calls you need to output
graphics to a window.
I have not yet had a chance to get to grips
equivalent. But the best thing about
Windows is that none of the goodies in the

5000 'Shell sort subroutine
R

supplied with Windows itself; these include
a card file, notebook, calendar, calculator,
clock and terminal emulator.
If you want to write your own Windows -

with the toolkit, but at first sight it looks
many times easier to use than the Gem

Ok

qm
4-

called In -a -Vision from Micrografix. There is
also a collection of desk accessories which are

compatible applications, you will need to

FOR J1/.1 TO KCOUNTZ-GAP/.:

5030

performance from programs written especcially for Windows. So far, the only ones to
appear are Microsoft's own Windows Write
and Windows Paint, and a CAD package

Onv-5),

toolkit are really important, since most

programs can run under Windows without
them knowing anything about the interface.

This fact alone puts the product streets
Top: The highlighted portion of the
Basic window can be copied to the
clipboard by selecting the appropriate
command from a pull -down menu.
Above: The clipboard's contents have now
been copied to another application. This is
a good deal faster than merging files, and
can also be used with graphics.

spreadsheet which normally takes a full 20
seconds to recalculate. When running under

ahead of Gem.

Windows, with no other task active, the
time increased to 32 seconds. However, I
then tried running the spreadsheet at the
same time as typing furiously into a word

CONCLUSIONS

you can copy graphics from such programs
into the Paint program.
Perhaps the most important issue which
arises when looking at multi -tasking is the

able to type a fairly lengthy paragraph, with

processor. The recalculation time increased

to 36 seconds, but during that time I was
no noticeable loss of response from the
keyboard.

question of degradation. To what extent

WORD COUNTER SLOW

does one program slow down the execution

In another test, 1 set my word -counting
program going while the spreadsheet was at
work. It normally takes 62 seconds to count
a 4,000 -word file, but in this case the
time was 92 seconds. During this time, the
recalculation was virtually suspended,
although it resumed at normal speed once

of another? With Windows, degradation
certainly exists, but not always to the extent

of reducing overall throughput. A lot
depends on the type of programs that are
running.
For example, I have a particularly large
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IIIIt is a mistake to regard Windows as another

Macintosh -like graphical interface. Its Wimp
features are incidental to its main role as a
vehicle for multi -tasking.
Its greatest strength is the fact that it can be
used with existing applications, although some
applications are more amenable to running
under Windows than others. The effort

needed to find out

if,

and how, a given

program interacts with the system could be
considerable.

N Transferring graphics and text between
programs is very simple.
IIIAlthough switching between tasks is usually
very rapid, you can expect a noticeable

slowing down of some programs in certain
circumstances, especially when running
Windows on 8088/86 -based machines.
[a
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The new Apps menu with the
Telecommunications sub -menu (above) and
Spelling Check (below).

Ashton-Tate has produced an
exceptionally elegant and
powerful multi -function
program, but how many
people will have the time or

explained, everything is based around the
idea of frames, which are like windows,
except that they are much more active. For
example, frames can hold not only text,

patience to learn to use it?
practical Computing voted Frame-

are built up in Fred, the frame -editing
language. This too is an extension of
familiar ideas: all Fred commands and

work the commercial software
package of 1985. Now Ashton-Tate

or Lotus 1-2-3. One final element, taken

has come out with Framework II, and for
once gilding the lily has produced a product
which

is

not only bigger but also sub-

stantially better.
The original Framework was by no means
perfect. As is often the case with integrated
packages, the word-processing features were

limited and the comms were manifestly
bolted on as an afterthought. It is in these
two areas that the main changes have

spreadsheets, databases and graphs, but also
other frames, which may in turn hold any of

those as well as formulae. The formulae

functions begin with @, just as in VisiCalc
from the Macintosh way of doing things, is
pull -down menus.
Where Framework scores over its rivals
and is so innovative is in the thoroughness

MIAs 11

(CALIFORNIA

I

I

(r)
<C)

FRAMEWORK II

c.,`',

14 VERDICT
,0
Performance

releases, that however minor the changes to

Ease of use

the program are, the manuals are given a
thorough revamp. In all, there are five

Documentation

manuals, eight discs and a host of
paraphernalia such as quick -reference cards
and keyboard templates.

MUSING
I Fee example Ws Is mums mare

(C)

The first thing you notice about Frame-

There seems to be another law of second

Omsk IS momIlles of redo mdthIn the arlaallan

with which these basic concepts can be

occurred.

work II is the size of the box: it is gross.

Permed IlicliossAi OAF...I. AO
[s 119711 lo1111. Wt.
oa Mlrl ispoaled lAnIs
ay CarnAl Malll.l. Ostaredse
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-

44.7
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1.

Value for money
Ci
E Currently the ultimate integrated
package, though for many people it
may not be the most practical solution.

II
.. mum

I

Above: Fields are dragged around the screen
to set up a report format.
Below: New Print Format menu.

TRY IT AND SEE
The manuals are arranged a bit like the
recent Encyclopaedia Britannica with its
Propaedia, Micropaedia and Macropaedia.
Ashton-Tate's efforts consist of an
introductory Getting Started, a basic
Learning Framework, a Using Framework for
reference and a final Advanced Framework.
Apart from the obvious shifts in level, there

are also differences in approach, notably in
Learning Framework where the emphasis is
on try it and see.
Generally the manuals are an improvement over the earlier versions. They are well
written and well produced with full indexes,
but to my mind they are badly let down by
the peculiarly opaque instructions on setting

up the system. It turns out that all the
information is on the Set Up disc itself,
though since this point is mentioned only in
passing it is all too easy to miss. For the in-

experienced user this could be very offputting.
There are no fundamental changes in the
way in which Framework operates. As the
review of the original Framework in
February 1985 issue of Practical Computing
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applied at every level, and in every
application. So, for example, the pull -down

menus have the same effect in whatever
application. You can also copy frames
holding frames holding frames just as easily

as single words. The command structure
remains constant, wherever you happen to
be in the program.
Framework II's biggest advance is in the
area of comms. Where before there was a
separate program called Mite, with its own
command structure, telecommunications

have now been fully integrated into the
frame approach. The comms are called up
from a new pull -down menu, called Apps,
placed at the extreme left of the menu bar.

Calling up the next level down from the
telecommunications option brings up a
menu of services which for the U.S. release
reviewed here included Lexis, Compuserve
and seven others, all of which can be dialled
direct by the machine without further intervention from the user.
The parameters such as dial -up number,
baud rate, parity and the rest can be preset

Smelts Masan Women II. loft edge of Ow oar amd left MM. er.

using the Setup menu, also available from

the main telecomms menu. The version
released in the U.K. will come set up for
services such as Telecom Gold, Prestel and
One to One.
After you have been connected via your
modem to one of these services, a comms
frame opens to display the incoming data.

This frame can then be handled like any
other: information may be copied across to
other frames, and so on. It is possible to keep

a comms frame active in the background

while you carry out other tasks such as
spreadsheet calculations. A small on -screen
note reminds you that you are still running
up a phone bill even if the telecomms screen
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SESSION)
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For example this is even more text
<A: >

I

<C:

<D:)
<E:

[Spelling Checker Check]
,antinomy, breeks; scri; dottle: epicene, fewelets; gyre;
hidalgo, infarct, Jacuzzi: kendo, lycanthropy; midden, nounenon;

trolled from the Set Up program which also

lets you allocate portions of hard discs as
MPLE111.1

MPLE821

MPLE831
MPLE841

mpleffil
mple861
mple071
SSION

[Spelling)
her.

ler

collar

culler

ke r Check

Char:

19/1

Choose correction or ESC to previous menu
caller choler clear calory

Above: The spelling checker's display of
unfamiliar words and alternatives.
Below: Setting up a macro.
this Ulea lixtl111[6.1W-V.O.SIVICINIIKISPRCOOKRSIMMoul

,c(X,M310404

SPECIFICATION

database, or even a set of frames with sub -

frames, go to the Apps menu, select the

explicitly.

MACROS ON -SCREEN
Macros are held in a new on -screen

words it did not recognise, as well as its
suggestions for the strange English word
"colour". The version shipped in the U.K.

matically replaced.

will have fully anglicised dictionaries, and
will use £ signs and so on. Running off a
hard disc on a fast AT -alike, the check was
carried out very quickly. Additonal refine-

truly integrated. You can treat

ments include the ability to detect consecutively repeated words and to install

Ashton-Tate has ironed out the bumps and
produced full -function applications which,
together with the powerful if slightly
daunting Fred programming language,
should meet all professional needs. The
result is probably the first totally integrated
package which does not skimp on any of its
component parts.
But the question remains: does anyone
really need such monster programs? In its
present form, Framework is a monumental

personal, as well as business and computer
sub -directories.

Systems requirements: 384K IBM

For example, page breaks can be set and are

1 September 1985 may be upgraded
free; for those bought earlier upgrade
costs £85

to the Winchester, which acts as a kind of
make-believe RAM extension. Files can be
imported and exported from a number of
programs such as Lotus, WordStar and
Multimate. More important is the ability to
set up keyboard macros by recording them
from the keyboard as you go through the
relevant sequence. This method is a great
improvement over having to type them in

feature, the library cabinet. This replaces the
older Maclib program. Also stored here are
printing templates and abbreviations, which
are set up in the same way as macros and let

word processor, mail -merging, spelling
checker, spreadsheet, database, graphics
and comms

desirable
Price: £550; earlier version bought after

virtual memory. This allows frames and files
which are too big for RAM to be shunted off

spelling checker, and then run it.
When the check encounters an unknown
word, it will offer you what it judges near
alternatives which you can then select, or
will add the new word, or just go on. The
screen photograph above shows some of the

Description: integrated package with

PC or PC/AT; 512K RAM with hard disc is

Other small changes in Framework II
include the addition of 13 Fred commands,
and an extra menu option here and there to
round things out. You can also set up larger
frames of all kinds, using boards like

Rampage and Above Board. This is con-

oncology; pyx; quern; raddled; syzygy, tetchy; uncial; veridical,
viddershans; xanthic. yestreen; zoopiorph.

111111111111111111111111
herd: colour

language: their new position should ensure
their wider use.

A number of other

word-processing

features have been added or tightened up.

visible, there are soft hyphens and non breaking spaces, and there is now a useful
word count.

MAIL MERGE

you shorten commonly used phrases to a

couple of letters which are then autoThe most important difference between
the two versions is that Framework is now
all

the

applications in exactly the same way, and
shift data effortlessly between them. The

five functions are now, at last, equals.

Copy protection: yes; can be copied
once only to hard disc

Mail -merging has also been fully in-

piece of coding and a veritable software
colossus. Because of its conceptual purity

tegrated into the working of the program.

and rigour - the way everything comes back

Publisher: Ashton-Tate, Oaklands, 1

By making the relevant database co -resident

Bath Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6

on the desk top, it is very easy to insert the
appropriate field names in the document to
be merged. The field names, which are held

to nested frames - getting to grips with its
many functions is also a formidable task.
Perhaps it is best regarded as the ultimate
turbo -charged power program, and left to
those who feel equal to its challenge.

4UH. Telephone: (0628) 33123

Availability: now

as column headings in the database, are
has been folded away. The buffer for this

has autodial facilities, you can also use an

placed between < and > markers. Provided
the database file is on the desk top, invoking
Mailmerge from the Apps menu carries out
the insertions automatically. The new Mail merge works with dBase II and III files too.
A feature lets you print labels, using frame
dragging techniques which are very similar

option from the same comms menu to dial a

to those employed in the Lotus Report

number by pointing to it in a frame, and

Writer reviewed last month.

then conduct a normal voice conversation.
The Apps menu also allows you to access
the other new feature of Framework II: an
80,000 -word spelling checker. Once again,
this is fully integrated into the frame -based
operating environment. To use it you simply
select your document, spreadsheet, or

word processor is the gathering together of
all the commands which handle the printed
appearance, including headers, footers, and
condensed and NLQ print, in a new sub menu of the Print menu. Originally these
commands formed part of the Fred

background capture can be set to up to 64K.
There are two types of transmission: text

transfer and file transfer. The latter incorporates error checking, and is always a
foreground process. If the on -board modem
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The other main improvement to the

CONCLUSIONS
II1Framework

II

improves on an already

impressive earlier version by fully integrating
comms into its system of pull -down menus and
frames.
MR is still relatively complicated, and requires
a clear and logical mind to navigate its many layered complexities.

EThe word -processor element now holds its
own against most stand-alone packages, and
has many other features besides, such as a
spelling checker and mail -merging.
"'Such is the size and power of the program
that you could not sensibly contemplate

running it on anything less than an AT or
compatible.
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PROJECT PLANNERS
ORGANISING YOUR RESOURCES
By Richard Sarson

This month we take a closer look at the Tabloid programs
written with the everyday micro user in mind, but not
forgetting the more sophisticated Heavyweight packages.

or three years allows anyone with an ordinary
business micro to do the kind of analysis pre-

viously available only to large companies
and project -management specialists. These

Tabloid packages join the Heavyweight
programs derived from specialised mainframe software. How far and in what ways

these packages reflect what goes on in a
project varies from program to program.
One of the main differences is the way in
which systems represent the time, resources

and costs of a project. For instance, the
simpler systems assume that one activity

There are differences in the size of
network which can be handled. On the
cheaper systems this can vary from 200
activities on the Harvard Project Manager
up to 2,500 activities on Pertmaster.
Heavyweights Hornet and Plantrac quote up
to 64,000 activities. However, this is a theoretical figure which could not be controlled
by one person or fitted on to a 10Mbyte disc.
The realistic maximum for a single system is

3,000 to 4,000 activities. Cresta quotes

Reesed product

before your mate has finished digging the
trench. Apart from the Heavyweights, only
Timeline can handle these leads and lags

ification of the activity which precedes it.
Both methods have their adherents among
project managers. The cheaper U.S.
packages are precedence only, but some of

SMALL UNITS
to months. Having the right time unit
matters where, for instance, a firm works a
half -day on Saturday. For this, time units of
days and weeks alone are not good enough.
The cheaper systems have one calendar,

7

dire rte. probe

u

Tram nee prodd
Repteto proteriP

9

the Heavyweight British systems have mixed
sub -projects, with some on arrow and some
on precedence.

if it has become obvious that your original
estimate was wrong. You are stuck with the
original estimate of time.
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Microsoft Project's activity screen (above)
and resource -allocation histogram (below).
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project will take, the programs work out
whether resources allocated to the activities

in a network get overloaded. The cheaper
programs beep or flash when they find an
overload, and wait for the user to move the
activities around to remove it.

levelling out the resources to reduce the
peaks by shifting the activities around,

hours.

watch out for is that some packages do not
recognise that different countries use
different formats for dates. Expressing 2
June 1985 as 6.2.85 can be very confusing
for a British user.

Yer tee)

15 Draft press rel

and whether resources could be spread over
multi -projects. Now, almost every package
offers sub -projects in one form or another.
that once an activity is under way there is no
provision for changing the remaining
duration or the percentage completed, even

which an activity should start - useful if
you know that Charlie will always have a
hangover on Monday. Another thing to

)4

11 Approve addertt
14 ?reduce adverts

The Heavyweights try to overcome the
problem by performing automatic resource
smoothing. At its simplest this means

a project in the Gulf, where the Muslim
weekend is Friday and Saturday, and also
where subcontractors may work different

take into account where an art director and a
cameraperson may be working on the same
clip, but may work different hours with different holidays. Some of the Heavyweights
allow the user to state the day of the week on

)

Id Prepare nationa

A year or two ago, a major issue in the
selection of project -management systems
was whether they catered for sub -projects,

256 on Cresta. This could be useful, say, on

Most systems relate the calendar to the
activity but some, notably Superproject,
give a calendar to every resource. This will

II Itnal selection

duration of the activity and the ident-

A final difficulty some of the cheaper
packages have when dealing with time is

but the Heavyweights have more - up to

)4

fire prototype

5

up a network. The first is by defining an
activity as a duration between two
numbered nodes, which are connected to
other activities. This is called an arrow
network. The second is by precedence,
where the activity is defined merely by the

Most of the packages allow time to be expressed in units, which range from minutes

Jul Ai,

Codtoltdtte eta

32,000 activities for its multi-user system.
There are two different ways of building

starts immediately the last one has finished.
In real life, you can start pouring concrete

accurately.

1355
at

dn=iges,vonsl P./

IB

ast month we looked at how project management software can be useful in
handling the costing and scheduling
of large and complex jobs. A new breed of
program that has sprung up over the last two

085
Jan lea Dar

I484

don Jul Aug see Cut

1110$11M101

I

As well as calculating the length of time a

moving the overloads as far as possible into
trough periods when the resource is under-

utilised. Others go further and delay the
completion date of the whole project to
remove the overloads.
Hornet and Kernel are even more sophisticated. They have two overload limits on a

resource. One is the normal level, which
indicates, say, that the normal number of
bricklayers is five, but with an absolute limit

THE HEAVYWEIGHTS
The Heavyweight packages surpass the Tabloids in features, size and power. They are
likely to be used by professional production managers as their basic tool and are less
user-friendly than the Tabloids. Prices start at around £1,500 and rise to over £10,000.
Artemis: Metier Ltd, 23 Clayton Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 'IAN. Telephone: 01-848
3400. Cresta: K&H Ltd, 9 Villiers Road, Kensington upon Thames, Surrey KT1 3AP.
Telephone: 01-549 0056. Hornet: Claremont Controls Ltd, Albert House, Rothbury,
Morpeth, Northumberland NE65 7SR. Telephone: (0669) 21081. Kernel: Harvey Baker
& Partners, 1 Mansell Street, Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 6NR. Telephone:
(0789) 295880. Plantrac: Computerline Ltd, 118 Church Road, Addlestone,
Weybridge, Surrey KT15 1SG. Telephone: (0932) 40298.
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Screen bar chart from Hornet, showing critical activities.
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where an overload occurs.
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of seven if contract labour is taken on.
Hornet goes a stage further by making it
possible to specify a maximum and minimum duration to an activity as well as the
ordinary estimated duration, so as to
optimise the use of resources.
The packages offer a varying number of
resources available to a project. Only 35 are
available on Microplanner, but many offer
unlimited numbers, even among the

cheaper systems. Most packages define a
resource as Labour, Material, Plant or Over-

heads, but project Manager's Workbench
defines a resource as Labour only.

Calendar screen display from Superproject.

When allocating a resource to an activity,

some packages allow the resource to be
applied to only part of the activity. For
instance, a crane may only need to be available for part of the time for erecting the first
floor of a building. Cresta, Kernel, Micro planner and Plantrac offer this facility.
Cresta allows you to offer an alternative
resource, such as a drawing -office manager,
if there is an overload on the normal resource
of drawing -office staff.
Most packages allow for both fixed and
variable rates to be charged against a
resource. Some, such as Microsoft Project,

allow a fixed cost against the activity. Most

of the Tabloids give good cost reports.
Where the project -management packages
cannot provide flexibility of reporting, they
transfer data to a spreadsheet, and do it that
way.

Hornet can delay costs until after the
activity has happened. This reflects real life,
where the bill for materials is often
presented and paid after the relevant activity
has been completed.
For a project lasting several years, you may

want to increase the costing rates for the
resources, to keep up with inflation. The
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Tabloids cannot do this, but the Heavyweights would have no problem, particularly Hornet, which has its own built-in
resource spreadsheet.

The traditional way of entering and
amending dates, durations and resources in
the networks is to draw out the network with
pencil and paper, and then fill in a form on
the screen. You then set a calculation
routine going, and look at the results
presented to you as a bar chart or resource
histogram which scrolls across and down the
screen.

Microsoft Project and Project Manager's
Workbench present you with a split screen
so that you can fill in the input form at the
bottom, and see the effect on a bar chart at
the top. Superproject and Macproject go a
stage further. Instead of drawing the
network on paper, you draw it directly on

the screen, by filling in boxes for each
activity.

PRETTY MEANS SLOW
Thy is all very user-friendly, but there are
snags if you have a network of any size. The

screen is small, and despite zooming and
scrolling you cannot get enough data into
the boxes and you can get lost in your own
network. Of course, a large network takes

time to recalculate, so what should be
immediate visual feedback becomes
sluggish. The more sober input methods of
the Heavyweights, with their full -screen
entry forms, are therefore better for complex
jobs.

To make life easier for people used to
spreadsheets, Microsoft Project has designed

its input forms to look and operate like a
spreadsheet. Similarly, Timeline has mimicked Lotus 1-2-3. For mouse -orientated
users, Harvard, Macproject and Microsoft

are the ones to use. Among the Heavyweights, Artemis, Cresta and Kernel require
users to design their own input forms. This is
great for project managers who know what
they want, but a pain for the casual user.
Most programs have good help screens or

SPECIFICATIONS
HARVARD TOTAL
PROJECT MANAGER
Special features: uses
windows to show bar charts,
histograms; reports on selected
parts of network

Hardware required: IBM
PC, XT, AT, and compatibles,
320K RAM

Publisher: Harvard Soft, Inc.,
521 Great Road, Littleton, Ma
60, U.S.A.

U.K. distributor: Softsel Ltd,
Syon Gateway, Great West
Road, Brentford, Middlesex
TW8 9DD. Telephone: 01-568
8866

Price: £495

MACPROJ ECT
Special features: supports
2,000 activities; reports cash
flow

Hardware required: Mac,
128K or 512K RAM

MICROSOFT PROJECT

SUPERPROJECT

Special features: supports

Special features: input by

only 128 activities, but links to
Multiplan, dBase, Lotus and
Microsoft Chart

drawing network on screen;
calendars for each resource;
links to Supercalc and

Hardware required: IBM

Special features: supports

TIMELINE

2,500 activities; cash -flow curve
reports

Special features: stores up

PC or XT, 128K RAM; MS-DOS
and CP/M

to eight levels of networks; links
to dBase, Lotus, Multiplan and
Supercalc; comprehensive time
and cost reports

Publisher: Abtex Software

Hardware required: IBM

Ltd, 8 Campus Road, Listerhills,
Science Park, Bradford BD7
1HR. Telephone: (0274)
734838.

PC, XT or AT, 256K RAM

Hardware required: IBM

Price: £650; Pertprinter £295

(U.K.) Ltd, Eastman Way,
Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire HP2 7HQ.
Telephone: (0442) 60244

PROJECT MANAGER'S
WORKBENCH

MICROPLANNER

drawing bar chart on screen;
reports can be edited manually;
links to Lotus

Special features: offers six

Hardware required: IBM

calendars; comprehensive time
and resource reports

Rainbow, HP 150, Wang PC

Hardware required: IBM

Publisher: Hoskyns Group

PC or XT, 256K RAM; Apricot,
Sirius, Sage, Corvus Concept,
128K RAM; Macintosh, Apple II,
Apple III, TDI Pinnacle

Price: £1,250

for links to database programs, and most
have direct import/ export links to Lotus,
Multiplan, Supercalc or WordStar.
Among the Heavyweights, Microplanner

74

8866

Price: £450

Software Ltd, 34 High Street,
Westbury on Trym, Bristol BS9
3DZ. Telephone: (0272) 509417

Price: Macintosh £395; Apricot
£750; IBM £1,250

and Plantrac give a very wide range of
standard reports in tabular and graphical
form. Artemis, Cresta and Kernel are

in the U.K., either among the Tabloids or
the Heavyweights. The Heavyweights in
particular have been rather a craft industry,

database systems with powerful report generators, so they leave it up to users to design

like CAD on micros. Whether this will
remain the case depends on whether the

their own reports. Kernel even provides a
programmer's toolkit, so that users can bolt

present heavy sales of the Tabloids to casual

company provides a set of standard reports
which can be customised, but also provides a

grams. If you do want to do your own thing,
all the systems provide DIF or ASCII formats

Syon Gateway, Great West
Road, Brentford, Middlesex
TW8 9DD. Telephone: 01-568

Publisher: Microplanning

an audio -cassette introduction to project

resources and costs, and detailed lists of
activities. Among them, only Microsoft
Project and Timeline print resource histo-

U.K. distributor: Softsel Ltd,

Ltd, 91-93 Farringdon Road,
London EC1M 3LB. Telephone:
01-831 6811

Hornet takes a half -way position. The

The systems provide different kinds of
reports. The Tabloids print out bar charts,
network diagrams, tabular summaries of

Software Corporation, 505 San
Marin Drive, Novato, Ca
94947, U.S.A.

PC or XT, 320K RAM; DEC

planning system.

master provide this.

Publisher: Breakthrough

Special features: input by

bersome. Timeline and Macproject provide

PMW, Superproject, Timeline and Pert -

Price: £395

PERTMASTER

programs where the manuals are cum-

and an Expert mode. Among the Tabloids,

Berkshire SL1 2EQ. Telephone:
(0753) 77733

Price: £245

complex modelling systems on to their

the best of the Tabloids, and Hornet the
best of the Heavyweights. Most of the
Heavyweights provide a Beginner's mode

PC, XT or AT, 256K RAM
Publisher: Sorcim/IUS, 43-51
Windsor Road, Slough,

Excel House, 49 De Montfort
Road, Reading, Berkshire RG1
8LP. Telephone: (0734) 500741

prompts. They are necessary for such big

management along with the basic functions,
which gives a pain -free entry. Timeline's was

Hardware required: IBM

Publisher: Microsoft Ltd,

Publisher: Apple Computer

Price: £99

Superdata

PC or XT, 128K RAM

report generator and a library of more
complex reports with guides on how they
were designed. Also, some other software
houses are bolting systems on to Hornet.
One important point about reporting the
progress of a plan is whether the reports can
compare the actual position with the
original plan on one sheet of paper. Better
still, if you can see three stages - say,
today's position compared with last week's
and with the original baseline plan. Micro planner and PMW show this well on their
standard reports. Even if the standard
reports do not show it, it is important for the
system to make it easy to archive one or two

levels of history, to build up a planned
versus actual user -generated report. Timeline saves eight levels automatically.
Currently, there is no clear market leader

users keep up, and bring project management to the masses, or whether the
fashion passes, and the planning packages
gather dust on the shelves.

CONCLUSIONS
If you have a Macintosh, small projects and
little money, Macproject is the most suitable
package.

If your projects are not bigger than 500
activities, but in other respects you want quite

a sophisticated planning system, the Mac
version of Microplanner is the most appropriate package.

Harvard, Timeline and Superproject are
if you want to draw small networks

best

straight on the screen, but Pertmaster is best if

you have slightly larger networks and want
more reports.

If you are used to spreadsheets, you may
find Microsoft Project convenient to use.
If you are planning office projects and, say,

writing complex sales proposals, and would
like a good consultant at your elbow, Project
Manager's Workbench will suit your needs
best.
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NICE TO
take the wraps off

IEEE!

DIGITAL

HI THERE

RS232C!

TALK TO YOU,

DIALOG
A compact BUS converter that lets
your Commodore 8032/8296 talk
to the new PC10 or any other IBM
compatible micro, and vice versa.
2K buffer. DTR, CTS and X-ON/X-OFF.
Programmable Baud rate 50-19200, data
format & Commodore code conversion.

3D Digital Design & Development Ltd
18/19 Warren Street London W1P 5DB
Tel. 01-387 7388 Telex 8953742

Circle No. 156
MICRO TO MICRO 1
FILE TRANSFER
SYSTEM
rn

C3

MAJOR DISCOUNTS

PCS

Never Knowingly Undersold

Li
U2

11:1

124

U,

11:0

"Get your microcomputers
talking to each other!
SWAP allows you to transfer any programs and data between 2
computers of different manufacture. SWAP consists of 2 floppy
disks and a cable configured for your 2 chosen computers. Here
are some of the formats available:
IBM PC

Apricot
Televideo
Sanyo 555

IBM Compatibles
Apple (CP/M)
Superbrain
DEC Rainbow

Sirius
HP150
BBC

Kay pro

U2

1t
In

(e4Jf4OPC Z60
COMPUTER

..

11:/

I

In

If your format is not in our extensive range we can usually produce it at little
or no extra cost.
The price of SWAP is £158 (£135 plus VAT and postage and packing). Please
specify your computers when ordering.
MERCATOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
3 Whiteladies Road, Clifton, Bristol BS8 1NU.
Telephone: (0272) 731079
Telex 44220 Comtel Ref 247

Gt)
ALL ERICSSON DESK TOP PC'S
30% OFF RRP
ALL ERICSSON PORTABLE PC'S
20% OFF RRP
ALL ALTOS ITEMS
20% OFF RRP
£150
QUBIE 64K SIX SHOOTER EXPANSION BOARD
£193
QUBIE 384K SIX SHOOTER EXPANSION BOARD
£631
QUBIE 20mb INTERNAL HARD DISK
£481
SMART INTEGRATED SOFTWARE PACKAGE BY PARADIGM
£199
STAR SG10 PRINTER 80 columns 120 cps
£399
STAR SD15 PRINTER 136 columns 160 cps
£460
STAR SR15 PRINTER 136 columns 200cps

tLH C 11fj

We handle all major brands of personal computers,
compatibles, printers, expansion and add-on
boards, software packages. Altos multi-user
Xenix/Unix a speciality. We deliver and install.
UK warranties guaranteed. Full support.

zi0 A e

t

Zar

COMPUTER.SYSTEMS

Telephone: St. Albans (0727) 72790
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THOUGHTS & CROSSES
33 MARKET STREET, HECKMONDWIKE, WEST YORKS
WE MIX BUSINESS WITH PLEASURE.
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR YOUR BUSINESS MACHINE
APPLE II
APPLE MACKINTOSH

Rescue on Fractulus

Sorcerer telecom

Robots of Dawn Epyl..

£38

Starcross telecom................._........._...................£45

Baron Blue Chip

E52

Summer Games II Epyx...

£38

£45

Millionaire Blue Chip.

E52

Worlds Greatest Basebe4 Epee

£33

Squire Blue Chip

Zork 1 Infocom

Tycoon Blue Chip.....

/52
/52

Ancient Art of War Broderbund.

140

Zork 2 Infocom
Zork 3 Infocom.

£35
E35
E35

Lode Runner 8roderbund

£36

Crusade in Europe Micraprose.

f3B

Gunship %memos°

£32

...£38

Rogue Epyx

Wishbronger telecom......._£36
Witness Intocom

E36

Pork 1 telecom_

.140
.140

Pork 2 telecom..
Zork 3 Infocom..

,

£28

Nato Commander Mrcroprose

Winter Games Etna

.£36

Olympic Decathlon Microsoft.

Holy Grad Hayden

.£47

Intellectual Decathlon Muse

£35

Hnchhrkers Guide to Galaxy Inlocorn.

Inca Hayden.

Penguin

118

Planetfall telecom.

Mind Forever Voyeging telecom

147
136
140

Deadline Infocom.

Enchanter Inform

Sargon III Hayden

Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy

Cutlhoats Infocom.
£37

133

Seastalker Infocom

Penguin.

E33

Witness telecom

/52

Penguin.

_118

Zork 1 Infocom..

.E45

Penguin

.............................£35
.£45

Sega

135

Infidel telecom

.£45

Planetfall telecom

. E45

Seastalker Infocom.....

.£35
E45

Starcross Infocom

.

E35

..145

.

E36

Suspended telecom.

E45

.136
.136

WishbrMger Infocom

£38

Witness Infocom

£45

E36

Zork 1 Infecom.

.136

Zork 2 telecom.

f35
f35

f 36

Zork 3 Infocom.

£35

ALIOjet Micreprosa.

E32

F-15 Strike Eagle Micrprose

E32

.

IBM

£18

.£45

Hitchhikers Guide to Galaxy Infocom

Suspect Infocom..

Enchanter telecom

Penguin.

.f45

Enchanter telecom._

Sorcerer Intocom.

APRICOT

Temple of Alistair Trilogy Epp

Deadline Infocom.

Gunship Micrprose._E32

£33

Hold. Addison Wesley.

Planetfall Intocom

135

Cutthoals Infocom

E37

Computer Diplomacy Avalon Hi

Seastaller telecom

.E35

Enchanter telecom

[37

Midway Campaign Avalon HA.....

E37

Starcross telecom
Suspect telecom

.E62

E37

Baron Blue Chip.

.E45

Hitchhrkers Guide to Galaxy Wpm
Planetfall Infocom
Seastalker telecom_

E37

Millionaire Blue Chip__

Suspended telecom.

.E52

Witness Infocom

E37

Squire Blue Chop...

.E38

Zork I Infocom

E37

Tycoon Blue Clap

E52

Ancient Art of War Brodetbund

E39

(Puma IV Ofig0..._....._..f55

£40

Championship Lode Runner Broderbund.

E32

Spy Hunter Sep

Lode Runner Broderbund

E32

Star Trek Sep....

Infocom

Sorcerer telecom__...._..._..f45
Wishbringer telecom

_£35

Witness Intocom
Transylvania Penguin
Chess IMac only) Psion

A Mind Forever Yemeni Infocem.

.£45

Culthoets Infocom

.E36

Deadline Infocom.

...f 45

APPLE II ONLY
.E32

Choplifter Broderbund.

....................

Hellcat Ace Microprose

£27

f 45

Wig Alley Ace Microprose

£32

f 18

Nato Commander 3 Microprose.

f 32
£32

Solo Flight Micrprose

.152
.152

Spitfire Ace Microprose.

£27

Backgammon Odesta..

£45

Chess Wats

EB2

£52

Ultima 111 lExaduel

Pitstop II Epyx............................_135

_140

£40
142

Kings Guest II Sierra

Ulysses & Golden Fleece Serra.._£28

Temple of Apshai Triloogy Epp.

.128
.128

A Mind Forever Voyaging telecom..

..f 40

Wizardry Sir Tech

£36
£52

Cutthaats Infocom....

..E36

Battle for Normandy Strategrc Srmulations.

f 35

Knight of the Desert Strategic Simulations.

137

Enchanter Infocom

E36

Rogue Epyx

.132

Hitchikers Guide to Galaxy Infocom

E36

Infidel telecom

E40

.£45

Planetfall telecom.

E36

Karateka Braderbund

Alternative Reality [Weak.

ATARI 520ST

.£35

Hobbit Addison Wesley..

E32

APRICOT

Star Trek Kobrasho Adventure Simon

Bruce Lee Datasolt........................................................._£32
Zaxxon Datasoft
.E35

Tigers in the Snow Strategic Simulations...

Zone Datasoft

.E36

Night Mission Pinball &Pope

Ballblazer Foy,
Impossible Mission Epyx....

.E38

Jet Subtonic.

£46

Tel: (0924) 402337 for General Enquiries. Tel: (0924) 409753 FOR
ACCESS MASTERCARD VISA AMERICAN EXPRESS DINERS. PLEASE STATE EXPIRY DATE.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE EXPORTS ORDERS WELCOME

Shop open 9-5pm Mon -Sat; Mail Order 9-8pm Mon -Sat
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The best in Macintosh software from

ATARI 520 ST

A p plied

feu hin io I icr,gy

E589.90+VAT

This Month's Specials

Inc. VAT & P+P
FULL 1 YEAR INSTANT

MacDesk - a whole host of valuable desk top tools.
ColorPrint - Automates colour printing from the Mac.
MacTracks - Macro -like facility as a desk accessory plus

£689
SERVICE GUARANTEE

Full range of software and hardware available.

TurboCharger, Entrepreneur, and many more!

Presenting the arrival of Maclnker Tm
Re -ink your old Imagewriter ribbons or any other fabric
ribbon for pence - Saves £££s over buying new ribbons.

Comparison

Star

Epson

STAR SGIO NLQ

Table

S610

LX 80

PRINTER

Speed ICPSI

120

100

E194 +VAT

NLQ Print

Yes

Yes

Buffer Size

2K

1K

Tractor Feed

Yes

No

Friction feed

Yes

Yes

NIB Speed CPS

55

18

£229.95
Inc. VAT & P+P

Mains -powered 240v

Clean & simple
6 colours available
Blanks & Reloads
Very cheap to run
Fits 500 + printers
Sole UK distributor

+OPTIONAL EXTRA

LW/AiFULL

1 YEAR INSTANT SERVICE
GUARANTEE

'Authorised Star Dealer*

Contact us for more information about these and other products, or if your
micro needs repairing.

TM Computer Friends

5 Regent Mews, Prince Regent Street
Stockton, Cleveland. Tel 0642 672268

THURSTON (ELECTRONIC) SUPPLIES LIMITED
MAIL ORDER

35 Holmfield Avenue, Hendon, London NW4 2LP

Tel: 01-203 6082
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QUICKBASIC

SPECIFICATION
Description: compiler for Microsoft

THE BEST OF BOTH
WORLDS

Basic

Hardware required:

IBM PC or

compatible, one floppy, 256K RAM, MSDOS

2 or later

Copy protection: none
Price: £99
Publisher: Microsoft Corporation of

y Mike Lewis

Bellevue, Washington, U.S.A.

U.K. supplier: Microsoft Ltd, Excel
House, 49 De Montfort Road, Reading,
Berkshire RG1 8LP. Telephone: (0734)

Now IBM users have at their disposal a Basic compiler that
includes all the virtues of Basica and GWBasic, and will run
existing code almost unchanged.

500741

Available:

now

Microsoft's latest Basic compiler,

the Call command. You can pass parameters

locking or unlocking individual records,

QuickBasic, offers little that is
completely new, but it does
bring together some of the best features of

either by reference - which means that the
called module can alter the value within the
caller - or by name where the subroutine
has a private copy of the parameter. The
familiar Run and Chain commands are still
available, but Call is altogether neater and
more efficient.

ranges of records or entire files. However,
there appears to be no way of seeing if the

its predecessors. At £99, it is also something
of a bargain.

Until now, Microsoft Basic has been
developing in two different directions. The
compiled language, in the shape of Business

Basic, offers lots of goodies for the professional programmer: separately compiled
modules, dynamic arrays, alphanumeric

An important side effect of separate
compilation is that you can now break the

QUICKBASIC
K,

Basica on the IBM PC and GWBasic on IBM
compatibles, derive their strength from
advanced hardware -dependent features,
especially sound and graphics.

For most programmers, the compiler's
greatest attraction will be the ability to
maintain a subroutine library. With
interpreters, the only way of reusing
standard routines is to duplicate the source

code. QuickBasic lets you compile a sub-

programs that run correctly under the

VERDICT
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Value for money
1

i A powerful argument for staying with
Basic.

now be allocated and released dynamically.

linking.

Compiled subroutines are invoked with

The compiler does have a few rough
edges, one of which is its claimed networking feature. There are commands for

that we found were in the macro -language
processes, Draw and Play, where the
Execute Substring functions needed slight
The mechanics of compilation are similar

to earlier Microsoft compilers. Two alternative libraries are available for linking.
Brun 10.Lib is used with large systems of
programs and needs a RAM -resident runtime module. BcomlO.Lib is more suitable
executable file.
Although compiling a program is
straightforward, QuickBasic is not a
complete programming environment along
the lines of Turbo Pascal. There is no builtin editor, and nothing approaching Turbo's
super run-time error trapping. Nevertheless,
the Microsoft product could present a serious
challenge to Turbo Pascal in the sub -k100
compiler market. It is at least as fast, and it

has the enormous advantage of separate

HOW QUICK?
Sieve of Eratosthenes
160,000 empty For Loops
750 prints to screen
40,000 Psets
Drawing 5,500 horizontal lines
Word counting

from record locking, the only difficulties

library routines are linked directly to the
64K limit on program size. In fact, the code
segment is still subject to this figure but
since the limit is 64K per module it is easy to
get round it. The data segment must also be
within 64K, but again this is no real

problem thanks to the fact that arrays can

Microsoft's standard

interpreter should compile first time. Apart

for small free-standing programs, where the

object

to

But in most respects, the language is
Most of the differences are new features, so

format, which can be combined with the
main program or other subroutines during

routine

access. On several occasions, our attempts at
record locking caused some otherwise bug free programs to crash.

highly compatible with interpreted Basic.

labels and the like. The interpreters, like

What QuickBasic does is to combine the
two. Programs originally written for Basica
or for Business Basic can be compiled with
QuickBasic with little or no change, giving
you the benefits of structured programming
along with the bells and whistles. The main
disadvantage of QuickBasic is that it is only
available for IBMs and compatibles rather
than MS-DOS machines in general.

record that you are about to access has
already been locked, and the manual is
silent about the results of trying such an

Turbo Pascal

QuickBasic

Basica

0.5
1.2

71.0

1.6

32.1

58.4

58.9
31.5
38.5
80.0

2.0
45.0
6.5
34.0
14.0

9.5
3.7
7.0

The first of these benchmarks performs a single iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes
prime number benchmarks; like the four following benchmarks it was carried out by
Microsoft. The last was our own test, using an 800 -word file with the word -counting
program published last year on page 31 of our August 1985 issue. All times are in
seconds.
The average compile -plus -link time for five QuickBasic programs, all between 60

and 100 lines, was five seconds. We obtained exactly the same average time for five
similar Turbo Pascal programs, including writing the Corn files.

compilation of subroutines.
The people at Bellevue see QuickBasic as
the first in a line of budget -priced
compilers. If it succeeds - and it certainly

deserves to - you can expect to see more
Quick products emerging. QuickPascal and
QuickFortran will probably be next.

CONCLUSIONS
II1QuickBasic is excellent value for money. If
you have an IBM or compatible, it is hard to
think of a reason for buying any other Basic
compiler.
III1The language is powerful, and highly
compatible with earlier compilers and
interpreters. It should go a long way to helping
Basic programmers write structured, modular
code.
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OLIVETTI M24 640K & 20MB UNDER £2000!
OLIVETTI M24

640K RAM
INTERNAL 20MB HARD DISK
OLIVETTI MONITOR
OLIVETTI KEYBOARD
L1995
MS DOS & GW BASIC
Optional 20MB TAPE STREAMER
£895
OLIVETTI M24 640K & 10MB
£1795
OLIVETTI M21 640K & 10MB
£1695
£595
Internal +Ht. 10MB HARD DISK
Internal -I-Ht. 20MB HARD DISK
£795
ALL OTHER OLIVETTI SYSTEMS AVAILABLE

MAYFAIR
MICROS

THE PROFESSIONAL CHOICE
COMPLETE SYSTEMS SUPPORT AND TRAINING AVAILABLE
FULL MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY
NEXT DAY INSURED DELIVERY AVAILABLE

BLENHEIM HOUSE, PODMORE ROAD,
LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL: 01-870 3255 / 871 2555
We accept official °Mere from UK Government and
Educational Estabiisnmenta. Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.

0

WHERE ELSE?

MAYFAIR MICROS

Circle No. 158

Samarkand C1111PIJTEB Services
Telex: 8951182

Telephone: (01) 657 0713
Apricot, Compaq

COMPUTERS

P.O.A.

IBM PC & COMPATIBLES

TwentylTwenty
Microsoft Cobol Compiler
Professional Cobol
Gm -Cobol Runtime
DR Graph

Dr Draw
Dr GSX Programmer Toolkit
Prospero Pro Pascal
Prospero Pro -Fortran
Brainstorm
Dr Gem
Dr CBasic Compiler

ex

incl

ex

vat

vat

Vat

295
695

339
799

135
40

155
46
56
82
56

49
72
49
295
598
1995
200
225
225
265
320
320
195
450
395

Programs for the BBC model 'B' with disc drive with
FREE updating service on all software

APRICOT
SOFTWARE

Or Access Manager
Sourcewriter
Supersort
Menugen
Turbo Toolbox
Sidekick
Turbo Graphic Toolbox

PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE

339
685
2295
230
258
258
295
368
368
225
515
455

Framework
Open Access
Logistic
Lotus 1-2-3
Symphony
Smart
Wordstar
Mailmerge
Wordstar Professional
Quill

Harvard Project Manager
Super Project
Sycero
Cashlink (integrated)

°base ll
Dbase III
Dgraph
Duhl

Keychart
Keymailer

425
495
595
376
495
650
275
125

325
165
355
348
565
895
295
425
175
55
356
160

incl
vat

485
575
695
432
570
747
315
145
375
189
408
399
650
1029
339
488

ARE YOU GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR
DOT MATRIX PRINTER AND DISC DRIVE?
DIAGRAM is a new program which really exploits the full potential of
the BBC micro and will enable you to obtain printouts of a size and

quality previously unobtainable from your system.
FEATURES

Draw diagrams, schematics, plans etc.,

Access any part of the diagram rapidly by
entering an index name, e.g. TR6, R5 etc., to
display a specific section of the diagram, and

then scroll around to any ()MEC part of the

201
63

diagram using the cursor keys.

409

Up to 128 icons may be predefined for each
diagram, e.g. Transistors, resistors etc, in full
mode 0 definition, up to 32 pixels

185

NEW EXCLUSIVE VIDEO TRAINING MANUAL FOR DBASE II
L1 BASICS L2 APPLICATION PROGRAMMING
AVAILABLE IN VHS & BETA FORMATS
Dot Matrix
inkjet
ex

inc

vat

vat

1295

1489

horizontally by 24 vertically.

Hard copy printouts

Daisywheel
colour
incl
ex
vat
vat

Printers

Twinwriter 5 dlw & Dot Matrix
1136 cols)

Brother HR25 dlw (132 col)
Ricoh 1600 Flowriter (136 col)
Dame Pro.20 101w 1110 col)
Oume 11155 dlw (132 col)

840

730
1595
550
1895

2180

430

495

1835
632

Dot Matrix Epson L015001136
cols)
Epson LX -80 180 call

Citoh 3500 1136 roll
Epson 502000 (inkjet) (136 col)
Epson JX80 dot colour 180 col)
matrix

Epson FX804 with NLG board

1085

240
1395
1795
535

1247
275
1595

/6

in varying print sizes
up to 18 mode 0 screens on an A4 size Sheet,
compatible with most dot matrix printers.

£25

supplied only on disc
40/80T Please specify

printer type when
ordering

+VAT p&p free

2065
615

Payment terms are against pro -forma invoice delivery/carriage free
Software training provided at reasonable rates
also available comprehensive range of Training Packages
Export enquiries welcome, official Govt.(
educationallLocal Authority orders welcomed

in

any aspect ration, e.g. 10*3, 2*12 screens.

221 Upper Selsdon Road,

M ARCONI

TRACKER
BALL

£51.50
+ VAT p&p free

Includes ICON art master software

All orders sent by return of post

colours,

comprehensive
facilities, TAB settings, etc.

line

seleCtable

drawing

The latest version of DIAGRAM is now fully
compatible with the Marconi Tracker Ball,
which allows 'scrolling' of the screen and

many of the editing features to be carried
out using the tracker ball.
DIAGRAM Is supplied in an attractive hard
backed disc wallet with keystrip and
comprehensive instruction manual.

39 Brownlea Gardens, Seven Kings, Ilford. Essex 1G3 9NL

Sanderstead, Surrey CR2 ODZ

Circle No. 169

Many other features including,
display

21.1 Tel 01 -599 1476

Circle No. 170
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

POSITIVE LIFESTYLING
HEALTHWARE FOR YUPPIES

By Glyn Moody

Aid or gimmick, this program
is one of a new breed to help
you use your micro as a
mentor for self-improvement.
interesting that the rise of the
personal computer should coincide

It is

with the baby -boom generation's
passage through middle management in the
professions. Matching that generation's
desire for self-improvement there has arisen

a whole class of programs which can be
classed as wealthware and healthware.
The first group is well represented by the
Thoughtware management -training pro-

grams reviewed in the June 1985 issue of
Practical Computing. They were notable not

so much for the originality of their ideas,
which are largely based on established
findings in the field, but on their use of the
micro to replace class -bound tuiton.

highlights elements such as fibre, fat and

POSITIVE LIFESTYLING

PC VERDICT

Much the same can be said of Positive

A.

0

«,r

Lifestyling from Softworld Inc. It is designed

to monitor and advise on aspects of nutrition, exercise, stress management, weight
control and what it calls "chemical
dependence", meaning addictions to
alcohol, drugs, tobacco and so on.
Installation is simple, and consists of
copying across the system files and Basica to
the main program disc. Although the binder
claims that the package will run with an IBM
PC/XT as well as an IBM PC, my attempt to

Performance

II

Ease of use

Documentation

Value for money

E Mainly of interest as a harbinger of
self-improvement programs to come.

transfer files to the hard disc ended in

Return, the A, B or C keys, or entering

On booting up, you are presented with a
short introduction to Positive Lifestyling's
overall aims. They are partly in the form of
crude animations, and it appears that you

numbers. As the program is written in Basic,

must suffer this each time you load the

it is not fast. Also it is highly modular so

program.

there is frequent accessing of both the
program disc and the data disc.

There is a main menu, from which you
can choose to set up an inventory of your

failure. This difficulty partly reflects the thin

nature of the notes on installation.
Thereafter, operation consists of pressing

SPECIFICATION
Description: a self-improvement
program designed to monitor and
regulate aspects of your life style, such as
exercise and nutrition

Hardware required: 128K IBM PC
or compatible, colour or graphics board
Copy protection: yes

Price: $69.95
Publisher: Softworld Inc., 9550 Black
Mountain Road, Suite G, San Diego, Ca
92196. Telephone: (U.S. area code 619)
578-4878

U.K. distributor: none at present
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life-style characteristics. Having set that up,
you then seek advice on improving aspects of

it. You are presented with a number of
questions on a variety of related topics and
offered a choice of possible responses. As

you go through the sections on nutrition,
exercise and so on, your answers are logged.
A complete record of these aspects may be
kept for each day, allowing a picture to be
built up over many months, or even years.
Consequently, you can view your ascent into
wellness or your slouch into slobdom.

The questions of the life-style inventory
are almost trivial, but do possess some value.

For example, they spell out what areas you
should be aware of. The nutrition section

carbohydrate quite well. A simple bar chart
then indicates your relative state of wellness.
The manual includes a series of exercises.
There are also more details on the content of
various foodstuffs and the metabolic rates of
sporting activities. This side of the product
seems rather underdeveloped, and there are
plenty of books which handle such things in
greater detail.
However, Positive Lifestyling does offer
privacy, which can be very important in an
area that people may be embarrassed about.
All entries are password protected to ensure
their confidentiality.
Positive Lifestyling is interesting as an
example of a trend rather than as a product
which you would use constantly. Its price of

$69.95 may seem extortionate in Britain,
but probably not in relation to the costs of
U.S. software. Similarly, its restriction to the
IBM PC is partly explained by that

machine's penetration of the serious home
market in the U.S.
Equally, Positive Lifestyling is intended as
a corporate product, and aimed at busy exec-

utives who may neglect to look after their
health. Positive Lifestyles is a method of
nudging executives into getting fit, to the
benefit of the employer as well as the individual. As such, its aims are laudable.

CONCLUSIONS
Although it works on a rather simplistic
basis, Positive Lifestyles does serve to remind
the user of the basics of healthy living.
III The dollar price is likely to be converted into
a comparable sterling figure if a distributor is

found in the U.K. This will make it rather
expensive for personal use, but less so for a
corporate environment.
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The New

MT 85/86 printers
are as quiet as a...

Take a listen to the new MT85 and
MT86 serial matrix printers.
They're amazingly quiet. Which makes
their performance definitely something
to shout about.
The MT85 is a compact 80 column
printer, while the MT86 offers a full 136

column width. Both print high speed
draft output at 180 cps. And high quality

correspondence at 45 cps in various
typestyles. Then there's compressed,
expanded and bold print for even more
variety. And of course graphics.
Flexibility doesn't stop there either.

Both printers take continuous fan fold
and single sheet stationery in their

and Apple Macintosh included.
The new MT85 and MT86 from
Mannesmann Tally. Europe's leading
matrix printer manufacturer.

The quiet revolution in print.
Contact us now for our literature pack.

stride. And they're totally compatible via

plug-in interface modules-IBM PC

/8 k

MANNESMANN

TALLY

MANNESMANN TALLY LIMITED, MOLLY MILLARS LANE, WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE. RG11 201 TELEPHONE (0734) 788711
IBM PC and Apple Macintosh are registered trademarks.

IT 24 HOUR PERSONALLY ANSWERED FREEPHONE 0800 400 402.
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ON-LINE SERVICES
For years, on-line databases have been
of limited use to the average business
micro user.

They have been too

expensive and have usually offered only

P

specialised information, so to most people
they have been irrelevant.
This is beginning to change. Large

numbers of micro

users are acquiring

modems, mainly for electronic mail. This

creates a large number of appropriately
equipped potential customers for on-line
services. The more enlightened database
publishers are beginning to

think of

lowering their prices and improving the
usability of their software to tap this huge
new potential market.
But it is early days yet. Even with the most

populist services you are still talking about
spending maybe £50 an hour to access the
data, and to this you have to add the phone
bill for ringing through to the database host

HOST OPERATOR

with the host: you ring up the host computer
and you pay the host operator.
The database publisher or owner is usually
someone different. They create the database
and keep it up to date, but do not deal with

users directly. The distinction is similar to

that between book publishers and booksellers. Any one host will usually offer
several databases, for example Datastar
offers 87, and Dialog over 230. Conversely,
some databases are available from more than

one host, such as Derwent's patents index

which can be found on several systems
including Dialog and Questel.
Many of the most interesting databases in
our survey are hosted in the U.S. In fact it is

only in the U.S. that the opportunity presented by the arrival of a mass market of
business micro users has really been grasped.
Most of the European databases are still very
specialised and they are often harder to use.

We have tried to give a general idea of
costs, although these vary depending on the
data you are looking at. Normally the host

The market for on-line services is
expanding as more micro users

acquire modems. Ian Stobie
picks out 10 database hosts
likely to be of use to business
and professional users.

In this survey we have concentrated on
those databases which are most likely to be
of interest to ordinary business and professional users. Of course, many databases
are highly specialised and you should be

able to find out about these through the
relevant professional

body or

a

good

technical librarian. An on-line source of
information is available from Cuadra's
directory of databases, one of the services on
Datastar.
Two other general sources of information

are Information World Review, a monthly

several hours free use of the system. After
this you are billed by the host on a regular
basis, usually monthly.

mation Systems, subscription £18 per year,
and Aslib, an organisation which publishes
various useful reports and surveys.

Charging structures are often complicated
because several different companies are

newspaper published by Learned Infor-

involved. The host probably makes a flat -

SUPPLIERS

rate hourly charge but the database pub-

Aslib 26-27 Boswell Street, London

lishers' charges must be added to that. They

may be worked out differently in each
database: say, on a simple hourly basis or on
a sliding scale depending on the number of
searches you make.

BETTER WAYS
Because of both the cost and the greater
complexity of getting at data distributed online, database publishers are seriously
exploring alternative methods of distribution. Data is usually made available online either because it needs frequent
updating, or because the volume of data you

need to work with is too great to distribute
on disc.

There is really no alternative to offering
highly volatile data on-line. But optical -disc

technology is opening up new possibilities

CD-ROM, the
computer equivalent of the hi-fi compact
for bulky, static data.

Apart from the charges made for accessing the data, you can easily run up large phone
bills using any on-line service, either electronic mail or database.
For all but the lightest on-line user it is worth considering joining British Telecom's
Packet Switch Stream network. PSS is only available for sending data, not voice calls.
It lets you ring any distance at the local rate plus a small PSS charge. So at off-peak

times you can ring the U.S. for about £1.50 per hour instead of the normal £36.
Joining PSS costs £25. You are given a Network User Identity (NUI) which is your
PSS passport. To ring someone on PSS they must also subscribe to PSS or the local
national equivalent, and you need to know their Network User Address, which is like
another phone number. Fortunately, most database hosts have NUA numbers, so you

can call them at cheap PSS rates.
Another way to reduce running costs is to get a faster modem. Most hosts will let
you access at 1,200 bits per second. Even though some of them charge slightly more at
this speed, it generally works out much cheaper to use the faster rate. If you are using
a 300 baud modem at the moment a quicker one could pay for itself in both reduced
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database.

charges a joining fee or an annual subscription. Generally this entitles you to

PSS AND QUICK MODEMS

phone bills and lower connect time.

ment is that it does not allow you to alter
data on the disc, but that is not a problem
when it comes to distributing this sort of

WHERE TO LOOK

system.

The terminology used in discussing online databases can be confusing. The host is
the computer system on which the database
is held or the company which operates the
host. As a user, your dealings are generally

disc, looks like being the cheapest and most
promising of the competing optical
products. One disc can hold the equivalent
of more than 1,000 floppy discs. CD-ROM's
big disadvantage as a general floppy replace-

WC1 N 3JZ. Telephone: 01-430 2671.
Publishers reports and guides on specific
databases areas. Circle 361.

Butterworth Telepublishing 4-5

Bell Yard, London WC2A 2JR.
Telephone: 01-404 4097. Circle 362.

Compuserve 5000 Arlington Center
Boulevard, Columbus, Oh 43220, U.S.A.
Telephone: (U.S. area code 614)
457-8600. Circle 363.
Datastar Plaza Suite, 114 Jermyn
Street, London SW1Y 6HJ. Telephone:
01-930 5503. Circle 364.

Datasolve Electronic Publishing
Datasolve House, 99 Staines Road,
Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex TW16
7AH. Telephone: (0932) 785566. Circle
365.

Dialog PO Box 8, Abingdon, Oxford
OX13 6EG. Telephone: (0865) 730969.
Circle 366.
I P Sharp Heron House, 10 Dean
Farrar Street, London SW1 H ODX.
Telephone: 01-222 7033. Circle 367.

Learned Information System

Europe Besselsleigh Road, Abingdon,
Oxford OX13 6LG. Telephone: (0865)
730275. Organises annual on-line
exhibition, publishes newsletter and also
agent for Dialog. Circle 368.
Mead Data Central 1 St. Catherine's
Way, London El 9UN. Telephone:
01-488 9187. Circle 369.

Pergamon Infoline Ltd 12 Vandy
Street, London EC2A 2DE. Telephone:

01-377 4650. Circle 370.
Prestel Freefone Prestel Sales. Circle
371.

PSS Freefone 6460. Circle 372.
Telecom Gold Telephone: 01-403
6777. Circle 373.
The Source 1616 Anderson Road,
McClean, Va 22102, U.S.A. Telephone:
(U.S. area code 703) 734-7500. Circle
374.
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In P
COMPUSERVE
Price guide: starter pack $40; hourly
rate $6 off-peak, $13 peak time

Example databases: Commodities
News, up-to-date price and news service;
Standards and Poors, financial reports and
forecasts; U.S. Today Update, American
news magazine

Other services: email, conferencing,
SIGS, CB

n the U.S there

is

not the same

I distinction between business and home
user. Compuserve serves both, which gives

it a much larger user base than any con-

ventional database - it claims to have
250,000 registered users. This creates its

own pull for the business community, and
Compuserve is used for selling both professional services and straightforward
consumer goods. Traditional databases are

there, but in among more consumer orientated offerings. Popular services are
Associated Press news and U.S.A. Today
Update, a news magazine. Investors are
well served with a range of current and
historic price data, forecasts and reports,
but much of it is U.S.-orientated. In fact,

DATASTAR

DIALOG

Price guide: no subscription; charge of

Price guide: no joining fee; hourly rate

£40 to £87 per hour

$50 to $100

Example databases: Business

Example databases: Prompt, articles

Opportunities, international tenders, etc;
Martindale, drug information; BMA Press
Cuttings, medical articles

from world business magazines; ICC, U.K.
company data and performance
comparisons; Medicine, medical abstracts

Other services: email

Other services: email

Datastar is particularly strong in the
business and biomedical area.
Although based in Switzerland, Datastar
hosts a wide range of English -language

databases - the BMA's press -cuttings

database is held on the system, for
example. Most databases hold abstracts or
summaries, but a few are full -text, such as
the Harvard Business Review and Martin -

dale's drug pharmacopoeia. Other busiinclude the magazine clippings database Prompt, also available
on Dialog, and Celltech's abstracts on biotechnology and commerce. Many of
Datastar's 87 databases are rather
specialised, such as East European
Chemical Monitor. There is no joining fee,
but Datastar charges up to £20 an hour in
addition to the database owners' royalties,
which average from £20 to £70 an hour the pricing is in Swiss francs.
ness

there is much on the system that is of
interest to computer users.

service, hosting over 230 different
databases. Most of these give abstracts or

references to printed material, although
some such as Playboy
American are full -text.

or

The

Scientific
Dialog

approach is to offer databases in most
areas, but it is particularly strong in
medicine, technology, biology, patents
and music. Hourly charges vary depending
on the database. They average $80 to $100
in the business areas, with scientific data-

bases generally cheaper at $50 to $80 an
hour. Dialog gives a PSS number automatically to all its U.K. users, and has its
own leased line across the Atlantic which
costs a flat $10 an hour. Although Dialog

is based in the U.S., the databases are
international. For example, in the medical

field it hosts both the U.S. Medline and
the Dutch Embase.

I P SHARP

DATASOLVE
Price guide: £60 per hour

Example databases: World

Reporter,
news and current affairs; Magic,
advertising and marketing; World
Exporter, sales leads, tenders, risk analysis

Other services: hosts private databases

hour and 0.9 pence per price

Example databases: Ex -Share, share
prices from all world stock markets; OECD,
economic data and forecasts for OECD
countries; Official Airline Guide, flight
times and prices worldwide

Other services: email

much of Compuserve has an American
rather than an international feel to it. Subscribing to Compuserve from the U.K. is
quite complicated, but worthwhile since

services

Dialog is the largest traditional on-line

World Reporter provides the full text

of current and back issues of
several major journals for a flat fee of £60
per hour. The journals include the
Economist, Financial Times, Guardian,
New Scientist and Washington Post. It also
holds transcripts of the BBC World Service

news, summaries in English of foreign
broadcasts picked up by the BBC
Monitoring Service, and Associated Press
wire -service reports. Magic is a new service
for the advertising and marketing world. It

offers media data from Mintel, Meal and

Brad, consumer forecasts of consumer
behaviour and the full text of Campaign
and other relevant journals. The annual
subscription fee of 1200 also gives access to

World Reporter. The hourly charge

is

again £60 for most data, but Mintel costs
more.

P

Sharp

is

a

Canadian -based

host

specialising in financial and economic
data. Extel's share price service Ex -share
covers all the world's major exchanges:

Hong Kong, Singapore, Sydney, New
York, London and Tokyo. Users are
charged at 0.9 pence a price plus connect
time. I P Sharp also holds a large volume of
historical data on share price movements.

The OECD produces numerous trade and
economic statistics, including annual
national accounts for all its 24 member
countries, plus twice -yearly Economic
Outlook forecasts. It also issues reports on
Eastern European and Third World
countries. For many of these you just pay

the connect time to I P Sharp - the data
itself is free. The Official Airline Guide
covers all major airlines' scheduled
services, giving times and prices. It is avail-

able on Telecom Gold too, as you can read
in the Comms Link column on page 29 of
this issue.
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ON-LINE SERVICES TOP 10

MEAD DATA
CENTRAL
Price guide: $200 joining fee; about $50
per hour

Example databases:

Nexis, full -text

magazines and newspapers; Lexis, British
and U.S. case law and statutes; Exchange,
company and industry research reports;
Medis, full -text medical reports

Other services: on-line document

PRESTEL

THE SOURCE

Price guide: £6.50 quarterly rental;
page charges, plus £3.60 an hour at peak

Price guide: £49.95 joining fee; $30 per

times

Example databases: Citiservice,
shares, commodities and futures prices,
and news; Bizznet, business news and
software for computer users
Other services: email, telex, shopping,
home banking

ordering

Mead Data Central is U.S.-based but
acts as a host for both its own Nexis
service and the British legal database Lexis.

year, plus $14 to $18 per hour off-peak
Example databases: AP, UPI,

Washington Post, news, Newsbytes,
computer newspaper; Investor, stock
prices, news and purchasing
Other services: email, electronic
conferencing, SIGS

Although much smaller than CompuPrestel could claim with some truth to
be the largest on-line database host in
the U.K., but it is not really a database in
the same sense as the other services
described in this survey. Prestel comes in
the form of pre -formatted patges designed

serve, The Source is probably its main
competitor in the populist, personal -

computer orientated on-line field. Both

legal databases, at least as far as the U.K. is
concerned. It is expensive, costing £4,800 a

for display; the other database services

year or more depending on use. But it is a
full -text database containing all British
statutes, general case law back to 1945 and
tax law back to 1885. Although hosted in

provide it in the form of an ASCII stream,

these systems are American, and unlike the
services run by the traditional host
operators they are very easy to use,
especially The Source. Unlike a traditional
on-line system The Source does not

which means that as well as putting the

contain a few massive databases, but a

information up on your screen you can do
all sorts of things with it such as search for

the 800 or so on offer are frivolous, but

Lexis has almost cornered the market in

the U.S. Lexis is marketed in the U.K.
directly by its publisher, Butterworth Telepublishing. Nexis is a very large full -text

database of international periodicals. It
covers over 175 journals, including the
Financial Times, Business Week, the
Econmist and the Washington Post. Nexis
is marketed by Mead, so prices are in U.S.
dollars. There is a $200 joining fee, and a

minimum hourly charge of $20 with
additional charges based on the data you
are looking at and the number of searches
you make. You would be wise to allow at
least $50 an hour for using it.

PERGAMON
INFOLINE
Price guide: no joining fee; £50 per
hour

Example databases: Jordan Watch,
U.K. company profiles; Key British
Enterprises, on-line business directory;
British Standards; BSI abstracts

Other services: document ordering

Pergamon Infoline hosts 40 databases,

many of them with a strong British

bias and in the business area. Jordan
Watch holds financial data on 52,000
British companies, and the basic details on

specific words, compare numbers, and
transfer data into your spreadsheet or word

processor. Prestel is more limited and is
'more of an electronic magazine than a
database, but it is a very large one, with
nearly a third of a million pages. Prestel is
quite cheap, but you pay for some of the
pages, especially the more business orientated ones. Much of the most serious
use of Prestel happens inside closed user
groups.

TELECOM GOLD

almost simultaneously in dialogues with a
large number of users worldwide.

hour cheap rate, £10.50 peak
newspaper for computing industry; Official
Airline Guide, flight times and prices

worldwide

Other services: email, radiopaging,
telex

Telecom Gold is best known as an
electronic mail service, but it also
beginning to serve as a host for databases.
Infomatics Daily Bulletin, a newsletter for
the computer industry, has been available
for some time. The real value of having it
on-line is that you can search through back
issues to locate references to a particular

story. IDB costs 56 pence a minute to

30,000 users. This gives it a head start as a
database host. Individuals pay £40 to join,

safety information, plus a patents database
called Impadoc. There is no joining fee for
Infoline, and Pergamon quotes an average
hourly charge of £50 on the business data-

electronic forum than a database. The online conferencing facilities in particular are

Example databases: IDB, daily

companies. Pergamon also hosts the
British Standards Institute's on-line database; you can order up paper copies of the

relevant standards after locating them in
abstract form. Pergamon offers several
databases of U.S. and British health and

supported, with specialist user groups
organised by machine and interest. In
many ways The Source is more an

Price guide: £40 joining fee; £3.50 per

on-line version of Dun and Bradstreet's
business directory, covering 20,000

House. Key British Enterprises is a full -text

many are not. In the U.S., home and business users are not so distinct as in the U.K.
For instance, The Source offers stock and
commodity pricing services aimed at both
the fund manager and the home investor.
Home and business computing is very well

very powerful and you can participate

access on top of the normal Telecom Gold
charges. The Official Airline Guide is just
going on to Telecom Gold now - see page
29. Telecom Gold is the largest electronic -

all companies registered at Companies

large number of quite small ones. Many of

mail service in the U.K., with around
and companies pay £300, which gives
them an unlimited number of mailboxes.
Both Ashton-Tate and Lotus are setting up
private bulletin boards on Telecom Gold
for users of their software packages. These
will provide answers to technical queries
and will probably download software

bases.
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The complete alternative tot e IBM PC
at virtually half the price

-

The ALTERNATIVE PC - the new 16 BIT from
Icarus.
A machine to take over from the IBM PC.
A complete alternative. With total IBM
compatibility. At virtually HALF THE PRICE of
a similarly configured IBM machine!

The Realistic Alternative
In time, an alternative to the IBM PC was
bound to appear. But not at this price; not with
this quality.

E1199.00 (+VAT and excluding monitor)
for everything the IBM has to offer . . and
more. 256K RAM standard expandable to
640K. 8088 CPU running at 4.77 MHz.
2x36OK floppy disk drives. 8 expansion slots.
Keyboard with an IBM PC compatible layout
plus cap lock lights. A choice of colour
.

graphics or monochrome/printer adaptor. 10MB or 20MB internal Winchester, or any of
the multitude of options available for the
The Alternative Options
Optional extras for the ALTERNATIVE
PC include 8087 numeric processor,

ALTERNATIVE

PC

So act now.

g

IBM PC.

The Alternative Network
The ALTERNATIVE PC can also be offered as
part of the Icarus PLUSNET network system

providing 10 - 960MB of hard disk storage and
allowing up to 8 ALTERNATIVE PCs to share a
variety of
resources, eg
hard disk, tape
streamer, etc.

The Alternative Commitment
The Icarus nationwide dealer network offers
advice, installation, training, support and full
on -site maintenance.

Call us for full details.

US

Computer Systems Ltd.

Deane House, 27 Greenwood Place, London NW5 1NN. Tel: 01-267 6732. Telex: 264209.
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NTERVIEW
PHIL CLARKE of Centaur Systems
INTERVIEWED BY GLYN MOODY

How do you see the IBM PC world
Phil Clarke is marketing
director of Cardiff -based
Centaur Systems. This
newly formed company
has recently launched a
range of IBM PC
compatibles for prices

starting around £1,000,
one of which is reviewed
on page 89 of this issue.
Centaur has already
clocked up a series of
multi -million pound OEM
deals with its new
machines. Before joining
with four other
shareholders in this
venture, Clarke lived for a
number of years in the
U.S. where he has his own
software companies. He
also worked with Adam
Osborne, who introduced
the first cheap
transportable, along with
the idea of bundled
software. Clarke also
worked for IBM in systems
support.

developing over the next year or
so?
WHAT you are seeing and what you will see
is a complete change. Up to six months ago,
you had the end -user coming into the dealer
and paying £2,000 -plus for a system, under
the impression that there was some magic in
there that would make it work. For the small
businessman that is maybe 10 percent of his
annual turnover paid out on this one piece of
kit.

What's happened over the last six months,
and what will happen over the next 12
months, is that the prices of both hardware
and software are really going to drop
through the floor. To the point where you're
going to get a hard -disc system - monitor,

printer, software - for under £1,000. It will
keep on dropping. As to where the
marketplace will bottom out, I don't know. I
have this suspicion that you may see a PC for
under £300 within the next two years. And
that will make life very interesting. What you
have is raw component cost as your guiding
factor. The current product can be put
together - and I'm talking about anybody's

product, not just ours - for under $150.
And then you come to monitors. You can
go out to the Far East and buy monitors for
under £20. And I'm talking about IBM -style
monitors which will retail for over £200. You
may find that the old idea of having eight
machines in a dealership and people come in
and spend an hour there - that disappears,
and what you have is almost like a cash-andcarry PC business. If that happens, I think
we're starting to approach where a PC
should be in terms of the marketplace.

How are these prices, in particular
your prices, being achieved?
BY SHEER volume. By turning the PC into
what it really is, which is a commodity
product. It's not a high-level computer, it is
very, very simple. If you open the case and
have a look inside, what you have is a
motherboard, two disc drives, a power
supply, a disc controller, a video controller, a
speaker, and that's it. The components that
go on there you can probably buy for 30 to
40 dollars and put it together yourself. So
you're just seeing volume component costs,
as ours are, and we put them out at what we
think is a realistic price.

This is very much the Osborne

philosophy; what are your
connections with him?

WE'VE worked pretty closely. We both have
the same philosophy. Adam's made the
statement to me about the software industry
itself, which has been profiteering over the
last five years, where you have a production
unit cost of pennies. Certain manufacturers in
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particular, where they have a 15- to
16 -dollar total production cost are retailing at
the 400- to 500 -dollar mark. And that level of
profiteering could not go on. Adam's
particular strategy is with software, with his
Paperback Software. If you look at his
products, they are not the best in the world,
but neither are they the worst. They are
good -quality products at a ridiculously cheap
price, and they are presented in a form which
is acceptable to the current marketplace.
The packaging is a clue to this. Previously,
you would have the plain binders - it's the
industry's way of trying to give a mystical air
to what's inside. They don't say a damn thing
on the outside. You look at a two-, three-,
four -inch manual: it frightens the life out of
the end -user. And nine times out of 10 they
never learn to use the product properly.
That's almost criminal in this industry where
people are paying the amount that they are.

Do you think any big names are
going to be in trouble?
THERE ARE a few big names already in
trouble. You've seen in this country alone
what has happened to ICL because they
didn't change with the marketplace. Apricot

are a good company, but they are a good
company in the U.K. and nowhere else, and
in this day and age you just can't do that.
Particularly for British companies you have to
go overseas, and not just Europe: you have
to attack the American market.

What impact do you think your
activities will have on American
companies?

IT'S a difficult thing to estimate. We've just
signed a major contract where we're selling
machines into the heart of the Valley - coals
to Newcastle.

Why do you think you have
managed to bring about this kind of
price reduction when no one else,
American or Japanese, has?
WILLPOWER. It's really that simple: because

we wanted to do it. We looked at our
particular strategy for our company and took
a supermarket approach to it, which is
producing a good -quality product at a good
price. Now at this point in time we are lower
than anybody else in the marketplace, and
we will attempt to keep it there. Now IBM
could sell that machine at a loss for two years
and put us out of business. Well, that's just a
fact of life. But the company will be there in
five year's time, and we will turn over in
excess of 30 million dollars this year.

And next year?
WE'RE looking for up to 60 or 70 million
dollars. We hope at the end of five years
we're doing consistently $100 million.

[a
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At £995, our full feature COMPRO 88 is probably the
best value PC compatible on the market.
But we all know that successful computer buying
is more than looking for the lowest price.
You want support. We'll give you 24 hour nationwide response, on -site maintenance.
You want memory. We'll give you 640K as
standard (without using valuable slots).
You want capacity. We'll give you a choice of
hard -disks, up to 70Mbytes with tape back-up to match.
You want reliability. We'll give you superb
engineering - built by us in Britain.
Yes, We'll give you more, all down the line.

PR

CE

PCM1 640KB. 8 slots.

Dual. half height 360KB floppy disks.
Keyboard Mono graphics printer card
Mono monitor £995.
Range of twelve machines also
includes
10MB at £1395. 20MB
system with 20MB tape back-up at
£2315.

And colour option with colour monitor
colour graphics card parallel port at
£160 extra
Prices excl. VAT correct
al time of publishing

Please send me more informat!on on the C0MPRO 88 Protess,onai Computer
Name

Company

Position

Address

Postcode

tt
Nv,4 PFZ

Computoprocessing Limited
195/197 Wardour Street London W1V 3FA
Telephone: 01-439 1819 Telex 28671 COMPTO
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THE END
OF THE
IBM PC?

Old-fashioned and slow, the
IBM PC is coming under

attack from more advanced
systems on the one hand and

cheap clones on the other.

Jack Schofield assesses
the future of the micro
standard of the mid -eighties.

Ayear ago I wrote in this magazine:
"The question facing everyone who
buys a micro today is not 'Why buy
an IBM PC?' but 'Why buy anything else?'

When it comes to

single -user business

micros, IBM has the field under its thumb."

The continuing increase in the IBM PC's
share of the market shows that most micro
buyers have taken the same point of view.
But nothing lasts forever, and it may now
be time to consider two further questions.
First, how long will the IBM PC standard
survive? Second, will IBM be able to stay in
the micro market?
The first question is really about whether
IBM simply joined the micro market when it
launched the PC, or whether it changed it
irrevocably. The second question is whether
IBM can compete with the clones for other
companies in the U.S., Korea, Taiwan and
Japan.
The chief value of the IBM PC today is not
that it offers technical excellence, but that it
offers a standard. Technically, the IBM PC
was an advance when it was first launched in
August 1981, almost six months before the
ACT Sirius 1 appeared in the U.K. But by
today's standards it is primitive, old-

fashioned technology. Half a dozen corn-
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panies can offer much higher performance
for down to one sixth of the price.

The advantage of having a hardware
standard is that it sets up a benign circle for
software houses and end -users. Software
writers are encouraged to write for the PC

standard because it provides them with a
potential market; end -users are
encouraged to buy the standard PC because
it makes a wide range of software available.
This benefits everyone. However, no
standard lasts for ever, and it may be that the
IBM PC is coming to the end of the road.
The 1977-80 business standard was the
Apple II with VisiCalc. It lost out because it
limited software writers and users to Apple
large

DOS, and the limitations of the Apple
hardware of the time - limited disc space
and an upper-case 40 -column screen display
being the major drawbacks.
The 1980-82 standard became 64K
CP / M, because this solved the Apple

problems. First, programs could run on a
wide range of hardware, as long as it had an

Intel 8080 or Zilog Z-80 chip and 64K of
RAM.

Second,

it

could provide

an

80 -column screen with upper and lower
case. Third, it offered the chance to put
(continued on next page)

IBM
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continued from previous page)

more data on a disc. Once Supercalc came
out, CP/ M killed the Apple II as a business
micro.

The 1983-85 standard has been the IBM
PC with Lotus 1-2-3, because it solved the

problems that arose with CP/ M micros.
First, PC -DOS swept away the confusion of

disc formats that had arisen under CP/ M.
Now any 5.25in. PC disc should run on virtually any PC -compatible micro. Second,

the Intel 8088 cracked the 64K memory
limit which enforced the use of slow overlays

which big programs like WordStar had to
use on CP/ M micros. PC -DOS provided a
huge 640K of addressable memory space.

OUT OF DATE
Today, however, the PC standard is due

to be replaced, because it fails to meet
today's needs for speed, multi -tasking, the
ability to handle a lot of data, and for good quality bit -mapped graphics. The 4.77MHz
Intel 8088 is a painfully slow, out-of-date
processor compared to current offerings such
as the Motorola 68000 or later Intel chips. It
makes the IBM PC slower than home micros

that cost only a couple of hundred pounds.
PC -DOS's 640K of address space comprises 10 64K segments, which is fine for a
single -tasking, single -user micro, but
hopeless for the micros of the future. PC -

DOS's 32Mbyte limit in disc -addressing
capability is too small, as the availability of
low-cost, high -capacity hard discs will soon
demonstrate. The 5.25in. 360K disc drive is
too small and too slow by today's standards.
Finally, the IBM PC's display is a mess.

You can have a green screen which is
excellent but does not do bit -mapped
graphics, or a colour screen which offers
almost illegible

88

text and cannot

scroll

The IBM PC: old-fashioned, but still the
one the others have to follow.
without flickering, or an enhanced colour
graphics adaptor which is expensive and so
slow as to be virtually unusable.
The IBM PC was designed as a 16K home
micro with Basic in ROM and a cassette port.

But anyone sitting down to design a proper
computer would now use something like a
16MHz Motorola 68000 offering 16Mbyte of

unsegmented address space - 25 times
more than the PC and sufficient to run
several programs at once. The 5.25in. discs
would be replaced by 720K 3.5in. drives.

The display would provide both readable
text and high -resolution, bit -mapped colour
graphics, and so on.
The IBM PC has been upgraded since its
launch. PC -DOS gave way to DOS 2, then

DOS 3 and 3.1, with DOS 4 due early this
year. The 160K single -sided drives were

changed to 320K double -sided with an
increase from eight to nine sectors per track
providing 360K. The original 16K RAMs
were changed for 64K RAMs and one day
IBM may even move to 256K chips.

There is nothing new about the process by

which micros go out of date and

are

replaced. It has happened before, and it will

certainly happen again, because not even
the IBM PC standard is going to last a
thousand years. The fact that it is IBM's
standard, rather than someone else's, only
means that it may last longer than it would
otherwise. The question is whether it will
last another five years, or two years, or less. I

would bet on two.

OVERNIGHT DISASTER
This is not to suggest that the IBM PC is
going to lose its appeal overnight. There is
no reason to suppose it will prove less long-

lived than the Apple II, an old-fashioned
eight -bit micro which was launched eight
years ago but which has every appearance of
continuing as a best-seller. Nor need sales of
IBM PCs and PC clones drop. For example,
no one raves about eight -bit CP/M the way

we did five years ago, but Amstrad will
probably sell more CP/ M machines this year

produces add-ons to patch up the defects of
the original. Hercules display cards, accel-

than were ever sold during the years when
CP/ M was dominant. The IBM PC standard
could, in its turn, take over the home
market, once business users have moved on
to something better.

erator cards which have faster chips, the
Above Board RAM card which busts the

The IBM PC standard could also be
replaced by another IBM PC standard,

640K DOS limit, plug-in hard discs, mouse
drivers and thousands of others products are
on offer.
Unfortunately all these add-ons are
working to destroy the IBM PC standard. It

perhaps based on the Intel 80286 or 80386
chips. Machines built around these should
have the advantage that they can run the old

is no longer enough to say "This program

the old IBM PC, so IBM would effectively be

runs on an IBM PC". You have to say "This

starting again, just like anyone else. Con-

program requires DOS 3.1, two 360K

sidering IBM's recent track record - the

drives, 384K of RAM, a Colour Graphics
Adaptor or Hercules card, a Hayes Smart modem . ." and whatever else is required.

Portable PC, the PCjr, the AT, Topview, the
EGA - success is far from guaranteed.
The second question I posed was whether

Also, there

.

is

a huge industry which

IBM PC software. However, the new
software will not be capable of running on
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IBM could stay in the PC market in competition with the U.S. companies making
superior clones, the Koreans, the Taiwanese
and the Japanese. So far IBM has done very
well out of its horse -and -buggy standard,
but the PC's primitive design makes it very
expensive to manufacture.
A comparison of a PC board with that of a
clone like the Olivetti M-24 is instructive.

The Olivetti packs almost everything you

need on to the motherboard, with fewer
chips, which makes it far cheaper to manu-

facture. Olivetti can thus offer a machine
that runs more than twice as fast, sell it
cheaper than IBM, and yet - I would guess
- still make more profit on each one sold.
When it comes to cost cutting, the
Koreans and Taiwanese do even better.

Things are hotting up at the bread-and-butter end of the PC
market with a rash of cheap, serviceable clones.

David Barlow looks at two bargain machines.

PRICE -BUSTERS
have been some dramatic
developments on the PC -compatible
price front. Whereas last year at this
time it was hard to buy a decent dual -floppy
machine for less than £1,500, this year the
starting price is around half that figure.
These bargain -basement machines fall
into two distinct groups. The first, as you
There

might expect, is made up of machines
manufactured by unidentified plants in
Taiwan or Thailand and imported into the
U.K.

to the £2,000 cost of an IBM PC with a

surprise as it contains some big names like
Tandon, of disc -drive fame, and Epson, best
known for its large range of printers. These
machines are not quite as cheap as the faceless imports, but they are better made and
have the reputations of established manufacturers to back them up.
This review looks at one example from
each group. The Centaur PC is distributed
in the U.K. by Centaur Systems of Cardiff
and retails for around £850. From Tandon,

similar specification. Not everyone wants a
Korean or Taiwanese copy, but when highly
regarded Japanese companies like Epson get
into the act later this year, IBM could start
finding its products a lot harder to shift.

POACH TECHNOLOGY
And there is worse - or better - to
come, as several companies reduce the PC

and PC/ AT to a few custom chips. One

by enterprising

distributors. The

There are dozens of clones coming on to the
market at prices of around £800, compared

second group comes as something of a

company, Zymos, is launching what it calls
Poach technology. The somewhat provocative name derives from"PC on a chip",
and Zymos has reduced 87 discrete components from the IBM PC/ AT to only two
custom chips. The company claims it will be
possible to add an Intel 80286, some RAM

we tested a hard -disc machine comparable to

and a couple of controllers, and build an

around £1,295, while its top -of -the range
AT -alike costs £2,740. Both firms' review
machines performed perfectly adequately,
and will probably make life very hard for
many of the manufacturers of higher -priced

IBM PC/ AT -alike on a 4in. square printed -

circuit board.

Initially the cost will be sufficient to
enable to a PC clone to be built as a lap -top

DOS maximum of 640K can be mounted on

the motherboard by fitting two banks of
256K chips. There is also a socket alongside

the Intel 8088 for the 8087 arithmetic coprocessor.

The review machine was supplied with
two Matsushita 360K floppy discs. Hard -disc
upgrades of 10Mbyte, 20Mbyte and
40Mbyte are also available. There is room for
a further two half -height storage units in the

case, and the disc controller is capable of
handling a total of four floppies.

The Centaur also scores well when it
comes to other areas of expansion. The
motherboard has six full-length expansion
slots and two half-length. The floppy -disc
controller sits in one of the short slots and
the display driver board in one of the long

CENTAUR PC
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configured to match the Centaur PC sells for

Value for money
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E Amazing value but let down by slow
floppy discs and poor overall finish.

micro for about £600. Once production is
ramped up, the cost will be negligible. The

machines.

equivalent of an IBM PC/ AT could be pro-

products, the Centaur PC appears almost in-

East there are a wide variety of multi-

duced small and cheap enough to go into

distinguishable from the IBM PC, at least

every science student's school satchel.
Can IBM compete with this? When IBM

when viewed from a distance. Its footprint is
almost identical. At close quarters the

came into the micro market, its president
committed it to becoming "the low-cost

machine does look cheap, especially when
compared with the Tandon, but internally
the finish is good, and the space inside the

function cards covering serial and parallel
ports, clock calendar, graphics and RAM
functions, all at suitably low prices.
The major problem area with the basic
Centaur proves to be its display card. To
keep the cost down a compromise unit is
installed, and while the distributors claim it
has graphics capabilities, we could not find
any. The machine refused to run even the
most basic test of compatibility, the Flight
Simulator, because the display card is not
graphics compatible with the IBM.

supplier" . Note the definite article. In spite
of continuously increasing production, and
repeatedly cutting the cost of its PCs, it has
not managed this. It has lost the battle for

the transportable market, where it was
beaten by Compaq. It may not win the
battle for the high -end PC market, where
Compaq and Olivetti/ AT&T are competing

hard. It has failed in the home -computer
market, where the PCjr was an unexpected
disaster. When it launches into the lap -top
market next year, it will find other suppliers

already becoming entrenched. We could
end up with an IBM PC standard, but with

IBM not selling a significant number of
machines.

In the best traditions of Far Eastern

box is used effectively.

The Centaur is based on the Intel 8088
CPU running at 4.77MHz. This is exactly
the same configuration as the IBM PC and

does not provide much in the way of
performance when compared to sophisticated PC -compatibles like the Olivetti
M-24. Although the basic Centaur is only
provided with 128K of memory, the MS-

IBM PC standard was not the beginning of
the end of the micro market, merely the end
of the begining.

Every other program that called for a
graphics card also failed. Compatibility on
text -only software proved to be excellent,

BASIC BENCHMARKS
Both machines run the Benchmark routines slightly faster than the IBM itself, but the
difference is unlikely to be of any significance in practice. The routines were published
on page 104 of the January 1984 issue of Practical Computing.

However, one thing is certain: the battle

is not over yet. The establishment of the

Accompanying these machines from the Far

BM I

Centaur PC - 8088
Tendon PCX - 8088

Olivetti M-24 IBM PC - 8088

8086

1.3
1.4
0.5

1.3

BM2 BM3 BM4 BM5 BM6 BM7 BM8
10.2 10.6 11.6 21.0 32.3 34.5
4.7
5.1
11.1
11.4 12.4 22.2 34.7 36.9
2.0
4.7
4.7
5.2
9.4 14.8 16.1
4.8
12.2 12.2 13.4 23.6 37.6 36.6

Av.
15.8

16.9
7.2
17.7

(continued on next page)
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BAGSHAW BENCHMARKS
The disc Benchmarks show where corners have been cut or pains taken with the look -alike machines. The performance of the
Centaur's floppy drive is sluggish by current standards, and is likely to make the machine tedious to use for many applications. By
contrast, Tandon has really gone to town with the PCX - its 10Mbyte Winchester is among the fastest we have tested. The disc
Benchmarks are explained on page 99 of the July 1985 issue of Practical Computing.
BMO

Centaur PC - 360K floppy
IBM PC - 360K floppy
Tandon PCX - 10Mbyte hard
IBM PC/XT - 10Mbyte hard

24

BMI BM2 BM3 BM4 BM5 BM6 BM7 BM8 8M9 BM 10 BM 1 I BM 12 BM 13 Total

21

15
10
7

19

5

21

(continued from previous page)

but you would be well-advised to budget for
a decent graphics card when comparing the
Centaur machine to more established equipment. Centaur is offering a Hercules compatible card, but it was not supplied for
review and as yet no price has been fixed.

The 12in. monitor supplied with the
Centaur has a very similar performance to
the IBM unit. Its text display is stable and
clear, but the marked ghosting when
scrolling can be tiresome. Of all aspects of
the Centaur, the least likeable is the keyboard, which looks and feels very cheap. Key
action feels rather vague, though on the plus
side it does include LED status indicators on

the Num Lock and Caps Lock keys. Most
cheap compatibles use a Keytronics-style
keyboard; even this has its shortcomings,
but it is vastly superior to the Centaur unit.

11
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III

CI Impeccably presented IBM PC
compatible with good hard -disc
performance.

a very attractive unit. Once again, perIBM unit.
Tandon's keyboard

is

a

beautifully

12 -month on -site warranty at no extra
charge.
The Tandon PCX, though not identical to
the IBM PC / XT, is certainly reminiscent of
it.

The unit is actually more attractive,
finished in lighter colour shades and is

features a tilt device and status LEDs.

slightly smaller in size. The all-round finish

standard implementation of Microsoft MSDOS 2.11. Once again, compatibility was
hard to assess without a full graphics card,
but the machine ran all the text -based IBM
software without no difficulty. It is
reasonably safe to assume that a company
like Tandon with a reputation to preserve
will ensure that the compatibility of its first
business PC will be acceptable at the very

The Tandon PC

is

supplied with

a

least. Distributors of a foreign import are

length. On the hard -disc review machine
one of these was occupied with the disc

less likely to have the necessary resources or

controller and another with the display
driver. This leaves four full-length slots and
one half-length slot free for user boards. The

this area.
The Tandon is supplied with three well presented A5 manuals: a user guide, a DOS

basic Tandon machine is supplied with a

guide and a GWBasic reference manual.

parallel port mounted on the display board.

Although brief, they should be sufficient for
most users' needs. The standard warranty is
six months.

Tandon is quite honest about the capabilities of the display board fitted to its

90

5

k,

finished unit which appears to have been
specially made for this machine, unlike the
cheaper compatibles which seem to source
their keyboards from the same few manufacturers. Key action is good, and the unit

There are seven slots on the expansion bus
of the Tandon: five full-length and two half-

15

1779
742
172
254

,

0

formance is very much on a par with the

either by adding chips to the motherboard
or by fitting extra RAM boards.

31

51

TAN DON PCX

included in the basic price of the Tandon, is

RAM which can be expanded to 640K,

114

manufacturers for many years. The larger than -average 14in. green -screen monitor,

SACRIFICE SUPPORT

with the Centaur and the IBM, at 4.77MHz.
The basic Tandon is fitted with 256K of

44
76

414
145
32

all, been supplying similar units to major

Lavish after -sales support is one thing that
those who buy cheap micros must expect to

of the machine is superb. The system is
based around the Intel 8088 running, as

5
3

311

factured by Tandon. The company has, after

Value for money

supplied with a three-month guarantee.
Centaur is also looking into including a

817

It comes as no surprise to find both the
floppy disc and the hard disc are manu-

The distributors say that these items will be
supplied with production machines, but this

sacrifice. Nevertheless, the Centaur PC is

41
15

version of the machine available for an extra
£325 which includes the colour monitor and
graphics card.

Ease

with MS-DOS 2.11; we used a spare copy to
carry out the review.

111

machine: in line with IBM's policy, the
basic PCX is configured for text -only
applications. However, there is a colour

The Centaur was supplied without an
operating system or any documentation.
kind of presentation does little to inspire
confidence. The machine will be supplied

9
8
4

technical support to rectify deficiencies in
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SPECIFICATION
CENTAUR PC
CPU: Intel 8088 running at 4.77MHz
RAM: 128K, expandable to 640K
Dimensions: 500mm. (19.7in.) x
140mm. (5.5in.) x 400mm. (15.7in.)
Display: 12in. monochrome monitor
displaying 80 columns by 25 lines;
various graphics options available

Keyboard: 83 -key IBM layout with 10
function keys

Mass storage: two 5.25in. 360K half height floppies

Above: Space is well used inside the
Centaur PC.
Below left: The Centaur PC, almost
indistinguishable from an IBM PC.
Below right: The Tandon PCX is
superbly finished and does not reveal
its budget pretensions.
Right: Inside the Tandon PCX.

Interfaces: parallel only; others
optional

Software in price: MS-DOS 2.11
Price: £860; colour system £1,220
U.K. distributor: Centaur Systems,
17-21 Castle Street, Cardiff CF1 2BT.
Telephone: (0222) 390714

TANDON PCX
CPU: Intel 8088 running at 4.77MHz
RAM: 256K, expandable to 640K
Dimensions: 500mm. (19.7in). x
140mm. (5.5in.) x 350mm. (13.8in.)
Display: 14in. monochrome monitor
displaying 80 columns by 25 lines;
various options available

Keyboard: 84 -key IBM PC layout with
10 function keys

Mass storage: one 5.25in. half -height
floppy; one half -height 10Mbyte
Winchester

Interfaces: parallel only; others
optional

Software in price: MS-DOS 2.11
Price: £1,595; 20Mbyte model £1,795
Manufacturer: Tandon Computer
U.K. Ltd, 5 Suttons Industrial Park,
London Road, Reading, Berkshire RG6
1 AZ. Telephone: (0734) 664676

CONCLUSIONS
Despite some rough edges, the Centaur PC
all the necessary basics to make a
competent if unexciting PC compatible.
The Tandon PCX is a well -finished PC/XT
has

compatible supported by a major manufacturer; the performance of the Tandon-built
10Mbyte hard disc is substantially better than
IBM's.
Users of both machines should budget for a
serial port and a decent graphics board when
comparing them with better -established
compatibles; the basic Centaur PC has only

128K of memory, which may need to be
upgraded.
The Centaur PC has good expansion
potential, but its disc performance is poor by
current standards.
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The upper end of the PC
market looks set for a shakeup judging by this cheap, fast

AT clone, tested by Glyn

Moody.

TANDY

3000

Tandy presents a heartening case of
learning to get it right. The TRS-80
series of machines - known affectionately or otherwise as "Trash -80" - were
the first generation of serious machines from

the company, and many of them are still
doing sterling service. But they are dinosaurs

from an era when everybody and his or her
dog had their own operating systems.
For its subsequent micro, Tandy recognised that you have to be brave or Apple to
go it alone in a world dominated by the IBM
PC. Even so, the company was still reluctant

to go the whole hog: the Tandy 2000,
reviewed in September 1984's issue of
Practical Computing, was a fast
powerful MS-DOS micro.

and

Following the unspectacular sales of the
2000 model Tandy came up with the 1000.
As we reported in our April 1985 review, this

excellent machine offered full functional
IBM compatibility with good price performance. Unfortunately, Tandy remained
a touch idiosyncratic: the expansion slots
were not full length, thus precluding total

occupied by cards for monitor, printers and
disc controllers.
A hefty power -supply unit sits at the back
of the box and a fan is placed at the front.
There are various permutations of disc

Standardisation at last - the Tandy 3000
even looks like an IBM.

TANDY 3000

PC VERDICT

operational compatibility; the keyboard was

different; and there was no provision for
emulation of the high -resolution mono-

e.

(5C)

II

Performance

FULL COMPATIBILITY

0'

calr

`r

'zk0

chrome mode.

Value
I

knocks the bottom out of the market:

6

one 20Mbyte Winchester, or one floppy and
two Winchesters. The flexibility of allowing
two hard discs and up to 40Mbyte of storage
is attractive. The drives and power -supply

M
II

Documentation

slots. The 3000 weighs in with a price which

floppies - either 1.2Mbyte or 360K - plus

<4,

.

Ease of use

With the Tandy 3000, Tandy has taken
the plunge, and offers full AT functional
compatibility and full-length expansion

unit are protected by clear plastic covers
which lie above them. Beneath it all is the
motherboard, which is neat, spacious and
seems to manage without any last-minute

for money

Offers more performance than the
IBM PC/AT for a significantly lower

fudges.

price.

around £3,100 for a 20Mbyte system,
1.2Mbyte floppy, 512K RAM, serial and
parallel ports, keyboard and monochrome

For example, you can have two

drives.

For the keyboard, Tandy has abandoned

its quixotic version used with the Model
1000, and produced a more spacious design
with a normal AT layout. The overall size
has been kept smaller than IBM's, largely
through the incorporation of Number,
Scroll and Caps Lock indicators in the keys

Even the casing of the main system box
mimics Big Blue. Gone are the curiously
dated, rounded curves of the Tandy 1000

One noticeable omission ig the locking key
found on the IBM. Tandy says that it prefers
to use software rather than hardware to keep
the system secure.
Opening up the machine reveals plenty of

and 2000. Instead there are strong lines and

room for expansion cards. There are

square corners, though the unit is smaller

generous 10 slots in total: seven 16 -bit, and

good: it is very light but not shallow. There
are small ridges on the home keys to help

overall than the PC / AT. At the front of the

two full-length and one half-length eight -

touch -typists, though they may find it a

machine there is a recessed Reset button.

bit. On the review machine, three slots were

long stretch to the Backspace Delete key.

monitor. The equivalent IBM price is nearly
£4,900.

a

themselves. The feel of the keyboard is

BAGSHAW BENCHMARKS
Tandy 3000 - floppy

Tandy 3000 - 20Mbyte hard
Compaq Deskpro 286
- floppy
Compaq Deskpro 286
- 30Mbyte hard
HP Vectra - floppy
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BMO
11.4

BMI

BM2 BM3

3.5

BM4 BM5
14.9
24.3

BM6

BM7

BM8

BM9

4.3
2.8

23.6
14.9
17.5

12.3
4.7
5.3

7.6

1.1

1.9

4.5
2.3

4

4

6.2

1.8

2.5

2.3

2.8

3.6

1.2

3.8

10.3

3.5

3.7

11.8

12.1

23.2

4.1

23.6

6

10.5

14.6
2.9
12.5

1.7
15

9.5
16.4

5

12

BM I 0 BMI 1 BM12 BM13 Total
23.1
288.4
48.2
82.1
14
13.4

75

45.5

12.2
18.2

88.6
250.3

0.8

1.6

11

5.9

3.2

47.8

7.7

15.1

48.1

22.1

280.5

1.7
8

3.1

15.8

83.2

9.1
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now blinks at a manic rate. More seriously,
there are suggestions that IBM might one

day use timing routines to check that
software is running on a bona fide 6MHz PC
rather than a souped -up clone.
The Tandy 3000 is scrupulously faithful to

its mentor in the degree of software compatibility it offers; it goes as far as the AT
but not further. For example, it runs such
packages as 1-2-3 and Sidekick, but like the

IBM machine it will not run the ordinary
Flight

No software comes

Simulator.

bundled with the machine but Basic, MSDOS and Deskmate are available for £78.
Tandy has also announced that Xenix will be
available this year.
On the review machine there was a nasty
hardware fault with the power supply, which

SPECIFICATION
Processor: 80286 running at 8MHz
RAM: 512K standard, expandable to
640K on -board, and to 12Mbyte under
Xenix

ROM: power -up diagnostics
Keyboard: full IBM PC/AT QWERTY
layout
Display: 12in. green or 14in. colour
monitor; 80 or 40 characters per line, 25
or 50 lines; optional 640 -by -400
monochrome graphics, or 320 -by -200 in
16 colours, or 640 -by -400 in four colours

AT-alikes.

TURNING
THE
TABLES

ON IBM

cut out several times. Tandy says that the

There have been two ways of following

models to be released to the public will have
undergone modifications to avoid this

IBM. One is to offer compatibility
without sacrificing the refinements

problem. Set against this, the machine had
undergone far more to-ing and fro-ing as a
result of demos up and down the country
than any normal business micro is likely to
have to put up with. The fact that the hard

which can be added quite easily. The other is
to go all the way, warts and all. Surprisingly
enough, the first method was the most pop-

Discs: 5.25in. drive can read 360K or
1.2Mbyte formats; optional 20Mbyte

disc accepted both this constant moving
around and power cuts with such equanimity augurs well for reliability in that

Winchester

department.

Interfaces: serial and parallel ports

As more manufacturers aim
for greater IBM compatibility,
we compare current PC- and

ular to begin with, and is only now being
superseded by the second.
In the first class there are machines like
the Olivetti M-24, which has long provided

a benchmark against which subsequent
IBMulators have had to be measured. In

The Tandy 3000 emerges as an excellent

particular the 8MHz clock rate instead of the
original 4.77MHz has resulted in some fairly
spectacular gains in performance. Compaq

machine with a truly tempting price tag.

and Sperry, other early contenders in this

Anyone contemplating buying an ordinary
PC/XT can now stretch to a full AT -alike

market, also offer faster clock rates.

483mm. (19in.) x 457mm. (18.in.)

without serious financial strain. What is

produce a PC clone today, the chances are

Weight: 21.3kg. (471b.)

particularly significant about the launch of

that it is an identical copy, as far as is legally

Prices: basic machine with 20Mbyte
Winchester, one 5.25in. floppy, serial
and parallel port, but no graphics board
£2,795; single -floppy version £1,995;
14in. colour monitor £499; 12in.
monochrome monitor £179; graphics
card £399, text display card £199; maths

the Model 3000 is that it joins Tandon's

possible. Since there are no incentives to
purchase in the specification, all the atten-

DOWNWARD SHIFT

standard; internal IBM eight- and 16 -bit
bus expansion slots

Software in price: none
Hardware expansion: RAM
upgrades, maths co -processor

Dimensions: 165mm. (6.5in.) x

co -processor £249; hard -disc controller
£399; MS-DOS 3.1, Basic, Deskmate £78

Availability: now

U.K. distributor: Tandy Corporation,
Tameway Tower, Bridge Street, Walsall,
West Midlands WS1 1 LA. Telephone:
(0922) 648181

In operation the Tandy 3000 proved to
have another virtue over and above its price:

it is very fast. It is aided in this respect by

running its 80286 at 8MHz rather than
IBM's more sedate 6MHz. As the Benchmarks show, it is comfortably close behind
the swift Deskpro 286 in its Basic and
floppy -disc performance.

Increasing performance does have its
drawbacks, though. For example, the cursor

similarly priced AT clone in establishing a
new level of pricing for ATs. Given the per-

As the tables on the following pages

that most other compatibles will be forced to
move at least some way towards this level.

show, the latest round of machines hovering

The PC -clone market has been opening
up for some time, and it is getting more cut-

senior members of the club look ridiculously
costly, and that includes the IBM PC itself.

throat by the minute. With the launch of
the Tandy and Tandon machines the first
shots have been fired in what could be a
similarly bloody battle at the upper end of

This is partly a reflection of the maturing
marketplace. Now people are prepared to

IBM PCIAT - 80286

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5

around the £1,000 mark make the more

the PC market.

buy on price alone, and to hell with the
three letters on the front or the weeks of
handholding sometimes offered. It also

CONCLUSIONS

reflects that the cutting edge of technology
has moved on to the world of the AT.
Until recently it would have been safe to

The Tandy 3000 is a full IBM PC/AT clone for
It is also much
faster.
The possibility of incorporating up to
40Mbyte of Winchester storage is a useful
feature.
The review unit experienced some problems

about two-thirds of the price.

with the power supply; otherwise, the unit

make the distinction that while the PC
market was coming to the end of its life and

would be subject to increasingly savage
price -cutting, the AT was safe for a while at
least. After all, the machine is barely a year

old. Then along came Tandon, and more
recently Tandy. Both offer a full IBM
PC / AT -alike for not much more than the
price of the IBM PC itself.

seemed well made and reliable.

It is not clear to what extent these represent flashes in the pan. Both Tandon and
Tandy are major players in their respective

The figures below show the time in seconds taken to run a run a series of standard
benchmarks. Details and listings were given in the January 1984 issue of Practical
Computing.
Tandy 3000 - 80286
Compaq Deskpro 286 - 80286
HP Vectra - 80286

tion is concentrated on one area: price.

formance of the 3000 it seems inevitable

BASIC BENCHMARKS

BM I

But the tide has now turned. If you

BM2

BM3

1.3
1.2
1.4
1.9

2.9
2.8
3.0
4.6

BM4 BM5
3.0
2.9
3.1

4.7

3.4
3.2
3.4
5.2

fields, and it seems unlikely that either

BM6 BM7

BM8

Av.

9.7

9.5
9.2
9.6
13.5

4.5
4.3
4.7
6.8

6.2
5.7
6.6
9.1

9.1

10.2
14.6

would adopt this kind of pricing lightly. It
would therefore appear that a fundamental
shift is taking place in the IBM PC and AT
market, with even the undisputed king of
that world likely to feel the repercussions.
(continued on page 96)
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A POWERFUL PROVEN IMAGE
ANALYSIS SYSTEM FOR THE IBM PC WITH
Particle location, sizing and orientation maximum
and minimum diameters

Automatic disk data storage
Compatible with Microstats and Lotus 123
High resolution frame capture and averaging
Grey Scale analysis and contrast stretching
Pseudo Colour output and Histograms
Windowing, framing and image editing
Mouse driven or automatic operation
Printer output
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for Any Application.
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Circle No. 171

SOLID STATE DESK
TOP SWITCHING DEVICES &
ACCESSORIES FOR IBM PC
No Problems with Cable Lengths or Data Loss/Errors Having
Separate Ports, Avoids Over -loading Computer
Metal case with built-in power supply and fitted plug

THE PRINTERSHARERS
(SEVERAL MICROS TO 1 PRINTER

A LOW COST VIDEO CAPTURE
SYSTEM FOR MICROCOMPUTERS WITH

PARALLEL - 25 PIN SOCKETS
1'70 lb)
2 WAY (without cables)
2 WAY - with 2 2m1 computer
£95 (c)
cables
£80 (ci
3 WAY (without ablest
3 WAY- with 3 . 2m1 computer
£1171c1
cables
£651b)
SERIAL R5232 3 WAY

Microeye 512x512x8 bit video digitiser
-

Display software, printer dump and disk storage

Complete with cables, documentation and camera

MicroSight with camera £900+ VAT
MicroEye without camera £495+ VAT

THE PRINTERCHANGERS
(1 MICRO TO SEVERAL PRINTERS)

PARALLEL - 25 PIN SOCKETS

Thresholding and contrast setting
Systems for IBM PC/AT/XT, RML Nimbus,
BBC, Apricot, Victor 9000, Apple, Hewlett
Packard 200 series
Additional software available for image measurement
Images compatible with Domino, PC Paint, etc.

4

2

WAY

3 WAY- £80 (b)

£70

SERIAL RS232

3

WAY -

£65 (b)

THE PRINTERCROSSOVERS
THE
(2 MICROS TO 2 PRINTERS;
PARALLEL - 25D SOCKETS
SERIAL R5232 -25D SOCKETS

£85 ,c

£70 (hi

CENTRONICS (36 PIN) PRINTERSHARERS, PRINTERCHANGERS &
PRINTERCROSSOVERS AND FOR BBC, SIRIUS. APRICOT WANG. MACINTOSH.

COMMODORE, 26 PIN APPLE!!

Ile & Ilc AVAILABLE

ACCESSORIES

For further details contact: -

DC T

SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERTER WITH PSU £60

The image analysis people

25 PIN D GENDERCHANGER M/M, F/F (SHIELDED! £10
25 PIN RS232 SURGE PROTECTOR M/F (SHIELDED; £20
6FT. FLEX PRINTER CABLE 25 PIN TO 36 PIN f15

24 HOUR CUSTOM MADE CABLE SERVICE AVAILABLE.
PRICES ARE EXCLUDING VAT Postage: (b)

Digithurst Ltd,
Leaden Hill, Orwell, Royston, Herts. SG8 50H

Tel. (0223) 208926
kay.one

Circle No. 162
94

(c(

£2.50

KEYZONE LTD
U14, REGENERATION HOUSE, SCHOOL ROAD,
PARK ROYAL, LONDON NWIO 6TD.
Telephone- 01-9651684/1804 Telex: 8813271

Acc *es
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20 MEGABYTES
£595
Twenty megabytes of hard disk storage on your PC. Sixty times the capacity of your floppy
drives. Three million words. A thousand hours of typing. Enough room for all of your programs
and all of your data for a long, long time.
Twenty megabytes of fast storage. Hard disks are ten times as fast as floppies on a PC or XT.
And our proven Seagate drives are faster still - access times are 25% under competing hard drives.
Twenty megabytes of reliable storage. Our Seagate 20 MB drives have a mean time between failure (MTBF) of TWENTY THOUSAND HOURS. At forty hours per week, that's ten years of
trouble -free operation.

How do you get one in your machine? For £595, we do it all for you. Pick your machine up. Test
it. Install the pre -tested drive. Test it again, for an entire day. Deliver your new Super Micro back
to you.
Or for £549, you can do it for yourself. We will send you a complete kit for upgrading your PC,

XT, or compatible into a Super Micro. It's the same Seagate drive, fast controller, cable, face
plate, mounting bracket, and little bag of screws. You do have to supply the screwdriver.

Ah, you say, but what if it doesn't work? Well, you give us a call. We grumble at our shaking
technical staff (this isn't supposed to happen!). You send it back to us. We repair it (or, more
likely, just replace it with a brand new one) at no charge. We send it straight back to you.
How long does this last? An entire year. We include a full one year repair -or -replace warranty on
any upgrade kit that we sell.

So what are you waiting for? Ring us, write, or just send in your machine (system box only) and
a cheque. We're Bristol Micro Traders, Upgrades Group, on (0272) 279 499, at Maggs House, 78
Queens Road, Bristol BS8 1QX.

BRISTOL
Micro Traders
Bristol Micro Traders supply a complete range of upgrades for the PC, AT, and compatibles:

10MB half -height drives
20MB fast (40ms access) full -height drives
30MB, 40MB, and larger drives
130 watt power supplier for the PC
10MB, 20MB, and larger streaming tapes.
All carry at least a one year repair -or -replace warranty. All are available as kits, but we do
recommend that you allow us to assemble and test. We can also supply bare drives, without controllers and mounting kits. Please call or write for prices.

Dealers, volume buyers: please call.
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M-24
Osborne

Olivetti

PC -4i

NCR

Xtra

ITT

PC

Icarus

PC -860

Ferranti
Advance
Ferranti

PC

Ericsson

Taxi

Epson
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Computopro
Compro 88
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NCR -DOS
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Tutorial
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WordStar 2000
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01-725 8337
Olivetti
01-785 6666

NCR

01-300 3033

STC

01-267 6732

Icarus

061-624 9552

Ferranti

061-624 9552

Ferranti

(0634) 401721

Ericsson

Epson

01-902 8892

Computopro

01-439 1819

Compaq

01-940 8860

(0536) 205252

Commodore

01-267 6732

Icarus

(0222) 390714

Centaur

01-783 0502

Ceedata

01-773 2156

Canon

01-995 1441
AM International
(0442) 42251

IBM

Contact

£1,390

£1,599

(0923) 57231

Conguin

01-646 3493

£1,040 Future Management
(0908) 615274

£2,165

£2,249

£1,837

£1,299

£1,375

£1,156

£1,934

£898

£995

£2,395

£1,675

£2,155

£720

£2,180

£1,875

£2,195

£1,988
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IBM/AT
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PC -EMULATORS

their operating systems. The price quoted is for a 512K 20Mbyte
Winchester, single -floppy system. Throughout, "yes" indicates
that a feature is standard, and "no" that it is not.

apart from the Hewlett-Packard Vectra, and all use MS-DOS 3.1 as

All AT-alikes come with parallel and serial ports as standard,

USING THE TABLES

The tables are split up into two sections: PC clones and AT-alikes.
Some factors common to all have been omitted. For example, all
PCs have 5.25in. floppies with 360K capacity, can take hard discs,
and have a maximum memory of 640K. The quoted price is for a
256K, dual -floppy system.
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£1,995

£1,399

£1,925

£945

£1,995

£1,650

£1,358

£1, 295
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12

12

12
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Contact

(0452) 29451

Zenith

(06284) 4606

Victor

01-267 7541

RTS Ltd

(0734) 794664
Walters
(0494) 32751-9

Computeraid

01-904 4467

Tashkl

Tandy
(0922) 648181

Tandon
(0734) 664676

Sperry

01-965 3616

8

6/8

80286

80186

6/8

80286

80286

512K

512K

512K

512K

360K

1.2M

1.2M

10M/20M

30M

20M

PC

PC/AT

non -IBM

PC/AT

yes

yes

yes

yes

poor

good

good

good

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

MS-DOS 3.1

PC -DOS 3

640K

MS-DOS 3.1

8.32M MS-DOS 3.1

2.6M

3M

Windows

no

no

12

6

12

£4,420

£5,195

£4,550

£5,103

IBM

Advanced PC

Zenith

PCIAT

Walters

Tandy
3000
Televideo
Performance AT
Triumph Adler
P-50/60

Tandon

PCIIT

Sperry

28
Ka6iypro

Xtra XP

ITT

Hewlett-Packard
Vectra

6

80286

6

80186

80286

6
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80286

8
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80286

80286

4.77/7.16
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80286

80286
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80286

512K

512K

256K

512K

512K

512K

512K

512K

512K

256K

1.2M

1.2M

800K

1.2M

1.2M

1.2M

360K/1.2M

1.2M

360K

1.2M

20M

20M

12.5M

20M

20M

20M

40M

20M

20M

20M

PC/AT

PC

non -IBM

PC/AT

PC/AT

PC/AT

PC/AT

PC/AT

PC

non -IBM

no

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

good

good

eight -bit

good

excellent

good

excellent

good

eight -bit

good

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes
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yes

no

ITT DOS 2.11

MS-DOS 3.1

MS-DOS 2.11

MS-DOS 3.1

MS-DOS 3.1

3M

MS-DOS 3.1

MS-DOS 3.1

512K MS-DOS 2.11

640K

16M

5M

1,024K MS-DOS 3.1

640K

3.64M MS-DOS 3.1

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

Micropro

no

PAM
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3
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6

12

12

6

12

£4,450

£3,492

£3,950

£4,295

£2,795

£2,795

£5,066

£3,869

£4,045

£5,262

(0452) 29451

Zenith

01-250 1717
Walters
(0494) 32751

TA

(0252) 521444

Computeraid

(0922) 648181

Tandy

664676

Tandon

Sperry
01-965 0511

Kaypro
(06286) 67547

01-440 4141

STC

(0734) 696622

HP

01-785 2411

SMT

Compaq
8860

AM International
(0442) 42251

01-995 1441

PCA(0734)

G-4

Goupil

A M Stearns
Communicator
Compaq

PCIAT

IBM

Deskpro 28601-940

Manufacturer
and model

Zenith
Z-158

VPC

Victor

PC

Wyse

PC

Walters

Tele PC

Televideo

PC -16

Tandy
1000
Tashkl

PC

Tandon

PC

Sperry

The new Brother1509 wide column printer solves the problem of getting a lot of information onto a single
line.
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The future at vour fingertips.
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DEPARTMENT P. BROTHER OFFICE EQUIPMENT DIVISION,JONES + BROTHER, SHEPLEY STREET, AUDENSHAW, MANCHESTER M34 5JD. TELEPHONE: 06I- 330 6)11
TELEX: 669092. BROTHER SHOWROOM: 83 FUSION ROAD, LONDON NW1. TELECOM GOLD: 83: JBC002. BROTHER INDUSTRIES LIMITED, NAGOYA, JAPAN

98

ENGLAND
Avon. Bristol 0272 277104.
0272 277033. 0272 266000.
Bedfordshire. Luton 0582 458282.
Berkshire. Newbury 0635 34565.
Pangbourne 07357 4466. Reading
0734 508787. 0734 500771.
Slough 0753 821457.
Buckinghamshire. Milton Keynes
0908 664123. Slough 0753 821545.

Cambridgeshire. Cambridge
0954 82061. 0223 664444.
Peterborough 0733 48087..
Cheshire. Frodsham 0928 35700.
Stockport 061-429 8080. Wilmslow
0625 529486. 0625 531173.
Cornwall. Truro 0872 72905.
Cumbria. Bowness 0506 827506.
Carlisle 0228 47670.
0228 44044/44033.
Derbyshire. Derby 0332 383231.
Devon. Exeter 03922 11718.
Plymouth 07526 62616.

Dorset. Ferndown 0202 893040.
East Sussex. Burgess Hill 04446
47761. Horsham 021-384 6611.
Essex. Chelmsford 0245 260026.
0245 267246. Southend -On -Sea
0702 339262.
Gloucestershire. Cheltenham
0242 30030.
Hampshire. Fleet 025142 3900.
Southampton 0703 39571.
0703 334711. 0703 228204.
Winchester 0962 67900.
Hertfordshire. Borehamwood
01-207 4848. Watford 0923 49677.
Humberside. Hull 0482 24412.
0482 23146. 0482 26297.
Isle of Man. Douglas 0624 24624.
Kent. Dover 0304 216221.
Maidstone 0622 58289.
Lancashire. Ashton-Under-Lyne
061-339 6837. Burnley 0282 53935.
Lancaster 0524 62033. Manchester
061-224 8117.061-236 4737.
061-832 8322.061-228 2036.
061-228 2452. 061-861 0757.
061-8618877. 061-833 9327.
St Annes 0253 729156.
Leicestershire. Leicester
0509 881333.
London. EC1 01-248 8385.
01-831 0311. EC2 01-283 9283.
01-638 2103.01-247 8577.
EC4 01-248 1326. 01-236 6453.
01-248 2238. N19 01-281 2431. NW1
01-387 0505. NW4 01-202 2272.
SE14 01-692 4941. SW1 01-834 9000.
01-828 1423. 01-930 9400.
WI 01-629 7785. 01-491 7487.
W2 01-723 3071. WC1 01-242 1418.
01-631 5001. WC2 01-379 0855.
01-836 9932. 01-836 1327/0599.
Merseyside. Liverpool
051-708 0133. 051-236 1112.
Middlesex. Enfield 01-3661411.
Hounslow 01-572 1577. Ruislip
01-864 5383.

Norfolk. Norwich 0603 612553/
612554.
North Yorkshire. Bradford

0274 728431/2.0274 309386
Leeds 0532 426412. 0532 455699.
0532 433411. 0532 459459.
0532 449151. 0532 468272.
0532 458132. Sheffield 0742 752848.

Northamptonshire. Northampton
0604 31661.

Nottinghamshire. Nottingham
0602 470576. 0602 410479/412144.
Oxfordshire. Oxford 0865 717720.
Shropshire. Shrewsbury
0743 68167.
Somerset Yeovil 0935 71117
Staffordshire. Stoke -On -Trent

0782 269883.
Suffolk. Bury St Edmonds
0284 3181.
Surrey. Croydon 01-680 1852.
01-681 5021. 01-684 5678. Egham
0784 31333. Farnham 0252 711677.
Kingston - Upon -Thames
01-5411495.
Tyne & Wear. Newcastle - Upon -Tyne
091-272 2022. 0632 612626.
0632 615161.091-268 3333.

Warwickshire.Nuneaton
0203 328967.
Wiltshire. Swindon 0793 762449.
Worcestershire. Worcester
0905 612931. 0905 21616.
Sussex. Crawley 0293 543301
0293 29778.
West Midlands. Birmingham
021-233 1020. 021-643 5368/5362.
021-643 6351.021-233 4321.

WASH LANE, BURY
LANCS BL9 7DU

TEL: 061 7052288

TELEX: 665233

COMPUTERS
COMMODORE
PC10 256K RAM
2 360K FLOPPY DRIVES
PC20 256K RAM
1 360K FLOPPY DRIVE
10MB HARD DISC
1
SPERRY PC
MODEL 200 256K RAM
2 360K FLOPPY DRIVES
MODEL 400 256K RAM
1 360K FLOPPY DRIVE

1 20MB HARD DISK
MODEL 450 256K RAM
1 360K FLOPPY DRIVE
1 20MB HARD DISK
MEDIUM RESOLUTION COLOUR MONITOR
PC/IT 512K RAM
1 1.2MB FLOPPY DRIVE
1 44MB HARD DISC
APRICOT
PC 256K DUAL 315K DRIVES
PC 256K DUAL 720K DRIVES
Xi10 256K 10MB HARD DISK
Xi10S 512K 10MB HARD DISK

Coventry 0203 23582. Sedgley
09073 63115.
SCOTLAND
Dumfries. Dumfries 0387 69151.
Stranraer 0776 833309.
Grampian. Aberdeen 0224 636081.
0224 647074.
Highlands. Shetland Isles
0595 5787.
Lothian. Edinburgh 031-229 4418.
031-225 3693.031-337 9870
031-225 9337/8854.
Strathclyde. Glasgow 041-332 5525
041-221 7409. 041-226 4211.
041-333 9531. 041-221 8413.
041-778 8585.
Isle of Lewis. Stowaway 0851 3244
WALES

Mid Glamorgan. Swansea
0792 467980.
South Glamorgan. Cardiff
0222 45859/398698.
N. IRELAND
N. Ireland. Belfast 0232 732 223.

411=11 The fUture at your fingertips.
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£1299

£2150

£1850
£2950

£3200

£ CALL
£1199
£1349
£2099
£2499

OLIVETTI

Cleveland St. Wolves 0902 712121.

That's solved the problem
of where to buy it.

PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1986

TAY COMMERCIAL
SERVICES LTD

M21

M24

£ call
£ call

PRINTERS
EPSON LX80
EPSON FX80 +
EPSON FX85
EPSON FX100 +
EPSON EX105 +
EPSON LQ1500
EPSON SQ2000
EPSON DX100
EPSON HI 80 PLOTTER
BROTHER HR25
BROTHER HR35
DIABLO 630

£199
£299
£339
£439
£439
£799
£1399
£370
£315
£649
£749
£1539

DISKETTES (BOX 10)
DSDD 40 TRACK
3M
DYSAN

XIDEX
DSDD SONY

£19
£23
£18
£39.50

SOFTWARE
WORDSTAR PROF
WORDSTAR
WORDSTAR 2000
SYMPHONY
DBASE III
LOTUS 123
PEGASUS
SUPERCALC II

SUPERCALC III
MULTIPLAN
MULTIMATE

£279
£215
£295
£399
£340
£319

from £175
£129
£235
£139
£287

THIS IS A LIMITED SAMPLE OF THE GOODS WE OFFER.
PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS.
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
CHEQUE WITH ORDER OR ACCESS/DINERS/AMERICAN EXPRESS

Circle No. 177
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"In 1986 it's going to be very
PRINTERS-DOT MATRIX

COLOUR PRINTERS/PLOTTERS

COMPUTERS

ANADEX / BROTHER / CANON /

APRICOT / EPSON / CANON /
COMMODORE / COMPAQ / IBM /

ANADEX / ASTAR / CANON / DIABLO /
DATAPRODUCTS / EPSON / HONEYWELL / EPSON /JUKI / MANNESMANN TALLY /
JUKI / MANNESMANN TALLY / MICRO OKIMATE / PENMANN / SEIKOSHA /
PERIPHERALS / NEC / NEWBURY DATA /

OKI -MICROLINE / PANASONIC /

OLIVETTI / SANYO

SILVER -REED

RITEMAN / SEIKOSHA / STAR / TAXAN /
TEC / TOSHIBA

DIGITASK PC -16
£249 * 256KB standard upgradable (on board)
to 640KB (1024KB with CCP/M).

PENMANN (with cable & software)
CANON F-60 80cps Thermal
DRAFT/NLQ/LQ/GR 110col
EPSON LX -80 80co1 100cps

locos NLQ
EPSON RX-100 136co1 F/T 100cps
EPSON FX-80 80col 160cps
EPSON FX-100 F/T 136col 160cps

EPSON LQ-1500 200cps (NLQ)

4 to 16" paper width

MONITORS
£349 INDESIT / MITSUBISHI / PHILIPS / SANYO /
TAXAN / YAN JEN / ZENITH
£195
£317

£295
£395

* 8088 processor operating at 4.77MHz
switchable to 8MHz TURBO.
* 8 IBM compatible expansion slots.
* Provision for 8087 co -processor.
* Four DMA channels.
* Three timer channels.

* MS-DOS ' /PC -DOS and CP/M-86
supported.
* 130 Watt XT -style power supply.
£319 * 2 x 320K floppy drives.
* 1 parallel, 1 serial (2nd. serial optional),
£69
I games port as standard.
* 83 -key cherry style keyboard.

SANYO DMC 7650 IBM/APRICOT
£849 Colour Monitor

EPSON SQ2000 136co1 176cps 1055cps
PHILIPS 7502 12" Green,
NLQ P+S+IEEE
£1419 composite 20MHz
JUKI 5510 80col 18cps F/T
£265 PHILIPS 7513 12" Green,
STAR SG -10 (F/T) 120cps, 80col,
IBM Compatible 20MHz
£85 * 12 inch, Monochrome monitor, with
£199 PHILIPS CT 2007 Monitor/TV RF,
(50cps NLQ)
high persistence tube.
STAR SG -15 (F/T) 120cps, 136col,
CVBS, RGB
£199
£295 PHILIPS CM8533 MED CV RGB/LINEAR
(50cps NLQ)
only £695
RGB/TTL (IBM)
£269
TAXAN KX 1201G 12" 20MHz,
Green, P31 tube
£89 DIGITASK are dealers for all the above manufacturers

SERIAL TO PARALLEL PROTOCOL
CONVERTER

For the most competitive pricing on all models call!!

TAXAN KX 1202G 12" 20MHZ,
Green, P39 tube
INDESIT APRICOT Display 12"
(beige or black)

£99

SOFTWARE
£159 CARD BOX PLUS / CROSSTALK / DMS / DR

Serial RS232 in-parallel centronics out!
Converts almost any serial computer cheaply
APPLE COMPATIBLE PERIPHERALS
to operate with almost any parallel printer.
Baud rate selectable from 150-19200
Hardware (DTR) Handshaking. Selectable
DATA/STOP/Parity bits. Powered by +5v on
pin 18 of centronics interface. Supplied with
Digitask is the major supplier of
connectors + cable.
£39.95 peripherals in the U.K.-This month

WORDSTAR

all items in stock at 'Sale' prices!!!

PRINTERS-DAISY WHEEL
BROTHER / TOWA / DIABLO / EPSON /
JUKI / NEC SPINWRITER / QUME / QUEN
DATA / UCHIDA / RICOH / SILVER -REED /

/ D BASE / EASEL / FLIGHT SIMULATOR /
FRAMEWORK / FRIDAY / LOTUS / MICRO
SOFT / MULTIMATE / MULTIPLAN /
NICEPRINT / NORTON / OPEN ACCESS /
PEACHTREE / PC / PEGASUS /
PERTMASTER / PFS / SAGE / SIDEKICK /
SIDEWAYS / SMART / SPREADSHEET /
SUPERCALC / SYMPHONY / TURBO /

Call for free price list

TEC STARWRITER

SUPER 4 -BANK -FAST EPROM
WRITER TO 256K!
BROTHER HR -15 Parallel 20cps
BROTHER HR -25 Parallel 25cps
BROTHER HR -35 Parallel 35cps
TOWA Daisy Junior 14cps 80col, P11

£295
£599
£659
£199

TOWA Daisystep 2000 18cps
132col, P11

EPSON DX -100 Parallel 20cps
JUKI 6100 18cps

Handles 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764, 2764A,
27128, 27128A, 27256, 27256A Programming
Voltage Auto Set to 25/21/12.5 volts. Can
program, blank check and verify to EPROMs
simultaneously! 8 times faster than our usual

£215
£312

card! External Textual Bank. Fully
comprehensive software supplied.

£289

£199

,A\A

QUEN DATA Daisy Wheel
Parallel 18cps

UCHIDA DAISYWHEEL 20cps Parallel

ectSe'

Ce'

£215
£199

DON

e6S514:)15S
60(6te

SN<t.(0,

DIGITASK are dealers for all the above manufacturers
For the most competitive pridng on all models call!!
Conditions of Sale

P5

(D 4

REMEMBER Even if you don't see it advertised here we can probably supply it AND FOR LESS. Problems with limited space
means that we are only able to advertise a limited range of products Additional prices on application. Consumables, paper,
ribbons, etc supplied at exceptional prices 24 -HOUR DELIVERY on items ex, stock.
CARRIAGE WITHIN UK items which may be dispatched by POST leg peripheral cards etc) add f 2 00 per order under £5000
ORDERS EXCEEDING £50.00 CARRIAGE FREE SOFTWARE PACKAGES CHARGED SEPARATELY MINIMUM CHARGE
£400 Items which must move by CARRIER (such as printers, monitors, etc I will be delivered within 24 , hours for a charge of
£10.00 OR ALTERNATIVELY within 48 -HOURS at a charge of £7 50 Add 15% for VAT to all prices given Remember. VAT is
also applicable on carriage at 15% Terms STRICTLY CWO. DEALER ENOUIRIES WELCOME FOREIGN enquiries if possible by
telex, please Favourable rates to most destinations CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

9) se* /Cttb'

C316S

00t
era
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cew*

Circle No. 17f

difficult to match our prices.
PC/XT PERIPHERALS
Unique, Technically excellent & Superb value
4 -LAYER XT MAINBOARD -8 -Slot * 8088 processor clocking at 4.77MHz *
provision for 8087 * 4 separate DMA channels * 3 timer channels *
64K -1024K on board.

£199

SUPER XT MAINBOARD-2 layer construction as above but limited to 256K on
£169
board memory.
SUPER TURBO XT MAINBOARD -8 -slot * 8088 processor clocking at either
£219
4.77MHz or 8MHz in TURBO mode.
384K MULTIFUNCTION CARD -(Full length) parity checked memory 64K to
384K * Parallel printer port * One async. comms. port (2nd optional) *
Clock/calendar with battery back-up * Games port * RAMdisk, PRINTspool,
and TIMer software.
£125
512K RAM EXPANSION CARD -(Full length) user selectable start and finish
addresses * 64K to 512K on board
£89
576K RAMASTER EXPANSION CARD-(Short 4"x 5") State of the art SHORT

COLOUR/GRAPHICS AND PRINTER ADAPTER -(Full length) Supports
direct drive, RGB, composite colour and composite monochrome monitors *
Alphanumeric mode 40 x 25 and 80 x 25 * Graphics mode 320 x 200
colour/640 x 200 monochrome * Parallel printer port * Light pen interface *
Fully compatible with the IBM.

£129

COLOUR/MONOCHROME GRAPHICS DISPLAY CARD-(Short 5" x 4")
Capable of driving Direct drive RGB, Direct drive Monochrome and Composite

video Mono/Colour monitors * light pen interface * mouse interface *
supporting software * for use with PC/XT/AT and compatibles.
£149
GAMES ADAPTER-(Short 4" x 5") Allows attachment of two joysticks to the
PC/PC-XT * paddles must have a range of 0-100K Ohms * 15 pin female 'D'
£24

connector.

82551/0 CARD -(4" x 8") A programmable input/output interface for PC/PCXT. 48 I/O lines * 3 independent 16 -bit counters * 16 LEDs for I/O status

RAM card * Uses 64K or 256K DRAM chips * Bipolar PROM for address

display.

decoding of just three RAM banks * Selectable parity ON/OFF.
£89
2MB RAM EXPANSION CARD FOR PC/PC-XT-(Full length) Breakthrough
the conventional 640K barrier of DOS * adds 2MB of parity checked memory *
conventional and expanded memory are switch selectable * Intel and Lotus
memory expansion spec. * MFPLUS software included. * Note: backordered to

PCP 128 EEPROM/EPROM PROGRAMMER -(4" x 5.5") Half in/half out

£P.OA.

prioritized interrupt system controls transmit, receive, error, line status and data
set interrupts.
£49

512K 4 BANK PROMBLASTER EPROM PROGRAMMER/ANALYSER-(4" x
8") 4 ATA TIME! * can program, check and verify four EPROMs'simultaneously
* internal card, external TEXTOOLS * up to 8 times faster than our normal card
* handles 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764, 2764A, 27128, 27128A, 27256, 27256A,
27512, 27512A * programming voltage automatically set according to type *
no dip switches to set, all settings under software control *
software supplied.
£259
130W POWER SUPPLY UNIT-Conservatively rated at 130 watts * UL listed *
C SA approved * Built-in EMI filter * switchable to 117 VAC for USA/Canada *

ASYNC. 2 PORT COMMS. ADAPTER-(Short 5" x 4") As above but second
port added and cable supplied.
£59

Input surge protection * overvoltage/overcurrent protection * power good
signal * directly replaces IBM original supply * cable loom for 4 -drives and

MULTI-ASYNC. CARD (PC/XT)-(Short 5" x 4") Provides FOUR communications
ports on a single card! * Ports are switch selectable as COM1 through COM8 *

main board
£89
PC/XT SWING TOP CASE-Similar in looks and styling to the original but with
the added convenience of easy access * full mounting hardware and blanking

FEB. 1986! Please check when ordering.

PARALLEL PRINTER ADAPTER-)Short 5" x 4") Centronics compatible *
selectable port address * 25 -pin D connector * may be used as general I/O
interface via 12 latched TTL buffer points.

£29

ASYNC. SERIAL COMMS. ADAPTER-(Short 5" x 4") One standard, 2nd
optional RS232C port * Programmable baud rates from 50 to 9600 baud *
Five, six, seven or eight data bit characters with 1, 1V., or 2 stop bits * Fully

Three interrupt channels supported IR02, IR03, IR04.
£149
ADD-ON SERIAL PORT KIT -3 chip set for additional comms port * intended
for COMMS and MULTIFUNCTION cards.
£12.50
514-4 FLOPPY DRIVE CONTROLLER CARD -(8" x 4") Two internal drives may
be daisychained on 34 -way edge connector * 38 -way external D' connector
for two additional drives, tape streamer, etc.
£54
514-4B FLOPPY DRIVE CONTROLLER CARD -(4" x 5") Short version of the
above card.
£49
MULTI 1/O CARD WITH CABLES-(Full length) 6 -way!! * Dual floppy interface

on 34 -way edge connector * Serial port and optional 2nd serial port (bidirectional, async. comms.) RS -232C * Parallel port * Clock/calendar with
battery back up * Games port
£165

design allows external EPROM handling * 'Breakaway' design option allows
remote handling of EPROMs * Software handling of 2716/2732/2732A/
2764/2764a/27128/2816 * Menu driven software
£149

19 features.

plates supplied.

£55

360K HALF HEIGHT FLOPPY DISK DRIVE -Slimline, BRAND NAME, hightech floppy drive.

£84.95

NEC 20MB FIXED DISK DRIVE-One of the ony drives on the market with
true head retraction to safeguard your data * 85ms average access time. * half
height with floppy size footprint.
£439
NEC 10MB FIXED DISK DRIVE-see above.
£279

WESTERN DIGITAL SWX1000-2 HARD DRIVE CONTROLLER -(4" x 8")
Suitable for most PC -compatibles * Special driver ROMS for ERICSSON,
FERRANTI, OLIVETTI & TANDY-1000 * XT Winchester emulation * Data rates
up to 5 MBI TS/SEC. * Supports TWO hard drives * Automatic error detection

PSIO-405XT MULTIFUNCTION CARD -(Short 4" x 5") Parallel port (configurable as LPT
or 2) * One standard, 2nd optional async. comms. port
(configurable as COM-1,2,3 or 4) RS232C * Uses 8250B serial comms. chip *
Clock/calendar with battery back up * RAMDISK, PRINTSPOOL & CLOCK
software.
£129
MONOCHROME/GRAPHICS CARD -(Fu II length) IBM/HERCULES compatible * Text mode 80 x 25 * Graphics mode 720 x 348 * Direct drive output *
Parallel printer port.
£99.95
MONOCHROME (TEXT) DISPLAY ADAPTER -(Full length) 6845 CRT controller module * 4K static RAM display buffer * Supports 256 character codes *
8K character generator * 80 x 255 screen/9x 14 character box/7x 9 characters
* Direct drive output.
£84

and correction on field * Selectable retries * Automatic formatting. .... £135
SET OF CABLES FOR HARD DRIVE-Pair of 20 & 34 way cables for standard
ST -506 Winchester connection.
£25
K-1501 CHERRY TOP KEYBOARD -84 -key * lit CAPS LOCK and NUM LOCK
indicators * Uses CHERRY (full travel) mechanical contact switches * lifetime
greater than 50 million operations * meets DIN ergonomic
requirements.
£69
IRWIN-110 10MB TAPE BACK UP-Ease of use and comprehensive software
make this system excellent value.
IRW1N-225 20MB TAPE BACK UP-As above but greater capacity.
E£4795
39
4164 DRAM CHIP-150ns Dynamic RAMs at a dynamic price * 9 pieces for a
parity checked bank of 64K * PC/XT and compatibles.
£0.75 (each)

COLOUR GRAPHICS CARD -(Full length) 2 layer construction * A/N and

4128 DRAM CHIP-Upgrade PC/AT and compatibles * 9 pieces for a parity

APA modes * 640 x 200 in graphics mode * 16KB on board memory * outputs
for direct drive, composite video * light pen interface.
£89
MULTI LAYER COLOUR GRAPHICS CARD -(Fu II length) 4 layer construction
* Uses motorola 6845 CRT controller * 16K display buffer * Drive RGB (TTL
level), standard composite and RS -170 composite monitors * Light pen interface
as standard * Alphanumeric mode 40 x 25 and 80 x 25 * APA (graphic) mode
320 x 200 and 640 x 200.
£139

checked bank of 128K.

1

£4.75 (each)

41256 DRAM CHIP-Upgrade PC/XT compatibles, Olivetti, Compaq, etc. * 9
pieces for a parity checked bank of 256K.
£3.75 (each)
8087-2 MATHS CO PROCESSOR-Upgrade for Olivetti
£169
8087 MATHS CO PROCESSOR-Upgrade for PC/PC-XT and
compatibles.

£139

PC/AT PERIPHERALS
SUPER AT -COMPATIBLE MAINBOARD -Complete compatibility with
Phoenix BIOS.

MULTI-ASYNC. CARD FOR THE AT-)Short 4" x 5") Four async. comms ports
£925
£395

AT HARD/FLOPPY CONTROLLER CARD -For AT and compatibles.
3MB MULTIFUNCTION CARD FOR THE AT-Full parity checked memory *
user expandable to 3MB in 128K or 512K increments using 64K or 256K DRAM
chips * start address configurations at 256K, 512K or above 1MB * 1 async.
comms. interface * 1 parallel printer port * games adapter * optional 2nd
comms. port.
£449
SERIAL/PARALLEL CARD FOR THE AT-(Short 4"x 5") parallel printer port *
async. comms. port
£89
PSIO-405AT MULTIFUNCTION CARD-(Short 4" x 5") similar to PSIO-405XT

switch selectable as COM1 through COM8 * three interrupt channels
supported IR02, IR03 and IRO4
£195
200W POWER SUPPLY UNIT FOR THE AT-Meets UL/CSA standards *
built-in EMI filter * switchables to US/CANADA 115 VAC * input surge current
protection * overcurrent/overvoltage protection * power good
signal.
PC/AT STYLE CASE

1.2MB FLOPPY DRIVE-Name brand * Half height floppy.
AT -COMPATIBLE KEYBOARD

£189
£125
£149
£139

but for AT and compatibles * parallel printer port * async. comms. port *
option for 2nd comms. port * optional games port * uses 16450 serial comms.
chip for to match the AT's faster speed * no clock (the AT has one
on board).
£149

"Probably the best value for money
anywhere in the U.K."

tot

Computer Supplies
PC -XT SELECTRIC KEYBOARDS

V.'

ADD-ON POWER SUPPLIES

Our volume purchase of these excellent selectric type
keyboards will bring the features you have been
wanting down to a price you can't resist. So many
features - you'll love it!

Single key reset
Separate numeric keypad
Separate 'Arrow" keypad
Dimple marked 'S", F, & J keys
£112.00
KEY -1051 Selectric
£60.00
KEY -1051 Standard

Two new, thoroughly tested
IBM PC/XT power supplies for
your system upgrade. Best
price with ONE YEAR

warranty!!

vtiox.

1

SUPER 384K MULTI -FUNCTION

=OW MOTHERBOARD
4 layers for superior
We announce a powerful new IBM XT type motherboard.
reliability & speed. Turbo mode allows 40% higher
throughput by increasing system clock to 6.67MHz
Designed to use new 256K
under software control.
RAM or 64K chips, 640K memory expansion does
not require use of valuable card slots.
Many outstanding features combined with our new
101111110Mte
7PAK Multifunction board makes previously expensive
ma.
options standard features at a LOW LOW cost.

Three ways to begin- an Empty Cabinet a "Basic" -a Full system - all that you assemble
yourself!
CABINET ONLY
£61.00

"BASIC"
Cabinet, Keyboard, Power Supply,

TURBO Motherboard w10k RAM
£459.00
KIT- 9400

Add -In Storage

£139.00

BOA -6355

Addition (9) 64K Memory Chips
KIT -8000

£999.00

MINN

8 Slot CAB -3068

Features: One Parallel Port, One RS 232-C
Serial Port, One Game Port, Real -Time Clock/Calendar with Battery
Back-up, Expandable to 384K of Parity -checked Memory, Supplied OK RAr,'
Memory, all cables, PrintSpooler
and RAMDisk Software.

This one is really loaded!

£13.95

£237.00

BOA -6078 Supplied with OK RAM

Do it Yourself!

Add -On Storage

WOW!

Complete
System!

17,000 in Service!

10 Meg H.D.

Features!

II I640K cpcty
I

£1643.00

RAM Disk
Game Port

20 Meg Colour

£2136.00

PrintSpooler
Turbo Mode!
4.77MHz 6.67MHz

Hard Disk
This internal system is cheaper because
it does not need a P/S & Chassis. It
comes complete with Controller and
cables
SUB -8010 10Mbyte 1/2ht
£599.00
£699.00
SUB -8020 20Mbyte 1/2ht

Complete with power supply. Super
Appearance! Fan -cooled!

Hard Disk

20 Meg W/Tape

£2334.00
Software

XWORD
XBASIC
XBASE
XCALC

I Ser. Par
I Clock
I 256K Std.
Check these

10 or 20 Megabyte Hard Disk plus
Controller and all cables.
£699.00
SUB -7010 10 Mbyte
£799.00
SUB -7020 20 Mbyte

Tape
10 or 20 Megabyte Tape Back-up
with cable
SUB -831010 Mbyte
SUB -8320 20 Mbyte

standard features:

Full-size, Feather -Touch, Capacitance Keyboard,
Calculator -Type Numeric Keypad Parallel & Serial I/00 Real
Time Clock 2-Slimline 51/4" DS/DD 48 TP1 360K Drives 8 IBM expansion slots

RAM Disk Print Spooler 4 DMA & 3 Timer Channels
8088 16 -bit CPU
Monochrome
Full 640K Capacity on -board
Up to 32K EPROM (full 8K supplied)
Supports
Video Card

Game Port

£499.00
£559.00

PC -DOS, MS-DOS, CP/M-86 0 Power Supply Hard -Disk -Ready,
High resolution
no need to add-on additional power

£599.00
£659.00

Combined.

10 Function Keys,

Tape
Internal tape back-up also available
SUB -8610 10Mbyte
SUB -8620 20Mbyte

£95.00
£118.00

POW -1040 135 Watt
POW -1044 150 Watt

cal

10 or 20 Megabyte Hard Disk plus Controller,
Tape Back-up plus cables
£1199.00
SUB -8210 10 Mbyte
£1369.00
SUB 8220 20 Mbyte

12" Monitor, Green Screen, 22MHz bandwidth

Not enough room here- Call for Catalogue
MISCELLANEOUS £££ SAVERS.

7PAK Multifunction Floppy. RTC, 2 Serial. 1 Parallel. Game. RAM Disk
1309-6250
641( Memory Chips (9)
KIT -8000

Now =um

in a Kit!
Completely XT Compatible

We want your DRIVE business!

Expansion Boards

Drives

£899

£175.00

£13.95

256K DRAM Memory Chips (9) = 256K

£39.95

KIT -9000

Add-on Memory, (up to 5126) supplied OK RAM

£99.00

BOA -6350

Floppy Controller, Controls up to four selves. 51/4" 48/96 TIP
BOA -6100

£58.00

Monochrome Graphics Card (Hercules Type) 11-2-3 Compatible) 72oh x 384V

£118.00

BOA -6150

Colour Graphics Card, 320 x 200 Res Colour. 640 x 200 Monochrome
BOA -6200

Clock Calendar Board, fits in 'short slot' of/battery Back-up
BOA -6375

Hard Disk Controller, standard ST -506 for DOS2.1 8. 3.1
BOA -8060

Monochrome Monitor, 22MHz bandwidth, TTL
MON-1775 Green
MON-1750 Amber
Asynchronous Communications Adaptor, 1 Serial exp 2nd Serial
BOA -6300

Parallel Printer Adapter, tits in 'short slot'

£49.00

£139.00

£87.00
£87.00
£54.00

£32.00

BOA -6310

Hi -Resolution Colour Graphics, similar to Princeton

£339.00

BOA -6275

Monochrome Video, 80 x 24 or 40 x 16 character, TTL Output
BOA -6225

£112.00

£99.00

10 Megabyte 1/2 height Hard Disk
DRI-4145
20 Megabyte 1/2 height Hard Disk
DRI-4147
360K Floppy Drive
DRI-6675
Irwin 110 Tape Drive 10Mbyte
DRI-8080
Memtek 20Mbyte Tape Drive
DRI-9080

£299.00

£479.00
£89.95

£424.00
£483.00

All prices include delivery (U.K. mainland) but exclude VAT.

IDS Computer Supplies
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Why didn't anybody think of it before?
If you have a phillips screwdriver and 1-2 hours
available, SAVE yourself a bundle of MONEY! Nowhere will you beat this deal on a complete 8 slot
ready -to -assemble and run XT compatible.

2-360K Drives
Cabinet
135 watt power supply Floppy Controller &

Keyboard

0908 569655

8 slot Motherboard
256K RAM

Cable

Mono Video Card
TTL Amber Monitor

Unit 15 Darin Court Crownhill Milton Keynes MK8 OAD

OPEN FILE'

In Open File we offer programming tips and free
software to key in - from demonstration routines to
ready -to -use business programs. As well as major
feature programs, every month we publish a selection of
software written by our readers.
We welcome serious software for any of the micro
systems listed opposite, especially short routines and
utilities. Programs can be in Basic, Pascal or any other
language.
Submissions should include a brief description which
explains what your program does, and how it does it. If
possible it should be typed, with lines double-spaced. We
need a disc of the program, and a printed listing from a
fully debugged, working program; hand-written listings
cannot be accepted.
When printing listings, please remember to use a new
ribbon or double -intensity printing - faint listings
reproduce badly. Use plain paper only, and try to list the
program across either a 35 -character or a 70 -character
width. Make sure all special graphics, inverse -video
characters or any other non-standard symbols are listed
correctly, or else include Rem statements to explain them.

Each program listing or disc must have your name and
address on it, or we cannot promise its safe return. A
stamped addressed envelope is appreciated.
If you write in with a comment, correction or enquiry
please state the machine and the program title.
We pay at least £10 for any programs used, or £35 per

page and pro rata for part pages.
OPEN FILE MONITORS

Amstrad
Apple
BBC

Commodore

Ian Stobie
Bill Hill
Nicholas McCutcheon
Mike Todd

CPIM

dBase
IBM PC

Tandy
Research Machines
Sharp
Sinclair QL

Glyn Moody
Ian Stobie

Glyn Moody
John Wellsman
Ian Stobie
John Hooper

Glyn Moody

WORDSTAR
105

RESCUING WORDSTAR

John and Timothy Lee explain how to recover your document after a crash

BUSINESS STATISTICS
106

DATA MAKER

In the first article of a series, Owen and Daniel Bishop present a pair of programs which organise
your data into a form ready for processing

MBASIC
113

SEPARATE CASES

Make your assembler listing more presentable with David Dawe's utility

AMSTRAD PCW-8256
114

SIERPINSKI'S CURVE

Obhijit Chatterjee uses DR Logo to implement the Sierpinski and Hilbert functions

BETTER SERVICE

:

BETTER PRICES

Best value IBM compatible. Fast 8086 processor, GW basic, Colour graphics standard, Perfect 2

FERRANTI PC860

£1949

Apricot range

AMSTRAD PCW256

call

inc. free disks & paper

£399

External hard disks from £895 - networked E200Istation

£375

DELTA 4

PROPHET ACCOUNTS inc SaleslPurchase Ledgers,

640K, keyboard & monitor

MEMORY UPGRADES
£65

512K - f259

MACINTOSH

£249
199

Upgrawdeartroan5tly2KIn (c2lu5d6esK ccohlilpescIt,1102n &months

£195!!

return delivery

PRINTERS. All leading models supplied e.g.

PLOTTERS

* CANON PW1080AITAXAN KP810

£155*
£195*
£219*
£239*

* MANNESMAN TALLY MT85 NEW! 180cps. NLQ

£299 *

* NEC PINWRITER P2 inc i/f

[399*

* AMSTRAD DMP2000 NLQ
* EPSON LX 80

* MP165 NLQ at 75cps

* UCHIDAIDAISYSTEPIQUENDATA
18 cps Qume compatible daisywheel. Superb value

£179**

Just a selection

DISKS - SAME DAY DESPATCH - POST FREE
First box

Extra boxes

away too',

ssoDE13.45

[299*

Guaranteed

OSODE16.95
SSEID

Seriallparallel inlout. 8k.512K, from 8K - 615, 16K - 685, 64K - 6119

ribbonslprintwheels).

-

OM D8OBN

OM 0440

£14.10
f 20.90

f 22.35
£22.35
£28.50

£17.95

£2 0.90

£26.85

SPECIAL OFFER! 60 Sony disks in top
quality ABA MD6OT lockable storage box -

£19.95
£29.95
£23.50
£33.50

ss£22.00
osE32.50
ssf 26.80
os£36.80

OM .5808N

Extra boxes

£1 5.40

SONY 3.5"

Please add 15°./a VAT to all prices (inc. carriage) Limited space precludes listing of our full range of products.

Please telephone if you do not see the item you require.

£10.95
£14.95

osimE19.95

OM 03440

Official GovernmentlEducationalllocal Authority orders welcomed.

First box

DYSAN

PANASONIC

£309 *

prices e.g. Juki 6100 - 99p. Shinwa CPICP480 £3.79 Epson FXIMXIRX 80 £2.49. FXIMXIR X 100
£3.75. Oume MS £2.65 KagalCanon £5.25. PRINTWHEELS from £3.79 Delivery 95p (any quantity

£749
£3499
£6750
£475

Roland OXY-880 A3
Roland OPX-2000 A2
Benson 1331 AO
Summagraphics from

Boxed in 10's. No quibble guarantee

* NEC SPINWRITER ELF

Delivery £2.45 (fixed) + £1 per box. LABELS from £1.70 per 1,000. RIBBONS All types available at low

£395
£1099
£2995
£495

Hitachi 672 A3
Roland DXY-980 A3
Houston EDMP 42 Al
Cherry A3 digitiser

* BROTHER HR15 DAISYWHEEL

FANFOLD PAPER 11" a 9.5" f 9.75 A4 Clean Edge f 11.69 2000 sheets per box. All sizes available.

640K - 289

IBM 384K Multifunction Board +RAM disk & print spooler (Emulex)
OLIVETTI Upgrade to 640K

£350

Invoices & Statements £160

256K -f 179

APRICOT (Simon) 128K -f 139

CAD SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS - Please call for details

PRINTER BUFFERS

£1975

OLIVETTI M24 10MB
SANYO Extra 128K plus RAM disk plus 25% increase in disk capacity

PERFECT 2 SOFTWARE SUITE. Comprises Perfect Writer 2 (inc. Speller & Thesaurus),
Perfect Calc 2 & Perfect Filer 2. "Perfect Writer 2 is the best word processor available for its
price". "Best handbooks I have come across" P.C. Business World. £135 per module
WORDCRAFT inc database

£1199

software suite. Hi Res monochrome monitor, 12 months FREE ON -SITE WARRANTY

PC860XT as above with 10MB hard disk

ATARI 520ST E645

WIDER CHOICE

:

1135
£195

single sided
double sided

See 10 library case £1.75

MAXELLPANASONIC 3" cr2 £33.50

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS (A.M.A.)
8 GLEBE ST. BEESTON NOTTINGHAM NG9 1BZ

Tel: 0602 255415
Circle No. 180

SERIOUS BUSINESS
OR SERIOUS HOBBY

MEM

OUR SERVICE DOESN'T STOP AT JUST GIVING COMPETITIVE PRICES AND A FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE.
WHY NOT JOIN OUR COMPUTER DISCOUNT GROUP. WE ARE ONLY A PHONE CALL AWAY
AND WE WILL SOON BE OPERATING OUR OWN 24HR. BULLETIN BOARD SERVICE FOR AN EVEN
FASTER SERVICE.

DEMO DISK OFFER
(FOR IBM PC, APPLE II, SIRIUS)

Acorn, Apricot, Atari, Amstrad, Brother, Cannon, Commodore, Cumana, Enterprise, Epson, GCC, Juki, Mannesman
Tally, Mitsubishi, Opus, Oric, Philips, Sanyo, Sokoto, Sorryilwemissedyou, Sinclair, Solidisk, Tatung, Torch,
-Triumph Adler

LINKWORD LANGUAGES

fff SPECIAL SUMMER PROMOTIONS ff£

WE OFFER
1) A FIRST COURSE IN:
FRENCH
GREEK

ITALIAN

SPANISH

GERMAN
RUSSIAN

DUTCH

PORTUGUESE

SELF -TEACHING SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS, TRAVEL, SCHOOL WORK OR
PLEASURE.

"Teaches in 12 hours what normally takes 40 hours".
Peter Marsh Thomson Holidays; (quoted in Financial Times).
AND

2) INTERMEDIATE FRENCH

(FOR IBM PCA AND APRICOT)
A REVISION "BRUSH -UP" COURSE FOR CONFIDENCE BUILDING, TEACHING
AN EXTENSIVE VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR UP TO "0" LEVEL
STANDARD

"Highly recommended" (What Micro?) "It works" (The Guardian) "The
best method I have come across for language learning" (P.C.W.)
YOUR MEMORY ABILITY IS VASTLY GREATER THAN YOU THINK, SEND
NOW FOR A LINKWORD DEMO DISK AND FIND OUT JUST HOW GOOD YOUR
MEMORY FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGES CAN BE.

(Choose one of the above and send a £2.00 deposit, returnable to you
in full as soon as you return the demo disk, or credited to you in full if
you buy any Linkword Language Course. There is no obligation
whatsoever to buy a Linkword Course when you order a demo disk).
ORDER TODAY
Access Software 100 Baker Street, London W1M ILA. Tel 01-935 1470.

1229.00 « VAT £263.35
TAXANIKAGA 810 NLQ PRINTER
(197.00 + VAT - E226.55
EPSON LX80 NED PRINTER
165.00 + VAT - £1 4.75
PHILIPS 7502 GREEN MONITOR 12" 20MHz
1330.00 « VAT + E379.70
AMSTRAD 6128 + COLOUR MONITOR
..SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL OFFER
ATARI 5205T + HARD DISCIPRINTER .................
520ST MONITOR STAND « 1MB DRIVES « COLOUR MONITOR ADAPTER + MORE

(26.00 + VAT- f29.90

FUJI 3.5" DISCS SS 135 TPI - BOX'S OF TEN

Amstrad 6128 + Green Monitor
Atari 520ST 1500K Disc/Hi-Res Mon./Mouse/GEM etc)
Atari Monitor -Drive Stand (Deluxe)
Atari 520ST Compatible 3.5" Double Sided Disc Drive
Atari 520ST 3.5" Drives in Monitor Stand
Atari 520ST Centronics Printer Lead
Atari 520ST Serial Leads
Atari Video/Kaga RGB Lead
Atari Video 520ST/Ferguson RGB Lead
Atari Video 520ST/Microvitec RGB Lead
Atari 520ST Software & Other/Own Products including

£249.00

f608.00
126.00

PHONE FOR DETAILS
PHONE FOR DETAILS

£15.00

12.00
f 11.00
10.00
111.00

Hard Disc and Real Time Clock etc

PHONE FOR DETAILS

BBC Model '8'

BBC Model 'B' + DFS
BBC Model 'B' Plus' (New Model) 64K User RAM + Enhanced DFS

5" 400K 40/807 DSDD (Acorn Compatible)
5" 800K 40/80T Dual (Acorn Compatible)
Cannon 1080A NLQ
Juki 61 00 Daisywheel
MP 165 Printer 165 CPS PLUS NLQ (Atari 520ST Compatible
Sakata SCP800 Four Colour Printer/Plotter
Triumph Adler TRD 7020 Daisywheel
Philips 7002 RGB/CTV Colour Monitor
Microvitec RGB Monitors from

£277.00
£343.00
£395.00
£99.00
£220.00
£260.00
E295.00
.£219.00
£165.00
£305.00
E1 89.00

£169.00

All prices exclude carriage & VAT. We carry most leading brand names. Please ring to confirm latest
prices - You will find us unbeatable. For more information on how to get our monthly price list of

genuine discount prices plus details of the other services we otter. contact:

K .E.C.M

.

(COMPUTER DISCOUNT GROUP)

8 WESTWOOD LANE, WELLING, KENT DA 16 2HE

Telephone: 01-301 3745 (10am-10pm)
CALLERS BY PRIOR APPOINTMENT ONLY

Circle No. 181
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WORDSTAR
WITH MOST Word processors, Word-

Star included, the text typed in is
stored in RAM. If the computer is
switched off, the power fluctuates
or fails, or if any other computer
disaster occurs before you have
saved the text on to disc, then the
data you have carefully typed in
will be lost. Because of this, it is
good practice to save the file you
are working on at regular intervals
of, say, 15 or 20 minutes; Word-

RESCUING
WORDSTAR
All may not be lost, even when a system crash
leaves several pages of a newly entered
document still lodged precariously in memory.

Star has the simple command

John Lee and Timothy Lee explain how

Control -KS to save and re-edit the
same file, to make this easy to do.

you can retrieve your precious text.

Should you then have a system

have been stored on a typical

crash of any kind, you at least have
a fairly recent copy of the
document on disc to fall back on.
In spite of this, most people who
use word processors regularly will
at some time have forgotten to save

double -sided double -density
5.25in. disc, the directory will
become full long before the disc

the document for several hours,

itself.

Another disaster can occur if
you accidentally press the Reset
button. This causes the computer

and find that when they eventually
try to do so they get a crash of some
kind.
There are a number of possible
reasons for a crash. First, it may be
because the disc is so full that there

to terminate the WordStar run

is insufficient space to store the

and find you are under CP/ M with
the prompt A > or B > , remember

file. With WordStar, this gives the

abruptly and without any warning,
and reloads CP/ M from the floppy

another disc but do not have a formatted disc available, you can run

the program Format; once again,
this will not corrupt your data since
the program loads low down at 100

and press Return. The banner
heading from DDT will be
displayed, followed by the DDT
prompt, which is a minus sign.
If you are using WordStar
version 2.0 or 2.2 type
M7320, DF F F, 100

to move the contents of memory

try

to save the file again with

Control-KD.

BACK TO CPIM
If you are unlucky, and
following the Disk Full message

under CP/ M, and then save the
contents of memory to a disc file.
The following description of how
to do this assumes that the
computer has two disc drives, one
for the system disc and the other
for your data files.

you crash out of WordStar back to
the CP / M operating system, then a
more elaborate method using

type Dir to see if the
program DDT is stored on the

CP / M's DDT is needed to save

not, replace the disc by one that
has DDT and press Control -C to
tell the system you have changed

your file, and this

is

described

later.

Another similar disaster occurs
when there is still space on the file,
but the directory is full. In this case
you get the message
Fatal Error - Directory Full
Again, if you remain in WordStar
you can display the directory,
delete a file, hide the directory and
save the file as previously outlined.

If you have left WordStar and are
now under CP / M, then the more
elaborate method using DDT
must be used to save your file.

The disc directory holds the
names of the files stored on the
disc, and also where on the disc
they are located. Many versions of

First

system disc. If so, then all is well; if

discs.

If the current data disc

has
sufficient space for a file of around

30K, then all is well and this disc
can be used to store the data. If you

are not sure if there is enough
space on the disc, you can run the
program Stat to find out. This will
not corrupt your data in memory,
since the program loads low down

in memory at 100 hex and is too
small to overwrite the text in the
high part of memory.
If there is not enough space on

the disc, replace it by one with
plenty of space and press

CP / M have a maximum of 64

Control -C to tell the system you
have changed discs. This also

directory entries, and for example
if a lot of short letters of 1K or 2K

ensures that it will not be treated as
a write -protected disc. If you need
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deleted by WordStar once the
main file has been saved safely. If
it exists and is not empty,
Book.$$$ will contain the start of
the file Book.TXT up to the place
where the remainder was resident

WordStar, and the renamed
Book.$$$ can be inserted at the

DDT

switch off the computer or it will
vanish for ever. You cannot load
and rerun WordStar, since
WordStar does not have a re-entry
point that will preserve the data.
What you can do is to use DDT
to move the data from its present
position to 100 hex, which is the
place that programs normally load

Then remove the directory from
the screen with Control-KF, and

and possibly also Edbackup.$$$.
Such temporary files are normally

present on that drive, type

still be there. But you must not

Control-KJ <filename>

there may be a file called Book.$$$

before they can be handled by

WordStar, still editing your file.
In this case, the remedy is fairly
easy. Type Control-KF from with-

Delete one or more files to make
space on the disc with

file was called Book.TXT, then

in to drive A, and that DDT is

that if your document was small

in the document to display the
directory of files on the disc.

available memory when the crash
occurred, then the file you recover
will only contain part of the original document. If this is the case,
then examination of the directory
will reveal the presence of one or
two temporary files. If your text

in memory. Edbackup.$$$ will

message
Fatal Error - Disk Full
If you are lucky, you will remain in

enough to store in memory, it will

that was too large to fit into the

hex and is too small to overwrite
the text in high memory.
Assuming that you have a 64K
CP/ M system, that you are logged

disc.

If for any of these reasons you
have unexpectedly left WordStar

it was before the trouble occurred.
If you were working with a file

- hopefully your text - down to
100 hex, ready to be saved. Alternatively, if you are using WordStar
version 3.0 or 3.3, type
M7849,C2FF,100

to move the contents of memory
down to 100 hex, ready to be
saved. In either case type
Control -C

to

leave DDT and

return to the operating system.
Next type:
SAVE 109 B:NEWFILE

only exist if you have moved a long

way backwards through the file.
These

files

must be renamed

beginning of the rescued file using
the WordStar command Control KR.

SMALLER SYSTEMS
The procedure just described
works for a 64K version of CP/M.
It is worth examining the figures,

since once they are understood a
similar process can be applied to
CP/ M for any other size of
memory. For example, the North
Star Horizon normally has a 56K
since the disc board
occupies an address at 58K.
The command
CP / M,

M7320, DFFF,100

for 64K CP/ M and WordStar
versions 2.X moves the block of
memory beginning at location

for WordStar versions 2.0 and 2.2;
for WordStar versions 3.0 and 3.3
type

7320 hex (29472 decimal) and
ending at DFFF hex (57343

SAVE 75 B:NEWFILE

The size of the block is therefore
27,871 bytes. Data is written to
disc in blocks of 256 bytes, so the
number of blocks to be written is

In each case this will save the con-

tents of memory in a file called
Newfile on drive B. You may, of
course, specify another file name
or another disc drive.

Finally use WordStar to edit
Newfile. You will probably find
that there is some rubbish at the
beginning of the file, and this can
be removed quite easily. To do
this, put Control -KB, the beginning of block marker, at the
beginning of the rubbish and put

Control-KK, the end of block
marker, at the end of the rubbish.
Then delete the block with
Control -KY. There may also be
some rubbish at the end of the file,
which should be marked as a block
and deleted in a similar way. Then
save the edited file in the usual way
with Control-KD. This editing will
probably reduce the size of the file
considerably, and with luck the file
now contains your work exactly as

decimal) so that it starts at 100 hex.

27,871/256 or 109 blocks, and this
is specified in the Save command.
Similarly, the command
M7849, C2 F F, 100

moves the block of data between

the hex locations 7849 (30793
decimal), and C2FF (49823
decimal) down to start at location
100 hex. The size of this block is
therefore 19030, which requires 75
blocks to be specified in the Save
command.
For a 56K CP / M and WordStar
versions 2.0 and 2.2 the commands
are
M7320, BFFF,100
SAVE 77 B:NEWFILE

For a 56K CP / M and WordStar
versions 3.0 and 3.3 the commands
are
M7849,A2FF,100
SAVE 43 B:NEWFILE

PC
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BUSINESS STATISTICS
LIES, damned lies or just plain confusing, statistical data should

always be approached with sceptical respect. Numerous tests are
available to discover the truth

behind the raw data, and this
series will be explaining what the
main ones are, and when and how
to use them.
Though the examples presented
are designed for business use, the
tests are equally applicable in
science, medicine, education, or
any other field in which numerical
data is processed. To use the

programs in the form they are
written you will need a BBC Micro
with at least one disc drive.
The first statistical program,
which generates histogram charts,

appears next month. But first you
need programs for putting the data
on to disc.

The Data Maker

program stores tables of data and
recalls them for display or printing
out on any future occasion, or for
analysis by the statistical programs.

The following step-by-step description explains how it is used.
1. If you are loading an existing file
- that is, one previously prepared

by Data Maker - proceed to step
10. For a new file, continue with

DATA MAKER
In the first article of their series on statistical

tests, Owen Bishop and Daniel Bishop
present a pair of programs which organise

your data into a form ready for processing.
required in the widest column.
Count one character for the
decimal point, if there is one, one
for each digit before and after the
decimal point, and add one for the
space between columns. There is
no need to allow for minus signs,
as they are displayed in the space
between columns.
6. Enter column labels. Labels are
not essential, but if you choose to
use them you are asked to type in
headings for each column.

7. Enter row labels - again, not
essential.
8. State whether you wish to enter
data by columns or by rows. With

many kinds of data it is more
convenient to work down column
1, then go to column 2 and so on.
This is called "by columns";
choose which you prefer.

9. Enter the number of decimal

the number of decimal places for
each column. For example, if the
DP display shows 203, the first
column has two decimal places,
the second column has none and
the third has three.
11. Data entry begins here. The
cursor starts at column 1, row 1, so

type in the value for this position

first. The computer does not let
you type in more digits before the

decimal point than there will be
room for in the chosen column
width. If it refuses to accept any
more numeric digits, it is waiting
for a decimal point. Similarly, it

requires the correct number of
digits after the decimal point. Key
Return when a value has been fully
entered. If it does not already fill
the column width, it moves to the
right within the column.
12. The cursor then moves to the
next row or column, depending on
the option you selected in step 8,
and waits for you to enter the next

rows allowed depends on how

places you require. All values in a
column must have the same
number of digits after the decimal
point, but you may specify
different numbers of decimal
places in different columns. Key in
the numbers of places when
requested. Key 0 for any column
which is to contain integers.
10. The data table is displayed, or
the top -left corner of it if the table
is too big for the screen. The top of

many columns you decide to have.

the screen displays a status line

next column or row. You can use

5. Enter the column width - that
is, the number of characters

showing the file name, date,
number of columns and rows, and

the cursor -control keys to move the
cursor manually to any position in

step 2.
2. Enter the data. You can use any
format; a convenient one is
DDMMYY

so that you enter 190786 for 19
July 1986.

3. Enter the number of columns
you need. The table can have from
one to 12 columns.

4. Enter the number of rows you
need. The maximum number of

value. At the end of one row or
column the cursor moves auto-

the table, either to enter a value or
to replace the existing value with a
new one.
13. When you have finished
entering data, the contents of the
table, including its headings and
other information, may be saved

by keying S or printed out by
keying P. After either of these
operations, you are returned to the
table display with all data present
and can save a backup copy or take
another printout if you wish.
Typing R clears all data and returns
you to step 1.
You can use the cursor -control
keys to roam over the entire table,
to enter or change a value or simply

to review the table. The display
scrolls to bring the required area
on -screen. There is an important
difference between a position

which contains a zero and one
which is merely left blank. A zero
is treated as a value which is used in

calculations, while a blank square
is treated as a missing value and is
ignored.

The Data Disc Initialiser program prepares a special data disc
by setting up 14 files, each large
enough to hold the largest table of
data that Data Maker allows. It is
not essential to use this program
but it is a wise precaution, as it
ensures that you will never find
yourself without enough space to
save a file

that you have just

matically to the start of the next.
With some types of data, columns
or rows may not all be filled with

edited.
All the programs in this series,
along with five others, are

values.

If you have finished
entering all the values for a given

available on a single -sided 40 -track
5.25in. disc. The price is .f20

column or row, key * and the

including postage and 15 percent
VAT. Please send your order to
Owen Bishop, c/o Practical

cursor moves to the start of the

Computing; cheques should be
made payable to Owen Bishop.

DATA MAKER
10 REM- DATA MAKER
20 REM- A Statistical Utility Program
30 REM
40 REM- by Owen and Daniel Bishop
50 REM
60 REM- Version 1.0 - 3/10/85
70 REM- For the BBC Micro Model B
80 REM
90 *TV 255,1
100 *FX4,1
110 MODE?
120 DIM DP(12)
130 CR=0: KEY$=CHR$136+CHR$137+CHR$138+
CHR$139
140 L$=STRING$(10," ")
150 CLS:PROCco1:PRINTSPC(3);"DATA MAKE
R";SPC(66)
160 PROCbtm:PROCcol:PRINT "Do you want
to make a NEW data file":PROCcol:PRINT
"or LOAD an existing file?":PROCalpha("(
N/L) ",1)
170 IF QR$="N" THEN PROCnewfile:GOTO 3
90
180 IF QR$<>"L" THEN VDU7:GOTO 160
190 CLS:PROCcol:PRINT SPC(3);"EDIT:";S

106

PC(71)

200 PROCbtm:PROCco1:PRINT "Enter name
of file to be loaded":PROCalpha("(max 7
letters): ",7)
210 ON ERROR PROCfserror:VDU31,10,0:PR
OCcls:GOT0200
220 FILES=QR$:A=OPENIN FILE$
230 VDU31,10,0:PRINT FILE$
240 INPUT#A,DF$:VDU31,24,0:PRINT"DATE:
";DF$

250 INPUT#A,NC,NR:VDU31,0,1:PROCco1:PR
INTSPC(3);"COLS: ";NC;SPC(2);"ROWS: ";NR
;SPC(22-LEN(STR$(NC))-LEN(STR$(NR)))
260 DIM SC(NC,NR),CL$(NC),RL$(NR)
270 INPUT#A,CW,LC
280 IF LC=0 THEN 300
290 FOR J=1 TO NC:INPUT#A,CL$(J):NEXT
300 INPUT#A,LR
310 IF LR=0 THEN 330
320 FOR J=1 TO NR:INPUT#A,RL$'(J):NEXT
330 FOR J=1 TO NR:FOR K=1 TO NC:INPUT#
A,SC(K,J):NEXT:NEXT
340 FOR J=1 TO NC:INPUT#A,DP(J):NEXT:I
NPUT#A,DP$
350 CLOSE#0
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BUSINESS STATISTICS
DATA MAKER
360 ON ERROR OFF
370 NT=FNnt
380 PROCbtm
390 VDU31,26,1:PRINT"DP=";DP$
400 SW=36-7*LR:CC=INT(SW/CW):IF NC<CC
THEN CC=NC
410 RD=16:IF NR<RD THEN RD=NR
420 CD=CC:CS=0:RS=0:HB=4+7*LR:CX=HB:CY
=5:X=1:Y=1
430 IF LR=0 AND NR>=100 THEN HB=5
440 PROCcolumns:PROCrows
450 PROCdata
460 *FX15,0
470 VDU31,CX-1,CY-1:K$=GET$
480 IF K$="R" THEN CLEAR:GOTO 110
490 IF K$="S" AND NT>0 THEN PROCsave:G
OTO 460
500 IF K$<>"D" OR NT=0 OR SC(X,Y)=1E-2
9 THEN 520
510 SC(X,Y)=1E-29:NT=NT-1:VDU31,CX-2,C
Y-1:PRINTLEFT$(L$,CW):IF NT=0 THEN 440 E
LSE 460
520 IF K$="P" THEN PROCprint:GOTO 460
530 IF INSTR(KEY$,K$)>0 OR K$="*" THEN
PROCmove:GOTO 460
540 IF ASC(K$)>47 AND ASC(K$)<58 OR IN
STR(".-",K$)>0 THEN PROCnumber:GOTO 460
550 VDU7:GOT0460
560 DEF PROCsave
570 PROCbtm:PROCcol:PRINT "Enter file
name to save under":PROCalpha("(max 7 le
tters): ",7)
580 IF LEN(QR$)=0 OR LEFT$(0R$0)=CHR$
32 THEN VDU7:GOTO 570
590 ON ERROR PROCfserror:GOT0570
600 A=OPENOUT QR$
610 PRINT#A,DF$,NC,NR,CW,LC:IF LC=0 TH
EN 630
620 FOR J=1 TO NC:PRINT#A,CL$(J):NEXT
630 PRINT#A,LR:IF LR=0 THEN 650
640 FOR J=1 TO NR:PRINT#A,RLX(J):NEXT
650 FOR J=1 TO NR:FOR K=1 TO NC:PRINT#
A,SC(K,J):NEXT:NEXT
660 FOR J=1 TO NC:PRINT#A,DP(J):NEXT
670 PRINT#A,DP$:CLOSE#0:0N ERROR OFF
680 PROCbtm
690 ENDPROC
700 DEF PROCprint
710 PROCbtm:PROCnum("Width of printout
(40-132) ? ",1,40,1,132)
720 ON ERROR PROCpterror
730 VDU2,21:PW=ON:PC=INT((PW-12)/CW)
740 PRINT
750 SC=0:PP=PC
760 IF PP>NC THEN PP=NC
770 PRINT"FILE: "FILE$""DATE: "DF$
780 FOR J=1 TO PP -SC
790 PRINTTAB(6+LR*6+(J-1)*CW);J+SC;
BOO NEXT:PRINT:IF LC=0 THEN 820
810 FOR J=1 TO PP-SC:PRINTTAB(6+LR*6+(
J-1)*CW);CL$(J+SC);:NEXT:PRINT
820 FOR K=1 TO NR
830 PRINT;K;TAB(4)RL$(K);
840 FOR J=1 TO PP -SC
850 IF SC(J+SC,K)=1E-29 THEN A$="" ELS
E @%=&102000A+(DP(J+SC)*&100):A$=STR$(SC
(J+SC,K)):IF RIGHTS(A$0)="."THEN A$=LEF
T$(A$,LEN(A$)-1)
860 W/.=&90A:PRINTTAB(5+LR*6+(J-1)*CW)R
IGHT$(L$+A$,CW);
870 NEXT:PRINT
880 NEXT
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890 IF PP',NC THEN SC=SC+PC:PP=PP+PC:PR
INT:GOTO 760
900 FOR L=0 TO 4000:NEXT
910 VDU 6,3
920 ON ERROR OFF
930 PROCbtm
940 ENDPROC

950 DEF PROCmove
960 IF i$="*" AND CR=0 AND X.NC THEN X
=X+1:Y=1
970 IF K$="*" AND CR=1 AND Y:NR THEN Y
=Y+1:X=1
980 X2=X:Y2=Y:IF K$=CHR$(1:9) AND Y>1
THEN Y=Y-1
990 IF K$=CHR$(136) AND :CA THEN X=X-1
1000 IF K$=CHRS(137) AND X -(NC THEN X=X+
1

1010 IF K$=CHR$(138) AND Y --,NR THEN Y=Y+
1

1020 IF INSTR(KEY$,K$) 0 AND X2=X AND Y
2-`1 THEN VDU7
1030 DF=0

1040
1050
040
1060
01040
1070
1080

CX=HB+CW*(X-CS-1)
IF CX-alB THEN CS=CS-CC:DF=1:GOTO

1

IF CX,40-CW THEN CS=CS+CC:DF=1:GOT
CY=4+Y-RS
IF CY:5 THEN RS=RS-16:DF=1:GOT0107

0

1090 IF CY' 0 THEN RS=RS+16:DF=1:GOT010
70

1100 RD=16:IF NR-RS.:RD THEN RD=NR-RS
1110 CD=CC:IF NC -CS -:CD THEN CD=NC-CS

1120 IF DF=1 THEN PROCcolumns:PROCrows:
PROCdata
1130 ENDPROC
1140 DEF PROCnumber
1150 SG=1:IF K$="-" THEN VDU31,CX-2,CY1:PRINTKI:SG=-1
1160 S$=" ":IF SG= -1 THEN S$="-"
1170 XN=CX:NK=0:ND=CW-2-DP(X):AM1=""
1180 IF DP(X)=0 THEN ND=ND+1
1190 GOTO 1220
1200 *FX21,0
1210 VDU31,XN-1,CY-1:K$=GET$
1220 IF VAL(KS)=0 AND K$,.:"0" AND K$,>"
." AND K$<.CHR$13 OR K$="." AND DP(X)=0
OR K$=CHR$13 AND DP(X)<.>0 THEN 1200
1230 IF k$=CHR$13 THEN 1340
1240 IF NK=ND AND K$<")."." THEN 1200
1250 XN=XN+1:PRINT K$:IF K$="." THEN 12
70

1260 AMS=AM$+K$:NK=NK+1:IF NK,ND+1 THEN
1200

1270 IF DP(X)=0 THEN 1340
1280 AMS=AM$+".":NE:=0

1290 VDU31,XN-1,CY-1:K$=GET$:IF VAL (K$)
=0 AND K$<,'"0" AND K$:',CHR$13 OR NK=DP(X
AND F.$c>CHR$13 THEN 1290
1300 IF K$=CHR$13 AND NK=DP(X) THEN 134
)

0

1310 IF K$=CHR$13 AND NK.DP(X) THEN 129
0

1320 PRINT K$:XN=XN+1
1330 AMS=AM$+K$:NK=NK+1:IF NE DP(X)+1 T
HEN 1290
1340 SC(X,Y)=VAL(RIGHT$(L$+S$+AM$,CW)):
NT=NT+1
1350 VDU31,CX-2,CY-1:PRINT SPC(CW)
(listing continued on page 109)
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ORLD IDE PRICE LIS
Worldwide Computers Ltd are authorised dealers for the leading computers and software at prices that are guaranteed
to be the best in the country. We supply everyone from leading UK companies, government departments and local
authorities to the small business and the private individual - anywhere in the world.
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Worldwide Computers Ltd., Spa House, 11-17 Worple Road, Wimbledon SW19 4JS. Telex: 8955888 WOWICO
Also at: Regent House, 2 North Road, Brighton, Sussex BN1 1YA
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IBM PC Model 64kb 1X360kb D/D
£899.00
IBM Portable 256kb 2X360kb D/D+K/B
£899.00
IBM PC -XT 256kb 2X360kb D/D
£1299.00
IBM PC -XT 256kb 1X360kb D/D+10MP H/Disk. £1999.00
IBM AT Base 256kb 1X1 2MB D/D+K/B
£2399.00
IBM ATE 512kb 1x2MB D/D+20MB H/Disk+K/B £3999.00

IBM Colour Display
IBM Mono Display Green
IBM EGA Colour Display
IBM Mono Display/Printer Adapter
IBM UK Keyboard
IBM Base Colour Monitor

Extra Memory 64kb (9 Chips)
Hercules Colour Graphics/Printer Card
Hercules Mono Graphics/Printer Adapter
IBM Asynch Comms Adapter
IBM Bisynch Comms Adapter V2
IBM Colour/Graphics Adapter
IBM EGA Graphics Adapter
IBM EGA Memory Expan Kit 128kb
IBM EGA Memory Expansion 64kb
IBM PC Dos V 21
IBM Printer Adapter
K/B 5050
K/B 5151 (extended)
Memory Expansion Card with 64kb
Qubie Mono Display & Tilt Swivel
Qubie Colour Display+Tilt/Swivel
Sixpack Multifunction Card with 384kb
Sixpack Multifunction Card with 64kb
Taxan Mono Display Amber or Green
Taxan Colour Display
Techmar Master Graphics Adapter
10MB i Height Hard Disc complete
20MB ; Height Hard Disc complete
8087 Maths Co -processor

£455.00
£153.00
£608.00
£149.00
£153.00
£149.00

olivetti

Olivetti M24 128k 1 x360k D/D
£949.00
Olivetti M24 128k 2x360k D/D
£1150.00
Olivetti M24 128k 1 x360 D/D+10MB H/Disk ... £1799.00
Olivetti M21 128k 1X360k D/D+Key+VDU
£1149.00
Olivetti M21 128k 2x360k D/D+Key+VDU
£1299.00
Olivetti M21+10MB H/Disk
£2149.00

Olivetti M24 SP 640K RAM +20MB H/Disk
Olivetti M10/24
Olivetti Mono Displays
Olivetti extended K/B (102 keys)
Olivetti/IBM style K/B (83 keys)
Olivetti Colour Display

£2225.00
£375.00
£169.00
£120.00
£120.00
£475.00

Fle 256 RAM 1x315K D/D
Fl 256k RAM 1X720K D/D
F2+Mouse
F10+Mouse

£525.00
£749.00
£1149.00
£1749.00
£1599.00
£2399.00
£349.00

apricot
PC 256K RAM+2x315K D/D
PC 256K RAM+2x720K D/D
Xi1Os 512K RAM 10MB+Expansion
Xi20 512K Ram 20MB
Xi2Os 1MB RAM 20MB+Expansion
9in. Monitor
12in. Monitor

AMSTRAD

PCW 8256

£1139.00
£1299.00
£1999.00
£2725.00
£3099.00
£150.00
£190.00

£389.00

.-. - - I.)1.:*)
-I- R1. X
Anadex DP 9000
Brother M1009 (P)
Brother M1509 P+S+ (NLQ)
Canon PW 1080A (NLQ)
Canon PW 1156A (NLQ)
Canon Laser Jet
Data Products 8050
Data Products 8070
Epson LX80 (NLQ)
Epson RX 100 F/T
Epson FX 80
Epson FX 100 F/T
Epson LQ 1500 (NLQ)
Hewlett Packard Laser Jet
OKI Microline 182
Olivetti DM 5801 CB (NLQ)
Panasonic KP1091 (NLO)

t

£875.00
£145.00
£399.00
£279.00
£355.00
£2500.00
£1075.00
£1499.00
£199.00
£325.00
£320.00
£425.00
£825.00
£2599.00
£249.00
£885.00
£255.00

Apricot colour Monitor

Epson PX8 computer
Epson PX8+128K RAM
PF10 D/D
CX21 Acoustic Coupler

All prices excluding VAT and DELIVERY

All SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

Olivetti M24 System inc:
M24 Base Unit
Compatible 20MB Hard Disk
360k Floppy Disk
640K RAM
7 Slot Bus Convertor

Olivetti Monitor
Olivetti/IBM Keyboard
DOS 2.11

£1999.00
IBM PC System inc:IBM PC Base Unit
10MB Hard Disk
360K Floppy 256K RAM
IBM Mono Display
IBM Keyboard
Parallel Printer Port

JAN.

£39.00
£181.00
£325.00
£71.00
£165.00
£160.00
£433.00
£210.00
£160.00
£49.00
£71.00
£105.00
£175.00
£140.00
£150.00
£405.00
£350.00
£199.00
£131.00
£360.00
£530.00
£595.00
£695.00
£175.00

EPSON

SPECIAL OFFERS

PC DOS 2.1

Keyboards, cables, interfaces, tractor feeds, sheet
feeds, disks, software, up -grades, listing paper, ribbons,
daisy wheels available for most products.

AT BEST PRICES

XEN 2 X 720
XEN 20MB

COMPLETE HARD DISK SYSTEMS

ACCESSORIES

toS

(0273)

£649.00
£799.0000

£299

Epson PC

.

£649.00£649.00

DAISYWHEEL
Brother HR15
Brother HR25
Brother HR35
Daisy Step 2000 (20 CPS)
Diabio 630 (API)
Epson DX 100
Epson P 40
Hitachi 672 plotter
IBM Wheelprinter
IBM Quietwriter
Juki 6100
Olivetti DY 250
Olivetti DY 450
Qume 1140 (RO)
Qume letter Pro 20
Ricoh RP 1600 8k

£315.00
£609.00
£695.00
£219.00
£1310.00
£315.00
£85.00
£395.00
£1150.00
£1150.00
£299.00
f 554.00
£799.00
£1175.00
£450.00
£1325.00

£1899.00
Brother M1509 P-I-SHNLQ) £399.00
Epson LX80 (NLQ)
£199.00
£299.00
Juki 6100 18 CPS DW

CELLULAR TELEPHONES
Motorola 8000X
NEC Mobile
Panasonic Mobile

£2099.00
£899.00
£1195.00
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DATA MAKER

0
m

(listing,xmtmuedfmmlimge1(17)

1360 VDU31,CX-2,CY-1:PRINT RIGHT$(L$+S$
+AM$,CW)

1370 IF CR=1 THEN 1400
1380 IF Y=NR THEN K$="*":PROCmoye:ENDPR

1800 DEF PROC1ine:VDU1l:PROCc11:VDU7:EN
DPROC
1810 DEF PROCbtm:VDU31,0,20:PROCc1s:VDU
31,0,20:ENDPROC

OC

1390 F$=CHR$138:PROCmove:ENDPROC
1400 IF X=NC THEN V$="*":PROCmove:ENDPR
OC

1410 V,S=CHR$137:PROCmove:ENDPROC
1420 DEF FNnt:LOCAL NT%,J%,V%:FOR J%=1
TO NC:FOR K%=1 TO NR:IF SC(J%,K%)-, 1E-29
THEN NT%=NT%+1
1430 NEXT:NEXT:=NT%

1440 DEF PROCdata:LOCAL J,V:VDU23,1,0;0
;0:0;:FOR J=5 TO 20:VDU31,HB-1,J-1:PROCc
11:NEXT
1450 FOR J=1+CS TO CD+CS:HH=HB-1+(J-CS1)*CW

1460 FOR K=1+RS TO RD+RS
1470 IF SC(J,K)=1E-29 THEN 1490 ELSE @%
=&0102000A+(DP(J)*&100):AT=STR$(SC(J,K))
:IF RIGHTI(A$0)="."THEN A$=LEFT$(A$,LEN
(A$)-1)

1480 VDU31,HH-1,3+K-RS:PRINT RIGHT$(L$+
A$,CW):@%=&90A
1490 NEXT:NEXT
1500 VDU23,1,1;0:0;0;
1510 ENDPROC
1520 DEF PROCcolumns:LOCAL J:VDU2.3,1,0;
0;0;0;:VDU31,0,2:PROCc11:VDU31,0,3:PROCc
11

1530 VDU31,0,2:FOR J=1 TO CD
1540 VDU31,(HB-1+(J-1)*CW),2:PRINT;J+CS
1550 NEXT
1560 IF LC=0 THEN VDU23,1,1;0;0;0;:ENDP
ROC

1570 VDU31,0,3:FOR J=1 TO CD
1580 VDU31,(HB-1+(J-1)*CW),3:PRINTCL$(J
+CS);

1820
1830
1840
1850

-

rm

DEF F'ROCfserror
ON ERROR OFF
CLOSE#0
VDU7

1860 IF ERR>44 OR ERR=6 THEN 1900
1870 CLS:VDUll:REPORT:PRINT " at line

11

;ERL

1880 *FX4,0
1890 END
1900 PROCbtm:IF ERR=222 THEN PRINT"No s
uch file";:PROCcol ELSE VDUll:REPORT:PRO
Ccol

1910 PRINT" error. ":PROCcol:PRINT"Pres
s SPACEBAR, when you are ready "
1920 *FX21,0
1930 REPEAT:A=GET:UNTIL A=32
1940 VDU11,11:PROCc1s
1950 ENDPROC
1960 DEF PROCco1
1970 PRINT CHR$130;
1980 ENDPROC
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050

DEF PROCcls
LOCAL CRSX,V,H
V=VPOS:H=POS
CRS%=999-H-(40*V)
VDU23,1,0;0;0;0;
REPEAT:IF CRS%,255 THEN 2060
CRS%=CRS%-255:PRINTSTRING$(255,"

);

2060
2070
2080
2090
2100

UNTIL CRS%255

2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160

DEF PROCc11
LOCAL V,H
V=VPOS:H=POS
PRINT STRING$(40-H," ");
VDU31,H,V
ENDPROC

2170
2180
2190
(max
2200
2210

DEF PROCnewfile
CLS:PROCco1:PRINT"NEW FILE:"'
PROCbtm:PROCalpha("Enter file name
7 chars): ",7)
IF VAL(OR$)>0 THEN VDU7:GOT02190
VDU30:PRINTTAB(0,5)"FILE NAME: ';Q

PRINTSTRING$(CRSX," ");
VDU31,H,V
VDU23,1,1;0;0;0:
ENDPROC

1590 NEXT:VDU23,1,1;0;0;0;:ENDPROC
1600 DEF PROCrows:LOCAL K:VDU23,1,0;0;0
:0;:FOR V=5 TO 20:VDU31,0,K-1:PROCc11:NE
XT

1610 FOR <=1 TO RD:VDU31,0,i-+3:PRINT;K+
RS:NEXT
1620 IF LR=0 THEN VDU23,1,1;0:0:0;:ENDP
ROC
1630 FOR K=1 TO RD:VDU31,3,3+K:PRINT RL
$(K+RS)
1640 NEXT:VDU23,1,1;0;0;0;;ENDPROC
1650 DEF PROCnum(0$,01,02,03,04)
1660 *FX21,0
1670 F'ROCcol:PRINT 0$;:INPUT""ON$
1680 ON=VAL(ON$)
1690 IF QN=0 AND ON$ '"0" THEN 1720
1700 IF ON,)INT(ON) THEN 1720
1710 IF (03=0 OR ON =Q4) AND (01=0 OR 0
N>=02) THEN ENDPROC
1720 PROCline
1730 GOTO 1660
1740 ENDPROC
1750
1760
1770
1780

DEF PROCalpha(0$,01)
*FX21,0
PROCcol:PRINT 0$;:INPUT""OR$
IF LEN(OR$)<=01 OR 01=0 THEN ENDPR

OC

1790 PROCline:GOTO 1760
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R$

2220 FILES=OR$
2230 PROCbtm:PROCalpha("Enter file date
(max 6 chars):

",6)

2240 DF$=OR$:VDU30:PRINTTAB(0,7)"DATE

:

";DF$

2250 PROCbtm:PROCnum("How many columns
(1-12)7 ",1,1,1,12):NC=ON
2260 VDU30:PRINTTAD(0,9)"COLUMNS = ";NC
2270 DATA 140,110,90,75,65,55,50,45,40,
35,35,30
2280 FOR J=1 TO ON:READ NR:NEXT
2290 PROCbtm:PROCnum("How many rows (1"+STR$(NR)+")? ",1,1,1,NR):NR=ON
2300 VDU30:PRINTTAB(0,11)"ROWS = ";NR
(listing continued on page 111)
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NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICES
OR

CroWn Dust Co ers

OUR SERVICE

SYSTEM 1

AVAILABLE

SYSTEM 2
PC/ST Compatible
512k System Board

PC/XT Compatible
512k System Board
Twin 360k Drives
Printer Card
Colour Card
RS232 Card

Single 360k floppy
10Mb Hard Disk
Printer Card
Colour Card

12" Green Monitor

RS232 Card

Keyboard
PC -DOS Version 3.0
PRICE: £900
SYSTEM 3
AT Compatible
512k System Memory
1.2Mb Floppy Drive
360k Floppy Drive
20Mb Hard Disk
Colour Card
Parallel Card
Async Card

12" Green Monitor

FOR

ALL COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

PC -DOS Version 3.0
PRICE: £1,395
SYSTEM 4

*OLIVETTI M24*
640k System Memory
360k Floppy Drive
10Mb Hard Disk

12" Monitor
Keyboard
DOS 2.11

PRICE: £1,850

Multifunction Card
12" Green Monitor
AT Compat Keyboard
PC -DOS Version 3.0
PRICE £2,300

RODIME HARD DISKS
10Mb
20Mb
30Mb
40Mb

£425.00
£525.00
£700.00
£1,100.00

Erwin 10Mb Tape Streamer
Cipher 25Mb Tape Streamer

£495.00
£695.00

£15.00
£50.00
£60.00
£100.00
£80.00
£145.00

256k Multi -Function Card Comprises of:
Sockets for 256k Ram, Parallel-Printer Port,
Async Port Games Port, Real -Time Clock &
Software for Ram -Disk & Print Spooler
384k Multi -Function Card
(As above with 384k Sockets)

MODELS INCLUDE

IBM PC, APRICOT 9" & 12", MACINTOSH,
OLIVETTI M24, ICL DRS20 range

PC CONNECTIONS ADD-ON BOARDS
64k Memory packs (9 Chips)
384k Ram Card '(Un-Chipped)
512k Ram Card (Un-Chipped)

Hi-res Mono/Printer Graphics Card
Colour Graphics Card W/Composite & RGB
Colour Graphics/Printer

ANTI STATIC AND FLAME RETARDANT

ANADEX, BROTHER, EPSON, JUKI, OKI &
QUME PRINTERS

AVAILABLE FROM:
U.K. ACTION COMPUTER SUPPLIES
01.903 3921

£100

IRELAND, COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
DUBLIN 951020

£135.00

SWEDEN, DABUS DATAPRODUKTER

FULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY
01.788 6311

08-804920

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME ON
0984 33377

Softquest Ltd
Circle No. 185
Circle No. 186
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DATA MAKER
(continued from page 109)

2310 PROCbtm:PROCnum("Column width (5-1
0)? ",1,5,1,10):CW=ON
2320 VDU30:PRINTTAB(0,13)"COLUMN WIDTH
= ";CW
2330 PROCbtm:PROCalpha("All OF: (Y/N)?
,1)

2340 IF ORT<>"Y" AND ORT<>"N" THEN VDU7
,30:80T0 2330
2350 IF QRT="N" THEN N=N-1:RESTORE 2270
:MI -02180

2360 DIM SC(NC,NR),CLT(NC),RLT(NR)
2370 FOR J%=1 TO NR:FOR K%=1 TO NC:SC(K
%,J%)=1E-29:NEXT:NEXT
2380 NT=0:VOU31,0,4:PROCcls
2390 PROCalpha("Do you want to label co
lumns (Y/N)?",1)
2400 IF OR$< >"Y" AND ORT<>"N" THEN PROC
line:GOT02390
2410 IF ORT="N" THEN LC=0:GOTO 2500
2420 LC=1
2430 VOU31,0,2:PROCcls:PROCcol:PRINT"Ke
y in column labels (max ":CW-1;" chars):

2440 FOR J=1 TO NC:PRODalpha(STRT(J)+"
",CW-1):CLT(J)=ORT:NEXT
2450 PRINT
2460 PROCalpha("All OK (Y/N)?",1)
2470 IF ORT<>"N" AND ORT<>"Y" THEN PROC
line:GOTO 2460
2480 IF OR$="N" THEN 2430
2490 VOU31,0,2:PROCcls
2500 PROCalpha("Do you want to label ro
ws (Y/N)?",1)
2510 IF ORT<>"Y" AND ORT<>"N" THEN PROC
line:GOTO 2500
2520 IF QRT="N" THEN LR=0:GOTO 2630
2530 LR=1
2540 VOU31,0,2:PROCc1s:PROCcol:PRINT"Ke
y in row labels (max 6 chars):"
2550 RR=0:RD=1B
2560 IF RR+RD>NR THEN RD=NR-RR

2570 FOR J=1 TO RD:PROCalpha(STRT(J+RR)
+" ",6):RLT(J+RR)=QR$:NEXT
2580 PRINT
2590 PROCalpha("All OK (Y/N)?",1)
2600 IF ORT<>"Y" AND ORT<>"N" THEN PROC
line:GOTO 2590
2610 IF OR$="N" THEN VOU31,0,3:PROCcls:
GOT02570
2620 RR=RR+18:IF RR<NR THEN VOU31,0,3:P
ROCc1s:GOT02560
2630 VOU31,0,2:PROCc1s:VDU31,0,4:PROCal
pha("By columns or by rows (C/R)?",1)
2640 IF ORT<>"C" AND ORT<>"R" THEN VDU7
:GOTO 2630
2650 IF ORT="R" THEN CR=1 ELSE CR=0
2660 OPT="":PRINT":PROCcol:PRINT"How ma
ny decimal places (0";CW-3;")?":FOR J=1
TO NC:F'ROCnum("COL "+STR$(J)+"
",1,0,1
,CW-3):OPT=DPT+ONT:DP(J)=ON:NEXT
2670 PRINT
2680 PROCalpha("All OK (Y/N)?",1)
2690 IF QRT<>"N" AND ORT<>"Y" THEN PROC
line:GOTO 2680
2700 IF OR$="N" THEN VOU31,0,2:PROCcls:
GOT02660
2710 VOU31,0,1:PROCc1s
2720 VOU31,10,0:PRINT FILET
2730 VOU31,24,0:PRINT "DATE: "OFT
2740 VOU31,0,1:PROCcol:PRINT SF'C(3);"CO
LS: ";NC;SPC(2);"ROWS: ";NR;SPC(22-LEN(S
TRT(NC))-LEN(STRT(NR)))
2750 ENDPROC

2760
2770
2780
2790

DEF PROCpterror
ON ERROR OFF
VDU 6,3,7
CLS:VDUll:REPORT:PRINT

at line

;ERL

2800 *FX4,0
2810 END

DATA DISC INITIALISER
10 REM- DATA DISK INITIALISER
20 REM- by Owen and Daniel Bishop
30 REM -

40 REM- Version 1.0 - 3/10/85
50 REM- For the BBC Micro Model B
60 REM
70 *TV255,1
80 MODE 7
90 PRINT TAB(7,1)CHR$130"INITIALISING
A DATA DISK"
100 PRINT""Place your data disk in dr
ive 0."'"The disk must have already been
"'"formatted with a program like *FORM4O
110 PRINT'"Initialising will destroy a
ny data whichis on the disk.":INPUT""Are
you sure that this is a blank disk"'"or
one that you no longer need? (Y/N) "AT
120 IF AT<>"Y" THEN END
130 INPUT'"Press 'Y', then 'RETURN', w
hen the"'"disk is ready in drive 0 "AT
140 IF AT<>"Y" THEN 130
150 PRINT
160 CLOSE#0
170 ON ERROR IF ERR=214 THEN 260 ELSE
REPORT:PRINT;" at line ";ERL:PROCkeys:EN
D

180 *ACCESS 0.#.*
190 *FX11,1
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200 *FX12,1
210 *ENABLE
220 *DESTROY 0.#.*
230 AT=GETT
240 PROCkeys
250 IF AT<>"Y" THEN END
260 ON ERROR OFF
270 PRINT'"Initialising data disk - pl
ease wait"
280 *TITLE "STAT DATA"
290 *OPT 4 0
300 PRINT
310 FOR J=1 TO 14
320 ET="FILE"+STRT(J)

330 PRINTJ"
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460

X=OPENOUT ET
FOR K=1 TO 30
PRINT#X,STRINGT(196," ")
NEXT
CLOSE#0
NEXT
PRINT""Data disk ready"
END
DEF PROCkeys
*FX12,0
TIME=0:REPEAT UNTILTIME>50
*FX15,0
ENDPROC

ALATARI°

Power Without the PriceTM

520ST
COMPLETE
SYSTEM ONLY

£749.95
INC. VAT

TERMINAL MADNESS! PRICE INSANITY!
OR JUST GOOD BUSINESS SENSE?

TICK BOX/ YES

NO

If your needs include any of the following then you should be looking seriously at the ATARI 520ST
You could be saving yourself or your company valuable time and expense by using the Atari for fast

processing speeds at low unit cost. 68000 processor 512K Ram half megabyte drive monitor GEM
YES

COMMUNICATIONS (VT100, VT102, VT52 - Mini or Mainframe Terminal- Prestel - Electronic Mail)

WORDPROCESSING

YES DATABASES

ACCOUNTING

YES BUSINESS GRAPHICS

NO

SPREADSHEETS

YES

CAD SYSTEM

YES El

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO
EDUCATIONAL

YES

YES SMALL BUSINESS

YES

DESIGN

YES

NO

YES CONTROL

NO

NO

TIME RECORDING

NO

(colour & B/W)

YES

NO

NO

System illustrated includes 512K Ram fast 68000 processor, half megabyte 31/2" disk drive, high resolution b/w, monitor, GEM mouse and FREE word
processing, graphics, basic and logo software. Options include double sided 1 meg. disk drives, 10/20 megabyte hard disks, colour monitors and cdrom
players (laser disks).
CUT AND SEND: -

Silicon (entre
SCOTTISH DISTRIBUTORS FOR ATARI PRODUCTS

7 Antigua Street
Edinburgh
EH1 3NH

031-557 4546

Unit 16,
Anderston Centre
Glasgow G2
041-226 5346

Terminals Computer Systems Training Maintenance

To: SILICON CENTRE, 7 ANTIGUA ST., EDINBURGH EH1 3NH.
Dept PRAC OMI.
PLEASE SEND ME FREE INFORMATION-520ST

Mr/Mrs
Address

POSTCODE

COMPANY/DEPT

MAIN INTEREST

Circle No. 187
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MBASIC
CPI 'z'

SEPARATE CASES

Or

You can improve the appearance of your Basic and assembler listings

are left intact.

DB 'Thats all FOLKS$'

with this routine, devised by David Dawe.
PRINTED program

listings are hardly
the most convenient way of trans-

mitting software, but sometimes
they are the only method available. It is therefore worth putting
some effort into making listings as

BEFORE .
;This

PRSTR:
bdos:
Start:

ensure that worthwhile programs
are not ignored just because they
are difficult to read.

My MBasic Indent program,
published in the October 1985
issue of Practical Computing, does
this for Basic programs. The
routine presented in this article is
designed to process assembler

messg:

under the headings Label, Operator, Operand and Comment. The
comments are separated from the
code using the semicolon
separator.

CALL
JMP
DB

100h

;CP/M funtion to print string
;FDOS call aDDress
c,PRSTR
;Use fn 9
h,messg
;Point to start of MESSAGE
bdos
;go do it
;back to cp/m
'What a super ProgramB'
9
5

code, and was listed as discussed
in my article on machine -code subroutines in the August 1985 issue.
The subroutine Call takes the
form:

where B$ is a string to be pro-

. AFTER

;This is a Demonstration of BEAUTY

PRSTR:
BDOS,

START:

ORG
EQU
EQU
MVI
LXI

MESSG:

bag

CALL
JMP
DB

100H

;cp/m funtion to print string
;fdos call address
;use fn 9
;point to start of message
;go do it
0
;back to cp/m
'What a super Programs'
9
5

C,PRSTR
H,MESSG
BDOS

of upper- and

lower-case

characters. I prefer to see the code
in upper case and the comments in
lower case, though there does seem

to be a growing trend towards
using lower case for the code. But
with this program I can convert my

When I am developing a new

source listings back and forward

program over several editing
sessions, I find that I end up with

whenever I like.
The program splits each line of
program at the separator and

code and comments as a mixed

routine used is written in Z-80

CALL MLOC(A%,B$)

.

source code, but it may also be
used to tidy up an MBasic source code listing if it is saved in ASCII
format. Assembly code is usually
written in four -column format

is a Demonstration of BEAUTY

lxi

easy as possible on the eye, to

using Basic's Mids$ function, but
this proved incredibly slow, so the
machine -code subroutine technique was adopted. The sub-

.

org
equ
EQU
mvi

The program could have isolated and altered each character

allows selection of upper or lower
case for both parts of the line. Thus
the source listing shown above can

be tidied up so that the code is in
upper case and the comments are
in lower case. Lines which begin
with a comment separator are deliberately left alone. In the case of
assembler listings nothing is
altered beyond a single quote so
that lines such as:

cessed. The variable A % controls
what is done with the string. Only
alphabetic characters are affected.

If A% is set to 0 then all translation is to lower case. If A% is set
to 2 then only the first character is

translated to upper case, the rest
will be lower case. If A% is set to 3
then the first letter of each word is

translated to upper case, the rest
will be lower case.

The program will also work on
MBasic ASCII source code. The
code must use the single -quote
separator. Lines beginning with
this separator are left unaltered.

This utility, used together with
MBasic Indent, should make any
program look good.

SEPARATE CASES
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240

250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390

400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590

600

610

*************

BEAUTY

***************

PRINT "This program 'beautifies' a Source Code ASCII file"
PRINT "which has trailing comments separated by
or
PRINT
PRINT "It converts the code & comments to lower or UPPER"
PRINT "case as required. It works for all lines except"
PRINT "those beginning with the separator. These are"
PRINT "deliberately left unaltered."
PRINT
PRINT "Program by D F Dawe (C)"
PRINT "Cornwall Microelectronics and Computing Centre"
PRINT "Cornwall College of Further & Higher Education"
PRINT
'The machine code below is assembled for 6,88000
'It changes the case of the letters as required
'much faster than using BASIC
CLEAR,&HB000
MLOC=&HB000
FOR 3=0 TO 128
READ N
POKE MLOC+J,N
NEXT J
PRINT "Please state name of file to be beautified"
PRINT "I require the extension BAS,ASM, MAC or PRN"
PRINT
INPUT "FILENAME.EXT....";FILES
P=INSTR(FILES,".")
IF P=0 OR P<>LEN(FILES)-3 THEN 350
E$=RIGHTS(FILES,3)
IF ES="BAS" THEN S$="'":GOTO 470
IF ES="ASM" THEN SS=";":GOTO 470
IF E$="MAC" THEN S$=";":GOTO 470
IF ES="PRN" THEN S$=";":GOTO 470
GOTO 350
OPEN "I",#1,FILE$
INPUT #1,A$
CLOSE
IF ASC(AS)>127 THEN 980
INPUT "State format for the code,
select U or L";CO$
IF CO$="L" OR CO$="U" THEN 530 ELSE 510
INPUT "State format for the cOmments, select U or L";CM$
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
IF CMS="L" OR CMS="U" THEN 560 ELSE 530
PRINT "The file list will now be as follows"
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
NFILES=FILES
MIDS(NFILES,P+1,3)="TMP"
OPEN "0",#2,NFILE$
OPEN "I",#1,FILE$
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'

I

620
WHILE NOT EOF(1)
630
LINE INPUT #1,N$
640
L$="":11$=""
650
IF N$="" THEN 810
660
P=INSTR(N$,S$)
670
IF P<6 AND ES="BAS" THEN I.4=NS:GOTO 810
680
IF P=0 THEN LS=NS:GOTO 740
690
IF P=1 THEN LS=NS:GOTO 810
700
LS=LEFTS(NS,P)
710
RS=RIGHTS(N$,LEN(NS)-P)
720
IF CM$="U" THEN A%=1 ELSE A%=0
730
CALL MLOC(A%,R$)
740
IF CO$="U" THEN A%=1 ELSE A%=0
750
IF ES="BAS" THEN LLS=LS:GOTO 790
760
Q=INSTR(L$,"'")
770
IF Q=0 THEN Q=LEN(LS)
780
LLS=LEFTS(L$,Q)
790
CALL MLOC(A%.LL$)
800
MIP$(1,$,1,LEN(LL$))=1,L$
810
PRINT L$7R$
820
PRINT #2,LS;RS
830
WEND
840 CLOSE
850 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
860 INPUT "Are you happy with this format (Y/N)";R$
870 IF R$="Y" THEN 930
880 IF R$<>"N" THEN 860
890 KILL NFILE$
900 PRINT:PRINT
910 PRINT "Your source file remains unchanged"
920 END
930 KILL FILES
940 NAME NFILES AS FILES
950 PRINT:PRINT
960 PRINT "Your file has been beautified as requested"
970 END
980 PRINT "Your source file must be saved in ASCII II"
990 END
1000 'Z80 MACHINE CODE as my UCLC program
1010 DATA 229,213,126,254,4,48,9,135,79,6
1020 DATA 0,33,19,176,9,233,209,225,201,24
1030 DATA 6,24,28,24,50,24,69,209,225,205
1040 DATA 121,176,126,205,41,176,35,5,32,248
1050 DATA 201,254,91,208,254,65,216,198,32,119
1060 DATA 201,209,225,205,121,176,126,205,65,176
1070 DATA 35,5,32,248,201,254,123,208,254,97
1080 DATA 216,214,32,119,201,209,225,205,121,176
1090 DATA 126,205,65,176,35,5,200,126,205,41
1100 DATA 176,35,5,32,248,201,209,225,205,121
1110 DATA 176,126,205,65,176,35,5,200,126,205
1120 DATA 41,176,35,5,200,254,32,40,238,24
1130 DATA 243,235,70,35,94,35,86,235,201,0
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AMSTRAD PCW-8256

SIERPINSKI'S CURVE
Logo is well suited to plotting certain types of mathematical function.

single triple single

and Triple is redefined to be
single triple triple triple single

the design for the fifth generation
may be applied. If successive

Obhijit Chatterjee presents a program which implements the

generations are defined in this

Sierpinksi curve and plots it out on an Amstrad PCW-8256 system.

reduced at each stage to keep the
overall size constant, the whole
square will eventually be filled.
To produce different generations, three changes need to be
made to the procedure Sierpinski.

Italian mathematician and
logician Giuseppe Peano showed
how a single point, tracing out a
THE

SIERPINSKI PROGRAM
?po "Sierpinski

monster curve - that is, a curve
with no unique tangent at any

to Sierpinski

point - moving continuously over
a square, could pass at least once
through every point in the square

make "long 20

and on its boundary. David Hil-

make "half :long /

the global variable :long
should hold the distance for
the longer forward movement.
Second, the Setpos command
First,

should be adjusted so that the
diagram does not fall off the

2

bert proposed a simple way of
generating a Peano curve with two
end -points. In the limit, the curve
begins and ends at the square's top

way, the scale of the drawing being

ct clean fs ht pu setpos [-280 256] pd
seth 315

screen. Third, the Repeat 4 loop in
the fourth line should be amended
as previously indicated.

repeat 4 [abaabbbaab a]

It is quite possible to adapt the
procedures to produce successive
generations with a pause after each

end

one, although this has not been
attempted to avoid further com-

?po "a

plication of the issue.

is

constructed. The structure of
Hilbert's curve can be illustrated

to a

The command to print the
graphics produced on the screen is

by similar procedures and the first
four generations of the sequence of

side Omega side

pressed simultaneously.

drawings leading to it are shown

end

Peano curves are discussed by
Martin Gardner on pages 124 to

opposite.
DR Logo is particularly suited to

?po "b

Scientific American, along with
descriptions of other curves, such

to b

as snowflake curves.

corners.
However,

Waclaw

Sierpinski

generated a closed Peano curve with

no end -points - which

bounded an area 5 / 12ths that of
the square. The procedures listed
illustrate how the Sierpinski curve

< EXTRA > <PTR>

133 of the December 1976 issue of

producing this curve because its
graphics depend on the concept of
moving a turtle around the screen
by specifying its direction and the

side repeat 3 [Omega] side

SIERPINSKI
PROGRAM

distance it has to travel in that
direction. This technique dispenses with the need for the messy

end

calculations which would otherwise have been used to generate
the curve had the graphics been
dependent on a co-ordinate

?po "side
to side

rt 90 fd :half rt 90 fd :half lt 45 fd

system.

The procedures illustrate the
fourth generation of the polygonal
drawings whose limit is the
Sierpinski Curve. The primary
procedure, called Sierpinski,

:long lt 45 fd :half
end

40.

initialises the screen and sets up
the basic design for the plot. It

?po "Omega

calls two procedures, a and b.

to Omega

The two procedures draw the
basic components of the diagrams.

The procedure called Side draws
the element shown in figure 1B,
and the procedure called Omega
draws the element shown in figure
1A. Procedure a calls Side, Omega
and Side in turn. Procedure b calls

rt 90 fd :half rt 90 fd :half repeat 3 [lt
45 fd :long lt 45 fd :half]
end
?copyof f

Side, followed by three Omegas,
followed by Side.

The following commands

[a b a a b b b a a b a]

The fifth generation will be

generations. The first generation

single triple single single triple triple
triple single single triple single

side

in the second line of Sierpinski

/\----/

after Repeat 4 for the various
needs only

replace

The second generation needs
The third generation needs

aba

B

The fourth generation, as listed,
needs

Figure 1.

1 14

/\

where Single is defined to be

aba
and Triple is defined to be

A/
/

The first two lines of Sierpinski
initialise the global variables
:long and :half, the two
distances required by the fd
commands in Side and Omega.
Between successive generations,
the variable :long should be
halved. For example, the third
generation will have :long set to

[a b a a b b b a a b a]

abbba

Clearly, a pattern begins to
emerge so that, for the sixth

generation, if Single is redefined
to be

The third line sets up the
screen ready for plotting to
begin. It clears the screen of
both graphics and text, puts the
hidden turtle near the top lefthand corner of the screen and
points it 45° to the left from
the vertical.
The fourth line defines the
curve. Since the curve has
rotational symmetry of order 4,
only one quarter of it need be
specified, and this is repeated
four times.
The a procedure defines a
single unit for Sierpinski. A
single unit consists of a Side, an
Omega followed by a Side.
The b procedure defines a
triple unit for Sierpinski. A
triple unit consists of a Side,
three Omegas, followed by a
Side.
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SIERPINSKI CURVES

HILBERT CURVES

KNN

First generation

First generation

\>

/
\>

\>

Second generation

Second generation

Third generation

Fourth generation
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Third generation

Fourth generation
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Ashton Tate

£299.00
£550.00
£450.00
£450.00

dBase II

COMPUTER SUPPLIES AT
LOW LOW PRICES

dBase II Multi-user

dBase III
Framework
Borland

£47.00
£47.00

Sidekick
Turbo Pascal W/8087
Desktop

Access 10
£350.00
C Basic
£210.00
Concurrent CP/M 86 With

£99.00
£39.00
£99.00
£135.00

Windows

PRINTERS
£198.00
Epson LX -80
Epson RX100 UT 100 cps

£350.00
£347.50
£825.00

Epson FX80 160 cps

Epson LQ-1500 2K

Brother HR5 Portable P or S

£127.00
Brother EP44 Ribbon Trans.

£187.00
£158.00
£865.00
£235.00
£235.00
£465.00
£1430.00
£425.00
£1200.00
£460.00
£3245.00

Brother M1009
Brother 2024L
OKI 182 IBM
OKI 92AP
OKI 93AS
OKI CP2350 (P)
QUME QUS 12P

QUME QU1140

RICOH RI 120P
KIRIN LCD
Honeywell Dot matrix please phone
Canon LBP-8 Laser Printer

£1995.00
£356.00
£495.00
£1130.00

NEC Spinwnter 200
NEC P3 (132 cl)
NEC 8800 Printer

GEM Desktop

CLEANING &

CABLES

GEM Draw
GEM Graph

ACCESSORIES

Parallel Printer Shielded

£12.50
£14.50
£16.50
£18.50

18 Core Blk 2 Metre
18 Core Blk 3 Metre
25 Core Grey 2 Metre
25 Core Grey 3 Metre
Serial

0/P 2 Metre
0/P 3 Metre

£9.50
£14.50

25 pins converter male to male

£18.00
25 pins converter female to male

£18.00
25 pins converter female to female

KIRIN Care Kit for 51 I Dnve £8.50
KIRIN Care Kit fo 31/4 Dnve £8.50
General Cleaner
£9.50

£7.50
Memorex Head Cleaner Kit £8.50
PC Mouse
£125.00
ADD Key for IBM
£168.00

Anti -Static Screen Cleaner

Touchstone Technology 1 Keypad

£180.00
Touchstone Technology 2 Keypad

Foot Mouse

£198.00
£135.00

£18.00

20 MBytes
30 MBytes
Controller Card

Mountain Tape Streamer/Hard Disk
Combo 7000 20 MBytes with
£2,850.00
controller
Combo 7000 40MBytes with
controller
£3,500.00
Mountain Internal Tape Streamers for
IBM at

27 MBytes
60 MBytes
Cartridge 600 CA

£1200.00
£1350.00
£27.00

External Combo Units
I.O. Mega Bernoulli Box 10/10 MB

£2586.50
I.O. Mega Bernoulli Box 5 MB

1.0.Mego B. Box
(Trade price)
1.0.Mega Cartridge
Toshiba 51/4 Disk Drive

£18.85
M -C -A Keyboard Storage £54.50
£19.95
M -C -A Printer stand
M -C -A Turn & Tilt

£15.50

Easy Planner
Easy Plus
Easy Filer (PC DOS)

Fuji 51/4 DDDD Box of 10 £19.95
Bulk No. labels SSDD (10pcs)

£8.50
Bulk No. labels DDDD (10pcs)

£11.50
Maxell 31/2 SD Box of 10 £29.00
Fuji 31/2 DD Box of 10
£32.00
Sony 31/2 SD Box of 10
£28.00
Sony 31/2 DD Box of 10
£31.00

DD £17.00

£355.00
£135.00

Toshiba Hard Disk for AT £175.00
Borsu 10+ Single Drive

Supercalc 3 Series 2

£1995.00

£750.00
Borsu 10+ 10/10 MB £2950.00

QUEST Firefly Streamer

Toshiba Drive for AT360KB

£150.00
Toshiba Drive for At 1.2MB

£180.00
£110.00

Toshiba Slimline 360KB
All coloured beige to match

Wordperfect 4.1

RIBBONS
QUME Type Min. 1 Doz.

£3.00

NEC Type Min. 1 Doz.

£3.00

Diablo Type Min. 1 Doz.

£3.00

EPSON Type Min. 1 Doz.

£3.00
each

All Other Types Apply Too.

MegaPlus 64K
MegaPlus 256K
I/O Plus II

£295.00
£360.00

I/O Mini

£125.00

KIRIN Anti -Surge 1500 Watts

£29.85
KIRIN Power Conditioner 200

£125.00

Watts

KIRIN Power Conditioner 650

£198.00
MonoGraph Plus
PIDCrevNieewt Starter Kit

Circle No. 188

£390.00
£750.00
£290.00
£250.00

Intelligence Research PC EXPRESS
512K
£750.00
Intelligence Research HYPERAM

£240.00
256K
Intelligence Research HYPERAM
64K
£122.50

£265.00

Watts

MPL Power Cleaner 1200 Watts

£21.00

ORCHID TECHNOLOY
£256.00
Blossom 64K
£345.00
PC Net Adptr Board
£72.00
PC Net Cluster Kit
£345.00
PC Daughter Board
PC Starter Kit
£755.00
£695.00
PC Turbo 186/128K
SpeeDemon For Apple 2

£272.00
£121.00

£485.00
£168.00
Pace V21/23 Complete £110.00
£185.00
Pace 6501

Miracle 2000

IBM Accelerator

£198.00
£602.00

Cash With Order only, send cheque or Credit Card No. To Erima UK Ltd., 3, Heliport Ind.
Estate, London SW11 3RE or phone Hot Line 01-549 3194 Delivery Add £7.50 for Printers, £3.50
for small items, orders over £1,000.00 F.O.C. (All enquiries) 0 1 -22 8 1551
PRICE

MODEL

Phoenix Monochrome

£165.00
£145.00
£75.00
£73.00
£6.50

£1 2 5.00

MP II Expn Mem 64K Clock

MONITORS
Hi-Resolusion

£339.00

AST

Six Pak Plus 64K

POWER CLEANER

Steebek SB1212 Hayes Type

QTY

Keytronics Keyboard
Zenith 122 Amber 12"
Zenith 123 Green 12"
Zenith 23T Tilt Base

£135.00
£60.00
£210.00
£215.00
£135.00
£215.00

each

MODEMS
Steebek MD 3000
Steebek MD 3001 Auto

£100.00
£199.00
£299.00
£350.00

SSI

Maxell 51/4 DDDD Box of 10

£19.95
£15.50

£17.50

Sorcim/ I US

each

Maxell 51/4 SSDD Box of 10

£1676.50

£49.00

Symphony

R Base 4000
£350.00
R Base 50001 Multi-user £425.00

each

FLOPPY DISKS

On reauest

KIRIN Double Floppy Drive 256K

£17.50
The Lotus Guide to Learning

Easy Writer II
Spell Guard

Colour Disks in Blue, Red,
Yellow or Green SD £15.00

£3595.00

£100.00
Book Accounting with 1-2-3

Microrim

DISK STORAGE

M -C -A Rolltop 135 for 3i,7 £14.50
£4.65
M -C -A Keyboard Cover
£15.15
M -C -A Easy Vue Easel

£370.00

Symphony Spelling Checker

Wordstar Prof
Wordstar 2000

Or give us your spec and we shall
quote a price for you.

Fuji 51/4 SSDD Box of 10

Compatibles)

Symphony
£450.00
Symphony Text Outliner £100.00

Wordstar

£14.50
£15.75
£15.00
£17.25
£24.00
£26.50

£22.85

£687.00
£1,750.00
£185.00

Lotus 1-2-3 (IBM PC/XT,

Mail -Merge

12 Core 2 Metre
12 Core 3 Metre
16 Core 2 Metre
16 Core 3 Metre
36 Core 2 Metre
36 Core 3 Metre

M -C -A Rolltop 100 for 51/4

Mountain Internal Hard Disks
IBM -VC or Compatible

£390.00
Lotus

Micropro

ACT Cables

SUB -SYSTEMS

GEM Programmers Toolkit

VAT 15%
CARRIAGE
TOTAL

LAST WORD
Ralph Cornes suggests that it is time for the
spreadsheet to change into a tool capable of
more specific use.

THE

important argument in the

December editorial, about the

likely impasse in personal computing, can be developed to
produce some interesting ideas on
possible solutions.
The editorial hypothesised that

spreadsheets have been too suc-

PERSONAL
COMPUTING:
THE WAY FORWARD

cessful in personal computing, and
that users tend to twist everything,

-----14CURSE OF THE ALC

from filing to text editing, into a
spreadsheet application. Consequently, executives do not use
personal computers properly.

.ir tar rts. tr'
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,

hooked on computers than the

basic information -handling functions in office work. You cannot
invent extra functions; all that can

be done is to combine them in
different ways, and you soon
exhaust the viable combinations.

ONE IN FIVE

systems. The people concerned
with traditional corporate computing are generally accountants,
accounting and administrative
assistants, and clerks. They
amount to less than 20 percent of

the white-collar work force, so
personal computing has a target
user market which is at least four
times the size of traditional

The members of this pool of
potential users are diverse in
nature. Between the manager and
the secretary in the corporate hierarchy, there are other staff
members who are generally known
as professionals. They fall into two
main classes: those who deal with
people, such as the executive, the
rep and the personnel officer, and

those who deal with things or

PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1986
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objects, such as the researcher, the
engineer and the scientist. All
these people have widely differing
profiles and requirements.
The object -orientated professionals usually want lots of
computing power and the tools to
use it. If you give them this, they
will make all sorts of adjustments
in their work, but will never learn
anything which they consider to be
logically surplus to their specific
requirements.

A further truism

gives the big bang payoff, and
which will give new dimensions to

the use of personal computers in
business.

The professionals and support
staff who are on the periphery of
administration, are sucked into a
vertical application. But the whole
thrust of personal computing,

users, is that it shall be introduced
and managed on a functional
basis, and the products, including
spreadsheets, reflect this. They are

general where they should be

Are spreadsheets leading us up a false trail?
is

that the

traditional disciplines of
computing, office automation,
personal computing and telecommunications are all converging. The use of each one on its

own increases productivity in an
application area, but the results
can be revolutionary when they
touch. This can be seen in the use

specialised and they communicate
sideways but not vertically. There
are no general-purpose logical
hooks. We want a logical RS -232,
which is impossible but gives the
general idea.
A final statement of the obvious
is that the end -user is not going to

stay happy with personal computing as now defined. As the
power on his or her desk grows, he
or she will want to construct
personal, sectional and even

departmental systems which are
independent of the corporate

of videotex for holiday travel,

centre. And that means

electronic funds transfer, the
changing economics of automobile

tend to have a short fuse when book to drive flying shears in a
asked to conform to a rigid and metal mill, and so on.

developing languages for open shop systems development. The
user increasingly will insist on
talking to the mainframe direct.
Just as in the Reformation, when

Pressure is beginning to grow
from user management and user

good Christians and true believers
wanted to talk directly to God, the

professionals to develop these total
information-processing systems,
where the information is prac-

user now wants to talk directly
to the corporate computer

The people professionals, too,
formal application protocol. But in
other ways their requirements and
profile can be very different. They
want speed not power, user -friend-

liness and a lot of little systems,
while the objects professionals
want one big omnibus system. The

required tools and the ways in
which they need to be presented to
diferent users vary in nearly every
possible way: in power, scope, ease
of use, user -friendliness, complexity, speed, capacity and cost.

computing and more than four
times as variegated.
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It

It is a truism to say that personal

computing is concerned with
everything except traditional computing, which processes structured
data in large volumes in order to
provide administrative support

brzt..

a
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industry had imagined, which is
undoubtedly true.
It is an important argument

some excellent tools for all the

, t,

tvr-

expedite the convergence which

both from suppliers and from

t

1,trovri th, App. tl

More importantly, this misuse
shows that executives are less

because conceptually personal
computers have gone about as far
as they can go, unless we change
the rules of the game in the same
way that they were changed when
VisiCalc first appeared. There are

.1t,dhrrt

into the mainframe applications to

manufacture, the use of an order

tically untouched by human hand
from start to finish. It is a pressure
sparked off initially by the advent
of personal computing. The design
engineer who finds it very difficult

to become enthused about net

by screwing together specialised

hard to have his or her CAD

personal -computer products.
The answer to what is needed to

Whether you agree with the

application generate automatically

the master files for subsequent

ducts; there is no word processor
cum graphics package designed
expressly for a civil engineer, nor
spreadsheet designed
metallurgist.

a

for a

TAILOR-MADE
A summary of all these obvious
points shows a market demand for
vertically integrated applications
which can be constructed largely

requirements planning is pushing

categorisation of information
handlers is irrelevant to the
argument, which merely echoes
Shakespeare's phrase: "custom
cannot stale their infinite variety" .
It is a variety which is not satisfied
by existing personal computer pro-

priesthood.

product planning.
To underline the obvious, this
convergence is on an application
basis. The salesperson with a port-

enable the personal computer to
fulfil its potential now defines
itself. First via a spreadsheet -type
of program, we want to be able to
communicate directly with the

able terminal and cellular radio

corporate computer. We would

wants to co-ordinate his or her activities with the order -handling

like

office on the one hand and with
the marketing strategist on the
other. The personal computer
probably has to be hooked directly

to be able to define the

contents of a spreadsheet cell so
that it arrives automatically into
the spreadsheet from a mainframe
database. This involves making the
(continued on next page)
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LAST WORD
(continued from previous page)

spreadsheet

communicate

with

data dictionaries for all the main
databases, Adabas, Total, IMS,
IDMS, etc.
This is not as easy as it sounds.
If the lines between personal

computer and mainframe are not
going to be swamped by the sheer
volume of data, a lot of processing
is required on the mainframe. For
example, select a subset of records,
select information from a subset of
records, accumulate all entries of a

particular type, and do all this
while sorting into complicated
sequences.

Communication also needs to

go in the other direction. The

corner that the spreadsheet has
pinned them into, is to make the
tools modular and specific for

metal, feels happier doing all this
with double -precision arithmetic.
The decision -support theorists all

specific users. The current armory
of spreadsheet, text -editor, data-

seem to want floating-point

base, and communications

manager are very good generalpurpose tools. But none of them
can be ideal for all users, because

their algorithms go round in ever decreasing circles. But all of them
love using a spreadsheet.
The last thing you want to do is

meet end -user requirements, and
to match user profiles. The initiative for making the mainframe to -micro link, probably via an
addition to the modularised
spreadsheet, must come from the
mainframe specialists. Fortunately, there are proprietary databases in fairly common use and I
anticipate that spreadsheet interfaces with, say, Total and Adabas
will arrive once the need for them

to scrap the spreadsheet or to
inhibit its use; you want to develop

opposite of others, and this

answer is to make the spreadsheet a
central piece of software to which

regardless of whether the packages
are integrated with other packages
into vertical systems.

one.
It is a personal -computer
business to modularise software to

as

some users have requirements and
profiles which are the exact
is

which time your initial problem
has been replaced by yet another

it into something different. The
all sorts of different professional
requirements can be appended.

THE LAST THING YOU WANT TO DO IS TO

is evident.
So this is how to move out of the
corner personal computers are

SCRAP THE SPREADSHEET OR TO INHIBIT

personal -computer user will need

ITS USE

to update corporate data which

.

.

.

pinned into. The message is that
software must be market -led and
not technolgy-pushed. Very
probably most designers think it

today is verboten; the Pope would

as soon rent St. Peter's to the
Moonies as would DP managers let
you modify their central data.

Therefore the user needs a sort of

interim scratch pad within the
central database that he or she can
work on and with, and which the
DP manager can use to update the
corporate data when satisfied with
its legality and correctness. Both of
these communications flows imply

the solution of major software

An engineer has different filing,
text -editing, graphics and calc-

We want a sort of Meccano kit
which we can screw on to the

ulation requirements to an economist, accountant, planner or
market researcher. The planner
might be satisfied with an
input/output table that works

spreadsheet skeleton to meet
specialised demand.
Finally, there are couple of other

on straight-line equations;

the

heating engineer might have all
sorts of oddly shaped curves to put
into a model. Similarly, a research
metallurgist, who seems to spend

but they have not

already is,

understood their potential market,

items which should ensure that

nor where it is taking them. The
twin answers are modularity to

you swim with the tide. The use of
an application generator would be
welcome to most professionals.
Application generators give users

reflect the different kinds of users
and a two-way link -up with mainframes. You will then see business

the chance to develop personal

sums of money necessary if, as all
the forecasts say, four out of five

and sectional systems

systems

providing the rather frightening

problems.

most of the time bending and

without having to wait for the staff are to be using personal

The next requirement to get
personal computers out of the

stretching and banging and
cooking and freezing pieces of

computer professional. For them
you can wait a couple of years, by

FAST TURNAROUND

PHILIPS

computer work stations by the end
of the decade.
[6]

PHILIPS
III

ler

.11111

on IBM PCB Repairs
24 Hours to 4 days

PC/XT system boards
Mono/printer adaptor
Colour graphics adaptor
Async/parallel adaptors
IBM memory expansion board
Floppy disc drive
PC/XT power supply units
Monochrome display monitor
IBM colour display monitor
Keyboard
AT power supply units
AT PCB's
*Price includes parts and labour.
All prices exclude VAT and delivery.

£70*
£50*
£50*
£25*
£45*
£50*
£55*
£55*
£85*
£55*
£65*
POA

For further information write or phone to:

Roy Misters

ROMTECH LTD
UNIT 2.

Kingstons Industrial Estate
Eastern Road,
Aldershot,
Hampshire GU12 4TD
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 334881

Portable Computer
+ Bundled Software

A full -function personal computer, complete with
software and ready to use, at below half price.

The Philips P2010 Portable is supplied as a
complete package for home or office use. 9"
high -resolution phosphor green screen gives
an exceptionally clear text/graphics display.
CP/M 2.2 operating 'system allows the P2010

to run hundreds of different applications.
Software included at no extra charge includes
Wordstar word-processing and Calcstar
spreadsheet - these two items alone normally
selling for £410.00. Plus many other programs.
SPECIFICATION

64 K RAM user
32 K RAM video
Two 544" disk drives
93 key keyboard
512 x 252 pixels
320 K data storage
Shoulder strap

Philips

P2010

Printer interface
Comms interface

Wordstar
Calcstar

M -Basic
TTY Emulation
Educational utilities

Portable

Computer

with

software, mains lead and complete set of

manuals. Thousands of these computers have
been sold at the normal
end -user price of £995.
Now offered brand
new at only

Also the P2012 with
1.2mb disk storage
&
software
(£1695)

95

With the P2010 you have access
to the vast library of CP/M
business software. Applications
catalogue supplied with each
computer showing where to
obtain specialised programs for.
ACCOUNTANCY
ARCHITECTS
AUCTIONEERS
BUILDERS
CIVIL ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATIONS
DATABASES
DENTAL/MEDICAL
ESTATE AGENTS
FARMING
FINANCIAL
HEATING ENGINEERING
HOTELS
INSURANCE
10B COSTING
MATHS/STATISTICS
NEWSAGENTS
PAYROLUPERSONNEL
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
STOCK CONTROL

Morgan
Computer Co.

despatch
Courier
£15 extra. All rices
T.
°
1

179 Tottenham Court Road, London Wl.
AND
AT

lecno

01-6361138

LONDON, FELTHAM, READING, BRISTOL
SOUTHAMPTON, BIRMINGHAM, MANCHESTER

Circle No. 190
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'PRACTICAL COMPUTING
shop window
Telephone 01-661 8163
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Rates quoted below are subject to the addition of 15% VAT.

Display Rates £18.00 per single Column Centimetre Minimum 5cm x 1 col
One Insertion: £18.00 per scc, Three Insertions: £17.25 per scc, Six Insertions: £17.00 per scc,
Nine Insertions: £16.50 per scc, Twelve Insertions: £16.00 per scc

Micro Ads. Linage 40p per word minimum of 20 words. Prepayable.
COPY DATE
Shopwindow advertisements for the March edition will be accepted up to 28th January subject to space bein. available.
Post to Practical Computing, Classified Department, Room H211, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton Surrey SM2 5AS.

LOW-COST PCDOSIMSDOS SOFTWARE TOOLS
Professional quality development tools for IBMPC compatibles
19.95

Full -screen editor for programmers

Loaded with features
£15.95
B0861808818087 assembler, Intel Mnemonics
f34.95
Fortran 66 (extended} with 8087 support
1, 2, 4 -Byte integers, 4, 8 -Byte reals PEEEI 1 -Byte logicals, character
variables, pointers do for, do while, if then else constructs large arrays hip to
IMBytel. Common areas fixable at a physical address supports in -line
808818087 assembler sequences (with access to Fortran variables by name).
£15.95
Complete Fortran Math Library
Single and Double precision
£9.95
Sophisticated Object Module Librarian
115.95
Two -Pass Link Editor
Overlays, pre -link, map, Xret features.
E9 95
8085 Cross.Assembler
£84.95
Bit -Slice Micro Cross -Assembler
For AMO 2900 series devices and similar user -defined Instruction formats and
mnemonics each format up to 64 fields, up to t28 bits wide.

TS800A

f1,000
f900.00
f550.00

SEROUS 1

10mh

f1700

flUME

9145 Daisywheel printer
with Rutishauser
sheetfeeder

f600

TELEVIDEO

Circle No. 320

FERRANTI PC860IXT

TS806120
TS802

148

FUTURE COMPUTERS FX20
machine, boxed and as new, with
Spellbinder WP and spare monitor, 128K RAM, twin
800K disk drives. £1,100 + VAT.
Ex -demo

L TD.

Fully checked and operational, with Wordstar,
Supercalc, Telecomms, Inventory management,
Sales Ledger. Privately owned, hence £600 inc VAT.

FOR

------ .--_
125

12 months on site maintenance, with 8 hour response

ZEDEM COMPUTERS LTD

Circle No. 321

Ox -16

,

-i

--

PIXIE

ADVANCE 86b's

143

,

PC 860 £11250 + VAT (REC £1250)
PC860-XT(10) £1935 + VAT (REC £2150)
PC860-XT(20) £2515 + VAT(REC £2795)

Litit
itirfAr

ALL WITH 256K RAM, PERFECT SUITE II
SOFTWARE KEYBOARD AND 12 MONTH
ON SITE WARRANTY.
TO CELEBRATE OUR EXPANSION INTO
NEW OFFICES WE ARE OFFERING A 10%
DISCOUNT ON MOST ITEMS.
LOOK OUT FOR OUR NEW RANGE OF
COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE IN MARCH.

.:4*

PRINTERS

136

The Computer Centre,
Bugbrooke Road, GAYTON,
NORTHAMPTON NN7 3EU.

TEL: 10604) 858011

Telex: 312242 MIDTLX G

Circle No. 322
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(256K RAM, TWIN 360K FLOPPY,
PERFECT SUITE I SOFTWARE, KEYBOARD

12 MONTH ON SITE WARRANTY
£670 incl DELIVERY & VAT

,,,--es,

I

Devon EX1 1LG. Telephone: Exeter (03921 217417.

iF YO

EPEPAONLY

sl.=-,

MODEMS

(.--C

-

Norwich Union House, Bedford Street, Exeter,

LAST FEW

2 KIMBOLTON RD., BEDFORD. Tel. 0234 213645

a.

EXE COMPUTER
SERVICES LIMITED

FERRANTI
££ SAVE ££

ItFree application software

0

RING US NOW

SUPERBRAIN OD

40-256K to 6401( RAM

/Ac

SOFTWARE - SUPPLIES - MAINTENANCE

Circle No. 325
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Lr NOSEER

APPLICATION:
DATA CAPTURE
COMMUNICATIONS
GENERAL

ALSO AVAILABLE
EPSON, CANNON, JUKI, VICTOR, SPERRY,
COMMODORE. OLIVETTI, etc etc

TEL 01-992 2512

PC860 from 11250 -, VAT
PC860IXT from (2150 + VAT

t.

ATARI 520 ST = £595 + VAT

43 CHATSWORTH G DNS LONDON W3 9LP

Cambridge Data Limited
15116 Margaret Street
London W1N 7NE
Tel: 01-580 9651

IBM COMPATIBLE
PRICE INCREDIBLE

L

eg AMSTRAD PCW 8256 = £370 + VAT
IBM COMPATABLES FROM £895 + VAT

1st CHOICE DISCOUNT MICROS

146

Free

LOWEST PRICES

All prices subject to VAT

Eastlake Software, 76 Crwys Rd, Cardiff CF2 4NP

Phone: 0222 371173. Add E2 P&P and 15% VAT to U.K.
address.
147

LOW! LOW! LOW! LOW!

Second-hand equipment in
excellent condition

CONTACT: COLIN ALLISON
SUITE 6, 2nd FLOOR SACKVILLE PLACE
44/48 MAGDALEN STREET
NORWICH NORFOLK NR3 1JE
TELEPHONE 0603 616221
149
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UTDERRED
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0

NEATLy "vALS
CALL 1,4 Q4-8CkLY 11

US AirliX/

(060,7)

Solderless

858888

computer
Wiring systems

I

'''

.
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Ell

phone Inn-r11 .1
fo brochure

TM

COMWAR
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GEORGE WILLIAM HOLLAND 8 SONS LETD
eugbrooke Road, GAYTON, NORTHAMPTON NN7 3EU.

Tel (0604) 858888

Telex: 312242 MIDTLX G.
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rnaow
CABLING PROBLEMS

ALBANY COMPUTERS
REPAIR DOMESTIC AND
PROFESSIONAL
COMPUTERS AT A FIXED
CHARGE.

We have an extensive range of cables and accessories including:
Gender changers M -F or F -M
[16.50
RS232 extension cable 6ft
C23.00
RS232 cable for commodore
£25.00
RS232 cable for epson px8
£17.00
RS232 cable for epson hx20
15.00

Or make your own cables - cable from 75p
per metre. Cables made to your
specification.

Contact - Runnymede Computer Hardware
Ltd., 69 Clarence St., Egham, Surrey 0784
39844 for our catalogue.
Postage packing and VAT included in price.
Cheques req'd with order.
145

CONTACT US FOR AN
INSTANT QUOTE

Circle No. 331

ALBANY COMPUTERS
ALBANY WORKS
QUEENS ROAD
THAMES DITTON, SURREY KU ORE

A set of 14 utility programs providing UNIX -like
facilities under PC -DOS or
Package includes:
MAKE

MS-DOS.

equivalent to UNIX make command, rebuilds programs with minimum recompilations after one or
more source tiles modified. Same spec as UNIX version, including macros, built in and defineable rules
and 11 command line options.
XCOPY

equivalent to UNIX copy command (plus extra
features). Copies files, directories, or whole file
trees. I command line options, including archive op-

tion which copies only files modified since last
backup. Also permits disk change it destination fills
up part way through operation.

tee (for splitting pipes), cat (file concatention), rm

How many times have you wanted a word but just cant think of the
right one? Now its easy with

"WORDFINDER"
139
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DISK
COPYINGIFORMATTINGI
FILE TRANSFER

a 90.000 synonym finder Chats only a key stroke away. Type your
own choice, call -WORDFINDER", and in seconds a list of words
with similar meaning appears on your screen for you to make your
choice of a replacement. "WORDFINDER" replaces With
capitalization and punctuation.
EASY TO INSTALL, -WORDFINDER- OPERATES INSIDE YOUR
WORD -PROCESSOR AS AN EXTRA FUNCTION.
ON ONE OF THESE
RUN ONE OF THESE
IBM PC
Wordstar (3.0 or 3.3)
PC Compatibles
Wordstar 2000
Sanyo PC.
Multimate

WE CAN TRANSFER YOUR DATA
BETWEEN OVER 500 DIFFERENT
MICROS, MINIS AND MAINFRAMES.
FORMATS INCLUDE: CPM, CPM 86,
MSDOS, PCDOS, UNIX, XENIX, IDRIS,
TAR, RT11, MDOS, IBM BEF, ISIS,
FLEX, 0S9, VICTOR-SIRIUS, APPLE.
TORCH, ACORN, AMSTRAD, MISC.
TYPESETTING/WORD PROCESSING.

(file remove), find (searches tree for files), touch (updates file date/time stamp), mu (moves files), hd (hex dump), chmod (changer tide attributes)
All the above accept starnames, where relevant, and
multiple arguments (eg grep main *.c)

£59.95 free postage
Demo Diskette also available for

this

Street, London EC2M 1QY

mail order only please

Microsoft Word
Word Perfect

114

Pf s.Write

IBM Writing Assistant

Circle No. 335

Easy Writer II.

ORDER NOVA AVAILABLE ONLY FROM:
T&H Marketing Ltd 59 Northcott, Bracknell Berks. RG12 4WS

HAND HOLDING

Tel: Bracknell (0344) 53354

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER ONLY E75.00 A COPY!!

141

FOR BUSINESS MICRO USERS

Circle No. 332

Our team of on -site support staff can help you start to

release the full potential of your computer for your
particular business.

next day's Post
10.00 + VAT per copy
(Blank disks not included)
*DISCOUNT for BULK

109
ILLDOWNLOADING
SERVICES
166 PORTOBELLO ROAD

LONDON W11 2EB
TELEPHONE 01-727 8722
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MC ZOID8

OTotamo

HARD DISK UPGRADES FOR THE ADVANCE 868, FERRANTI PC, IBM PC AND

A short intensive training course may not be the

WHAT IF?
COURSES IN FINANCIAL PLANNING
ON YOUR COMPUTER

answer for you or your staff. Our approach is that our
people are there to help as the queries actually arise.
land we don't charge the Earth)

You will find our computer based courses
designed to run on your spreadsheet software, an
ideal way to learn the essentials of financial
planning. And you can use the carefully
designed programs to make your business more
profitable.
For details of our courses and introductory trial
pack just drop us a line giving details of your
spreadsheet software and computer
configuration.

DATAN COMPUTER SERVICES

TEL: 01-446 7955
863 High Road, London N12 OPT
137
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Dept.PA10

31: FUJI

Interactive Learning Programs
P.O. Box 2, Redruth.
Cornwall TR15 2UD.

2 Microdisks
ss/oo £29.95
128

Tel: (0209 842628)

FERRANTI PERSONAL COMPUTERS
PC 256K 2,360K FLOPPY DRIVES MONITOR
E1299
E2199
PX XT 256K 11360K FLOPPY 10MB WINCHESTER MONITOR
PC XT 256K 1,360K FLOPPY + 20MB WINCHESTER MONITOR
E2799
All Ferranti PC prices include 12 months FREE entice maintenance and FREE software.

DS/D° £39.95

5" FLOPPY --

Circle No. 333

DISKS

1-1

PRICES PER SOX

and double-sid 5," disk systems.

FIA ldetine Guarantee

Replacement Goasantee

Upgrade kits include - HallBeight Hard Disk Vol. Disk Controller Card. Cables.

29.95 29.50 29.10
39.95 39.30 39.70

SS
DS

nearly

E699
E825

lIosed to lOs

Manual and Fitments.

PRICES PER BOX

......from 0499

INTERNAL TAPE STREAMER UNITS...

£3,

demonstrates how the above are used and produces
sample output. (included in full package)

AXIS SOFTWARE, Orient House 42/45 New Broad

'OVERNIGHT SERVICE - most formats returned by

OTHER COMPATIBLES
TOMB INTERNAL XT UPGRADE KIT
20MB INTERNAL XT UPGRADE KIT

PROGRAMMERS TOOLKIT FOR IBM
PC AND COMPATIBLES

grep (pattern matcher), WC (word count), Is (file list),

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!
NEW! NEW!

TEL: 01-398 8055

CoaoiLnatc

ATTENTION PCIMS DOS
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS

s

EASY TO FIT ADD.ON CARDS complete with the necessary manuals, cabsnd

OS/DD

n30

900

0

rn
887;

software.
COLDURIPARALLEL PRINTER CARD....

E155

384K MULTIFUNCTION CARD..

E275

384K on board, Battery backed real.finke calendariclock,
Parallel printer port, RS232 serial port, Games port.
384K RAM EXPANSION BOARD 1384K on board).....
MULTIFUNCTION COMMUNICATIONS BOARD.
RS232 serial port, Battery backed real-time calendar/clock.
Games adaptor port.
IOPTIONS ON BOARD - Parallel printer port, 2nd RS232
serial port.)

0120
0120

E210

typesetting system on 01-658 6942 [300 baud].
Send for your info pack to:

Budget Typesetting

Fitting service at our own workshop available if required.
All prices are exclusive of carriage and VAT.

22 Queens Road, Beckenham, Kent
Telephone: 01-658 8754
TELECOM GOLD 83 BTL001

EXCL VAT

REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE
R any Mak should fan
Ier 1.
rettms

evlaemens

SEE10 LIBRARY CASES
(Hold 10 desks I

to

20,

DELIVERY

as

75

D ks in So
Ulm, Cases

1.85

1.99

1 75

HOW TO ORDER

1

75p SOP 40A

60p 30P .P

To total order value add Delivery. Men add 15, VAT and send to

127

138
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120

EACH

Our customers typeset fully formatted books,

or use TYPENET the 24 hr on-line telephone

Other hoards available, please enquire.

MICRObe Computer Systems
PO Box 1, Wray, Lancaster LA2 8RF
Telephone Bentham (0468) 62333

P

magazines, etc. on their micros. Send us your disks

Buy the RAM EXPANSION BOARD and the MULTIFUNCTION COMMA BOARD
together at the SPECIAL PRICE of.

Typesetting

from your computer

Circle No. 334

104

IDS Computer Supplies
Po 303 433 333.30Fr 133703 3F3331311003 To 3303 310833
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WANTED USED IBM. XT. + 10MB Hard Disk
+ Epson Dot Matrix Printer. DOS version 2

CP/M-IBM user group, disk libraries 800+

volumes 12000+ items also cheap disk
format translation service most formats

upwards: complete Phone Walsall 0922

possible. Sae/Tel R. Smith, 138 Holyte Rd.,

East Grinstead, Sussex RH19 3E (0342)
211M

313883

10MB Superbrain.

In

good working

267M

away! If bought now at discount, would be
BRAND NEW 512K Apple Macintosh plus

15" Imagewriter external disk drive and
usual software package. £2500 o.n.o tel
01-991 2050.

Road, Botley Oxford OX2 9EA.

AMSOFT SERIAL interface with RS232 plug

TWIN DRIVE APPLE II plus Z-80/CPM
keypad 80 col 64K Print Serial Incredible

to fit, tested but never used, fits all CPCS.
283M
£30. Tel: 041.9421511.
INMAC 4 -way, 2 -switch, RS232, changeover

Jack Software TLO Generator £425 HX20 +
lntext Wordprocessor £180 Tel 0285 861060
evenings (private)
TRS-80 MOD I, Drives, Software, Manuals,
books. MOD III, Drives, Software, Manuals.

switch, 1 + 4 or 4 + 1 printer to computer,
£98. Tel: 0243 606066. Day 0243 605529.
284M
Evenings.
FUTURE FX30, screen and keyboard, 10MB,
hard disk, CPM86 and spellbinder, very little

Epson MX82/90 Graftrax +, Disks. Sharp
PC -1500, CE -150 Printer Interface, Paper
Rolls, Cassettes. Any reasonable offer
considered. Tel: (Day) 0602 761566, (Eve)

used, only 18 months old, £950 ono. Tel:
Richard Barcock 0727 55215.

over £1100 in this spec. My offer £800 all in!
phone 01-904 2559 Evngs after 7.30pm.

CONNECTIONS - WE will build interface
cables, printer switches, gender changers
etc. to your specifications. For rapid low
quote send specifications to: 27 Chestnut

RAIR BLACK BOX and ICL PCs (8 bit).
Bought sold exchange repaired advice
given. Ring 0734 668951 (Reading).

IMB sold with monitor, software given

SANYO MGV555. Expanded memory. Serial
and Centronics interfaces with usual
£550. Tel 0738 37165

240M

41152.

25471.

software (Wordstar etc.) and RAM Disk

condition. £950. Phone: Brian Taylor (0422)

OSBORNE 01+ Double Density, 64K CPM,
Compac Modem, co -power board. Allows
MSDOS or 256K RAMDisk Expandable to

285M

0949 37586.

NEC PC -8800. Complete heavy duty colour
business computer system. As brand new,
ex -demo. NEC -14" Ultra high resolution
colour monitor. NEC -2 Megabyte Disk
Drives. NEC -64K ram CPIM Computer with
basic. NEC high speed buffered printer. All
cables & manuals. Bargain at £1,195.00 +
VAT. Paper Tiger 440 Matrix Printer,
198c.p.s. 2K -buffer £95.00 + VAT. Tel:
281M
Maidstone (0622) 58356.
HP41CV Hewlett Packard with printer card
reader, bar code, reader ILP interface. Port,
expansion, modules, P.S.U. User books, etc.
282M
Phone: Datchet 0753 45216. Offers.

DISKETTES 3M D5/DD/51.

Un-used

(In

factory sealed cartons). Surplus to our

requirements. to clear £22.50/Box 10 Incl.
Vat/Delivery. Tel; 041-881 5701

When replying to
Classified advertisements,
readers are recommended
to take steps to protect
their interests before
sending money.

DISK COPYING SERVICE
Moving data and program files from
one machine to another is often made
difficult because different
manufacturers have adopted different
disk format standards.

We can copy your files to and from
over 250 disk formats Including
cp/m, cp/m-86, MS-DOS, PC-E0S, ISIS,
APPLE, SIRIUS, TORCH, APRICOT, HP150,
DEC RT-11, and IBM REF.
Disks are normally despatched on the
day they are received.
Our charge is £10.00 + disk + VAT.
Special prices for quantities.
For more information call us.

JP FY MATTER
4RoggMeadow,Ashburton,DeyonT0137DF

TEL. (0364) 53499

10
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MICRO ADS. Order Form

SELL IT WITH PRACTICAL COMPUTING
inaow
Classified Rates
Linage 40p per word
Minimum 20 words prepayable.
Box No. £7.00 extra

Please insert the following advertisement in Practical Computing

LINAGE

Cost per insertions
1

Display Adverts.
Rate per single column
Centimetre: £18.00
Minimum 5cm

Ins,

1v5Z;

TOTAL

£6.00

£0.90

£6.90

SERIES Discounts

£8.00

£1.20

£9.20

Tel: 01-661 8163.

£10.00

£1.50

£11.50

£12.00

£1.80

£13.80

£14.00

£2.10

£16.10

£16.00

£2.40

£18.40

£18.00

£2.70

£20.70

Available on request
Method of Payment
Cheques etc should be made
payable to BUSINESS PRESS
INTERNATIONAL LTD. and crossed.

,,

I enclose herewith cheque/PO for

Post to:
Cut out the order form and return
together with your remittance to:
Classified Department,
Practical Computing,
Room H211, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton,

Box No. Required YES/NO

No. of Insertions

(50p discount for 2 ins.)

NAME (Please include initials)
ADDRESS

Surrey SM2 5AS.

Conditions of Acceptance
Micro Ads are accepted from
Private readers only and must be
submitted on (or a photocopy of)
this order form. All Advertisements
must be prepaid.

PRACTICAL COMPUTING February 1986

THIS FORM SHOULD BE RETURNED BY 28TH JANUARY 1986 FOR MARCH ISSUE
Company Registered Number: 151537 (ENGLAND).
Registered Office: Quadrant House, The Quadrant. Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS

UPGRADE TO TRISOFT
SPEED UP WITH THE 8087
Now,

using

advanced,

large

integration technology, the Intel 8087 family
of chips dramatically boost the performance

of your PC. Simple to fit with only
switch to set on the motherboard.
Supported

by

an

increasing

number

1

FOR IBM PC, OLIVETTI M24 AND ERICSSON PC

Smart and

12 MONTHS LABOUR AND PARTS WARRANTY

Autocad. Makes your IBM PC as fast as an

WE CAN EITHER COLLECT AND INSTALL HERE

AT for £165. Available for the Apricot at

12 Month warranty Expandable
24 personal productivity programs.
Parallel port for printing power.
Serial port for communications power.

Clocklcalendar Autotime software.
Pal lockout option for security.
Ramspooler

10 MB HARD DISK £825 20 MB f925

Month

* TWO MEMORY BOARDS IN ONE
MEMORY BELOW 640K

Ramdisk

64K R.R.P. £335 OUR PRICE f 195
384 R.R.P. £589 OUR PRICE (295

INTEL ABOVE BOARD

APRICOT RAM EXPANSION BOARDS
* 12 Month Warranty `
128K
£130.00
256K
£149.00
512K
£265.00

software

software.

We are dealers for
Tecmar, AST, Plus 5, Simon, Intel
and many other manufacturers of upgrade supplies.

Warranty.

to

384K.

OR WE CAN INSTALL ON -SITE IN MOST AREAS.

For IBM AT 80287 £235. For other

enquire. 12

failure rate.

10 MB HARD DISK £695 20 MB £795

f 165. For Olivetti and Compaq 8MZ £235.
machines please

answer to AST Six Pak Plus Sub - 1%

INTERNAL HARD DISKS

of

ver.2.0. Supercalc

Rel.2,

BOARD

For IBM and compatibles Tecmar's

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE LOW PRICES HOTLINE SUPPORT
FAST SERVICE
DISCOUNTS FOR QUANTITIES

software packages including Lotus 1-2-3
III

TECMAR CAPTAIN MULTIFUNCTION

0629-3021

scale

IBM RAM EXPANSION BOARDS

FILLS CONVENTIONAL

* 12 Month Warranty `
256K
f 165.00
384K
£225.00
512K
£265.00

EXPANDED WORKSPACE MEMORY

ABOVE 640K FOR USE WITH LOTUS 2.0, SYMPHONY 1.1,
FRAMEWORK 2.0, SUPERCALC III REL.2.1

Please telephone for details

FOR IBM PCIAT & COMPATIBLES ...2 MB RAM £1330 £795

HERCULES MONO CARD
2 Year Warranty

_z440-

FOR IBM AT & COMPATIBLES ...2 MB RAM £1420 £945

EXPANDED OUADBOARD 384K
Parallel port
port
Serial

` FIVE YEAR WARRANTY "

Clocklcalendar. Memory expansion

£299

Game port I/O bracket and Quadmaster
software with spooler and QuadRAM drive

Local Authority, Government and Corporate enquiries welcomed.
All prices are subject to V.A.T.

PLUS 5 EXTERNAL HARD DISKS
For IBM1OlivettilEricsson/Apricot
FIXED DISK SUBSYSTEMS
10 MB
ONLY £ 935.00
20 MB
ONLY f 1045.00
* 12 Month Warranty "

(RAM disk)

£295.00

PLUS 5 EXTERNAL HARD DISKS
FIXEDIREMOVABLE SUBSYSTEMS

Crown Square, Matlock, Derbyshire. DE4 3AT Telephone: 0629 3021
Telex: 8950511 ONEONE G (Ref. 129770011
Telecom Gold: NTG 344 Prestel: 533544601

10 MB + 5 MB....ONLY f 1825.00
20 MB + 5 MB....ONLY £1945.00
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Affordable and reliable

printers froTipict
give you more bPS
for your money
micro P
CPA 80 - 100 cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE

CPB 80- 130 cps
+ IBM COMPATIBLE
FROM

0185

£199*

AP micro P
MP 165 _ 165 cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE
NLQ PRINTER
AFOR
BOUT

E26,In*

AP micro P
CPP 40 _ 4 COLOUR
PORTABLE
PRINTER/PLOTTER
FOR

ABOUT

79
-f

Even in today's high tech world, for most of us, the written word is still
the least expensive means of sending and receiving information. If you
own a microcomputer the chances are that sooner or later you are
probably going to need a printer in order to get into print.

micro P

- CPP40
A low cost 4 colour 40/80 column printer/plotter capable of printing text or graphics on plain paper. The CCP40 is an ideal companion for small and portable micro's, as it is fitted with re -chargeable
batteries - perfect for beginners.

micro P

- CPA80

With 100 cps quality printing, the CPA80 probably gives more cps/
than any other printer available today. The CPA80 is packed with
features you would normally find on a more expensive printer.
With an optional RS232 version available (even for the QL) this
Epson compatible printer will hook up to almost any micro.

Buy from your local dealer today!
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micro P

- MP165

Looking for a matrix printer as well as a daisywheel? Well, the
MP165 combines all the attributes of these two technologies to
give a matrix printer capable of printing at up to 165 cps, as well
as providing crisp Near Letter Quality, (NLQ) print at 75 cps.
Features include a 2k buffer as well as both friction and tractor
feed, as standard. Ideally suited to most popular micro's, the
MP165 is now available in a new RS232 QL compatible version.

lip

Micro
123
Peripherals lid
"PRINTERS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS"

INTEC UNIT 3, HASSOCKS WOOD, WADE ROAD,
BASI NGSTOKE, HANTS. ENGLAND, RG24 ONE.
Telephone: BASINGSTOKE (02561 473232 (32 lines).
Telex: 859669 MICROP G Facsimile: 0256 461570
Full 12 months warranty - R RP ex. VAT. QL is a registered Trade Mark
of Sinclair Rese-irch

Quite simply, it leaves
other word processors
lost for words.
WordPerfect 4.1 includes
many features not found in
other word processors.
Newspaper style columns
can be displayed on screen,
120,000 word UK phonetic
dictionary, word -count,

background printing and
automatic reformatting
increase efficiency.
Line drawing and rulers,

sorting search and
5 -function maths are
invaluable assets.
The colour -coded template
makes using WordPerfect
simpler than you would
believe. Most features are

available with a single
keystroke. This makes learning
easier than ever before and
using it a real pleasure.

And see how WordPerfect
delivers today what others are
still searching for.

What you see on the screen
is what will actually print.
This makes good, professional
layouts simple.

Documents are treated as a
whole and not a series of
pages. Reformatting and
repagination after editing are
automatic and very rapid.
However fast you type, you
will never be too fast for
WordPerfect.
To find out more, write to the
address opposite.

SATELLITE
SOFTWARE UK LTD
Sentinel, Wellington House,
New Zealand Avenue,
Walton -on -Thames, Surrey, KT12 1PY.
Telephone: 0932 231164r
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